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1. Curriculum and
Instruction 
Quality Criterion 1A- Curriculum 
The Dinuba High School Agriculture Department ensures that our program embodies the 
three circle model of agriculture education to encompass SAE, FFA, and strong classroom 
instruction components taught by three full-time, qualified instructors. Current offered agriculture 
pathways include: Animal Science, Ornamental Horticulture, Floral Design, and Agriculture 
Mechanics. Curriculum in all pathways is rigorous and structured around the state standards for 
Career and Technical Education for Agriculture and Natural Resources, as well as the Next 
Generation Science Standards. Courses fulfill the standards for each cluster, such as Agriculture 
Mechanics, Ornamental Horticulture, Animal Science, and Plant and Soil Science. All possible 
courses currently offered have been approved for University of California for A-G credit. 
Agriculture career options and exploration are taught in every agriculture course taught at Dinuba 
High School and Middle School courses taught at Washington Intermediate School. 
All students enrolled in agriculture courses are expected to have, and maintain, a supervised 
agricultural experience project. SAEs represents 5 percent of the student’s overall grade in each 
course. Students are required to maintain project-related information on AET, which will be 
periodically checked by the advisors. Overview of SAE projects, opportunities, and expectations 
are taught at the beginning of each semester as an introductory unit. Students and parents are asked 
to sign a document acknowledging the recognize the SAE component in each agriculture course. 
On-site facilities are available to help students conduct a wide variety of projects at school if the 
resources are needed.  
Agriculture students are also required to participate in five FFA leadership activities each 
semester, as a portion of the overall grade. Students have access to over 30 activity opportunities 
each semester, including business meetings, post-meeting activities, social events, fundraising, 
community service, public speaking contests, program outreach, competitions, leadership 
conferences, and many more. These activities allow for leadership development, personal growth, 
and career exploration in many facets. The five activities per semester account for 10 percent of 
the student’s overall grade and is uniform across the department. This expectation is also reviewed 
during the introduction in each agriculture courses, as well as outlined on the syllabi and signature 
pages. Activity completion is tracked via Google Sheets, a format used by all teachers in the 
program. 
Examples: Course Syllabi, Calendar of Events 
Quality Criterion 1B- Course Syllabi 
All courses taught in our department, from each pathway or stand alone course, has aligned 
standards from the California Career and Technical Education Model and Next Generation Science 
Standards. Agriculture science courses incorporate both sets of standards for Agriculture Biology, 
Ornamental Horticulture, Animal Science and Veterinary Science. All agriculture courses that are 
not aligned to NGSS are centered around CTE standards. Department course syllabi include an 
introduction to the course, instructor contact information, course outline or content topics, grading 
policies, and other rules and special considerations, including FFA and SAE requirements. 
Examples: See Course Syllabi 
Quality Criterion 1C- Career Pathways 
The Dinuba Agriculture Department currently offers four recognized pathways for students 
to complete: Ag Mechanics, Floral Design, Ornamental Horticulture and Animal Science. The 
current pathways have been aligned with the new pathway requirements, set out by the California 
Department of Education, that designates concentrator and capstone courses for pathway 
completion. Our program reflects these updates and offers students the opportunity to complete at 
least one, if not multiple pathways.  
At freshman recruitment events, all program pathways are presented and flyers are given 
to students to take to 9th grade class registration. Pathway flow charts are also available to all 
current students prior to class registration that identify all pathways and course sequences. 
Completed student course wishlists completed in class, photocopied for department records, then 
returned to students to use during registration. Wishlists allow students to identify the next 
sequential course in a pathway, or self direction in the program. 
School counselors have a copy of the department pathways, including prerequisites, that 
they can use when registering and enrolling students, as well as using it as a tool when creating 
the campus master schedule. The Agriculture Department frequently discusses course information, 
requirements, and sequences with the counseling department to ensure proper enrollment for 
students to best meet their interests and needs.  
Examples: Career Pathway Outline, Student Wishlist 
Quality Criterion 1D- Course Sequences 
Dinuba High School strongly encourages students to complete a least one pathway during 
their tenure. Upon entering high school, students are directed to pursue courses and pathways that 
align to their interests and career goals. Departments submit their pathway sequences to the 
counseling department that develops the master schedule that allows for the most number of 
students  to complete program pathways.  
Bimonthly, students receive Emperor Reports from the Counseling Department that 
notifies students of grades, attendance, as well as completed requirements and credits. This 
resource serves as a constant source of encouragement towards the student’s graduation pursuit, 
higher education goals and career endeavors. Completing a pathway earns the students a pathway 
completion certificate and special recognition in the graduation ceremony program to highlight 
this achievement. 
The Dinuba High School Counseling Department has an Academies and Pathway Selection 
Sheet that students are given at registration to designate the career pathway and courses they desire 
to complete. Prior to the finalization of this sheet, the Agriculture Department updates, reviews 
requirements, and submits an official pathways document to counselors. This document is used to 
prepare the selection sheet and master schedule, indicating course sequences for each grade level 
or entry point in the program. This same document is also shared with all current, and potential, 
students to preview opportunities for students prior to class registration. This allows for students 
to plan for, and self-advocate, for their classes and interests. 
Examples: Academies/Pathways Selection Sheet and Emperor Report 
Quality Criterion 1E- Agriculture Career Awareness 
In each course outline for the Dinuba Agriculture Department, there is a portion of the 
curriculum for agriculture career exploration. The Agricultural Discovery courses that are taught 
at the Junior High will focus largely on careers. Within each course, students will research career 
opportunities, job skills, income potential and required education required for a variety of 
employment opportunities in various industries. Concentrator and capstone courses will focus on 
career opportunities within specific industries, including specializations, while introductory 
courses will be exposed to professional of various agricultural industries as a means of allowing 
students to explore individual interests. 
Additional opportunities for students to explore agricultural careers includes class and 
program field trips, guest speakers, conferences, industry tours, and career development events. 
While learning about job opportunities, students learn about colleges, majors, and employment 
skills, including, but not limited to, specific tasks and soft skills of public speaking, 
professionalism and responsibility. All classes focus on the importance of  what they are learning 
in the classroom and can tie that directly to employment opportunities within the industry. 
Examples: See Course Syllabi and Sample Career Exploration Assignments 
Quality Criterion 1F- Computer Hardware and Software 
The Dinuba High School campus has been progressive in getting computer carts with 
student Chromebooks in every classroom. Both agriculture classrooms and the agriculture 
mechanics shop have a class set of over 30 laptops that are available for student use. The 
Agriculture Department staff utilizes the laptops to maintain AET (record books) for each student 
in conjunction with course content. All students have Google accounts which allows for email 
access, Google Classroom, and all Google programs for educational purposes. Google classroom, 
in particular, is utilized in all subject areas as a means of delivering instruction, researching career 
opportunities and agricultural issues, individual and group projects, as well as multiple means of 
assessment. Classroom is also utilized in Career Development Event practices. 
All of our instructors use technology daily in the classroom through the use of PowerPoint, 
multimedia, video, virtual labs, and online resources. Students can also use computers to complete 
landscape design CAD plans, however, the new student laptops need to this software installed the 
prior to the Landscape Design course being taught next. Additional resources are available on the 
school campus, such as the school’s library, Career Center, and printing outlets. 
Since 2018, all agriculture classrooms have a Smart TV with a connected Chromebox. The 
Chromebox allows the instructor to log into all Google programs and access online resources 
instead of using a projector. The school is transitioning away from mounted projectors and screens 
to these television teaching aids. The Chromebox can store several user logins to accommodate 
the sharing of classrooms and resources amongst the agriculture instructors. All currently opened 
tabs and programs being ran is remembered and restored when the user is logged in, making 
transitioning teachers more prepared for bell-to-bell instruction. 
Examples: See computer list, pictures of Chromecarts and Chromcast TVs
Quality Criterion 1G- Computer Aided Instruction 
Currently the Dinuba Agriculture Department utilizes computer-aided resources in all 
aspects of our curriculum and courses. Chromebooks are regularly used within agricultural classes 
in the following ways: Career and college research, Google Documents, Google Sheets, Google 
Slides, Google Drawings, Google Classroom assignments and assessments, Quia online testing 
platform, accessing course notes, surveys, email, translating documents for English learners, 
species identification, floral design portfolios, landscape design elements, virtual field trips, 
resumes, cover letters, speech preparation, and science labs. For review purposes, online platforms, 
such as Quizlet, Kahoot, and STEMscopes. For Dual Enrollment courses, Schoology and Web 
Advisor are used for recording students information to earn college credit.  
Additionally, computers are used in the instruction, supervision, and updating of student 
record books (AET). All students are required to maintain an active SAE project, while tracking 
project-related information on AET. Paper record books are no longer used within the department 
and all agriculture instructors are expected to use the Agriculture Experience Tracker. 
Examples: Student Work, AET Print Out 
Quality Criterion 1H- Recordkeeping 
Maintaining a required SAE project is expected from all agriculture students and is 
implemented in all department courses. The Dinuba High School Agriculture Department is now 
utilizing AET in all classes. Five percent of each student’s grade is represented by having a 
legitimate, quality project, as supervised by the instructor and record keeping on AET. Each 
instructor is responsible for teaching students how to establish an enterprise, update hours, 
monetary transactions, and all other project related information in AET. Students who previously 
had paper record books are required to transfer project information into AET in order to 
complete applications for awards and degrees. 
All students will create sample projects in AET to practice data entry, or if they are a 
freshman, exploring the SAE opportunities. Students are expected to keep their record books up 
to date, with the instructor checking periodically. Students are to maintain calendars and 
activities at the chapter, sectional, regional and state levels.  
Examples: Course Outlines, Student AET Print Out, SAE Explorer 
With the official adoption of AET in California, the Dinuba Agriculture Department 
no longer utilizes paper record books, meaning that all student projects are recorded on AET. 
All records will be maintained through the Agriculture Experience Tracker from updated 
student rosters. Currently, the department is moving towards having all students utilize AET 
in their classes to validate the five percent of the overall course grade. Last year, all enrolled 
students logged in and updated their personal information and explored AET.  
Each instructor had varying assignments for record book completeness and updates 
previously. This upcoming school year, the instructors plan to get students set up on AET, 
complete a practice enterprise, create all planning documents, including journal financial entries, 
and FFA activities, as well as a more unified grading system. Students will be given more time 
in class to update record books throughout each semester in order to increase validity, accuracy, 
and responsibility in SAE projects. 
All students who exhibit an animal at the Tulare County Fair are required to have 
a completed, accurate record book upon completion of their projects. Fair checks will not 
be received by the student until each portion of Agriculture Experience Tracker is 
completed, accurate, and approved by an advisor. AET workshops are hosted by the 
department to assist students in establish and updating project information. 
Examples: Sample Student AET 
Quality Criterion 1I- Maintaining Record Books 
Quality Criterion 1J- Alternative Credit 
All courses offered within the Agriculture Department meet the requirements for 
graduation as either art, science, or elective credit while providing alternatives to traditional 
courses to meet the diverse needs and interests of our students. A majority of offered courses 
currently earn students a-g credit, or have been submitted for review to receive credit. 
UC A-G Offered Courses: 
Lab Science (d) 
● Ag Biology
● Veterinary Science
● Animal Science (submitted for approval)
● Ornamental Horticulture (submitted for approval)
Visual Art (f) 
● Floral 1
● Advanced Floral
Elective (g) 
● Ag Mechanics 1
● Landscape Design
Examples: Course Description Catalogue, Elective Selection Sheet, Dinuba’s A-G list 
Introduction to Agriculture 
Course Syllabus 
Mrs. Wilterding 
Rm 601 
Office Hours:    3:00 pm- 4:00 pm – after school 
Course Objectives:  Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of central concepts, principles and basic factual 
material of the following topics: Major resources in California, leading agriculture commodities, areas of agriculture 
production, economic trends of production, plant and animal science and production skills, agriculture issues, leadership 
development, record keeping, SAE’s and Careers in Agriculture.  
Required Materials:  Notebook 
         Paper 
         Writing Utensils (pencils, blue & black pens) 
Course Outline: 
Agriculture Commodities 
Commodities by State and County (California) 
Ag Resources  
Ag Commodities Project 
Produce Identification/Taste testing? 
AET Record Books 
Budget 
Journal 
Enterprise Agreement 
FFA 
History and Timeline including Project 
Understanding the Emblem 
Mission Statement 
Creed 
Motto 
Opening and Closing Ceremonies 
National FFA Organization- Membership by States 
Official FFA Dress 
Degree’s received in the FFA 
Parliamentary Procedure 
SAE 
CDE’s available 
Careers  
Agriculture Careers 
College options 
Ag Pathways 
 Plant Science Introduction 
  Plant Parts 
   Root systems 
   Leaf 
   Leaf Margins 
   Veins 
   Stem 
   Xylem 
   Phloem  
  Plant Identification 
   Monocot vs. Dicot- Rag Doll, Bean bag, balloon atmosphere 
  Simple growth pattern of plants 
  Care 
  Germination 
  Flowers 
   Complete Vs. Incomplete 
   Asexual Vs. Sexual Reproduction-cuttings 
`  
Animal Science Introduction 
  Terms to know 
  Beef Unit 
  Sheep Unit 
  Swine Unit 
  Poultry Unit 
  Units will include: 
Anatomy  
   Breeds 
   Ear notching 
   Scrapies 
   Ear Tattoos/brands 
   Diseases-major disease specific to species 
  
Possible Additional Units of coverage: 
 
Environmental Sciences 
  Water-Drought 
  Current issues in Agriculture 
  Farming History-Tulare County, California, USA 
 
 Animal Husbandry 
  Livestock evaluation 
  Livestock handling 
 
Grading:  
 
 Grading Scale:   100-90%- A 
    89-80%-   B 
    79-70%-   C 
    69-60%-   D 
    59% & Below- F 
 
 Categories for grading: 
  Notebook – 5% 
Classwork - 25% 
Labs/Projects- 25% 
Tests/Quizzes- 30% 
FFA- 10% 
SAE 5% 
 ** All assignments will be based on a point value 
Late & Make up Work:  Late assignments are not in good practice, however, if you turn in a late assignment you 
must deduct (5 points) per day the assignment is late up to 50% of total assignments value.  Late assignments will not be 
accepted after the 6 week progress report deadline, unless previously discussed with the instructor. Check the make up 
box, ask a classmate, THEN ask the teacher. 
Extra Credit:  There will be many opportunities during the semester for extra credit.  However, it is at the 
teacher’s discretion.  Attending additional FFA events will help you earn extra credit during each semester. 
Cheating/Plagiarism/Penalty:  Under no circumstances should you cheat or plagiarize your work.  This includes 
tests, homework, classwork, projects, research papers journal writing, tests and etc.   If caught, students will be given 
zero credit on the assignment and appropriate discipline will be assigned. 
________________________________ ___________________________________ 
Student Sign and Date  Parent Sign and Date 
Class Rules 
Absences/ Tardies:  If you have an excused absence it is your responsibility to make up any work missed during 
your absences. It is your responsibility to check the “extras’ box for your class to receive the make up work.  If no 
remaining copies are present then you need to come as the teacher.  Excessive tardies will reflect your grade. 
General Classroom Rules: 
1. Sit in your assigned seat daily.
2. Be to class on time and prepared when the bell rings (have all materials ready at the start of class)
3. Bring all materials to class.  Turn your homework in to the box unless directed otherwise by the
instructor.
4. Keep your hands, feet and other objects to yourself.
5. Listen to instructions the first time they are given.
6. Foul language will not be acceptable
7. No personal grooming during class time. (Make up or Hair)
8. No hats are to be worn in the buildings
9. No food, drinks, gum and candy in the classroom.  (Water is acceptable)
10. Raise your hand and wait for permission to speak.
11. Cheating on your assignments will result in a zero for that assignment and appropriate disciplinary
actions will be taken.
12. No IPODS, cell phones or other electronic devices can be used during class time.  If I see it, it will be
taken away and you may pick it up at the end of the day in the AP’s office.( Tape recorders are ok, but
you must have teacher permission to use one)
FFA & SAE:  By enrollment, you are a member of the FFA.  As a part of your grade you are to participate in FFA 
activities.  (Ex: Field trips, FFA meetings, fund-raisers, community service or fair)  You will be required to keep a record 
book, as a part of your grade.  You will need to participate in at least two activities a quarter to receive credit.   
 Hall Passes:  You must raise your hand and ask me to use the restroom or go to your locker.   Excessive hall 
passes will result in a loss of your privilege. 
Attendance:  You must attend all classes.  In case of absences it is your responsibility to make up the work or 
take a zero on the assignments. 
Always follow the Student Handbook and Code of Conducts. 
Please sign the bullying agreement, both the parent/guardian(s) and students need to sign each agreement. 
_______________________________ ___________________________________ 
Student Sign and Date  Parent Sign and Date 
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Ag Biology Syllabus 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba Email: ​nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us Rooms: 600 and 601 
Course Description: ​This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach to biological               
science and the field of agriculture, while fulfilling their high school Life Science requirement. Learning will take                 
place in the classroom, farm laboratory, and science laboratory environments. Using agriculture as a focus, the                
course emphasizes the biological principle and interrelationships among the following topics: the cellular aspects              
of life including growth and reproduction of plants and animals; genetic principles, evolution of species; ecological                
relationships and physiological principles including the function of major body systems. In addition, the              
inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the materials covered in the classroom. This includes              
involvement in FFA activities, planning of an agriculture-based project, and keeping accurate records; all required               
parts of a successful agriculture program. This course will be using multiple sources of information including a                 
textbook, online sources, and Google Classroom. 
Course Outline: 
Semester 1- 
Unit 1: FFA 
Unit 2: Science Principles: Lab Safety, Scientific Methods, Themes of Bio, Characteristics of Living Things 
Unit 3: Ecology:  Biotic & Abiotic Factors, Energy Flow, Ecosystems, Biodiversity, Cycles, Biomes, 
Communities, Populations, Succession, Symbiosis, And Conservation 
Unit 4: Human Impact 
Unit 5: Cells: Organelles: Functions & Types, Cycle, Membrane, Diffusion, Macromolecules, Enzymes, Cell 
Reproduction: Chromosomes, Mitosis, Meiosis, Processes: Photosynthesis, Respiration, Krebs Cycle 
Semester 2- 
Unit 6: DNA:  Structure and Models, compare RNA, Replication, Transcription & Translation, Protein Synthesis, 
Recombinant DNA 
Unit 7: Genetics & Heredity: Mendel, Punnett Squares, Recombination, Pedigrees, Sex-link, Laws: Segregation, 
Independent Assortment. 
Unit 8: Evolution:  Eras, Origins of Life, Darwin, Fossil Record, Adaptations, Selection (artificial vs natural), 
Evidence from Living Things, Classification, Evolutionary Causes, Speciation 
Unit 9: Physiology: Animal Body Systems, Major Disease Project 
Review All Units: Each Semester will have a final. 
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook 30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations30% 
Quizzes/Tests 25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester) 10% 
SAE/Record Book 5% 
 
Special Considerations: 
1. FFA Activities and involvement are ​mandatory​ for this course.  You may earn up to 10% of your total course points 
towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities include, but are not limited to the following 
items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, conferences, sectional and state activities.  These activities are 
not always during the school day.  You may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on weekends or on 
school vacations.  You are required to attend ​5 activities per semester​ to receive full credit.  Extra credit points can be 
earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure they are completing 
this requirement.  
 
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive absences will impact your 
grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box for your missing handouts, but don’t do it in 
the middle of class.  If you have one ​excused​ absence you will have one day to make up the work for full credit. If work is 
turned in late, without an excused absence, you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for that 
assignment. After 3 class periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a test, it is 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within ​2 DAYS​ of your absence. 
 
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable goods it cannot be made 
up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Since this is a scientific course, you need to attend lab days; failure to do so will 
result in a lower grade. 
 
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, ​3-Subject​ size ​minimum​, for this course. You will be 
required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout the school year. Notice may or may not be 
given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the student to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all times.  
 
5. Other items you will ​NEED​ for this class: ​Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick 
 
Keep your notebook up to date at all times!​ You never know when we will be having a random notebook check 
on top of the regular notebook checks. 
 
 
Class Expectations and Rules:​  ​At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1.  Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  Be  
     cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and plagiarizing  
     will not be tolerated and result in a zero score. 
2.  Responsible – prompt (being in your seat when the bell rings), prepared, self-directed, and ready to work. 
Self-motivated, attentive, and positive  
     attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of class time, and  
     observe all rules and policies. 
3.  On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when finished.  
     Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up. 
4.  Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be prepared, have  
     a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, drinks or gum will  
be allowed in the science lab. 
5.  Focused – ​all electronics put away​, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food  
     and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality work, and  
     keep up with class pacing.  
6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a  weekly interventio​n 
 
Student-Parent Agreement 
 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, grading 
procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Agriculture Biology.  
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, notebook entries, 
bookwork and projects. 
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities per semester for a small 
portion of their grade.  
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project, outside of scheduled class time, for 
a small portion of their grade. 
● I understand that late work will be accepted for half credit only the day after the due date. 
 
 
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the rules and policies of 
the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the syllabus and sign below.  Then the student 
will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
 
 
Students: ​   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the  
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will participate  
       in class to ensure my success. 
 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  ________ 
 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  __________ 
 
 
 
Parents:​  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in  
     the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  ____________________________________________________ 
 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  ______________________________________________________ 
 
Contact Information: Email Address-  _________________________________________________  
 
Phone Number-  _____________________________________________ 
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Ornamental Horticulture Syllabus 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba Email: ​nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us Room: 600
Course Description: ​This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach to the science of                 
the Ornamental Horticulture field. Students will learning about the fundamentals of plants growth, soil science,               
pest management and sustainability as it relates to horticulture and natural resources. It will also develop skills                 
needed for employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape maintenance,              
nursery production, ornamental horticulture. Practical biological science, plant care, reproduction, common           
plant identification, entomology, irrigation, fertilization, industry practices and other topics are covered. The             
course is rigorous and involves advanced laboratory activities. Students will also be introduced to              
environmental agencies, product development and marketing, as well as developing employment skills            
necessary for the industry. In addition, the inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the materials               
covered in the classroom. This includes involvement in FFA activities, planning of an agriculture-based project,               
and keeping accurate records; all required parts of a successful agriculture program. This course will be using                 
multiple sources of information including a textbook, online sources, and Google Classroom. 
Course Outline:​ * 
Topics to be covered include, but are not limited to: 
1. FFA/Leadership
2. Careers Opportunities
3. Plant/Tools/Materials Identification
4. Human Impact on Horticulture and the Environment
5. Plant Classification/Taxonomy
6. Fundamentals of Plant Growth and Propagation
7. Fundamentals of Soil Science
8. Pests/Entomology
9. Sustainability
10. Product Marketing
11. Composting
12. Nursery Production and Landscaping Practices
Students will be expected to complete courses tasks inside and outside of the classroom including hands-on 
project and assignments. 
*Subject to change upon instructor discretion
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook 30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations30% 
Quizzes/Tests 25% 
FFA (5 Activities ​per ​semester) 10% 
SAE/Record Book 5% 
Special Considerations:
1. FFA Activities and involvement is ​mandatory​ for this course.  You may earn up to 10% of your total course
points towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities include, but are not limited to the
following items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, conferences, sectional and state activities.  These
activities are not always during the school day.  You may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on
weekends or on school vacations.  You are required to attend ​5 activities PER SEMESTER​ to receive full credit.  Extra
credit points can be earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to
ensure they are completing this requirement. NO exceptions or substitutions for this requirement.
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive absences will impact
your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box for your missing handouts, but don’t
do it in the middle of class.  If you have one ​excused​ absence you will have one day to make up the work and so on. If
work is turned in late, without an excused absence, you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for
that assignment. After 3 class periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a
test, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within ​2 DAYS​ ​of your
absence unless otherwise specified by the instructor.
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable goods it cannot be
made up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Labs will be an integral part of this course, which may be within the
classroom or outside on the farm laboratory. You need to attend lab days; failure to do so will result in a lower grade. Labs
days may or may not be able to be made up; this is based on the nature of the lab and at the discretion of the teacher.
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, ​single subject​ size ​minimum​, for this course. You
will be required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout the school year. Notice may or
may not be given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the student to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all
times.
5. Other items you will ​NEED​ for this class: ​Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick
Keep your notebook up to date at all times!​ You never know when we will be having a random notebook 
check on top of the regular notebook checks. 
Class Expectations:​  At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1. Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  Be
cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and plagiarizing
will not be tolerated and result in a zero score.
2. Responsible – prompt, prepared, self-directed, and ready to work.  Self-motivated, attentive, and positive
attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of class time, and
observe all rules and policies.
3. On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when finished.
Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up.
4. Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be prepared, have
a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, drinks or gum will
be allowed in the science lab.
5. Focused – all electronics put away, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food
and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality work, and
keep up with class pacing.
6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a weekly intervention
Student-Parent Agreement 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, grading 
procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Agriculture Biology.
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, notebook entries,
bookwork and projects.
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities per semester for a small
portion of their grade.
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project, outside of scheduled class time,
for a small portion of their grade.
● I understand that late work will receive 10% off each day it is late up to 50% off the total assignment.
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the rules and policies 
of the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the syllabus and sign below.  Then the 
student will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
Students: ​   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the 
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will participate 
       in class to ensure my success. 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  ________ 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  __________ 
Parents:​  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in 
    the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  ____________________________________________________ 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  ______________________________________________________ 
Contact Information: Email Address-  _________________________________________________ 
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Landscape Design Syllabus 2017-2018 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba Email: ​nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us Rooms: 216  / 217  / 600
(P1-2) (P3-4) (P7) 
Course Description: ​This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach Landscape              
Design and the Ornamental Horticulture agricultural field. Learning will take place in the classroom, farm               
laboratory, and other laboratory environments. This course will explore career opportunities within the             
Landscape industry, in such areas as landscape design, construction, maintenance, as well as general nursery               
production practices while developing an understanding of practical biological knowledge, propagation,           
entomology, and industry practices. In addition, the inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the              
materials covered in the classroom. This includes involvement in FFA activities, planning of an              
agriculture-based project, and keeping accurate records; all required parts of a successful agriculture program.              
This course will be using multiple sources of information including a textbook, online sources, and Google                
Classroom. 
Course Outline:​ * 
Topics to be covered include, but are not limited to: 
1. FFA/Leadership
2. Careers Opportunities
3. Plant/Tools/Materials Identification
4. Plant Classification/Taxonomy
5. Propagation Methods
6. Landscape Design Principles
7. Hardscaping/Xeriscaping
8. Landscape Construction and Maintenance
9. Nursery Production Practices
10. Weeds and Insects
11. Soil Properties
Students will be expected to complete courses tasks inside and outside of the classroom including hands-on 
project and assignments. 
*Subject to change
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook 30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations30% 
Quizzes/Tests 25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester) 10% 
SAE/Record Book 5% 
Special Considerations:
1. FFA Activities and involvement is ​mandatory​ for this course.  You may earn up to 5% of your total course points
towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities include, but are not limited to the
following items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, conferences, sectional and state activities.  These
activities are not always during the school day.  You may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on
weekends or on school vacations.  You are required to attend ​5 activities per semester​ to receive full credit.  Extra credit
points can be earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure
they are completing this requirement.
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive absences will impact
your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box for your missing handouts, but don’t
do it in the middle of class.  If you have one ​excused​ absence you will have one day to make up the work and so on. If
work is turned in late, without an excused absence, you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for
that assignment. After 3 class periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a
test, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within ​2 DAYS​ of your
absence.
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable goods it cannot be
made up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Labs will be an integral part of this course, which may be within the
classroom or outside on the farm laboratory. You need to attend lab days; failure to do so will result in a lower grade. Labs
days may or may not be able to be made up; this is based on the nature of the lab and at the discretion of the teacher.
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, ​1-Subject​ size ​minimum​, for this course. You will
be required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout the school year. Notice may or may
not be given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the student to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all times.
5. Other items you will ​NEED​ for this class: ​Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick
Keep your notebook up to date at all times!​ You never know when we will be having a random notebook 
check on top of the regular notebook checks. 
Class Expectations:​  At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1. Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  Be
cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and plagiarizing
will not be tolerated and result in a zero score.
2. Responsible – prompt, prepared, self-directed, and ready to work.  Self-motivated, attentive, and positive
attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of class time, and
observe all rules and policies.
3. On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when finished.
Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up.
4. Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be prepared, have
a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, drinks or gum will
be allowed in the science lab.
5. Focused – all electronics put away, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food
and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality work, and
keep up with class pacing.
6. 6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a weekly intervention
Student-Parent Agreement 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, grading 
procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Landscape Design.
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, notebook entries,
bookwork and projects.
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities for a small portion of
their grade.
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project for a small portion of their grade.
● I understand that late work will receive 10% off each day it is late up to 50% off the total assignment.
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the rules and policies 
of the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the syllabus and sign below.  Then the 
student will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
Students: ​   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the 
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will participate 
       in class to ensure my success. 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  ________ 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  __________ 
Parents:​  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in 
    the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  ____________________________________________________ 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  ______________________________________________________ 
Contact Information: Email Address-  _________________________________________________ 
Phone Number-  _____________________________________________ 
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Floral Design 
Course Overview: 
This course is designed to give students the basic knowledge of the art of floral design including, but not limited 
to basic mechanics, composition requirements, various design forms, flowers, foliage (plant) and tools 
identification.  You will create, design, identify, explain and evaluate floral topics. Various projects planned for 
this course may include, but are not limited to: boutonnieres, corsages, wreaths, dried arrangements, fresh 
arrangements, seasonal and balloon arrangements.  
Course Outline: 
1. Safety in the Lab
2. History of Floral Art
a. Important Artists and their Impacts
b. Art History time periods
3. Elements and Principles of Design
a. Textures
b. Colors
c. Shapes/Forms Office Hours 3:10pm- 4pm 
d. Balance M-F by apt
e. Proportion
f. Scale
g. Focal Point
h. Rhythm
i. Lines
j. Depth
4. Design Practicum
5. Flowers and Foliage
a. Identification
b. Care and Handling
c. Basic Horticulture and Production
d. Business Skills, Pricing and Marketing
6. Mechanics and Materials
7. Arrangements Styles and Techniques
8. Seasonal, Holiday and Occasional Design
9. Cultural Themes
10. Careers
11. FFA
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework /Notebook 30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations 30% 
Quizzes/Tests  25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester) 10% 
SAE/Record Book  5% 
Special Considerations: 
1. FFA Activities and involvement is mandatory for this course.  You may earn up to 5% of your total
course points towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities include,
but are not limited to the following items; Chapter Mtgs/activities, fundraisers, judging teams
(Floriculture, speech contests etc) conferences, sectional and state activities.  These activities are not
always during the school day.  You may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on
weekends or on vacations.  You are required to attend 5 activities per semester to receive full credit.
Extra credit points can be earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit.
2. Make up Work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive absences
will impact your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box for your
missing handouts but don’t do it in the middle of class.  If you have one excused absence you will have
one day to make up the work and so on. If you turn in late work I will deduct 10% each day it is late up
to 50% of the total point value of the assignment.  If you are absent and miss a test YOU may take them
before school, lunch or after school within 2 DAYS of your absence.
3. Labs, unfortunately, cannot be made up due to the perishable nature of the products we will be working
with.  An alternative assignment will be given.  Assignments will be at the teacher’s discretion for
substitution.  You will only be allowed 5 substitution assignments in the year. Due to the nature of this
class, missing a lab will mean you will be missing out on valuable lessons, points and artistic values.
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a notebook, 3-ring binder, for this course.  You will be required to
turn this notebook in at certain times during the year.  You will need to have different sections in this
notebook including: Notes, Assessments, Identification and rough draft portfolio.  Photos of your lab
work will be added to your portfolio at the student’s expense.  A rubric and guidelines page will be
given to you for reference.
5. Other items you will NEED for this class: Pens, pencils (highlighter and colored pencils are helpful)
Report/portfolio folder or separate plain 1inch binder for your official portfolio project.
Materials and Cost 
Although you do not have to pay for the cost of the materials for this class you will be required to pay for any 
unlawful or willful damage to the classroom, its occupants and including all materials contained in the 
classroom.  If you misuse products in any way you will be responsible to pay for these materials.  Stealing from 
the classroom is unacceptable and will be punished.  Certain projects will be sold from the classroom, while 
others can be taken home for personal enjoyment.  However, those projects taken home will not be taken in any 
glassware or certain other materials, as we are on a limited budget.   
We have read and understand the above mentioned Class Syllabus.  We therefore, sign and agree to adhere to 
the above stated. 
__________________________ ________________________ _______________ 
Students Name (please Print)  Student Signature Date 
__________________________ ________________________ _______________ 
Parent Name (please print)  Parent Signature Date 
Dinuba FFA Events Calendar 
All Dates and Activities Subject to Change 
August 
9-10 ​​ Chapter Officer Boot Camp
23 ​​- Chapter Meeting  
25 ​​- Fair Clean Up-Livestock 
Exhibitors 
28 ​​- Barn Clean Up 
31 ​​- Pre-Fair 
September 
10-16 ​​- Tulare County Fair  
20 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
21 ​​- Greenhand Leadership 
Conference  
22 ​​- Chapter Officer Leadership 
Conference 
29 ​​- Raisin Day Festival 
October 
2-​​ Sequoia Sectional Activity @ 
McDermott Field House 
6 ​​- Alta Historical Society 
10 ​​- Opening/Closing Speech 
Contest 
13 ​​- Corcoran Cotton Contest  
19 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
20 ​​-MJC Cotton Contest 
26 ​​- Reedley College Freshman 
Field Day 
November 
1 ​​- Hanford HS Cotton Contest  
3 ​​- Cotton Judging State Finals @ 
Fresno State 
15 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
28 ​​-Discover Leadership 
Conference  
(7th/8th Graders) 
December 
1 ​​- Christmas Parade 
6 ​​- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional 
Banking Contest 
14 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
January 
4-5 ​​- St. Helena HS Pruning 
Contest 
5-​​ Porterville College Citrus 
 Contest  
12 ​​- Dinuba HS Vine Contest 
17 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
19 ​​-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare 
High School District Farm 
19 ​​- Selma HS Vine Contest 
20 ​​- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest 
@ Reedley High School 
26 ​​- Reedley College Field Day 
February 
2 ​​- Mid-Winter Fresno State Finals 
7 ​​- Sequoia Sectional Speaking  
Contest @ Mission Oak HS 
13 ​​- World Ag Expo @ Tulare 
15-16 ​​- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership  
Academy Conferences @ 
Visalia  
19-22 ​​- National FFA Week 
(activities at lunch) 
22 ​​- Roses for Wrinkles 
Community  
Service Event 
23 ​​- San Joaquin Regional FFA 
Meeting @ Mission Oak HS 
March 
1-2 ​​- UC Davis Field Day  
15 ​​- Regional Speaking Contest 
16 ​​- Dinuba HS Field Day 
20 ​​- Sectional Activity Sports  
Tournament @ Exeter HS 
21 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
23 ​​- MJC Field Day  
30 ​​- Reedley College Field Day 
30 ​​- Woodlake Floral 
April  
3-​​ Sequoia Section State Degree 
and Proficiency Banquet @ 
International Agricenter 
6 ​​- Clovis East HS Vet Contest 
11- ​​ Sectional Officer Elections 
13 ​​- Fresno State Field Day  
24 ​​- State Speaking Finals in  
Anaheim 
24 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
26-29- ​​ State FFA Leadership 
Conference 
May 
3-4-​​ State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly 
SLO 
10-11 ​​- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High 
School 
17 ​​- Chapter Awards banquet 
25 ​​- Point Award Trip 
Agriculture
Department
Pathways
Dinuba Agriculture 
Department Class Sign ups 
What pathway would you like to complete? 
___Animal Science 
___Ornamental Horticulture 
___ Ag Mechanics 
___ Floral 
What is your next course to sign up for? 
____ Intro to Ag 
____ Ag Biology 
Animal Science Ornamental 
Horticulture (OH) 
Ag Mechanics Floral 
____ Animal Science ____ O.H. ____ Ag Mechanics ____ Floral 
____ Vet Science ____ Landscape Design ____ Equipment Op/Mt ____ Adv. Floral 
*** Reminder Check the Recommendations and Pre-Requisites prior to enrollment/sign ups. 
Student Signature: __________________________________ 
Academies & Pathways for 2018-2019         
Please check all that apply to you after graduation  ID#__________________     Name________________________________________ 
 _____Attend a community college   _____ Attend a 4-year university  ____Vocational Program _____Go to work after graduating   ______Enter the military 
_____I plan to complete the following pathways: 1.__________________________2.__________________________3.__________________________________ 
AGRICULTURE & NATURAL RESOURCES 
Agriculture Mechanics - 101 
1. *Ag Mechanics DE 
2. Farm Equipment Operations & Maint.  DE
Ag Leadership and/or Ag Biology and/or Intro. to Agriculture Recommended 
Animal Science - 103 
1. *Animal Science DE  
2. *Veterinary Science DE  
Ag Leadership, Intro.to Ag, Ag Biology Recommended 
Floral Design – 105A 
1. *Floriculture DE  (Ag students have priority) 
2. *Advanced Floriculture 
Introduction to Agriculture, Ag Biology, Ag Leadership Recommended 
Ornamental Horticulture 105 
1. Ornamental Horticulture DE
2. *Landscape Design DE  
Intro to Ag, Ag Biology, Ag Leadership Recommended 
ARTS, MEDIA, & ENTERTAINMENT 
Video Production – 113B 
1. *Introduction to Graphic Design & Multimedia 
2. Broadcasting DE
Digital Photography 
1. *Digital Photography 1 DE (Intro to Graphic Design & Multimedia) 
2. Digital Photography 2
BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION TRADES 
Residential & Commercial Construction - 123 
1 *Construction 1 
2.*Construction 2 
BUSINESS & FINANCE 
Financial Services- 180 
1. Office Technology
2. Personal Finance
3. Recordkeeping /Accounting
EDUCATION, CHILD DEVELOPMENT, & FAMILY SERVICES 
Child Development- 130 
1. Life Management
2.Careers with Children 1 DE
3.Careers with Children 2 DE (11-12, 2 periods)
> AVID Tutor Recommended 11 or 12 
Education- 132 
1. Life Management
2. Intro to Teaching DE (2 periods)
ENGINEERING & ARCHITECTURE 
Architectural Design - 150 
1.*Architecture & Design 1  DE 
2.*Architecture & Design 2 DE 
1 must be taken before 2, 2 before 3 
* = a-g course for four year college admission
DE=Dual Enrollment Course.  Earns high school and college credit. 
>-=Take anytime. No prerequisites 
Construction Management Academy (CMA) 
Grade 9 –   *Engineering 1  
Grade 10 – *Engineering 2 DE or Construction Management 2 
Grade 11 – *Engineering 3 DE and Robotics or 
Construction Management 3 and *Arch & Des 1 DE 
Grade 12 – Engineering 4 DE or Construction Management 4 DE 
HEALTH SCIENCE & MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Medical Enrichment Development Academy (MED) 
Grade 9 – MED Pathway 1 
Grade 10 – *Biotechnology 
Grade 11 – *Sports Anatomy and Physiology and *AP Psychology 
Grade 12 – Essentials of Medicine (2 per) and AP Environmental Science 
HOSPITALITY, TOURISM, & RECREATION 
Food Service & Hospitality - 201 
1.Culinary Arts 1 (10-12)
2.Culinary Arts 2 (11-12)
MANUFACTURING & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Welding & Materials Joining- 213 
1.Welding 1 DE
2.Welding 2  (2 periods)
PUBLIC SERVICES 
Emergency Services - 233 
1. Urban and Rural Firefighting DE (11-12) 2 periods @ Dinuba Fire Dept.
Emergency Services - 233 
1. Wildland Firefighting DE (12, @ Reedley College) 2 Periods.
Public Safety - 232 
1. *Criminal Justice ROP DE (10-12) 
2. Crime Scene Investigation (DE, 11-12) OR
TRANSPORTATION 
System Diagnostic Service & Repair - 221 
1.Small Engines
2.Auto 1
3.Auto 2 DE (11-12, 2 periods, teacher recommendation)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Video Game Design – 114 
1. Intro to Graphic Design & Multimedia
2. Video Game Design
3. Advanced Video Game Design (pending)
Graphic Design & Integration – 111A 
1.Introduction to Graphic Design & Multimedia
2. Web Design & Computer Graphics
3. Advanced Web Design & Computer Graphics
Networking Pathway- 172 
1.IT Essentials 1
2. Internet Engineering 1
3. Internet Engineering 2
DHS Counseling- Spring 2018 
Name:_______________________________ID_____________GD_____ 
Counselors:  A/ MED-Avila      B-G - Arreola
H-Ma/ AVID- Sanchez    Mc-R - Halstead     S-Z/ CMA- Shin
X next to your CORE classes 
Subject Requirements 
English 
___English 9P      ___Honors 
___English 10P    ___Honors 
___English 11P 
___English 12P ERWC 
___AP English Lit/Comp. 
___AP English Lang./Comp 
Mathematics 
___Math 1 P   ___Honors Math 1 
___Math 2 P  ___Honors Math 2 
___Math 3 P  ___Honors Math 3 
___Statistics P        ___AP Stats 
___AP Calculus 
___Recordkeeping/Acctng (11-12) 
___Personal Finance (11-12) 
Science 
___Integrated Science P 
___Biology P     ___Ag Biology P 
___Chemistry P _Hon Chem P 
___Sports Anat/Physiology P 
___Energy Sci__Conc.Physics P 
___Veterinary Science  P 
___AP Environmental (MED) 
___AP Biology   ___AP Physics 
History 
_World History P__Honors Wrld P 
      ___AP European History 
___US History P __AP US History 
___American Government/ Econ P 
PE (20) 
___PE 9   
___PE 10 
___Naval Science I, II, III, IV 
___Fitness and Conditioning 
Other (check, no number) 
___Jazz Band (0 period) 
___0 Period Fitness and Cond 
___Madrigals (0 period) 
RANK your ELECTIVES #1 to #8 
*Meets a-g requirements for college admission
DE     Dual Enrollment Course, earns College Credit
____*Advanced Band P (play instrument. 10-12) 
____*Advanced Creative Writing P (10-12 / Creative Writing) 
____*Advanced Engineering 
____*Advanced Floral Design P ROP-  (11-12, Floriculture, includes FFA) 
____*Advanced Guitar P (Guitar) 
____Advanced Leadership (Leadership) 
____*Advanced Women’s Choir P (Audition/Teacher Rec.) 
____Ag Leadership (10,11,12 Teacher Approval, includes FFA Activities) 
____*Ag Mechanics P  DE (includes FFA Activities) 
____*Animal Science P (10-12, includes FFA Activities) 
____*AP Biology (11-12) 
____*AP French (French 3) 
____*AP Physics 
____*AP Psychology (10-12) 
____*AP Spanish Language (Spanish 2 NS or Spanish 3) 
____*AP Spanish Literature (Spanish 2 NS or Spanish 3) 
____Architecture & Design I  DE  ROP 
____*Architecture & Design II P DE ROP (Arch & Design 1) 
____*Art 1 P 
____*Art 2 P (Art 1) 
____Auto 1 (Small Engines) 
____Auto 2 DE (Auto and Teacher Approval. 2 periods) 
____*Aviation Maintenance Tech/Flight Sci P DE ROP (11-12, 2P 
Reedley College) 
____*AVID 10 P (AVID 9) 
____*AVID 11 P (AVID 10) 
____*AVID 12 P  (AVID 11) 
____AVID Tutor (11th will tutor 9-10  12th  will tutor 9-12) 
____*Beg. Guitar P  (Must own a guitar) 
____*Biotechnology P  (MED Academy 10th only) 
____Broadcasting  PENDING A-G ROP DE ONE DAY (11-12, A or B in 
Eng./Teacher Approval) 
____Building Trades DE (2 periods, 12th only, Construction 1) 
____Careers with Children 2- DE ROP (11-12, 2 Per Careers w/Cldren 1) 
____*Certified(Pre) Nursing Assist P ROP-2 per(12,2.5 gpa, valid ss card) 
____*Conceptual Physics P  (11-12) 
____*Concert Choir P (Audition/Teacher Approval) 
____*Construction 1 P  
____Construction 2  10-12 (Construction 1) 
____Construction Management 2 DE (Gr 10 Engineering-Const Emph) 
____*Construction Management 3 P DE(Gr 11 Engineering-Const Emph) 
____Construction Management 4 DE (Gr 12 Engineering-Const Emph) 
____*Creative Writing P (10-12, A-B in English Classes) 
____*Crime Scene Investigation P  DE ROP (11-12, Criminal Justice) 
____*Criminal Justice P  ROP DE  (10-12, Priority 11-12) 
____Culinary Arts 1 (10-12) 
____Culinary Arts 2 (11-12, Culinary Arts 1, 2 periods) 
____*Digital Photography 1 P   DE ROP (10-12) 
____Digital Photography 2    (11-12, Dig Photo 1) 
____*Drama P  
____*Drama Production P (Drama or Teacher Approval) 
____Essentials of Medicine ROP (12, MED Academy 2 Periods) 
____Farm Equipment Operations & Maint. DE(11-12, includes FFA) 
____*Floriculture P DE (10-12, Intro to Ag Recommended, includes FFA)  
____Forensics (Speech and Debate) 
____*French 1 P  ____*French 2 P(French 1) ___*French 3 P(French 2) 
____*Intermediate Band P 
____*Internet Engineering 1 P DE (IT Essentials or Concurrent) 
____Intro to Agriculture (includes FFA Activities) 
____ *Intro to Engineering P DE  
____Intro to Graphic Design & Multimedia  
____Intro to Teaching  DE ROP (2 per, 11-12, Child Dev. or Car. 
w/children) 
____IT Essentials I/II DE ROP (Good Math Student recommended)  
____*Jazz Band P (0 period) 
____*Landscape Design P DE (10-12, Includes FFA activities) 
____Leadership (Application Required) 
____Leadership Marketing (Application and teacher permission) 
____Life Management ROP 
____*Madrigals P  (0 Period/Audition/Teacher Approval) 
____*Men’s Choir P  (Audition/Teacher Approval) 
____*Mexican American Heritage P 
____Naval Sci. I    ___Naval Sci II   ___Naval Sci III   ___ Naval Sci IV 
____Office Technology 
____*Ornamental Horticulture P (11-12, includes FFA Activities) 
____Percussion (Drummers in band select this instead of Adv Band) 
____*Psychology P (10-12) 
____Recordkeeping/Accounting (Pers. Finance./ or IM 2) 
____Small Engines/Manufacturing 
____*Social Issues Through Film P (9-12) 
____*Sociology P (10-12) 
____*Spanish 1P __*Spanish 2P (Spanish 1) __*Spanish 3P (Spanish 2) 
____*Spanish 1 NS P  ____*Spanish 2 NS P (Spanish 1 NS) 
____*Speech & Debate P (10-12, Teacher Approval) 
____*Sports Anatomy & Physiology P (MED Academy 11 or Bio/Chem) 
____Stagecraft  (Art 1 or Drama) 
____*Urban/Rural Firefighting P DE ROP(11-12 Coun Approval. Per 5-6) 
____*Veterinary Science P PENDING ROP DE (Ag Bio Rec, includes 
FFA Activities) 
____Video Game Design  
____*Web Design and Computer Graphics P (10-12, Comp Apps) 
____Welding 1 DE ROP 
____Welding 2 DE ROP (10-12, Welding, 2 periods) 
____Wildland Firefighting DE (gr 12 ,2 Per. Urban/Rural ,Reedley) 
____*Women’s Choir P (Audition/Teacher Rec.) 
____*World Geography P 
____Yearbook (A/B in English/Teacher Approval) 
Registration is complete after you enter into the Google Survey 
1. Go to dhs.dinuba.k12.ca.us
2. Click on Registration Link
3. Enter identifying information








Room 601 
Room 600 











 
Course Descriptions 
AGRICULTURE 
Ag Biology 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed knowledge of the biological principles of                
the following areas: molecular and cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and                 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of classification, ecological relationships, and              
animal behavior. ​This class meets the life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college                  
admission. 
Ag​ ​Leadership    ​. 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as individual training for agricultural careers                 
and technology. Students will develop leadership skills through planning, executing community development events,             
speaking and job interviewing. 
Ag & Natural Resources 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology 
This course is designed to provide the student with theories and principles related to Agriculture and Natural                 
Resources. Students will learn about the science in natural resources, conservation, soil, water, wildlife classification               
and habitat, forest species, air pollution, land quality, weather and climate, environmental impact on mineral use,                
sustainable agriculture system and waste management. This course is intended to successfully prepare students              
who plan on majoring in agriculture and natural resources at a four-year university. 
Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to the Agriculture Mechanics                  
industry. The course will introduce the student to different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The                  
course will cover different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small Engines, plumbing,               
electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor             
maintenance and operations. 
Environmental Horticulture 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to environmental horticulture science. It will                 
also develop skills needed for employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape                
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture. Plant care, reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant            
identification, lawns and ground cover, irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered. The course is rigorous                
and involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college admission. 
Floriculture 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
This is an introduction to floral design. Students will explore elements and principles of design, two and three                  
dimensional designs, history of floral art, arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional              
designs and propagation. Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, explaining and             
evaluating all topics of study. ​This course meets the visual art requirement for graduation and college admission.                 
This class is a dual enrollment course with Reedley College. 
Introduction to Agriculture 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisites: None 
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and the FFA program. Course of study                 
includes animal and plant science, production agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife. A major              
emphasis is placed upon FFA participation. 
Landscape Design 
Grade:10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in such areas as Landscape                  
Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and Landscape Maintenance. Areas to be covered include site            
evaluation, plant identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant Science. 
Veterinary Science 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and principles related to veterinary                 
science. This course is intended to successfully prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal                  
science at a four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 







2. Leadership and
Citizen Development 
 Quality Criterion 2A- FFA Chapter 
 The Dinuba FFA chapter was chartered on March 1, 1937, which is a part of the California 
State FFA Association and National FFA Organization. The chapter number is CA0059. The 
original charter document is located in the agriculture office, although it tattered and reconstructed 
in a frame. 
 
Example: Picture of charter  
 
 
 
 
  
Quality Criterion 2B- Program of Activities 
The Dinuba FFA Program of Activities is updated each year by the current chapter officers, 
overseen by the Vice President. This resource is developed each year with information for our 
students, staff, administration and community about our program and opportunities. The POA 
covered information about the teachers, department, courses, activities calendar, contracts, 
budgets, constitution and bylaws of the organization. After each officer planning retreat, officers 
review the activities, budget, and revise this document. 
The Dinuba FFA POA traditionally has the president’s welcome message, activities list, 
and a few minor updates done each year. In the 2017-2018 school year, the chapter Vice President 
and an advisor updated, reformatted, and added additional components to meet the guidelines set 
out in the curricular code. This has transitioned this resource into a more meaningful, complete 
and comprehensive document that can guide students, staff and the community members through 
the program. The 2018-2019 Vice President is tasked with improving the POA this year. A task 
list with deadlines is given to the officer to complete. 
Example: POA 
Quality Criterion 2C- Leadership Grading Criteria 
As previously mentioned, all students enrolled in an agriculture course at Dinuba High 
School are required to participate in five FFA leadership activities each semester for 10% of their 
overall grade in each class. Students also have the opportunity to earn extra credit if they earn more 
than the required points each semester. This department requirement is explained at the beginning 
of each school year during the course introduction, outlined on all syllabi, with an acknowledgment 
form for both the student and parent to sign stating understanding of the expectations. Ag 
Discovery students at the feeder middle school are only required to attend one activity per 
semester. 
A Google spreadsheet was created and shared amongst the instructors that is used for 
documenting activity participation, including totalling total activities per semester for grading 
purposes. This document is also used to determine the most active students of the school year for 
the annual Point Awards Trip. Some examples of FFA activities include chapter meetings, meeting 
activities, sectional and regional meetings, fundraising events, community service, public speaking 
contests, program outreach, competitions, and leadership conferences to name a few. 
Approximately 75% of the membership fulfills the five activities each semester. 
Examples: FFA Activity Sheet, Activity Calendar in POA, Course Syllabi 
Dinuba High School Agriculture courses have 100% affiliation with the State and National 
FFA Organizations. All students enrolled in an agriculture education course are affiliated with the 
FFA and hold FFA memberships. The R2 Roster is updated each year once class numbers are 
finalized. Since all students are affiliated with the State Association, they are accountable for 
participating in the outlined FFA participation requirement.  
Examples: R2 roster 
Quality Criterion 2D-FFA Affiliation
Quality Criterion 2E- FFA Activities 
Each year the Dinuba Agriculture Education program fulfills, and surpasses, the 12 FFA 
activities outlined on the Agriculture Incentive Grant FFA Activities Checklist. Dinuba FFA is 
very active and involved in activities at the sectional, regional and state level for career and 
leadership development events. Advisors ensure that as many opportunities as possible are 
available to the students. 
Example: Annual Chapter FFA Checklist 
Quality Criterion 2F- Student Leadership Participation 
Our program requires students to participate in five FFA leadership activities per semester, 
totalling a minimum of 10 activities annually for full credit. This documentation can be verified 
within the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department teacher activities lists found on a shared 
Google Spreadsheet. Our department offered 64 opportunities in the 2017-2018 school year for 
students to complete the activity requirement. Out of our 354 students, 296 students participated 
in at least 3 sponsored leadership activities a year. Roughly 84% of the Dinuba FFA membership 
participates in 3 leadership activities a year. 

There’s No End To Agriculture 
Program of 
Activities  
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Introduction to Dinuba FFA 
The FFA Organization is an organization of, by, and for students studying 
agriculture in public secondary schools under the provision of the Vocational 
Education Act. The National FFA Organization envisions a future in which all 
agricultural education students will discover their passion in life and build on that 
insight to chart the course for their education, career and future.  
As an integral part of agriculture education in the public school system of the 
United States, the FFA has become well known in recent years. No other national 
student organization enjoys greater freedom of self government under adult council 
and guidance than the FFA. Organized in 1928, it has served to motivate and 
vitalize the effective instruction offered to students of vocational agriculture and to 
provide further training in farmer citizenship and agricultural business.  
The FFA is a non-profit, non-political agriculture youth organization, designed to 
take its place with other agents striving for the development of leadership, the 
advancement of agriculture technology, and improvement of agricultural life. The 
foundation upon which the FFA organization is molded includes leadership, 
service, thrift, scholarship, improved agriculture, organized recreation, citizenship, 
and patriotism.  
The Dinuba FFA Chapter is part of the California FFA Association of the National 
FFA Organization. Dinuba FFA was chartered in 1937,  nine years after the 
National FFA Organization was formed. Dinuba High School promotes three 
general career pathways: Animal Science, Floral Design, and Ornamental 
Horticulture. With almost 450 members, Dinuba FFA has made great strides here 
in our small agricultural community to build a reputable program and serve our 
own. 
The Dinuba FFA Program of Activities is designed to serve as a guide for our 
members in all of their endeavors during the coming year. The Program of Activities 
or POA for short, contains information about leadership conferences, degree 
attainment, our chapter’s constitution, by-laws, and much more. It is our hope that 
this document will guide all members and guests to greater success within our 
organization. 
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President’s Message 
Welcome to the 2017-2018 school year! Your officer team is very excited to 
welcome you to another fun filled year in the Dinuba FFA Chapter. Dinuba FFA 
has continually discovered new opportunities in this organization throughout  our 
years and strive to make this program truly reflective of our members. This year 
we have seen an increase in membership, participation, and opportunities for you, 
Dinuba FFA members.  
During the Chapter Officer retreat in July, the chapter officer team 
developed our theme for the 2017 - 2018 school year, “There is No End to 
Agriculture.” We believe that this theme was a perfect choice for our chapter goals 
and vision. As a team, we decided we want to promote agriculture and the key 
roles that is plays into today’s society. Our chapter is striving to make a impact on 
FFA members and the community, to educate everyone that there is truly no end to 
agriculture. 
I am privileged to be serving as your president in such a dedicated chapter in 
the FFA, and it makes me proud to see each of our members growing and 
developing as young leaders in our organization. I am also grateful to be apart of 
such a wonderful officer team. I know they will bring nothing, but dedication to 
the team and to the chapter. Our FFA chapter has been demonstrating that “there is 
no end to agriculture” by continuing to show their leadership skills, having hands-
on supervised agricultural experience projects, learning to grow inside and outside 
of the classroom environment, and competing in career development events. I 
cannot wait to see how Dinuba FFA will continue to prove how agriculture has no 
end and will continue to thrive in the future, just as our chapter grows. 
Sincerely, 
Madasen Gutierrez 
2017-2018 Chapter President 
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2017-2018 Chapter Officer Team 
Back Row: Jesus Aguilera (Treasurer), Jose Gutierrez (Vice President), Chase 
DeMasters (Historian), Jose Flores (Treasurer) 
Front Row: Leslie Garcia (Reporter), Madasen Gutierrez (President), Shania 
Cardenas (Secretary) 
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President 
Name: Madasen Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Vine Pruning, 
Veterinary Science 
Vice President 
Name: Jose Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Gutierrez Cattle 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,  
Vine Pruning, Job Interview, Veterinary Science 
Secretary  
Name: Shania Cardenas 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Job Interview 
Floral 
Treasurer 
Name: Jose Flores 
Grade: 10 
SAE: Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cottong Judging, 
Impormptu, Nursery Landscape 
4 
Reporter 
Name: Leslie Garcia 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Goat 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Floral 
Sentinel 
Name: Jesus Aguilera 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,   
Job Interview, Nursery/Landscape 
Historian 
Name: Chase DeMasters 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ag Mechanics 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, 
Vine Pruning, Nursery/Landscape
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Advisor’s Message 
Welcome to the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department! 
Welcome to a new and exciting year at the Dinuba High School Agriculture 
Department and FFA Organization. We look forward to continuing the long 
tradition of success within our program and hope that each and every one of you 
will become involved in the many activities the chapter officers have planned for 
this year. Our chapter officers have planned a fun year for our students and we 
couldn’t be more proud. 
The mission of the Dinuba Agriculture Department and Dinuba FFA is to provide 
opportunities, help students, and guide them while providing a quality agriculture 
education that prepares students for higher education, career readiness, and to be 
productive citizens within our society. Our courses are designed to provide a 
rigorous, hands-on, applicable education that provides students with real-life 
experiences, unique to agriculture education. 
Taking an agriculture course makes you a member of the largest youth leadership 
organization in the entire world; FFA. Students across our campus, section, region, 
state, and nation are reaping the benefits and growing as young leaders. You, too, 
can become a young leader and develop within the organization. Your FFA 
advisors, chapter officers, and fellow members want you to develop your potential 
for premier leadership, personal growth, and career success. 
We look forward to working with all of our wonderful students and see all of your 
successes in the 2017-2018 school year! 
Sincerely, 
The Dinuba FFA Advisors 
Roy Browne, Kariann Wilterding, and Nicole Borba 
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Introduction of Advisors
 
 
Mr. Roy Browne       
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Business from Cal Poly, Pomona. 
Classes:  
Intro. to Mechanics, Intro. to Agriculture, Veterinary Science 
SAE’s:  
Market Sheep, Mechanics 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Extemporaneous 
Speaking, Vine  
Pruning, Citrus,  
Vet Science 
Mrs. Kariann Wilterding     
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in 
Animal Science from Fresno State 
Classes:  
Intro. to Agriculture, Floral Design 
SAE’s:  
Market Goats, Market Beef, Market Hogs 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Creed Recitation, Best Informed, Greenhand, 
Floral 
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Mrs. Nicole Borba 
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in Animal Science from 
Fresno State,  
Pursuing Masters in Agriculture Education from Cal Poly SLO 
Classes:  
Agriculture Biology and Landscape Design 
SAE’s:  
Market Hogs and Horticulture 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, Impromptu, Job Interview, 
Nursery/Landscape 
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Advisory and District Staff 
2017 – 2018 Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee 
James Garcia     Stone Fruit / Orchard Labor 
Dave Lopes       Reedley College Professor Emeritus 
Kara Langley Alumni, Floral 
Ron Nishinaka CSU, Fresno Hort. Lecturer, Past Nursery Owner 
Jon Robson        Dairy Consultant, Ex Fresno State Professor 
Steve Soria        Soria Trucking and Agriculture Products 
Josh Terry        Plant Biologist 
Rod Pomp        Farmer- nuts, hay 
Tory Torosian    Torosian Organic Farms 
Rhonda Watson Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
Board of Trustees 
Joe Hernandez, Ed.D. Marti Kochevar        
Superintendent  Assistant Superintendent 
Sandra Kizirian Trustee Area 1 
Ron Froese  Trustee Area 2 
Bev Keel-Worrell Trustee Area 3 
Mary Villarreal Trustee Area 4 
Miriam Cendejas Trustee Area 5 
Administration and Staff 
Dr. Roberts. Ed.D.  Principal 
Adriana Baza Assistant Principal 
Marlena Celaya  Assistant Principal 
Gina Melkonian  Assistant Principal 
Eric Rodriguez Assistant Principal 
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Department Information 
Dinuba High School 
340 E. Kern Ave 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7220 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
1131 E. Magnolia Way 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7247 
Course Room Locations 
Intro to Agriculture - Room 600 and 601 
Agriculture Biology - Room 216 and 217 
Agriculture Mechanics - Room 305  
Floral Design - Room 601 
Veterniary Science - Room 600 
Landscape - Room 601 
Email Addresses 
Mr. Browne- rbrowne@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Borba- nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Wilterding- kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
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FFA Mission and Strategies 
The FFA Mission and Strategies encompasses aiming to make a positive difference 
in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, 
personal growth and career success through agricultural education. To accomplish 
this mission, the FFA:  
● Develops competent and assertive agricultural leadership.
● Increases awareness of the global and technological importance of
agriculture and its contribution to our well-being.
● Strengthens agriculture students’ confidence in themselves and their work.
● Promotes the intelligent choice and establishment of an agricultural career.
● Encourages achievement in supervised agricultural experience (SAE)
programs.
● Encourages wise management of the community’s economic, environmental
and human resources.
● Develops interpersonal skills in teamwork, communication, human relations
and social interaction.
● Builds character and promotes citizenship, volunteerism and patriotism.
● Promotes cooperation and cooperative attitudes among all people.
● Promotes healthy lifestyles.
● Encourages excellence in scholarship.
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization. 
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The FFA Emblem 
The National FFA Emblem is a representative of the history, goals, and future of 
the Organization.  Each of the five elements possesses a unique significance. 
The Cross Section of the Ear of Corn provides the foundation of the emblem, just 
as corn has served as the foundation crop of American agriculture.  It signifies 
unity, as corn is grown in every state of the nation. 
The Rising Sun signifies progress and holds promise that tomorrow will bring a 
new day glowing with opportunity. 
The Plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the 
historic foundation of our country’s strength. 
The Eagle is a national symbol, which serves as a reminder of our freedom and 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture. 
The Owl, long recognized for its wisdom, symbolizes the knowledge required to 
be successful in the industry of agriculture. 
The words “Agricultural Education” and “FFA” signify the combination of 
learning and leadership necessary for progressive agriculture. 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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FFA Colors and Motto 
Official Colors 
In 1929, the Future Farmers of America voted to adopt National Blue and Corn 
Gold as the official FFA colors. National blue was selected since our national flag 
has a blue field while gold is represented by the golden fields of corn signifying 
unity across our country. National unity amongst our organizations marks it as the 
largest youth organization in the world, and we are all united by one factor: 
agriculture. 
Motto 
These 12 words gives members words to live by as they experience the FFA and 
agriculture education. FFA members should embody and embrace these words and 
carry this message in their hearts at all times. 
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 FFA Salute, Official Dress and Proper 
Use of the Jacket 
 
FFA Salute 
The official salute of the National FFA Organization is the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Conducted during the closing ceremonies of an official meeting, those in 
attendance should face the flag, place the right hand over their heart, and repeat the 
following statement: 
 
“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the 
Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and 
justice for all.” 
 
 
Official Dress 
  
Female members are to wear a black skirt to the knees or longer, nylon stockings, 
white collared blouse, blue FFA scarf, black close-toed shoes, and official FFA 
jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Male members are to war black slacks, white collared shirt, black dress shoes, 
black socks, FFA tie, and official FFA jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Show Uniform for FFA members consists of official FFA jacket, FFA scarf for 
females and FFA tie for males, white collared shirt, white pants, and appropriate 
shoes for the task. 
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Proper Use of the FFA Jacket 
The blue corduroy jacket is the most recognizable symbol of the organization. As a 
member, it is one of your responsibilities to ensure its proper use. Specific 
guidelines are outlined below:  
● The jacket is to be worn only by members.
● The jacket should be kept clean and neat.
● The back of the jacket should have only a large official FFA emblem, the
name of the state association and the name of the local chapter, region,
district or area. The front of the jacket should have only a small official FFA
emblem, the name of the individual, one office or honor and the year of that
office or honor.
● The jacket should be worn on official occasions with the zipper fastened to
the top. The collar should be turned down and the cuffs buttoned.
● The jacket should be worn by members and officers on all official FFA
occasions, as well as other occasions where the chapter or state association is
represented. It may be worn to school and other appropriate places.
● The jacket should only be worn to places that are appropriate for members to
visit.
● School letters and insignia of other organizations should not be attached to
or worn on the jacket.
● When the jacket becomes faded and worn, it should be discarded or the
emblems and lettering removed.
● The emblems and lettering should be removed if the jacket is given or sold
to a non-member.
● A member should act professionally when wearing the official FFA jacket.
● Members should refrain from use of tobacco and alcohol when underage and
at all times when representing FFA. In addition, members should exhibit
their leadership qualities when they encounter substances including tobacco
and alcohol and serve to discourage others from inappropriate behavior.
● All chapter degree, officer and award medals should be worn beneath the
name on the right side of the jacket, with the exception of a single State FFA
Degree charm or American FFA Degree key. These should be worn above
the name or attached to a standard degree chain. No more than three medals
should be worn on the jacket. These should represent 1.) the highest degree
earned, 2.) the highest office held and 3.) the highest award earned by the
member.
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Creed 
 
Written by E. M. Tiffany 
 
I believe in the future of farming with a faith born not of words, but of deeds – 
achievements won by the present and past generations of agriculturists; in the 
promise of better days through better ways, even as the better things we now enjoy 
have come to us from the struggles former years. 
 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, or to be engaged in other 
agricultural pursuits, is pleasant as well as challenging; for I know the joys and 
discomforts of agricultural life and hold an inborn fondness for those associations 
which, even in hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and respect from others.  I believe in my 
own ability to work efficiently and think clearly, with such knowledge and skill as 
I can secure, and in the ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our own and 
the public interest in producing and marketing the product of our toil. 
 
I believe in less dependence on begging and more power in bargaining;  in the life 
abundant and enough honest wealth to help make it so – for others as well as 
myself; in less need for charity and more of it when needed; in being happy myself 
and playing square with those whose happiness depends upon my. 
 
I believe that American agriculture can and will hold true to the best traditions of 
our national life and that I can exert an influence in my home and community 
which will stand solid for my part in that inspiring task. 
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FFA Degree Program 
Greenhand Degree 
1. Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course.
2. Have, or have plans for a Supervised Agricultural Experience Project.
3. Demonstrate Knowledge of FFA History, Creed, Motto, and other leadership
 information by obtaining a score of 70% or higher on the FFA Leadership 
Exam. 
Chapter Farmer Degree 
1. Hold the Greenhand Degree.
2. Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course.
3. Be actively involved in the workings of the chapter.
4. Have a Supervised Occupational Experience project.
5. Earn and invest at least $150, or work at least 45 unpaid hours in a SAE.
6. Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure.
State Farmer Degree 
1. Hold the Chapter FFA Degree.
2. Be an active member for at least 24 months.
3. Complete at least 2 years of agricultural course work.
4. Earn or invest at least $1000, or work at least 300 unpaid hours in a SAE.
5. Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure.
6. Give a 6 minute speed on an agriculture topic.
7. Serve as an officer, committee chairperson, or a participating member of a
committee.
American Farmer Degree 
1. Hold the State FFA Degree.
2. Be an active FFA Member for at least 36 months.
3. Complete at least 3 years of agricultural course work.
4. Graduate from high school at least 12 months prior to receiving the degree.
5. Have in operation, with accurate records substantiating, an SAE.
6. Earn $7500, or earn and invest $1500 and work at least 2250 unpaid hours in
the SAE.
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 Essentials of a Successful Chapter 
 
The local chapter is the heart of FFA. Chapters that strive for success keep 
members active at all levels of the organization and provide students with many 
opportunities for leadership. Emphasizing the following 10 items will help ensure 
your chapter’s success.  
 
1. FFA Knowledge- Every member and chapter advisor needs to understand the 
functions and opportunities of FFA in order to fully reap the benefits. Detailed 
information can be found in the Official FFA Student Handbook, FFA.org or in 
other FFA publications.  
 
2.Diversity of Membership- Agricultural education enrollment and FFA chapter 
membership should be representative of the diversity of the student body 
population. Serving this broad cross-section of students is an opportunity and a 
responsibility that includes every student in the agricultural education classes. 
Achieving this objective has many rewards, including greater service to students, 
parents and the community; a broader spectrum of community support; and a more 
creative program plan through diverse input.  
 
3. All Members Share Responsibilities- When all members are active, the entire 
chapter benefits. Providing leadership should be everyone’s role, not just that of 
the officers. The Program of Activities ensures that each member has specific 
duties in the chapter.  
 
4. Capable Officers- Students nominated and elected to officer positions must 
have the talent and dedication necessary to lead the chapter. Chapters should hold 
open elections, and officers should serve as role models.  
 
5. Challenging Program of Activities- A chapter should plan goals and activities 
that will utilize members’ talents and meet the needs of the community. Every 
member is to be included in the POA.  
 
6. Workable Constitution and Bylaws- These should provide flexibility to allow 
progress yet provide enough structure and support to give the chapter a firm 
foundation. All chapter decisions should be based upon its constitution and bylaws. 
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 7. Proper Equipment and Records- The chapter should acquire the equipment 
necessary for officers and committee members to keep complete financial, 
historical, membership and other records.  
 
8. Well-planned, Regularly Held Chapter Meetings- Monthly meetings, 
scheduled at a regular time and guided by a sound agenda, will provide the 
efficient transaction of business, promote chapter unity and encourage better 
attendance. Chapter meetings can be excellent learning and teaching tools.  
 
9.Adequate Financing- Fundraising projects are essential in FFA. Yearly earnings 
will contribute to the creativity and growth of the chapter by funding important 
activities and projects.  
 
10. School and Community Support- The chapter must strive to meet the needs 
of the community and work with the school system in which it operates. Since 
many chapter activities depend upon local support, public relations activities 
should be conducted in the community, such as the National Chapter Program and 
Food for America. An FFA Alumni affiliate can provide organized community 
support and service. 
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Chapter Goals 
Every year, the newly elected officer team reflects on the past school year in order 
to plan for a more effective and successful program. In the 2017 summer, chapter 
officers went on a leadership retreat to Montana de Oro, CA to bond, plan, and 
prepare for the upcoming year. A portion of this leadership retreat is spent 
establishing goals for our chapter. Three goals the chapter officer team set are: 
1. Increase Member Participation
● Increase attendance of chapter meetings, as well as activities that
follow
● Increase participation in activities above the chapter level
● Expand opportunities for career development events for members
● Create new activities, fundraisers, and traditions
● Have more organized and meaningful chapter meetings
● Invite members to speak at chapter meetings about their experiences,
rather than having officers give all the reports
● Increase SAE projects for all students program wide, including non-
traditional experiences
2. Improve Recruitment and Retention
● Recruit at the feeder middle schools
● Implement a new Ag Discovery course at Washington Intermediate
● Give educational presentations to younger students and provide
hands-on activities
● Utilize social media to promote chapter activities, successes, and
classes
3. Improve and Expand SAE Projects
● Increase the amount of students with a legitimate SAE project
● Create a chapter SAE presentation competition
● Provide more on-campus SAE opportunities
● Work with community members to create work experience
opportunities
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August 
12-13 Chapter Officer Boot Camp  
25- Chapter Meeting  
26- Mandatory Fair Clean Up 
 
 
September 
1- Purchase FFA Shirt 
6 - Barn Clean Up 
7- Pre Fair  
11-17- Tulare County Fair  
21- Greenhand Leadership Conference  
23- Chapter Officer Leadership   
Conference 
23- Raisin Day Festival 
28- Chapter Meeting 
 
 
October 
5- Sequoia Sectional Activity @  
Adventure Park 
6- Take out BBQ dinner fundraiser 
7- Dinuba Tractor Supply Farmers 
 Market  
11- Opening/Closing Speech Contest 
14- Corcoran Cotton Contest @  
Corcoran High School 
14- Dinuba Historical Society Dinner 
 and Silent Auction 
20- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley Freshman Field Day @  
Reedley College 
28- Modesto Junior College Cotton  
Contest @ MJC 
 
 
November  
2- Hanford Cotton Contest @ Hanford 
High School 
3- College of the Sequoias Freshman  
Field Day @ COS 
4- Cotton Judging State Finals @  
Fresno State 
16- Chapter Meeting 
 
  
December 
2- Christmas Parade 
7- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional  
banking Contest @ El Diamante 
 High School 
14- Chapter Meeting 
16- Exeter Citrus 
 
 
January 
6- St. Helena Pruning Contest 
6- Fowler Vine Pruning Contest @   
Fowler High School  
13- Dinuba Vine Pruning Contest @  
 Dinuba High School 
13- Golden West Citrus Contest @   
Golden West High School 
20-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare High  
School District Farm 
20- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest @  
Reedley High School 
26- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley College Field Day @  
Reedley College 
29-9 Valentines Flowers fundraiser 
 
 
February 
3- Mid-Winter State Finals @ Fresno  
State 
8- Sequoia Sectional Speaking Contest  
@ Mission Oak High School 
13-28- Cookie Dough Sales 
15- World Ag Expo Field Trip 
16-17- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership Academy 
 Conferences @ Visalia
2017-2018 Calendar of Actvities 
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18-23- National FFA Week 
23- Chapter Meeting 
24- San Joaquin Regional FFA Meeting  
 @ Mission Oak High School  
28- Sequoia Sectional Activity@ Roller 
 Town 
 
March  
2-3- UC Davis Field Day @ UC Davis 
9-10- Chico State Field Day @ Chico  
State 
13- Bouquets to Arts Exhibit (Floral  
Classes) 
14- Ag Career/College Expo @  
International Agri Center  
16- Regional Speaking Contest  
17- Dinuba Vet and Floral Contest @  
Dinuba High School 
22- Chapter Meeting 
24- Modesto Junior College Field Day  
@ MJC 
31- Reedley College Field Day 
 
 
 
 
April  
4- Sequoia Section State Degree and  
Proficiency Banquet @  
International Agricenter 
6-7- Pomona Field Day @ Cal Poly  
Pomona  
9- Sectional Officer Interviews 
12- Sectional Elections 
19- Chapter Meeting  
21- Fresno State Field Day @ Fresno  
State 
22-25- State FFA Leadership  
Conference 
28- Madera Floral @ Madera South 
28- Madera Liberty Vet @ Madera  
Liberty 
  
 
 
May 
4-5- State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly SLO 
10-11- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High  
School 
12- Point Award Trip 
14/15- Chapter Officer Interviews 
18- End of the Year Banquet 
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Chapter Constitution and Bylaws 
Article I   Name and Purpose 
Section A: The name of this organization shall be the “Dinuba FFA Chapters”. 
Section B: The purposes for which this Chapter was formed are as follows: 
1. To develop competent, aggressive, rural and agriculture leadership.
2. To create and nurture a love of country life.
3. To strengthen the confidence of students of agriculture in themselves and
their work.
4. To create more interest in the intelligent choice of farming and other
programs and establishment in agriculture.
5. To encourage members in the development of individual farming and other
programs and establishment in agriculture.
6. To encourage members to appreciate the farm and its surroundings.
7. To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement of agriculture.
8. To develop character, train for useful citizenship, and foster patriotism.
9. To participate in cooperative effort.
10. To encourage and practice thrift.
11. To encourage improvement in scholarship.
12. To provide and encourage the development of organized recreational
activities.
Article II    Organization 
Section A:   The  Dinuba  Chapter  of  the  FFA  Organization  is  chartered  by  the 
National  FFA Organization. 
Section B:  The Chapter accepts in full the provisions in the Constitution and By – 
laws of the  California Association as well as those of the National FFA 
Organization. 
Article III    Membership 
Section A: Membership in this Chapter shall be of three kinds:  Active, Alumni, 
and Honorary, as defined by the National FFA Constitution. 
Section B: The regular work of this Chapter shall be limited to the active 
membership. 
Section C: Honorary  Membership  in  this  Chapter  shall  be  limited  to  the 
Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree. 
Section D: Active  Members  in  good  standing  may  vote  on  all  business 
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brought before  the Chapter. An Active member shall be considered in good 
standing when: 
1. They attend 80% of Chapter Meetings held that year.
2. They show an interest in, and take part in, the affairs of the Chapter.
3. They pay all bills within 30 days.
4. They are a true representative of the FFA as perceived by the Chapter
Executive Committee. 
5. They  are  academically  eligible  to  participate  in  activities  according
to  the  policy as established by the Dinuba Unified School District. 
Section E:  Names of applicant for membership shall be filed with the Chapter 
Secretary. 
Article IV   Emblems 
Section A: The Emblem of the FFA shall be the Emblem of the Chapter. 
Section B:  Emblems used by members shall be designated by the National FFA 
Organization. 
Article V:     Degrees 
Section A: There shall be four degrees of Active Membership in this Chapter. 
These degrees are: Greenhand, Chapter Farmer, State Farmer, and American 
Farmer. 
Section B: All “Greenhands” are entitled to wear the regulation bronze emblem 
pin, all Members holding the degree of “Chapter Farmer” are entitled to 
wear the regulation silver emblem pin, all members holding the degree of 
“State Farmer” are entitled to wear the regulation gold emblem pin, and all 
members holding the degree of “American Farmer” are entitled to wear the 
regulation gold emblem key. 
Section C: Minimum qualifications for obtaining the four degrees of Active 
Membership shall be those listed in the National FFA Constitution. 
Section D: Chapter Officers shall review the qualifications of members and make 
recommendations to the Chapter concerning degree advancement. 
Article VI   Officers 
Section A: The Officers of the Chapter shall be as follows: President, Vice 
President, Secretary, Reporter, Sentinel, Treasurer, ASB Representative and 
Historian. The local Advisor(s) shall be the teacher(s) of agriculture in the 
school where the Chapter is located. The officers shall perform the following 
duties: 
1. The president shall preside over and conduct meetings according to
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  accepted parliamentary procedure, call special meetings, keep members on 
the subject and within time limits, appoint committees and serve on them as 
an ex-officio member, call other officers to the Chair as necessary or 
desirable, represent the Chapter and speak on occasions, coordinate Chapter 
efforts by keeping in close contact with the other officers and Advisor(s), 
keep Chapter activities moving in a satisfactory manner, represent the 
Chapter to the Dinuba High School Student Council, and represent the 
Chapter at National Convention or designate a replacement. 
2. The Vice President(s) shall assist the President when needed, have charge
of committee work, preside at meetings in the absence of the President, be 
prepared to assume the duties and responsibilities of the President, and 
obtain reports from committee chairpersons. 
3. The Secretary shall prepare and read minutes of meeting, have available
for the President a list of business for each meeting, attend to official 
correspondence, send out and post notices, count and record votes when 
taken, prepare Chapter records, keep the permanent records of the Chapter, 
cooperate with the Treasurer in keeping accurate membership role, issue 
membership cards, call meetings to order in the absence of a presiding 
officer, read communications to the members at meetings, keep an updated 
point award chart with the assistance of the Advisor(s), and post the meeting 
agenda at least 24 hours in advance of meetings. 
4. The Treasurer shall receive and act as custodian of Chapter funds with the
assistance of the Advisor(s), assist Advisor(s) in collecting assessments, 
preparing Sectional, Regional, State, and National Dues, preparing an annual 
budget, keeping financial statements of the Chapter, paying out funds as 
authorized by the Chapter, preparing financial statements and reports 
building up the Chapter’s financial standing, and submitting a financial 
report at each meeting. 
5. The Reporter shall gather and classify Chapter news, prepare news notes
and articles for publication or broadcast, contact local newspapers, send 
news to State or National Publication, arrange for FFA participation in local 
events, and assist the Historian in maintaining a Chapter Scrapbook. The 
Reporter shall submit the Chapter Scrapbook for judging at the Spring 
Regional Meeting. 
6. The Sentinel shall set up the meeting room and care for Chapter
Paraphernalia and equipment, attend the door during meetings and welcome 
visitors, see that the meeting room is comfortable, and take charge of 
candidates in degree ceremonies. 
7. The Advisor(s) shall assist the Officers in running the Chapter and advise
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 them as the need arises. The Advisor(s) shall also assist the Chapter 
Secretary in preparing the Point Award Chart and assist the Chapter 
Reporter in preparing news releases. 
8. The Historian shall take an active part in meetings and take charge of the 
Chapter Scrapbook. The Historian may also stand in for an officer, or be 
promoted into a higher office if the need should arise. 
9. ASB Representative shall assist the Advisors with communications with 
the student body. This position shall attend ASB activity meetings with the 
Advisors, and report on such activities to the chapter at chapter meetings, 
and officer meetings, when necessary. 
Section B: Officers of the Dinuba FFA Chapter shall be elected annually during the  
month of April and announced and sworn in at the Annual Awards Banquet 
in May. All Chapter Officer Applicants meeting the requirements to serve as 
a Chapter Officer will have their names placed on the ballot, as slated by the 
interview committee. The candidates will fill out an application and give to 
the Advisor(s) by the given deadline. Additionally, each candidate will be 
required to go through the interview process prior to being placed on the 
ballot. Active Members in good standing will have the opportunity to vote 
for one candidate representing each of the 8 offices. 
Section C:  To be eligible to run for Chapter Office the member must: 
1.   Hold the degree of Chapter Farmer, or be approved by the Advisor(s). 
2.   The Chapter Officer application must be filled out and turned in prior to 
the given deadline to a Chapter advisor. 
3.   Be in good standing with the Chapter as outlined in Article III, Section D 
of the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
4.   Maintain a grade point average of 2.5 or better. 
Section D:  All officer vacancies during the term shall be appointed by the Advisor  
with the approval of the officer team, except for the President, who shall be 
filled by one to the 2 Vice Presidents. 
Section E:  Any Chapter Officer may be impeached by a 2/3 vote of the Chapter at  
a regularly scheduled chapter meeting. Possible reasons for impeaching may 
include but are not limited to: not fulfilling duties as outlined by the 
Constitution, not portraying the image of a FFA Member as established by 
the Chapter Officers and Constitution, losing respect for fellow Chapter 
Officers, members, Advisors, and/or Community. 
Section F: An officer missing a meeting, leadership conference, or other mandated  
responsibility must provide a written explanation one day prior to the event, 
except uncontrolled circumstances or extreme emergencies. This explanation 
shall be brought before the officer team to be handled appropriately. 
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Section G:  Any officer placed on academic probation shall, in writing, 
resign from office at the first appropriate Chapter Officer Executive 
Meeting. This vacant office shall be filled according to the Chapter 
Constitution. 
Section H:  The Committee Chair positions shall be appointed by the Advisors 
  from the list of eligible candidates after elections of the 8 offices have taken 
  place. 
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 Committee Membership 
Dinuba FFA members have many opportunities to get involved in chapter 
leadership besides serving as a chapter officer. Committees are a great way for 
students to get involved in planning and executing activities, fundraisers, and 
events. The objective of each committee and committee chair is to plan, organize, 
and implement the fundamentals of that activity to serve the students, chapter, and 
community. 
 
Here are a few of the potential committees that a member can serve on: 
• Aggie of the Month (Student) 
● Animal Shelter Food Drive (Community) 
● Banquet-Food (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Invitations (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Photo Booth (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Slideshow (Chapter) 
● Canned Food Drive (Community) 
● Cookie Dough Fundraiser (Chapter) 
● Community Service (Community) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Tickets (Chapter) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Serving (Chapter) 
● Fall Harvest (Student) 
● Field Day- Floral (Chapter) 
● Field Day- Vet Science (Chapter) 
● Greenhand Banquet (Student) 
● National FFA Week (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Promotions (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Sales (Chapter) 
● Recruitment (Student) 
● Retirement Facility Plant Giveaway (Community) 
● Scrapbook Committee (Chapter) 
● SAE Competition (Student) 
● Social Media (Chapter) 
● Spring Fest (Chapter) 
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 Dinuba Agriculture Pathways  
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 Agriculture Courses 
 
Advanced Floral                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Floriculture 
  
Advanced Floral provides students the opportunity to learn more about floral 
design elements building of of the introductory course. Students will explore  more 
elements and principles of design, arrangement styles, techniques, and design more 
floral pieces for school and community events. Students will be exposed to more 
career opportunities, plant physiology, and marketing. This course meets the 
elective requirement for graduation and college admission.  
 
Ag Biology                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
  
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed 
knowledge of the biological principles of the following areas:  molecular and 
cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of 
classification, ecological relationships, and animal behavior.  This class meets the 
life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college 
admission. 
  
Ag Leadership     
Grade: 11-12                                                                                    
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
  
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as 
individual training for agricultural careers and technology.  Students will develop 
leadership skills through planning, executing community development events, 
speaking and job interviewing. 
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 Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
  
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to 
the Agriculture Mechanics industry. The course will introduce the student to 
different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The course will cover 
different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small 
Engines, plumbing, electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout 
tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor maintenance and operations. 
   
Animal Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to animal science and the livestock industry. Students will learn 
hands-on applications relating to nutrition, medical care, processing, and 
evaluation of various meat and dairy animals. This course is intended to introduce 
concepts of animal husbandry to those students who plan on majoring in 
agricultural or animal science at a four-year university. This class meet elective 
requirement for college admission. 
 
 
Floriculture                                                
Grade: 10-12      
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
  
This is an introduction to floral design.  Students will explore elements and 
principles of design, two and three dimensional designs, history of floral art, 
arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional designs and 
propagation.  Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, 
explaining and evaluating all topics of study.  This course meets the visual art 
requirement for graduation and college admission. This class is a dual enrollment 
course with Reedley College. 
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 Introduction to Agriculture                           
Grade: 9-12                                                         
Prerequisites: None                                                                         
  
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and 
the FFA program.  Course of study includes animal and plant science, production 
agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife.  A major emphasis is placed 
upon FFA participation. 
  
Landscape Design           
Grade:10-12       
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
  
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in 
such areas as Landscape Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and 
Landscape Maintenance.  Areas to be covered include site evaluation, plant 
identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant 
Science. 
  
Ornamental Horticulture          
Grade: 11-12                                                      
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
  
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to 
environmental horticulture science.  It will also develop skills needed for 
employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape 
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture.  Plant care, 
reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant identification, lawns and ground cover, 
irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered.  The course is rigorous and 
involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college 
admission. 
 
Veterinary Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to veterinary science. This course is intended to successfully 
prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal science at a 
four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
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 Chapter Applications 
 
Greenhand Degree Application 
 
Name:________________________________________ Date:                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                               
Year in School (circle one) 9th  10th  11th  12th  
  
Application Date:                                  
  
FFA Activities: 
  
  
  
 
  
School and Community Activities: 
  
  
  
  
*Test Score                     * Must be 70% or higher to qualify for degree 
  
I have met or exceeded the requirements for obtaining my FFA Greenhand Degree 
as outlined in the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
  
  
Applicant Signature: ______________________________   Date:___________             
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 Chapter Farmer Degree Application 
 
Name: ____________________________________  Date:                                                                                                                            
      
Year in School (circle one)  9th    10th    11th    12th 
  
*Application Due _______________ 
  
You may attach additional sheets if necessary. 
  
Please list all FFA activity participation: 
  
  
  
  
  
Please list any school and/ or community involvement: 
  
  
  
  
Please describe your SAE Project(s): 
  
  
 
I have met or exceeded the Chapter Farmer Degree Requirements as outlined by 
the Dinuba FFA Chapter Constitution. 
  
Applicant Signature:____________________________     Date:______________       
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Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Application 
Applicant’s Name:  _________________________________________________ 
Applicant’s Address:  _______________________________________________ 
City:  _________________________          Zip: _________________________  
Phone # _____________________          Grade: _______    Age: _______ 
Agriculture classes planned for the coming year: 
Number 1 through 4 by preference, the offices you want to be considered for, if 
you are elected. (1 is your most desired spot and 4 is your least desired spot) 
_____ President        _____ Reporter 
_____ Vice President _____ Sentinel 
_____ Secretary        _____ Historian 
_____ Treasurer        _____ ASB Representative 
1. List all FFA leadership roles you have experienced. (officer, committees,
etc.)
2. List all FFA Activities and Career Development Events (judging teams,
speaking competitions, leadership meetings/conferences, etc.)
3. List any FFA awards or honors you have received.
4. List involvement in school and community activities outside of the FFA.
5. Describe leadership qualities you possess that would qualify you for a
chapter officer.
6. List at least 3 new ideas for chapter activities for the coming year.
7. Explain your current or future SAE program or project.
8. Do you currently have accurate record books for your SAE project. If so,
how many months?
9. Describe why you want to become a chapter officer.
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10. Briefly state the qualities you possess that qualify you for a chapter office. 
 
11. If you were elected to a chapter office, what would be your main goal for the 
chapter? 
 
12. Describe your experiences speaking in front of large groups of students and 
people. 
 
13. Select one of your personal qualities and explain how it will be of value to 
the chapter officer team. 
 
14. What other commitments do you have in the year that would compete for 
your time. 
 
15. What do you believe are the most important responsibilities of a chapter 
officer are? 
  
  
I _________________________ hereby approve of my son/daughter, 
_____________________, running/becoming a Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer for 
the 2009-2010 school year. I realize that s(he) is responsible for their officer duties 
and will uphold them to the best of their ability. I further understand my child is 
required to be at all executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that they 
will be an active member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am 
aware that repeated absences from official officer functions will result in my 
student’s early dismissal from the officer team. Each officer is required to attend 
the officer retreat. 
  
Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________   Date:_____________  
 
I understand I am responsible for my duties as a chapter officer and will uphold 
them to the best of my ability. I further understand that I am required to be at all 
executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that I will be an active 
member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am aware that repeated 
absences from required functions will result in my being dismissed from the officer 
team early. I am required to attend the officer retreat. 
  
Applicant Signature: ___________________________ Date:_________________ 
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 Point Awards System 
 
Dinuba FFA has established a points award system to monitor and recognize those 
members who are going above and beyond in participation to be an active member. 
Students enrolled in our agriculture education program are required to participate, 
and earn, a minimum of five activity points per semester, which represents 10% of 
their overall grade in their agriculture course. Each activity outlined below earns 
the member 1 point per activity. To reward the most active students for their 
participation in our program, the top 25 students will be recognized. The 
opportunities to earn points are as follows: 
 
Chapter Level: 
Chapter Meetings: 
Fall Chapter Meetings   5 Activity Points 
Fall Meeting T-shirts   5 Activity Points 
Spring Chapter Meetings   4 Activity Points 
Spring Meeting T-shirts   4 Activity Points 
Meeting Activities or Supplies  1 Activity Point Per Item 
Max 2/Meeting 
National FFA Week Activities  1 Activity Point for  
2 Lunchtime Activities 
Special Events: 
Chapter T-shirt Purchase   1 Activity Point  
Barn Clean Up    1 Activity Point 
Pre Fair     1 Activity Point 
Tulare County Fair Exhibitor  1 Activity Point 
Raisin Day Festival   1 Activity Point 
Dinuba Christmas Parade  1 Activity Point 
Valentines Day Flowers Fundraiser 1 Activity Point 
BBQ Dinner Fundraiser   1 Activity Point 
Tractor Supply Farmers Market  1 Activity Point Per Event 
Field Day Volunteer   1 Activity Point Per Event 
World Ag Expo    1 Activity Point 
Alta Historical Society Dinner  1 Activity Point 
Cookie Dough Fundraiser  1 Activity Point 
Ag Career Expo    1 Activity Point 
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 Conferences: 
 Greenhand Leadership Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Made for Excellence Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Advanced Leadership Academy 1 Activity Point 
 State Leadership Conference  1 Activity Point 
 Sacramento Leadership Experience 1 Activity Point 
 
Career Development Event Contestant: 
 Cotton     1 Activity Point 
 Banking     1 Activity Point 
 CoOp      1 Activity Point 
 Vine Pruning    1 Activity Point 
 Citrus Judging    1 Activity Point 
 Best Informed Greenhand  1 Activity Point 
 Floriculture     1 Activity Point 
 Nursery/Landscape   1 Activity Point 
 Veterinary Science    1 Activity Point 
Sectional Level: 
 Opening/Closing Ceremonies  1 Activity Point 
Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
 Fall Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Spring Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Sectional Officer Elections  1 Activity Point 
 Awards Banquet    1 Activity Point 
Regional Level: 
 Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
Regional Meeting    1 Activity Point 
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 FFA Chapter Budgets 
Activities Budget 2017-2018 
  
Estimated Receipts 
         Drive Thru Fundraiser                                        $2,000 
         Shirts                                                                       $200 
         Concession Stand                                                $1000 
         Club Fair                                                              $100 
         Tri Tip Sandwiches                                              $1,400 
         Pancake Breakfast                                              $1,300 
         Donations                                                              $1,000   
__________________________________________________________________                                                                                                        
Total                                                                                   $ 7,000.00 
  
  
Estimated Expenses 
         CDE Contests                                         $ 1000.00 
         Conferences                                               $ 1000.00 
         FFA Awards Banquet                              $ 2000.00 
         Meeting Activities                                    $ 1000.00 
         Section & Region Mtgs                           $ 500.00 
         Scrapbook/Photography                         $ 500.00 
         Officer Retreat                                          $ 800.00 
         Member Jackets                                         $ 200.00 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 Total                                                                                  $ 7,000.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                   $0 
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 Livestock Project Budgets 
  
  
Market Swine Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase Price                                                                     $250.00 
             Feed                                                                                     $250.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $ 25.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $ 30.00  
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                      $ 555.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
             Sale of Animal             250lbs. @ $3.00/lb.                 $ 750.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 750.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                       $   195.00 
  
 
 
Market Lamb Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                      $ 200.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $  80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $  10.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                           $ 320.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                  Sale of Lamb                130 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                     $ 520.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 520.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $200.00 
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Market Goat Project 
Estimated Expenses 
Purchase of Animal $ 150.00 
Feed $ 80.00 
Vet. & Misc. Supplies  $  30.00 
Entry Fees  $  30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total $ 290.00 
Estimated Receipts 
 Sale of Goat 90 lbs. @ 4.00/lb. $ 
360.00 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Total  $ 360.00 
Estimated Net Profit $70.00 
Market Steer Project 
Estimated Expenses 
Purchase of Animal $1,400.00 
Feed  $1,200.00 
Vet. & Misc. Supplies  $70.00 
Entry Fees $30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total   $2,700.00 
Estimated Receipts 
 Sale of Steer                  1200 lbs. @ 3.00 $3,600.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total  $3,600.00 
Estimated Net Profit      $900 
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3. Practical
Application of 
Agriculture Skills 
Quality Criterion 3A- SAE Grading Criteria 
Each student is the Dinuba Agriculture Education program is expected to develop and 
maintain an SAE that is reported in their record book (AET). SAE projects and AET are graded 
components of the agriculture program at Dinuba High School, representing five percent of the 
student’s overall class grade each semester. Project related information must be concurrent with 
data entered into AET. Advisors are expected to teach the new AET in all courses, including 
periodic grading with designated class time for students to update their experience tracker.  
Many students have experience that would qualify as a Supervised Agriculture Experience 
project that they might not initially recognize. We are striving to have each student involved in a 
legitimate SAE project department wide. Numerous opportunities and facilities are available for 
students to utilize to complete projects such as livestock facilities for swine, goat, sheep, beef, and 
poultry projects. Many students have livestock projects with approximately 20-30 students 
exhibiting each year. The greenhouse, shadehouse, orchard, and raised garden beds are also 
available for student horticulture or supervisory projects. Other options for current students are 
projects based at their personal residence, research, or placement SAEs such as employment or an 
internship.  
SAEs are evaluated and graded on AET by the instructor. Grading is based on 
completeness, updated information, and validity of project verified by uploaded pictures and 
project visitation. New students complete SAE plans to indicate their intended SAE projects while 
returning students are evaluated periodically SAE reports or assignments.  
Example: SAE Plan, SAE Project Competition Assignment 
Quality Criterion 3B- First Year Students’ SAE Project 
First year students are required to complete an SAE plan unless they have an established 
project when entering the program. During the first semester, students are introduced to agriculture 
education, including supervised agricultural experiences. Students are directed to explore SAE in 
class through AET, in addition to class conversation, research, and complete an “SAE Explorer 
Assessment” to complete and submit to aid in directing them to a project that fits their interests 
and situations. This assessment provides students with information on types, hours invested, 
money involved, and categories for potential projects. This tool is used to help first year students 
explore, and create, a plan for a valuable project.  
 Example: SAE Explorer Assessment, SAE Plan, Dinuba, CA, National Explorer Numbers 
Quality Criterion 3C- Continuing Students’ Participation
All agriculture students are expected to maintain a supervised agricultural experience project 
outside of class time to fulfill the program requirement. This criterion is an area that needs to improved on, 
as a whole, within the department. We have a portion of students exhibiting livestock, involved in 
horticulture projects, or working directly in the industry. This is an area that the instructors have identified 
as needing improvement to become a more balanced and comprehensive agriculture education program. 
There have been numerous improvements made to assist in validating and improving the SAE at Dinuba 
High School. 
Starting in 2017, department facilities were being utilized more efficiently and productively to 
accommodate student projects on campus. Livestock projects were diversified by adding additional 
facilities such as a poultry coop, beef pen, and addition of market goats to the livestock program. Student 
horticulture projects have been opened to the growing and selling or plants at the annual sale, as well as 
having raised garden bed projects year-round. Opportunities such as greenhouse and orchard student 
manager positions also help to add size and scope to projects. A work credit program will begin in the 2018-
2019 school year to assist students in having legitimate projects with a direct tie to agriculture with 
supervised activities and responsibilities on campus facilities.  
With the 100% adoption of AET, this allows for a more frequent review of student progress in SAE 
projects by instructors. More teacher tools are planned to be used in the upcoming year to increase the 
amount and validity of student projects to improve our SAE program. Our goal is to also provide more SAE 
supervision and increase degree and proficiency recipients. 
Examples: Work Credit Sheet, SAE Report, Pictures of Facilities 
Quality Criterion 3D- SAE Visitation 
Our department is fortunate enough to have agriculture facilities on campus for students to 
utilize. Livestock, horticulture, or placement project visits are both formal and information. Project 
visits are completed by all advisors to review student progress, provide guidance, or assist when 
needed. Livestock and some horticulture projects are kept on campus and are reviewed more 
frequently due to proximity and nature of the project. Project visitation forms are available when 
conducting formal project visits that outline the specifications of the interaction, but not currently 
used consistently or frequently.  
Under “Teacher Activities” on AET there is a “SAE Visit Manager” tool that allows the 
advisor to complete a digital visitation form that is logged under the program and student accounts. 
With the adoption of AET, this is a direction the department can move towards with the integration 
of this new record book system. Other ideas include digitizing our current visitation form to be 
Google compatible. Each agriculture instructor is responsible for visiting their students who have 
SAE projects at least once a semester or based on the project's duration.  
Example: Project visitation form 
Quality Criterion 3E- School Vehicles
The Dinuba Agriculture Department has two vehicles that are available for use at all times. 
A 2001 Chevrolet Silverado and a 2016 Chevrolet Express Van are used by the three agriculture 
teachers for all FFA activities, SAE visits and department needs. If a vehicle is needed for 
department business, the teacher would request a vehicle at the weekly department meeting. A 
shared department calendar located in the agriculture office would also be updated with the day, 
vehicle needed and its use to ensure availability. Additional vehicles are needed for department 
business, a transportation request can be submitted for a van or bus. If needed must use a personal 
vehicle for school needs, a reimbursement form may be submitted to the district.  
Example: Picture of Truck and Van, Transportation Request Form 
Name:_______________________ 
Supervised Agriculture Experience 
Planning Sheet 
Directions:​ ​Complete the following questions in regards of your intended SAE project. Write 
answers in a ​different, easy to read color, besides black. 
Review the project areas below before completing your project.  
Do you already have something that can be an SAE project at home? If yes, what is it? 
What is your intended, 50 hour, SAE project for this year? 
How does this relate to future career and/or hobbies? 
When are you planning on starting your SAE? 
Explain the hour break down for your SAE, such as hours per week, month or season 
What do you think you project will consist of as far as responsibilities? 
Why did you select the SAE(s) that you did? 
Are you wanting to earn your Chapter degree this year? If so, by when do you need to 
complete your hours? 
Continue On Back Side 
Name:_______________________ 
What are the potential project areas? 
Highlight the area in yellow 
Animal Systems 
Livestock, wildlife, companion animals, aquaculture, poultry, equine 
Business Systems 
Sales, service, farm and ranch management, economics 
Environmental Service Systems 
Pollution prevention, water and air quality, waste management, health and safety 
Food Products/Processing Systems 
Product development, processing, packaging,health and safety 
Natural Resource Systems 
Habitat conservation, forest products, park and recreations, mining, fisheries, soil conservation 
Plant Systems 
Agronomy, horticulture, forestry, turf, viticulture, soils, harvesting 
Power, Structural, & Technical Systems 
Power, structure, controls, GPS/GIS, computers, electronics, hydraulics 
Supervised Agriculture Experience Project Competition 
Required Assignment 
Your Ag Project (SAE) is a showcase of your hands-on learning in an agriculture-related position over the past months in Ag.  Now 
you have an opportunity to show off what you have done with others. You may pick any project type or area to complete your 50 
SAE hours  (advisor approved). Facilities and resources will be available on campus is necessary. Your project must fall into the award 
categories below. 
Note:​ If you are planning on applying for your chapter degree this year, you must have 50 hours BEFORE the January meeting to 
qualify for your degree. You may complete a separate SAE for the purposes of your degree or this project. 
Due date: Tuesday, April 24, 2018  ​ (Boards and record books are due to Mrs. Borba) 
NO LATE SUBMISSIONS ACCEPTED FOR ANY REASON 
Awards​ will be given to students in the following project areas: 
● Animal Science
● Plant Science
● Ag Mechanics
● Entrepreneurship / Ag Business
● Placement
● Food Processing
● Natural Resources
Students will be required to showcase their project using the following format: 
1. 5 ​distinctively different​ photos​ of you working with your project.  ​Your face must be visible​!
2. A tri-fold bulletin board with at least the following information
a. Description of your project
b. Number of hours worked in total
c. A minimum of 5 skills you learned (explained)
d. Photos (5 distinctly different photos with your face visible)
e. Money Earned and Spent
f. A Reflection of your project – what was good, bad, and what you would do differently. (2 paragraph, minimum)
g. The board should be colorful, have eye appeal, and be easy to read
3. Your name must be located on the back of the tri-fold board with class and period
4. Artifacts from your project ( if applicable)
A maximum of ​100 Points​ will be earned for this project which will be based on the following 
● 50 points​ for the project competition presentation
o Followed the format of the project guidelines
o Effort was put in to the presentation
● 50 points​ for completion of the project
o 50 hours was completed over a 3-4 month period
o Agriculture related
o Students will turn in a “single project report” from AET and have it available with your board. This will be used in
verification
Note:​  A ​zero score for the project will be earned for not having a completed record book or proficiency application​. ​Record books 
will be done on AET. 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Work Credit Contract  
On this day, __________, 20_______, I ________________________________,       
the student, agree to follow all directions, listen to instructions, work safely at all              
times, and follow the guidelines presenting by the Agriculture Department and           
Advisors. The student will be compensated at a rate of $5.00 per hour of work on                
the Agriculture Department facilities and/ learning laboratories, to be repaid          
through FFA or Agriculture expenses that the student may need to pay. Due to high               
school education regulations, the student will not be compensated in any monetary            
way, but the Dinuba Agriculture Department or FFA Chapter may pay any            
incurred registration fees, charges, or payments requested by the student.  
It will be the responsibility of the student to seek work and confirm opportunities,              
complete a work log, and get hours signed off daily by an advisor to verify               
completion. The student will turn in a log with the date, beginning and ending              
work times, description of work accomplished, and total minutes worked. Total           
work time will need to be submitted in 15 minute increments. The record of hours               
will be turned in at least once a month by the 1st day of the following month, if not                   
more often. I understand that submitting worked time late may result in a delay in               
updating credit account. 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Student Name Printed Student Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Parent Name Printed Parent Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Advisor Name Printed Advisor Signature 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Work Credit Log 
*Log is due by the 1st of each month to Mrs. Borba, unless you want to turn in earlier. Late
submissions are subject to a delay in account updating* 
Date Start 
Time 
End 
Time 
Description of Work Total Hours 
(.25, .50, .75, 1.0, 
1.25, etc) 
Advisor 
Signature 
The livestock barn accommodates 24 lambs or 
goats, 4 beef cattle, and 32 hogs. Students can 
house their livestock projects here during school 
and summer, if facilities are not available at their 
residence. A storage and supplies shed is also 
available for student use. 
A dirt show arena is located within the barn for 
student use. The show ring is utilized during formal 
practices and independent practice times. 
Three enclosed wash racks are located in the barn 
for lambs, goats, and hogs. When there are cattle 
projects, a shoot is set up next to wash racks for 
livestock owners to use. 
There are three storage sheds located behind the 
agriculture department. The first shed is used to 
house small tools, equipment, containers, and 
other horticultural related products. The second 
shed is a floral shed that contains various floral 
supplies, vases, and foam that cannot be stored in 
the classroom. The last shed is used to raise mice 
and rats for feeding the department reptiles. 
  
 
The traditional greenhouse is used in various 
classes including Ornamental Horticulture, 
Landscape Design and Introduction to Agriculture.  
This facility is also available for plant propagation, 
production, and other plant-based SAE projects. 
 
 
 
 
Students SAE projects in the greenhouse include 
various forms of propagation, maintenance, and 
plant care. 
 
 
 
There are nine raised garden beds available next to 
the Agriculture Department. Raised beds are used 
for classes, as well as student-grown projects. 
Students who are utilizing the raised beds are given 
a key to access their plants on weekends and after 
hours. 
 
 
 
A brand new greenhouse is currently in the process 
of being built. This greenhouse will be used to start 
a hydroponics program at Dinuba High School. The 
greenhouse will contain concrete, raised tables, 
fans, and a heater. 
 
Student SAE Assessment Report
Jose 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 10/23/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- 2018 Greenhouse Manager 
Teacher Recommendation: 
Plants showing signs of deficiencies so it was recommended students fertilizer with 16-16-16 all purpose 
quick release fertilizer within 1 week.
Rating: 9
Teacher Evaluation: 
Evaluated watering of greenhouse and shade house plants. Plants needed deeper watering, demonstrated 
more desirable watering techniques. Greenhouse temperature was too cool, adjusted for the upcoming fall 
and winter weather.
4/2/2019 5:56:47 PM (Central Standard Time)

SAE Visit Form 
Name: _______________________________________ 
Project:______________________________________ 
Location of Project:_____________________________ 
Date of Visit:__________________________________ 
Purpose of Visit: 
General Progress: 
Project Scope: 
Goals of Project: 
Evaluation: 
Recommendation: 
Student Name (print): ________________________________________________ 
Student Signature: ___________________________________________________ 
Advisor Name (print): ________________________________________________ 
Advisor Signature: ___________________________________________________ 
2016 Chevrolet Express 
2001 Chevrolet Silverado 

4. Qualified and
Professional 
Personnel 
Quality Criterion 4A- Appropriate Credentials 
All agriculture teachers at Dinuba High School are appropriately credentialed for the 
courses that they teach. All three full time agriculture educators hold clear Single Subject teaching 
credentials in Agriculture as well as clear Specialist Instruction credentials in agriculture. 
Example: Teacher Credential Copies 
Quality Criterion 4B- Professional Development Activities 
Each agriculture teacher attends more than the required professional development activities 
each year, whether this is through Dinuba High School, Dinuba Unified School District, CATA, 
or individually. Agriculture teachers attend educational and professional development events 
hosted by Dinuba Unified at the beginning of each school year. Each agriculture instructor attends 
all Sequoia CATA Section Meetings, San Joaquin Regional Meetings and Regional Roadshows to 
continue their growth as an educator as well as remaining up-to-date on industry directions and 
needs. Additional events attended by department members include the New Professionals Institute, 
CATA Agriskills, and National Association of Agricultural Educators. Weekly, the agriculture 
instructors collaborate with other career technical education teachers and/or the Science 
Department on the Dinuba High School campus to continue educational and curriculum 
development. Weekly collaboration time is built into the  
Examples: AIG Inservice Activities Document 
Quality Criterion 4C- Department Meeting Schedule 
The Dinuba Agriculture Department allocates time weekly for formal department 
meetings, outside of the school required collaboration time. Informal meetings also occur as 
needed to accomplish various tasks. Traditionally, the weekly meeting schedule is every Monday 
at lunch to discuss upcoming events, planning activities, coordination and collaboration, making 
department decisions, reflections or any other additional events that make occur. 
Quality Criterion 4D- Department Meeting Minutes 
The Dinuba High School Agriculture Department meets weekly to discuss upcoming 
events, collaborative planning or other issues that affect the department or agriculture education 
program. Digital copies of agendas and minutes are kept in a shared Google Drive folder named 
“Department Workings” for easy and convenient reference for department members. 
Examples: Ag Dept Meeting Minutes 
Quality Criterion 4E- Teacher’s Reimbursement 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Teachers are reimbursed for personal expenses incurred 
while participating in educational, FFA or SAE related activities. Instructors are also reimbursed 
for expenses incurred at CATA conferences or other professional development events. Our 
department is very fortunate to have a Cal Credit Card available to cover expenses with funds from 
the Agriculture Incentive Grant, Perkins, and FFA ASB accounts. Any expenses used on this card 
must have accompanying receipts and be coded to be paid from the appropriate account.  
Examples: Payment Request Form, ASB Accounts Overview 
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INCENTIVE GRANT IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES DOCUMENTATION
CRITERIA 4.B School Year 
ACTIVITIES
TEACHERS NAMES
Region In-service Day
Spring Region Meeting
Section In-service*
** Can utilize a maximum of two other "Agriculturally Related" Professional Development activities than those listed above. Explain the Professional
Development:
Professional Development **
Section In-service*
Section In-service*
Section In-service*
Summer Conference
Based on the previous year’s record, every agriculture teacher, teaching at least ½ time agriculture, attends a minimum of four of the following professional
development activities:
Qualified and Competent Personnel
* Four Section In-service Meetings equals one Professional Development Activity
AET Inservice Event-Borba, Browne, and Wilterding
Fall Region Meeting
University AgEd Skills Week
 DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT  September 24, 2018 
 
AG Department room 601 
 
 
Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting: Department Meeting 
  :  
 
  
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba, Rod Weaver (did not attend) 
Please read:  
Please bring:  
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic   
✓ Dual Enrollment Meeting- Wednesday Sept 26. Bring copies of syllabus from Reedley College. 
Fabrizio will walk us through the class sign up, attendance, and observations. 4pm in Sanger   
✓ Program Review; Nicole finished review binder. Department will clean up outside and inside to 
prepare. Tory Torosian and Dr. Roberts  will meet Mr. Parker at 1pm. Roy to put in sub Request 
for WIS classes 
✓ To Clean Up- Put away fair tack and equipment, Trash all around and dump, Kari will finish her 
shelving units, need to clean up Construction debris   
✓ Cotton Contests- discussed dates and would would be driving. Orosi- Kari, Corcoran-Roy, MJC- 
Roy, Hanford-Roy   
✓ Roster- Kari and Roy will complete rosters Tuesday, Nicole will Complete Wednesday.   
✓ Raisin Day- Roy will have sign ups available tomorrow morning for shifts. Will begin clean up at 
5pm. Petting zoo will have snakes, turtles, sheep, goats, and rabbits.   
✓ T-Shirts- Sale ends this friday. Need T-Shirt guy info from Ulices for creating a PO. Shirt sales not 
going very well. Need to promote more.    
✓ Drive Thru BBQ Fundraiser- Start selling Tuesday. Tickets all cut, stapled, and numbered. Can 
begin to check out tickets tomorrow. Roy will pick up meat Oct 11th 
   
   
   
   
OTHER INFORMATION 
Any concerns????? 
 
 
Our students may not remember what we taught them but they will 
remember the way we treated them. 
            Personal Expense Claim Form  
 
              Name_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
              Address________________________________________________City______________, CA Zip____________ 
 
              School_________________________________ Date of Governing Board Approval_______________________ 
 
              Conference Name_________________ Business Purpose________________   City of Event________________ 
 Attach conference form to this expense claim                     i.e. Staff Development, Chaperone Students, etc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                         
 
                                   Keep a copy of this form and a copy of your receipts for your files 
The above expenses were actual and necessary in the performance of my official duty.  No tips, alcohol, or expenses for a family member or other non-district 
affiliated person(s) are included in this request.  No part of the above claim has been paid by the District or reimbursed by other entities.  
 I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and correct. 
Dated this _____day of ______, 20 ___    ____________________________________________________________ 
                                                                Employee Signature 
Principal/Administrator: ______________________________________Date _______________________________ 
 
Director of Business Services: __________________________________Date_______________________________ 
USE DISTRICT CREDIT CARD 
Registration: Dates Inclusive of Conference _________ - ___________ Reg Fees $______________      N/A            
Meals included in Conference?    Yes    No 
 
Lodging:  No of Nights _____ amount per Night $ __________ Total per Lodging $ ______________               N/A 
           (Attach Lodging receipts to this expense claim) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  
DISTRICT OFFICE 
Meals: $46 Claimed Meal Costs (no receipts required)   
 
Date _______ Day 1  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 2  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 3  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 4  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
      
         Total of Meals Receipts $    ___________ 
Parking_________________________________________________   Parking  $   ___________ 
                                           (Attach receipts) 
Miscellaneous:     
    Description_____________________________________________________________     Misc  $ ______________ 
   Description ___________________________________________________________________________     Misc $ ______________ 
                                                     (Attach Miscellaneous Receipts to this expense form) 
Mileage:__________________ X   0.545 ¢ (attach a google/mapquest map)                  Total Mileage  $_______________ 
 
Account Code:   ______________________________________________________ TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT:  $ _____________ 
 
Account No._____________________________________________________   TOTAL CLAIM $_________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dinuba Unified School District 
1327 East El Monte Way 
Dinuba, CA  93618 
January 2018 
 
 
 
Clarification of Meal Reimbursement Procedures 
 
Meals: The Cost of meals shall be reimbursed at the following rate: 
 Breakfast $10.00 
 Lunch  $12.00 
 Dinner  $24.00 
 
Reimbursements will not be made for tips, guests, or alcoholic beverages or when costs of meal(s) are included in 
workshop fee or airfare. 
 
1 Meal   = Amount spent or maximum per meal rate, whichever is less 
 
2 Meal  = Breakfast & Lunch, Amount spent or the maximum reimbursement of $22.00, whichever is less 
 
  = Lunch & Dinner, Amount spent or the maximum reimbursement of $36.00, whichever is less 
 
Reimbursements will not be made for tips, guests, or alcoholic beverages or when costs of meal(s) are included in 
workshop fee or airfare, the total per diem allowance is reduced for each meal included according to the rates shown 
above: 
 
When Travel Begins 
Prior to  & Ends After These Meals May Be Claimed  
6:30 A.M.  9:00 A.M. Breakfast 
6:30 A.M.  2:00 P.M. Breakfast & Lunch 
11:00 A.M.  2:00 P.M. Lunch 
11:00 A.M.  7:00 P.M. Lunch & Dinner 
5:00 P.M.  7:00 P.M Dinner 
6:30 A.M.  7:00 P.M. Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner 
 
 
5. Facilities,
Equipment and 
Materials 
 Quality Criterion 5A- Special Population Modification 
 Within the last several years, the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department has made 
several modifications to our facilities and school farm to accommodate a larger number of students 
with varying interests, abilities, and populations to provide more opportunities for student who are 
socioeconomically disadvantaged. The horticulture facilities have been, and are currently in the 
process of, being upgraded to provide more project opportunities for many of our students. The on 
campus livestock barn, orchard, vineyard, and raised garden beds also provide hands-on 
experiences. The department would like to continue to make improvements/upgrades to ensure 
that facilities and their access are adequate for all student populations 
 Accommodations are made for all students that need special assistance, especially outdoor 
facilities for those that are physically disabled. The Dinuba Agriculture Department communicated 
with the Special Education department to have a working relationship with teachers and aids on 
campus to support the varying needs of our students. We currently have various Special Day Class 
students enrolled in Introduction to Agriculture. Large screen televisions, with additional speakers, 
are found in agriculture classrooms to assist those are visually impaired or visual learners. Aids 
are available in classes, as well as extra curricular activities to help those students.  
 
Examples: Pictures of Facilities 
  
 Quality Criterion 5B- Adequate Storage 
 The Dinuba Agriculture Department has an adequate storage space for materials, records, 
equipment, and supplies. Both agriculture science rooms have storage cabinet around the room, 
including free standing shelves, filing cabinets as well as a teacher desk with locking drawers. 
Laboratory supplies and materials are kept in our classrooms in cabinets or stored in the agriculture 
office. Additional supplies and records are stored in the agriculture office. Horticulture supplies 
and equipment are stored and located in a shed located behind the shadehouse. Floral supplies and 
equipment is stored in room 601, the floral shed, or the floral cooler. A small animal storage shed 
is also located near our agriculture department. A livestock shed is located at the barn for student 
storage of personal equipment, supplies, and sign in sheets. The agriculture mechanics equipment 
and materials are located in our shop, which is currently being shared with another CTE class. The 
Agriculture Department and CTE Department work closely together to have adequate, identified 
and safe storage of all materials and safety provisions.  
Behind our classrooms there are also three large storage containers that also used as 
supplemental storage for larger items and fair equipment. All outdoor storage facilities have 
locking capabilities for security purposes. All agriculture facilities and laboratories are surrounded 
by chain linked fence with locks, barbed wire, with additional privacy panels and plants.  
 
Example: Pictures of Facilities 
  
Quality Criterion 5C- Laboratory Facilities 
Our Agriculture Department takes pride in providing numerous school-based laboratory 
facilities for students to conduct SAE project on campus. All of the following facilities are 
available to accommodate students with the SAE projects: 
● Livestock Facility
○ Pens for hogs, sheep, goats, and beef
○ Chicken coop
○ Practice show ring
○ Pen flush system
● Greenhouse
○ Located behind agriculture classrooms
○ Propagation tables
● Shadehouse
○ Outdoor shaded growing area
○ Propagation area
○ Manual sprinklers
● Growing Area
○ 8 Raised garden beds
○ Vineyard
○ Stone fruit and citrus orchard (renovating Spring 2019)
● Agriculture Shop
○ Mechanic project construction (no welding ability)
Examples: See facilities pictures 
Quality Criterion 5D- E-mail 
Our Agriculture Department has email capabilities for all agriculture instructors. 
Each instructor has a district email address that is accessible from any internet location. All 
agriculture teachers have a district issued laptop, with Roy Browne and Kariann Wilterding 
additionally having desktop computers with accompanying printers. Each classroom also 
has a Chromecart with a class set of student laptops which also have internet and email 
accessibility.  
Roy Browne: rbrowne@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Kari Wilterding: kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Nicole Borba: nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Quality Criterion 5E- Facility Neatness 
Agriculture advisors, students, and officers strive to maintain facilities regularly. An effort 
is made to keep facilities presentable to students, visitors, and staff. Clean-up and work days are 
periodically held for advisors and students to clean the facilities to meet department standards. 
This allows for pride in facilities to have student investment in tidiness and organization. 
Community events are also hosted throughout the year so cleanliness is necessary in community 
relations. 
Quality Criterion 5F- Facility Maintenance 
Department facilities and laboratories are regularly maintained, repaired, or replaced as the 
needed arises. We are currently in the process of building a new hydroponics greenhouse to add to 
the horticulture program. Facilities are maintained to ensure appropriate condition for student use 
in classes or SAE projects. Regular cleaning and work days are established to maintain facilities 
to ensure cleanliness, organization, and safety to all students, staff and exhibitors. 
With facilities such as ours that are utilized all year long, we have a constant need for repair 
and replacement of equipment and supplies. If anything is broken, damaged, or beyond department 
capabilities, a work request can be submitted to the district maintenance department for assistance. 
Work orders are completed based on priority or emergency level. 
Example: Facilities Request Page 
 
6. Community,
Business, and 
Industry 
Involvement 
Quality Criterion 6A- Advisory Committee Membership 
The current Dinuba Agriculture Department Advisory Committee consists of 10 
individuals who represent various agriculture sectors within our local community, with a passion 
for agriculture education. We seek to invite individuals based on profession or agriculture 
specialty. Our goal is to have a diverse representation of industry sectors to provide information 
about industry needs, trends, and directions. We hope to add additional members this next school 
year from other agriculture business such as Gar Tootelian Inc, Wilgenburg Greenhouses, and 
Fresno State. 
Example: Ag Advisory Committee Membership List 
 Quality Criterion 6B- Advisory Committee Minutes 
 The Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee meets annually twice a year; once a semester. 
We invite all current committee members, potential committee members, advisors, and 
administration to our dinner and meetings. The meetings occur at the Agriculture Department 
Current chapter officers conduct an introductory presentation at the Fall advisory meeting 
introducing themselves, the program and upcoming events. Recently, we have been utilizing 
meeting times to discuss updates on the new high school and facilities as we submit an application 
for the CTEFP grant to be a financial source of funding for new buildings, facilities, and 
equipment. 
 
Example: Committee Minutes 
  
 Quality Criterion 6C- Advisory Committee Assistance 
The Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee is beneficial in providing information in the 
development of our comprehensive program plan. Each fall committee meeting, the committee 
members are provided with our current program plan and provide insight into helping us develop 
program pathways, goals, and direction. Their guidance enures that we are offering courses and 
providing hands-on experiences that meet industry standards. After looking at our facilities, they 
offer support and advice for utilizing our facilities in different ways, as well as how we can provide 
more experiences for students. Advisory members also help us set up placement sites for students 
with various SAE projects, and internships, with a current student working directly for a committee 
member.  
The Ag Advisory board has assisted our program recently with providing insight from an 
industry standpoint for laying out rooms and buildings and designing learning lab facilities. With 
the application for the CTEFP grant, a requirement is that advisory or industry members review 
our design and make recommendations. The advisory members have also written letters to be 
included with our application to show our strong industry partnership.  
The program plan is shared with the committee including an overview of all of our current 
classes, course outlines, budget and 5 year plan. The advice given at the meeting is taken back to 
guide our program to meet the needs of the local industry as shared by the committee. We use this 
to reflect on our program and create a plan to achieve these new goals. Our next program plan will 
be able for review at the next advisory meeting. 
 
Example: Committee Meeting Minutes  
 Quality Criterion 6D- Advisory Committee Chair Information  
 The contact information for the Dinuba Agriculture Advisory committee chair is provided 
on the Agriculture Incentive Grant application checklist. Committee membership includes various 
local agriculture leaders representing ornamental horticulture, plant science,  community college, 
Fresno State, engineering and technology, alumni, and animal science. 
 
Example: AIG Checklist Cover 
 
  
Agriculture Advisory Committee Roster 
 
Tory Torosian 
Viticulture/Committee Chair 
Tory Farms 
 
 
 
Joshua Terry 
Diversified Agriculture/Alumni 
Terry Farms 
 
 
 
Kara Langley 
Floral/Alumni 
Alumni/Floral Business 
 
 
 
Rhonda Watson 
Horticulture/Alumni 
Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
 
Mike Naylor 
Diversified Agriculture  
Naylor Organics 
 
 
 
Ron Nishinaka 
Horticulture/Education 
CSU Fresno/Tree Fresno/SCCCD 
 
 
 
Dave Lopes 
Animal Science/Education 
Reedley College 
 
 
 
Mary Villarreal 
Agriculture Business 
Warren and Baerg Manufacturing Inc 
 
 
 
Carlos Murrieta 
Agriculture Business 
Mechanical Raisin Harvesting 
 
 
 
Steve Soria 
Agriculture Business 
Valley Soil and Forest Products 
 
 
Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 5, 2018 
Started 6:43pm 
 
 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Toroian Ag. Advisory Chair And Roy Browne 
 
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Present: Torosian, Browne, 
Layne, Robison, Wilterding, Borba, R. Watson, Nishinaka, J. Terry, Lopes, 
western milling, Villarreal, Naylor 
  
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: 
,      Kari Wilterding 
    Nicole Borba 
 
Approval of Minutes: Did not do this meeting 
 
Introduction of FFA Officers: ​all officers were present to introduce 
themselves. Gave a brief synopsis on their involvement in the FFA. 
● Nate spoke about the Tulare County Fair exhibits 
● Karen spoke about the Officer Retreat 
● Jesus G. spoke about the Alta Historical Society Community Service 
Event 
● Itzel spoke about the Raisin Day Community Service Petting Zoo and 
Informational booth 
● Ulices spoke about fundraisers: BBQ dinner, Flower Pen Sales, 
Cookie Dough Sales 
● Leslie spoke about the Opening/Closing Contest and included the 
Discovery Students 
● Jose spoke about cotton judging team. 
● Jesus A. Spoke about Lions Club and the Sunrise Rotary Club  
● Steven spoke about the Chapter Meetings that we have the students 
participate in. 
 
Call Warren and Baerg for buyers of Hogs next year.  
 
Introduction of Puppy GDB--​Vancouver was introduced and that we have 
7 kids waiting for puppies and finish their trainings.  
 
Update on activities:​ Browne went over the upcoming events 
Winter CDE: Cotton, Vine Pruning: Contest schedule for January 16 
Spring CDE: Landscape Design: Floriculture: Vet. Science: Landscape Design :  Contest 
here- March 16​th 
State conference- April 25-28​th,​ 2019 in Anaheim, Ca.  
 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting: Nov 15 – game night and potluck 
Cookie Dough sales  
 
Up-date on classes:​ Browne explained what graduation credits each class 
and what dual enrollment courses are. Nishinaka said students at Sanger in 
the dual enrollment program received their AA at the commencement 
ceremonies. Planning on expanding to other schools the same model. 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, Graduation (science), Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts), Dual Enrollment 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag 
Landscape design: CSU,  Dual Enrollment  
Ag Leadership 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Ornamental Horticulture-  CSU Graduation (Science) Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture II, Dual Enrollment 
Animal science- CSU,  Graduation ( Science) Dual Enrollment  
 
 Classes at Washington Intermediate  School​.  Ag Discovery- 2 periods that Browne teaches. 
heavily into plant unit: building greenhouse, self watering pots, plant reproduction and 
propagation, improving their “Ag Farm” , Beginning of the year Big career unit, introduced our 
Discovery Officer Team that will work with the Chapter officers on events and the banquet at the 
end of the year. Exciting to see how it will grow and the excitement about learning.  
 
Pathways and Science Flow Charts-​ Browne showed flow chart of science and pathways the 
students can go through to get their pathway complete.  Wilterding the only one we cannot 
complete is the physical science but we would like to do that with our intro to ag course. 
 
11 Elements of High Quality CTE Programs-​ Looking for your help in the following area’s:  
  
 
What do we want our program to be ​:  We want to provide our students with the 
skills to be successful in a college and or in career? 
 
How do we accomplish this ?  
Help locate jobs for our students 
Internships 
  Job Shadowing  
Field Trips 
Industry Certification 
Work Based Learning 
 
Notes:  Browne- IN these type “jobs” they will be covered by the schools insurance,  
Robison asked about average hours- Browne says 3-5 hours a week 
Villareal- looking at just hours like the engineering we did with visalia and will be 
doing with Orosi they did it during the summer and 2 weeks on break. 
Browne- working with manjeet in meetings but we are looking for different 
options for our students  
Robison we can do something with producers Dairy- they would be willing, ill 
give you contact info. 
Browne- if you can go back to your company and see what they can do to help us 
out with these items 
Nishinaka- does it have to be in this region 
Browne- No 
Nishinaka- central coast has lots of growers that i can help you get in contact with 
to set those up. 
Torosian- Sarkis can hook us up with winery tours, main products grapes in our 
area. Distilling is coming back  
Nishinaka- Certified California nursery growers.  
Borba- looked last year never got a response 
Nish- pilot program at merced this year so hoping they will expand to HS 
Browne- Connections to paramount or large companies here 
Villareal- will ask windle spray? brother used to work at paramount 
Torosian- Sun Pacific 
Layne- well what would you want from them 
Browne- Tours, classroom visitations, make ag world more viable to them, 
maybe future jobs or internships. 
 
Community Partnerships Chart- ​ Just a visual of everything we have done for the 
community, how many hours we have participated in, and what they have done for us 
 
Ag Incentive: ​361 students this year up from 354 last year 
Review from Mr. Parker State Staff- Where can we improve ??? Your ideas are 
welcome. 
 
Browne- enclosed is our annual review with parker, spent the afternoon with, We are 
working on some of these items so we can see improvement.  He then worked through 
the incentive checklist 
Need to work on: 1F- more kids with a project on AET 
     2G- 80% in leadership events 
      3 D- 80% engaged in SAE projects verified by ag records 
     3E- SAE projects visited by advisors 
     5B- Appropriate storage space 
     7C- progress towards student certification 
10A- Shop classes have no more than 22 (we think he is going off 
last year because this year all classes except junior high didnt) 
     11B- project supervision period in addition to a prep period 
     12 A- program meets program achievement 
 
Browne- always looking for improvement please give us your feedback, comments, 
opinions etc to help us improve.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
Ag Mechanics:​ Lost the battle we are down to 1 class period this year 18 kids, 
because of the different pathways (IT) there is not a draw to offer for our kids. the 
pathway was dwindling with second class and this years first class numbers have 
decreased, Brought in Weaver to teach the class and enrollment went from 2-3 
periods to 1 period. Even though we are loosing this we have a strong 3 pathways 
and we would like to increase enrollment and increase pathways. Jr. High would 
like to get a full time ag teacher. 
Nish- would you be able to bring ag mech back? 
Browne- we would have to jump through a lot of hoops to get it back 
largest thing would be the competition.  but because of the other IT taking 
over we can no longer support it. So we may never get it back.  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
Torosian- Saw some tree’s down are they starting with it.. 
Villarreal- We are in line to get funding but governor wont do anything so we are 
contacting CTE, we are under hardship- paying down our debts but could get out of debt, 
but we just need the bonds sold, drawings are approved, calling our legislators, working 
hard on the different cfo and board work days etc.  
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 Set the next advisory meeting (will be a joint meeting with Perkins then we will do a 
short Ag meeting) March 4th, 2019 @6:30pm 
Send a save the date in January Reminder 
 
Borba-Update on OH from changes discussed 
Reached out to Birchall will donate new fruit trees’ and re-do the irrigation 
New greenhouse is build 
Local greenhouse supply company is donating the whole shade house cloth will 
come out and take measurements.  
Watson’s nursery donations 
Diversification from cuttings and mother plants 
Ordered new succulent plants for xmas boxes 
Purge sale tomorrow to make room for large succulent order 
kids run, create bills of sales, pulling orders etc. 
 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 7:51pm 
 
 
Respectfully prepared by Kariann Wilterding 

7. Career
Guidance
Quality Criterion 7A- Student Career Counseling 
Before students select their courses at Dinuba High School, there is a campus hosted event 
that allows all incoming 9th graders to be presented with program information, including a 
pathway fair in which students can explore and talk to teachers. Prior to class registration, each 
agriculture teacher plans time to counsel students in their classes, including graduation 
requirements, course sequencing, course overview and pathway completion. We take the time to 
discuss student career goals and aim to align their to our current pathways. Ag class wishlists are 
also given to students at this time to complete so it can use utilize when registering. Each instructor 
also imbeds career exploration into course curriculum, including employment opportunities with 
various levels of training and education. Focus lessons are also provided by the counseling 
department, by grade level, that also review courses, careers and pathways. 
Examples: See Ag Class Wishlist 
Quality Criterion 7B- Student Data Career Planning Sheet 
In previous years students would complete a formal paper copy of the student data sheet. 
Now, students register their personal information on calaged.org This is done every school year in 
September once rosters are more solidified. Career planning tools found on AET are also utilized 
in classes to provide student independent exploration of career opportunities in agriculture. 
Informal student sheets and conversations happen inside and outside of class in order for teachers 
to provide advice on college and career opportunities.  
 Quality Criterion 7C- Articulation Agreements  
Currently, we have one course that is aligned for dual enrollment through Reedley College, 
which is Floral Design. A majority of the students who successfully complete all components of 
Floral design earn college credit at this junior college while fulfilling the visual art graduation 
requirement. In the 2018-2019 school year, the department will be seeking articulation for 
Ornamental Horticulture and Animal Science through Reedley College. If released by the local 
community college, we hope that we can also get Dual Enrollment courses through College of the 
Sequoias. We hope to get these courses approved in order to provide our students with the 
opportunity to earn college credits. 
 
Examples: Floral Agreements  
  
Dual Enrollment Class Roster Spring 2018
Student First Name Last Name College ID
1 Jesus
2 Diego
3 Shania
4 Ann
5 Elizabeth
6 Ricardo   
7 Jesus
8 Leslie
9 Bianca
10 Bertha
11 Bethany
12 Genessee
13 Jennifer
14 Madasen
15 Fatima
16 Jennifer
17 Ashley
18 Gerardo
19 Mercedes
20 Wendy
21 Daisy
22 Marlen
23 Jenifer
24 Gisel
25 Alexis   
26 Mandi
Course Name :   EH37_Wilterding
Course Section #:  Period 5
Instructor: Wilterding
College (FCC or RC): RC
  
 
 
8. Program 
Promotion 
  
 Quality Criterion 8A- Recruitment Brochure 
 The Dinuba High School Agriculture Department brochure is utilized at numerous 
recruitment events held throughout the year. Brochures are distributed to middle school students, 
parents, counselors, and community members to provide information about the program, courses, 
pathways and extra-curricular activities available through FFA membership. This promotes 
younger students to follow an agriculture pathway of interest, including taking our newly offered 
courses at the junior high school. We hope to update our brochure to include Ag Discovery 
activities as our first year of this course unfolds. 
 
Example: Recruitment Brochure 
  
 Quality Criterion 8B- Financial Alternatives 
 The Dinuba Agriculture Department makes every possible effort to cover costs of events 
for students when possible. Payment plans are available for students who need this option and is 
overseen, and approved, by the department. We currently do not have an Ag Boosters group to 
support any additional costs for events. Other opportunities for financial alternatives are applying 
student debt cards on student accounts to be repaid later to ASB as well as loans for SAE projects. 
Each year, the Dinuba FFA chapter applies for FFA jackets through the Gift of Blue program, in 
additional two jackets are given out at the end of the year banquet in memoriam of two students 
who lost their life in a car accident. We also encourage students who seek an FFA jacket, and are 
financially needed, to apply for the Tulare County Farm Bureau Blue Jacket Bonanza in which 
students can apply, and interview, for the opportunity to earn a free personalized FFA jacket. We 
traditionally have one students earn this award each year. 
 In 2018, the Agriculture Department is offering a work credit program to provide students 
the opportunity to earn “FFA credit” towards leadership events. Under this program, students are 
supervised by advisors to work on maintain facilities in exchange for earning hours towards their 
SAEs. Students can request the department to cover the financial costs that the student may incur 
after submitting time cards. 
 
Example: Give the Gift of Blue Application, Blue Jacket Bonanza 
  
 Quality Criterion 8C- Recruitment Activities  
 Our department participates in numerous recruitment events throughout the school year, 
including those hosted by the high school, feeder schools and community events. At the annual 
club fair, students are encouraged to join clubs, so the FFA has a booth explaining about the FFA, 
our courses, extracurricular activities, and hands-on activities. When incoming 8th graders are 
brought to campus to be introduced to the high school, expectations explained, pathways and 
opportunities promoted, they have the chance to meet teachers, become introduced to programs 
and participate in activities to explore the classes they want to take, prior to class registration that 
evening. We highlight our Ag Mechanics, Floral, Horticulture and Animal Science pathways with 
activities, and highlight leadership opportunities with officers in official uniforms and current 
Guide Dogs present to talk about SAE opportunities. Washington Intermediate School invited the 
agriculture department to have a booth at their annual “Choices” night in which students can learn 
about courses being offered next year as electives. With our Ag Discovery course being added to 
the master schedule, officers, animals, and paraphernalia were taken to the classes to introduce 
students to agriculture available for 7th and 8th graders. Additional recruitment opportunities 
include petting zoos at feeder elementary schools, a petting zoo at the annual Raisin Day Festival, 
and other community service events. 
 
Example: Wishlist, Brochure 
 
 



Updated August 2018 
Tulare County Farm Bureau 
Education and Scholarship Fund 
REQUIREMENTS 
The Blue Jacket Bonanza Program was organized to provide FFA students the 
opportunity to earn their own FFA Blue Jacket. 
The jackets are awarded based upon need, community service activities, leadership 
skills, and a commitment to the FFA program.  A jacket will be awarded on a one time 
basis per student. 
The requirements for the Blue Jacket Bonanza scholarship are: 
1. Written applications for Blue Jacket Bonanza must be completed and returned
to the Tulare County Farm Bureau by 5:00 pm on October 15, 2018, postmarked
applications received after the deadline may not be considered. Applications
may be mailed to PO Box 748, Visalia, CA, 93279; faxed to 559-732-7029 or
delivered to 737 N. Ben Maddox Way in Visalia.
2. Applicant must be currently enrolled in a high school FFA program and be a
student in good standing.
3. Eligible students must:
 Be a resident of Tulare County and/or attend school in Tulare County.
 Submit a completed application
 Participate in a personal interview
 Complete 10 hours of community service (verified by their
parent/teacher/principal).
 Submit a letter of reference
4. A Committee of 3 members, appointed by the TCFB Education and Scholarship
Fund will review the applications, set interviews and determine the recipients.
Interviews will take place in early November at the TCFB Office.
5. Send application packets to:
By Mail: Drop Off: By Fax: 
Tulare County Farm Bureau Tulare County Farm Bureau 559-732-7029 
P. O. Box 748 737 N. Ben Maddox Way 
Visalia, CA 93279  Visalia, CA 93292 
For questions, please contact the Farm Bureau office at 559-732-8301. 
Updated August 2018 
APPLICATION 
NAME: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
FIRST   MIDDLE    LAST  Male               Female 
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________________
 STREET OR P.O. BOX    CITY 
 ______________________________________________________________(_____)___________________ 
 STATE   ZIP                                     PHONE # 
E-MAIL:___________________________________________________________________________________________
HOW DID YOU FIND OUT ABOUT THIS PROGRAM?__________________________________________________ 
WHAT HIGH SCHOOL ARE YOU CURRENTLY ATTENDING? 
HIGH SCHOOL____________________________________________________________________________________ 
NAME 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
ADDRESS     CITY/STATE/ZIP 
PHONE #  GRADE LEVEL 
FFA ADVISOR____________________________________________________________________________________ 
NAME                      E-MAIL 
FFA CHAPTER NAME______________________________________ 
FFA CHAPTER #______________ JACKET SIZE  ____________ 
STYLE # _______________ Boys/Girls 
FFA MEMBERSHIP #_____________ 
APPLICANTS ARE REQUIRED TO DO 10 HOURS OF COMMUNITY SERVICE TO BE ELIGIBLE 
FOR A JACKET. THIS CAN BE DONE AS AN INDIVIDUAL OR WITH A GROUP (I or G). PLEASE 
LIST YOUR COMMUNITY SERVICE EXPERIENCE. INDICATE IF IT WAS DONE INDIVIDUALLY OR 
WITH OTHERS.    
SERVICE   DATES  I   G  HOURS 
SERVICE   DATES  I    G  HOURS 
SERVICE    DATES  I   G HOURS 
Tulare County Farm Bureau Education and Scholarship Fund 
Updated August 2018 
PLEASE DESCRIBE THE REASONS FOR YOUR APPLICATION AND WHAT THE BLUE JACKET 
MEANS TO YOU.  YOU MAY ATTACH AN ADDITIONAL PAGE.  (1,000 CHARACTER LIMIT) 
PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR CAREER GOALS AND HIGHER EDUCATION PLANS AND WHAT YOU 
WOULD LIKE YOUR LEGACY TO BE. YOU MAY ATTACH AN ADDITIONAL PAGE.  (1,000 
CHARACTER LIMIT) 
SIGNATURES OF RECOMMENDATION: 
PLEASE HAVE YOUR (1) FFA ADVISOR, (2) PRINCIPAL AND (3) A PARENT OR GUARDIAN SIGN 
BELOW.   
1.______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
2.______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
3.______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
PLEASE SUBMIT A LETTER OF REFERENCE FROM SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE THREE 
REQUIRED SIGNATURES LISTED ABOVE.  PLEASE REFRAIN FROM USING OTHER AG 
TEACHERS/FFA ADVISORS. 
SIGNATURE___________________________________________________________ DATE_________________ 
All applications must be completed and submitted no later than October 15th. 
  
 
 
9. Program 
Accountability and 
Planning 
 
 
 
  
 Quality Criterion 9A- Comprehensive Program Plan 
The Dinuba Agriculture Department Program Plan is filed annually the the San Joaquin 
Regional Supervisor, Charles Parker. A digital copy of the program plan is kept with the 
department chair. Each year, the Comprehensive Program Plan is updated to become a useful 
resource within the department.  
Our Agriculture Advisory Committee reviews the plan each year at the first meeting of 
each school year. These individuals have contributed to developing parts of the plan while aiding 
instructors on the needs of the local agriculture community, industry, and students. The various 
industry areas are represented at our meetings and guide instructors to the growing needs and 
changes happening within each sector. The Comprehensive Program Plan will continue to be 
updated annually following any changes and resubmitted as appropriate. 
 
Example: Comprehensive Program Plan  
 Quality Criterion 9B- Updates 
 Documents included in the Comprehensive Program Plan are reviewed, edited, and updated 
over the summer as well as during department collaboration meetings. The Comprehensive 
Program Plan is presented to our Agriculture Advisory Committee at the first committee meeting 
of each school year to review and contribute. If any updates are needed, they are submitted to the 
Regional Supervisor by the outlined deadline. Items include the Five Year Acquisition Schedule, 
Chart of Staff Responsibilities, FFA Program of Activities, Committee Roster, and Advisory 
Committee Minutes.  
 
Examples: Comprehensive Program Plan and Agriculture Incentive Grant Application 
  
 Quality Criterion 9C- Graduate Follow Up System 
 There is no official graduate follow up survey form currently used through the Dinuba 
Agriculture program. It would be very beneficial for our program to develop a digitalized follow 
survey that would be available for students to complete, including online and social media sources. 
Information is collected through personal interactions, phone calls, and project visits which allows 
for a formal form to be completed. All three advisors are responsible for collecting information. 
All students who are planning to pursue higher degrees within the FFA are kept on our R2. A 
formal graduate survey will be created and distributed next year 
 On the newly created graduate follow up survey, information to be collected, but will not 
be limited to: 
1. Higher Education 
a. 2-year, 4-year, or Trade School 
b. Intended Major 
c. Intended Career 
2. Current Employment 
3. How has the program prepared you for higher education? 
4. How has the program prepared you for a career? 
5. What classes were most beneficial for you and your future goals? 
6. What classes were not offered during your time that you believe would have been beneficial 
for your future goals? 
7. In what ways can our Agriculture Program be improved for future students? 
 
Example: Current Graduate Follow Up Survey  
  
 Quality Criterion 9D- Graduate Data 
 As evident in our R2 report, graduate data is collected annually. This information is 
gathered from personal outreach and contacted knowledge rather than collected from a formal 
survey. We currently have a low number of fifth year members, however these individuals are 
active in showing livestock, assisting with coaching or assisting members in other ways. 
Information is submitted by the October 15 deadline. 
 
Example: See R2 Roster 
 
  
 Quality Criterion 9E- Strategies for Retention 
Traditionally, retention rates have not been systematically calculated and tracked each year. 
Looking at our retention rates from the 2017-2018 school year to the 2018-2019 school year, our 
retention rate is approximately 48%. We have struggled with retention rates over the past few years 
due to the number of concentrator and capstone courses offerings available on the master schedule 
that do not conflict with the number of instructors and class schedule. Starting in the 2018-2019 
school year, Dinuba High School reduced the number of class periods from seven to six. In 
addition, the schedule went to a straight six period day rather than a modified block.  
This change in the master schedule reduced elective options for all students school-wide, 
especially those moving into their sophomore and junior years. Students were directly impacted 
by having to use traditional elective course space to complete graduation and A-G requirements. 
We are able to retain students their 9th and 10th grade years, especially since students earn science 
credit in our department, but students leave the department during their 10th and 11th grade years 
to meet other graduation and college requirements outside of the department. We are working 
towards offering more sections of upper level courses to help with retention rates. We are asking 
for conflicting upper division classes to be offered at different times to allow for more student 
enrollment in high-demand agriculture courses. We hope that with an increase in interest and 
retention, the department will be able to add a 4th instructor in the future. 
 
Example: Course Descriptions, Old and New School Schedules  
 Quality Criterion 9F- Reports Due  
 All Agriculture Incentive Grant materials are turned into the Regional Supervisor each year 
by the deadline. Items include the R2, AIG Expenditure Report and FFA Roster. 
  
Example: R2 Report, AIG Application 
  
Comprehensive Program Plan
Dinuba High School 
DHS Agriculture Education Program Plan 
 I. Introduction 
A.  Job Market 
B. Targeted Occupations 
C.  Total Program Goals and Objectives 
D.  Program Descriptions of Included Courses, SAE and Leadership 
E. Program and/or Course Subject Matter Content Outline 
F. Program Completion Standards 
G.  Descriptions of Facilities and Major Equipment 
H.  Five Year Facility and Equipment Acquisition  
I. Staff Assignments 
J. FFA Program of Activities 
K. School and/or Department Policies 
L. Proficiency Standards for Program Completers 
M. Teacher Data Sheet for Each Teacher 
N.  Roster of Agriculture Advisory Committee 
O. Advisory Committee Minutes 
P. Current Year Budget 
Q. Signed Articulation Agreement and/or Evidence of Articulation 
R. Graduate Follow-up System 
S. List of Active Placement Sites 
T. Recruitment Activities and Materials 
U. Staff In-service Record 
V. Staff Minutes 
W. Department Inventory 
I. Introduction 

A.  Job Market 
Job Market Description 
Agriculture is the most important industry in the United States with California 
being the number one state in production and the San Joaquin region its most 
important area. As the look of agriculture in this area changes, it is vital that the 
education facilities keeps pace with this by supplying students prepared to enter 
this vast job market. 
Dinuba is located in North East Tulare County. The climate is on of limited rainfall 
during the winter and the summers are hot and dry. The winter months bring foggy 
days and nights with mild and cold weather. The extremes have brought freezing 
temperatures that have caused crop damage.  
The Dinuba area is blessed with outstanding agricultural base. Many jobs are 
generated in the agriculture industry in the immediate Dinuba area. Crop 
production dominates the area yet there is also livestock production. Agriculture 
enterprises include, hay, citrus, peaches, apricots, nuts, table and wine grapes, 
dairy, beef and melons. The city of Dinuba is the home of Ruiz Foods, many 
packing plants and other large agriculture related industries.  
Because of the number of students who seek employment it is important that they 
be taught the necessary skills to make them marketable. These skills are hands on 
vocational skills. Agriculture job skills are taught because that is where the jobs are 
in our area. A student who has been properly trained but doesn't have any higher 
education can still get a job. Such job areas are mechanics, small engine repair, 
farm manager, maintenance, landscaping, as well as others. It is the job of the 
Agriculture program to provide these students with the vocational skills necessary 
for successful employment.	  
B. Targeted Occupations 


C. Total Program Goals 
and Objectives



D. Program Description of 
Included Courses, SAE 
and Leadership 
Course Descriptions 
AGRICULTURE 
Ag Biology 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed knowledge of the biological principles of                
the following areas: molecular and cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and                 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of classification, ecological relationships, and              
animal behavior. ​This class meets the life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college                  
admission. 
Ag​ ​Leadership    ​. 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as individual training for agricultural careers                 
and technology. Students will develop leadership skills through planning, executing community development events,             
speaking and job interviewing. 
Ag & Natural Resources 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology 
This course is designed to provide the student with theories and principles related to Agriculture and Natural                 
Resources. Students will learn about the science in natural resources, conservation, soil, water, wildlife classification               
and habitat, forest species, air pollution, land quality, weather and climate, environmental impact on mineral use,                
sustainable agriculture system and waste management. This course is intended to successfully prepare students              
who plan on majoring in agriculture and natural resources at a four-year university. 
Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to the Agriculture Mechanics                  
industry. The course will introduce the student to different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The                  
course will cover different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small Engines, plumbing,               
electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor             
maintenance and operations. 
Environmental Horticulture 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to environmental horticulture science. It will                 
also develop skills needed for employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape                
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture. Plant care, reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant            
identification, lawns and ground cover, irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered. The course is rigorous                
and involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college admission. 
Floriculture 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
This is an introduction to floral design. Students will explore elements and principles of design, two and three                  
dimensional designs, history of floral art, arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional              
designs and propagation. Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, explaining and             
evaluating all topics of study. ​This course meets the visual art requirement for graduation and college admission.                 
This class is a dual enrollment course with Reedley College. 
Introduction to Agriculture 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisites: None 
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and the FFA program. Course of study                 
includes animal and plant science, production agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife. A major              
emphasis is placed upon FFA participation. 
Landscape Design 
Grade:10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in such areas as Landscape                  
Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and Landscape Maintenance. Areas to be covered include site            
evaluation, plant identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant Science. 
Veterinary Science 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and principles related to veterinary                 
science. This course is intended to successfully prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal                  
science at a four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
E. Program and/or Course 
Subject Matter Content 
Outline 
Program and/or Course Subject Matter 
Content Outline 
2017-2018 Changes 
● Environmental Horticulture name changed to Ornamental Horticulture
● New Courses Submitted: Animal Science, Advanced Floral Design
● Ornamental Horticulture, Animal Science, Landscape Design, Advanced      
Floral submitted to school for UC a-g approval
2018-2019 Changes 
● Animal Science-Approved for UC a-g Lab Science Credit (d)
● Ornamental Horticulture-Approved for UC a-g Lab Science Credit (d)
● Landscape Design-Approved for UC a-g Elective Credit (g)
● Advanced Floral Design- Approved for UC a-g Visual Arts (f)
● Animal Science and Ornamental Horticulture DUal Enrollment through       
Reedley College (pending)
F. Program Completion 
Standards 
To be considered a “program completer” at Dinuba High School, students           
must have taken 4 years of agriculture courses with a passing grade, meet             
the minimum FFA participation of 5 activities per semester, and have a            
satisfactory SAE record. The high school, and the agriculture department,          
strongly advise students to be a pathway completer by taking a           
concentrator and capstone course sequentially in the same pathway.         
Additional recognition with FFA cords will be given to graduating seniors           
who are 4 year program completers and have earned the State FFA            
Degree. Graduation program denote pathway completers as well as State          
Degree recipients.  
G. Descriptions of Facilities 
& Major Equipment 
The livestock barn accommodates 24 lambs or 
goats, 4 beef cattle, and 32 hogs. Students can 
house their livestock projects here during school 
and summer, if facilities are not available at their 
residence. A storage and supplies shed is also 
available for student use. 
A dirt show arena is located within the barn for 
student use. The show ring is utilized during formal 
practices and independent practice times. 
Three enclosed wash racks are located in the barn 
for lambs, goats, and hogs. When there are cattle 
projects, a shoot is set up next to wash racks for 
livestock owners to use. 
There are three storage sheds located behind the 
agriculture department. The first shed is used to 
house small tools, equipment, containers, and 
other horticultural related products. The second 
shed is a floral shed that contains various floral 
supplies, vases, and foam that cannot be stored in 
the classroom. The last shed is used to raise mice 
and rats for feeding the department reptiles. 
The traditional greenhouse is used in various 
classes including Ornamental Horticulture, 
Landscape Design and Introduction to Agriculture. 
This facility is also available for plant propagation, 
production, and other plant-based SAE projects. 
Students SAE projects in the greenhouse include 
various forms of propagation, maintenance, and 
plant care. 
There are nine raised garden beds available next to 
the Agriculture Department. Raised beds are used 
for classes, as well as student-grown projects. 
Students who are utilizing the raised beds are given 
a key to access their plants on weekends and after 
hours. 
A brand new greenhouse is currently in the process 
of being built. This greenhouse will be used to start 
a hydroponics program at Dinuba High School. The 
greenhouse will contain concrete, raised tables, 
fans, and a heater. 
Department Inventory 
Machinery 
● Tractor (1)
● 2016 GMC Express Van (1)
● 2001 Chevrolet Truck (1)
● Livestock Trailer (1, small)
● Shipping Container (3)
Animal Husbandry 
● Chicken Coop (1)
● Hog Feeders (20)
● Hog Boards (4)
● Sheep/Goat Stanchions (2)
● Beef Stanchion (2)
● Blowers (2)
● Beef Equipment (various)
● Sheep Equipment (various)
● Goat Equipment (various)
● Electronic Livestock Scale (3)
● Upright Tack Boxes (3)
● Flat Tack Box (1)
● Hanging Tack Box (1)
● Wheelbarrows (4)
● Wash Racks (3)
● Show ring (1)
● Livestock Storage Shed (1)
● Dog Washing Sink (1)
● Dog Drying Stand (1)
● Dog Blower (1)
● Guide Dog Supplies (various)
Horticulture 
● Traditional Greenhouse (1)
● Greenhouse Tables (18)
● Hydroponics Greenhouse (1)
● Shade House (1)
● Outdoor Growing Tables (10)
● Raised Garden Beds (10)
● Orchard and Vineyard (plan to    
replace in 2019)
● Hand Garden Tools (various)
● Heated Seed Propagation Mats (10)
● Soil Bin (1)
● Tool Storage Shed (1)
● Floral Shed (1)
● Horticulture Storage Shed (1)
● Gravel Bin (1)
Food/Serving Items 
● Catering Utensils (various)
● Refrigerator (1)
● Freezer (1)
● Ice Chest (1)
● Igloo Coolers (3)
● Food Warmer (4)
● Microwave (1)
Classrooms 
● Classrooms (3)
● Teacher Desks (3)
● Chromecarts (2)
● Chromebooks (70)
● Student Chairs (90)
● Office Chair (4)
● Filing Cabinets (6)
● TV with Chromebox (3)
● Teacher Laptop (3)
● Teacher Desktop (2)
● Compound Microscopes (various)
● Veterinary Science Supplies  
(various)
● Floral tools and equipment (various)
● Horticulture tools and equipment   
(various)
● Sink (2)
H. Five Year Facility & 
Equipment Acquisition 
Schedule 
DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL 
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
FIVE-YEAR PLAN
Year 1: 2018-2019 
1. Upgrade shade area, clothe
2. New Animal trailer
3. build shelving in storage sheds
4. Renovate the Orchard
5. New Ag Truck
Year 2: 2019-2020 
1. upgrade lighting in greenhouse
2. purchase new glazing for greenhouse
3. Add tar to roof of C-Trains
4. Develop ornamental tree area
5. Renovate propagation (mist) House
Year 3: 2020-2021 
1. Develop a outside potting area
2. purchase additional livestock trailer
3. new laptops for computer lab & staff & printer
4. Add more hydroponics/Aquaponics
5. Add lights to shed in the livestock area.
Year 4: 2021-2022 
1. outside potting area
2. create outdoor mother stock area for horticulture
3. Add another raised bed
4. Add feed containers in the livestock area.
Year 5: 2022-2023 
1. purchase smaller greenhouse
2. purchase walk in floral cooler
3. Purchase soil sterlizer
4. Purchase soil mixer
I. Staff Assignments 
Staff Assignments 
Project supervision of various types, facilities management and FFA Advisor 
responsibilities are divided between all three Advisors. The agriculture teachers 
work collaboratively to ensure the best possible experience for students to 
maximize the impact of resources available on campus. Non-teaching 
responsibilities are outlined on the Chart of Responsibilities. Course assignments 
are as follows: 
Nicole Borba 
● Agriculture Biology
● Landscape Design
● Ornamental Horticulture
Roy Browne 
● Ag Discovery
● Animal Science
● Introduction to Agriculture
● Veterinary Science
Kariann Wilterding 
● Advanced Floral Design
● Floral Design I
● Introduction to Agriculture
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Chart of Responsibilities 2018– 2019  
Assignment Date Roy 
Browne 
Kari 
Wilterding 
Nicole 
Borba 
Leadership Advising 
Officer Team Advisor All Year XX X X 
Officer Retreat July XX X X 
Opening Closing Ceremonies October Officer Team Novice Teams Open Teams 
Sectional Officer Team Officer All Year 
Sectional Activities All Year X X X 
Judging Teams 
Creed Speaking Fall-Spring X XX X 
Cooperatives February XX 
Banking Quiz December XX 
Cotton Judging CDE Sept – Nov XX 
Vine Pruning CDE Winter XX 
Citrus Judging CDE Winter X X 
Prepared speaking Spring X XX 
Extemporaneous Speaking Spring XX XX X 
Job Interview Spring XX X 
Veterinary Science CDE Spring XX 
Impromptu Spring X XX 
Best Informed Greenhand Spring X XX 
Landscape Design- CDE Spring XX 
Veterinary Science – CDE May -Oct XX 
Floriculture CDE XX 
 GUIDE DOGS X XX X 
Department / Reports 
Department Head All Year XX 
R2 – Roster October XX X X 
Program of Activities Fall X XX 
Requisitions All Year XX X 
Transportation Forms All Year XX 
Advisory Committee Meetings All year XX X X 
Advisory Committee Minutes All year XX 
Grants All Year X X X 
Student Teachers observer XX X 
CATA 
State Conference June X X X 
Road Show Prof. Dev. December X X X 
Fall Sectional Meeting September X X X 
Spring Sectional Meeting May X X X 
Fall Regional Meeting November X X X 
Spring Regional Meeting February X X X 
Summer Regional Meeting June X X X 
Proficiency Application Scoring February X X X 
Record Book Scoring January X X X 
Sectional Officer Position All Year X X X 
Leadership Conferences 
Chapter Officer Lead. Conf. October X X 
Greenhand Leadership Conf. November X 
Made for Excellence Conf. February X X X 
Advanced Leadership Academy February X X X 
State FFA Convention April X X X 
National FFA Convention Trip October XX 
FFA Meetings 
Aug. Mtg. – Groovy meeting August X X X 
Sept. Mtg- Pool party September X X X 
Oct. Mtg. – Halloween Movie October X X X 
Nov. Mtg. – Thanksgiving November X X X 
Dec. Mtg. – Chapter / GH Degree December X X X 
Jan. Mtg. – January X X X 
Feb. Mtg. - Softball Night February X X X 
Mar. Mtg. - Chapter Degree March X X X 
Apr. Mtg. – Park - Games April X X X 
May Mtg. - Banquet Awards May XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Food May XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Program, 
Decor & Certificates 
May XX 
Community Service 
Thanksgiving Baskets November X X X 
Raisin Day Petting Zoo September XX 
Grand View Carnival Petting Zoo October XX 
Women’s Club Mtg. October XX 
Christmas Float December X X X 
Pet Food Drive January XX X X 
Valentine Roses February XX 
Rose/Carnations for the Elderly February X XX X 
Earth Day - Tree Planting March XX 
Pet therapy November 
X 
X X 
SAE Projects 
Sheep May –Sept. XX 
Swine May – Sept. XX 
Goats Mar – Sept. XX 
Beef Jan - Sept XX 
Tulare County Fair September X X X 
Plant Sales – Fall / Spring Nov. / May XX 
Bare Root Trees Jan – May X 
Vegetable Plots Mar – Jun X X X 
Small Animals All year XX 
Orchard/Vineyard All year X XX 
Open Shop Projects All year X 
Poultry at the Jr. High All year X 
Ag Sci & Animal Proficiencies Spring XX 
Ag Mech & Landscape Prof. Spring XX 
Sales, Floral & Horticulture Prof. Spring XX X 
Pre-Fair Fall X X X 
State/Am. Degree Applications Winter X X X 
Officer Duties 
Chapter Officer Applications March X XX X 
Regional Officer Applications February X XX X 
Sectional Officer Applications April X XX X 
State Conference Applications January XX 
MFE-ALA Applications November XX 
Fundraisers 
Drive Thru BBQ Fall XX X X 
Shirt Orders All Year X XX X 
Cookie Dough November XX X X 
Smencils XX 
Other 
World Ag Expo X X X 
National FFA Week February X X X 
Officer Meetings All Year XX X X 
Dual Enrollment Classes All Year X XX X 
Reedley Showmanship Day November 
     XX   =   lead advisor 
      X     =   assistant advisor 
J. FFA Program of Activities 
There’s No End To Agriculture 
Program of Activities 
2017-2018 
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Introduction to Dinuba FFA 
 
The FFA Organization is an organization of, by, and for students studying 
agriculture in public secondary schools under the provision of the Vocational 
Education Act. The National FFA Organization envisions a future in which all 
agricultural education students will discover their passion in life and build on that 
insight to chart the course for their education, career and future.  
 
As an integral part of agriculture education in the public school system of the 
United States, the FFA has become well known in recent years. No other national 
student organization enjoys greater freedom of self government under adult council 
and guidance than the FFA. Organized in 1928, it has served to motivate and 
vitalize the effective instruction offered to students of vocational agriculture and to 
provide further training in farmer citizenship and agricultural business.  
 
The FFA is a non-profit, non-political agriculture youth organization, designed to 
take its place with other agents striving for the development of leadership, the 
advancement of agriculture technology, and improvement of agricultural life. The 
foundation upon which the FFA organization is molded includes leadership, 
service, thrift, scholarship, improved agriculture, organized recreation, citizenship, 
and patriotism.  
 
The Dinuba FFA Chapter is part of the California FFA Association of the National 
FFA Organization. Dinuba FFA was chartered in 1937,  nine years after the 
National FFA Organization was formed. Dinuba High School promotes three 
general career pathways: Animal Science, Floral Design, and Ornamental 
Horticulture. With almost 450 members, Dinuba FFA has made great strides here 
in our small agricultural community to build a reputable program and serve our 
own. 
 
The Dinuba FFA Program of Activities is designed to serve as a guide for our 
members in all of their endeavors during the coming year. The Program of Activities 
or POA for short, contains information about leadership conferences, degree 
attainment, our chapter’s constitution, by-laws, and much more. It is our hope that 
this document will guide all members and guests to greater success within our 
organization. 
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 President’s Message 
 
Welcome to the 2017-2018 school year! Your officer team is very excited to 
welcome you to another fun filled year in the Dinuba FFA Chapter. Dinuba FFA 
has continually discovered new opportunities in this organization throughout  our 
years and strive to make this program truly reflective of our members. This year 
we have seen an increase in membership, participation, and opportunities for you, 
Dinuba FFA members.  
 
During the Chapter Officer retreat in July, the chapter officer team 
developed our theme for the 2017 - 2018 school year, “There is No End to 
Agriculture.” We believe that this theme was a perfect choice for our chapter goals 
and vision. As a team, we decided we want to promote agriculture and the key 
roles that is plays into today’s society. Our chapter is striving to make a impact on 
FFA members and the community, to educate everyone that there is truly no end to 
agriculture. 
 I am privileged to be serving as your president in such a dedicated chapter in 
the FFA, and it makes me proud to see each of our members growing and 
developing as young leaders in our organization. I am also grateful to be apart of 
such a wonderful officer team. I know they will bring nothing, but dedication to 
the team and to the chapter. Our FFA chapter has been demonstrating that “there is 
no end to agriculture” by continuing to show their leadership skills, having hands-
on supervised agricultural experience projects, learning to grow inside and outside 
of the classroom environment, and competing in career development events. I 
cannot wait to see how Dinuba FFA will continue to prove how agriculture has no 
end and will continue to thrive in the future, just as our chapter grows. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Madasen Gutierrez 
2017-2018 Chapter President 
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 2017-2018 Chapter Officer Team 
 
 
Back Row: Jesus Aguilera (Treasurer), Jose Gutierrez (Vice President), Chase 
DeMasters (Historian), Jose Flores (Treasurer) 
 
Front Row: Leslie Garcia (Reporter), Madasen Gutierrez (President), Shania 
Cardenas (Secretary) 
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 President 
Name: Madasen Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Vine Pruning, 
Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Vice President 
Name: Jose Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Gutierrez Cattle 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,  
Vine Pruning, Job Interview, Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Secretary  
Name: Shania Cardenas 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Job Interview 
Floral 
 
 
 
Treasurer 
Name: Jose Flores 
Grade: 10 
SAE: Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cottong Judging, 
Impormptu, Nursery Landscape 
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 Reporter 
Name: Leslie Garcia 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Goat 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Floral 
 
 
 
 
Sentinel 
Name: Jesus Aguilera 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,   
Job Interview, Nursery/Landscape 
 
 
 
 
Historian 
Name: Chase DeMasters 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ag Mechanics 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, 
Vine Pruning, Nursery/Landscape 
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Advisor’s Message 
 
Welcome to the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department! 
 
Welcome to a new and exciting year at the Dinuba High School Agriculture 
Department and FFA Organization. We look forward to continuing the long 
tradition of success within our program and hope that each and every one of you 
will become involved in the many activities the chapter officers have planned for 
this year. Our chapter officers have planned a fun year for our students and we 
couldn’t be more proud. 
 
The mission of the Dinuba Agriculture Department and Dinuba FFA is to provide 
opportunities, help students, and guide them while providing a quality agriculture 
education that prepares students for higher education, career readiness, and to be 
productive citizens within our society. Our courses are designed to provide a 
rigorous, hands-on, applicable education that provides students with real-life 
experiences, unique to agriculture education. 
 
Taking an agriculture course makes you a member of the largest youth leadership 
organization in the entire world; FFA. Students across our campus, section, region, 
state, and nation are reaping the benefits and growing as young leaders. You, too, 
can become a young leader and develop within the organization. Your FFA 
advisors, chapter officers, and fellow members want you to develop your potential 
for premier leadership, personal growth, and career success. 
 
We look forward to working with all of our wonderful students and see all of your 
successes in the 2017-2018 school year! 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
The Dinuba FFA Advisors 
 
Roy Browne, Kariann Wilterding, and Nicole Borba 
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 Introduction of Advisors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Mr. Roy Browne       
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Business from Cal Poly, Pomona. 
 
Classes:  
Intro. to Mechanics, Intro. to Agriculture, Veterinary Science 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Sheep, Mechanics 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Extemporaneous 
Speaking, Vine  
Pruning, Citrus,  
Vet Science 
Mrs. Kariann Wilterding     
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in 
Animal Science from Fresno State 
 
Classes:  
Intro. to Agriculture, Floral Design 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Goats, Market Beef, Market Hogs 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Creed Recitation, Best Informed, Greenhand, 
Floral 
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Mrs. Nicole Borba 
 
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in Animal Science from 
Fresno State,  
 
Pursuing Masters in Agriculture Education from Cal Poly SLO 
 
Classes:  
Agriculture Biology and Landscape Design 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Hogs and Horticulture 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, Impromptu, Job Interview, 
Nursery/Landscape 
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 Advisory and District Staff 
 
2017 – 2018 Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee 
  
James Garcia                     Stone Fruit / Orchard Labor 
Dave Lopes                       Reedley College Professor Emeritus 
Kara Langley   Alumni, Floral 
Ron Nishinaka   CSU, Fresno Hort. Lecturer, Past Nursery Owner 
Jon Robson                        Dairy Consultant, Ex Fresno State Professor 
Steve Soria                        Soria Trucking and Agriculture Products 
Josh Terry                          Plant Biologist 
Rod Pomp                          Farmer- nuts, hay 
Tory Torosian                   Torosian Organic Farms 
Rhonda Watson   Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
Board of Trustees 
Joe Hernandez, Ed.D.        Marti Kochevar                                                                                              
Superintendent       Assistant Superintendent 
 
Sandra Kizirian       Trustee Area 1 
Ron Froese         Trustee Area 2 
Bev Keel-Worrell        Trustee Area 3 
Mary Villarreal        Trustee Area 4 
Miriam Cendejas        Trustee Area 5 
 
Administration and Staff 
Dr. Roberts. Ed.D.        Principal 
Adriana Baza        Assistant Principal 
Marlena Celaya        Assistant Principal 
Gina Melkonian        Assistant Principal  
Eric Rodriguez         Assistant Principal 
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 Department Information 
 
Dinuba High School 
340 E. Kern Ave 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7220 
 
 
 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
1131 E. Magnolia Way 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7247 
 
 
 
Course Room Locations 
Intro to Agriculture - Room 600 and 601 
Agriculture Biology - Room 216 and 217 
Agriculture Mechanics - Room 305  
Floral Design - Room 601 
Veterniary Science - Room 600 
Landscape - Room 601 
 
 
 
Email Addresses 
Mr. Browne- rbrowne@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Borba- nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Wilterding- kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
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 FFA Mission and Strategies 
 
The FFA Mission and Strategies encompasses aiming to make a positive difference 
in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, 
personal growth and career success through agricultural education. To accomplish 
this mission, the FFA:  
 
● Develops competent and assertive agricultural leadership.  
● Increases awareness of the global and technological importance of 
agriculture and its contribution to our well-being.  
● Strengthens agriculture students’ confidence in themselves and their work.  
● Promotes the intelligent choice and establishment of an agricultural career. 
● Encourages achievement in supervised agricultural experience (SAE) 
programs.  
● Encourages wise management of the community’s economic, environmental 
and human resources.  
● Develops interpersonal skills in teamwork, communication, human relations 
and social interaction. 
● Builds character and promotes citizenship, volunteerism and patriotism.  
●  Promotes cooperation and cooperative attitudes among all people. 
● Promotes healthy lifestyles.  
● Encourages excellence in scholarship. 
 
 
 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization. 
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 The FFA Emblem 
 
 
The National FFA Emblem is a representative of the history, goals, and future of 
the Organization.  Each of the five elements possesses a unique significance. 
  
The Cross Section of the Ear of Corn provides the foundation of the emblem, just 
as corn has served as the foundation crop of American agriculture.  It signifies 
unity, as corn is grown in every state of the nation. 
  
The Rising Sun signifies progress and holds promise that tomorrow will bring a 
new day glowing with opportunity. 
  
The Plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the 
historic foundation of our country’s strength. 
  
The Eagle is a national symbol, which serves as a reminder of our freedom and 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture. 
  
The Owl, long recognized for its wisdom, symbolizes the knowledge required to 
be successful in the industry of agriculture. 
  
The words “Agricultural Education” and “FFA” signify the combination of 
learning and leadership necessary for progressive agriculture. 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Colors and Motto 
 
Official Colors 
 
In 1929, the Future Farmers of America voted to adopt National Blue and Corn 
Gold as the official FFA colors. National blue was selected since our national flag 
has a blue field while gold is represented by the golden fields of corn signifying 
unity across our country. National unity amongst our organizations marks it as the 
largest youth organization in the world, and we are all united by one factor: 
agriculture. 
 
 
 
Motto 
 
 
 
These 12 words gives members words to live by as they experience the FFA and 
agriculture education. FFA members should embody and embrace these words and 
carry this message in their hearts at all times. 
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 FFA Salute, Official Dress and Proper 
Use of the Jacket 
 
FFA Salute 
The official salute of the National FFA Organization is the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Conducted during the closing ceremonies of an official meeting, those in 
attendance should face the flag, place the right hand over their heart, and repeat the 
following statement: 
 
“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the 
Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and 
justice for all.” 
 
 
Official Dress 
  
Female members are to wear a black skirt to the knees or longer, nylon stockings, 
white collared blouse, blue FFA scarf, black close-toed shoes, and official FFA 
jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Male members are to war black slacks, white collared shirt, black dress shoes, 
black socks, FFA tie, and official FFA jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Show Uniform for FFA members consists of official FFA jacket, FFA scarf for 
females and FFA tie for males, white collared shirt, white pants, and appropriate 
shoes for the task. 
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 Proper Use of the FFA Jacket 
 
The blue corduroy jacket is the most recognizable symbol of the organization. As a 
member, it is one of your responsibilities to ensure its proper use. Specific 
guidelines are outlined below:  
● The jacket is to be worn only by members. 
●  The jacket should be kept clean and neat.  
● The back of the jacket should have only a large official FFA emblem, the 
name of the state association and the name of the local chapter, region, 
district or area. The front of the jacket should have only a small official FFA 
emblem, the name of the individual, one office or honor and the year of that 
office or honor.  
● The jacket should be worn on official occasions with the zipper fastened to 
the top. The collar should be turned down and the cuffs buttoned.  
● The jacket should be worn by members and officers on all official FFA 
occasions, as well as other occasions where the chapter or state association is 
represented. It may be worn to school and other appropriate places.  
● The jacket should only be worn to places that are appropriate for members to 
visit. 
● School letters and insignia of other organizations should not be attached to 
or worn on the jacket.  
● When the jacket becomes faded and worn, it should be discarded or the 
emblems and lettering removed.  
● The emblems and lettering should be removed if the jacket is given or sold 
to a non-member.  
● A member should act professionally when wearing the official FFA jacket.  
● Members should refrain from use of tobacco and alcohol when underage and 
at all times when representing FFA. In addition, members should exhibit 
their leadership qualities when they encounter substances including tobacco 
and alcohol and serve to discourage others from inappropriate behavior.  
● All chapter degree, officer and award medals should be worn beneath the 
name on the right side of the jacket, with the exception of a single State FFA 
Degree charm or American FFA Degree key. These should be worn above 
the name or attached to a standard degree chain. No more than three medals 
should be worn on the jacket. These should represent 1.) the highest degree 
earned, 2.) the highest office held and 3.) the highest award earned by the 
member. 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Creed 
 
Written by E. M. Tiffany 
 
I believe in the future of farming with a faith born not of words, but of deeds – 
achievements won by the present and past generations of agriculturists; in the 
promise of better days through better ways, even as the better things we now enjoy 
have come to us from the struggles former years. 
 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, or to be engaged in other 
agricultural pursuits, is pleasant as well as challenging; for I know the joys and 
discomforts of agricultural life and hold an inborn fondness for those associations 
which, even in hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and respect from others.  I believe in my 
own ability to work efficiently and think clearly, with such knowledge and skill as 
I can secure, and in the ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our own and 
the public interest in producing and marketing the product of our toil. 
 
I believe in less dependence on begging and more power in bargaining;  in the life 
abundant and enough honest wealth to help make it so – for others as well as 
myself; in less need for charity and more of it when needed; in being happy myself 
and playing square with those whose happiness depends upon my. 
 
I believe that American agriculture can and will hold true to the best traditions of 
our national life and that I can exert an influence in my home and community 
which will stand solid for my part in that inspiring task. 
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 FFA Degree Program 
Greenhand Degree 
  
1.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
2.   Have, or have plans for a Supervised Agricultural Experience Project. 
3.   Demonstrate Knowledge of FFA History, Creed, Motto, and other leadership    
 information by obtaining a score of 70% or higher on the FFA Leadership  
Exam. 
  
Chapter Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Greenhand Degree. 
2.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
3.   Be actively involved in the workings of the chapter. 
4.  Have a Supervised Occupational Experience project. 
5.   Earn and invest at least $150, or work at least 45 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
6.  Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
  
State Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Chapter FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active member for at least 24 months. 
3.   Complete at least 2 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Earn or invest at least $1000, or work at least 300 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
5.   Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
6.  Give a 6 minute speed on an agriculture topic. 
7.   Serve as an officer, committee chairperson, or a participating member of a 
 committee. 
  
American Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the State FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active FFA Member for at least 36 months. 
3.   Complete at least 3 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Graduate from high school at least 12 months prior to receiving the degree. 
5.   Have in operation, with accurate records substantiating, an SAE. 
6.       Earn $7500, or earn and invest $1500 and work at least 2250 unpaid hours in          
          the SAE. 
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 Essentials of a Successful Chapter 
 
The local chapter is the heart of FFA. Chapters that strive for success keep 
members active at all levels of the organization and provide students with many 
opportunities for leadership. Emphasizing the following 10 items will help ensure 
your chapter’s success.  
 
1. FFA Knowledge- Every member and chapter advisor needs to understand the 
functions and opportunities of FFA in order to fully reap the benefits. Detailed 
information can be found in the Official FFA Student Handbook, FFA.org or in 
other FFA publications.  
 
2.Diversity of Membership- Agricultural education enrollment and FFA chapter 
membership should be representative of the diversity of the student body 
population. Serving this broad cross-section of students is an opportunity and a 
responsibility that includes every student in the agricultural education classes. 
Achieving this objective has many rewards, including greater service to students, 
parents and the community; a broader spectrum of community support; and a more 
creative program plan through diverse input.  
 
3. All Members Share Responsibilities- When all members are active, the entire 
chapter benefits. Providing leadership should be everyone’s role, not just that of 
the officers. The Program of Activities ensures that each member has specific 
duties in the chapter.  
 
4. Capable Officers- Students nominated and elected to officer positions must 
have the talent and dedication necessary to lead the chapter. Chapters should hold 
open elections, and officers should serve as role models.  
 
5. Challenging Program of Activities- A chapter should plan goals and activities 
that will utilize members’ talents and meet the needs of the community. Every 
member is to be included in the POA.  
 
6. Workable Constitution and Bylaws- These should provide flexibility to allow 
progress yet provide enough structure and support to give the chapter a firm 
foundation. All chapter decisions should be based upon its constitution and bylaws. 
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 7. Proper Equipment and Records- The chapter should acquire the equipment 
necessary for officers and committee members to keep complete financial, 
historical, membership and other records.  
 
8. Well-planned, Regularly Held Chapter Meetings- Monthly meetings, 
scheduled at a regular time and guided by a sound agenda, will provide the 
efficient transaction of business, promote chapter unity and encourage better 
attendance. Chapter meetings can be excellent learning and teaching tools.  
 
9.Adequate Financing- Fundraising projects are essential in FFA. Yearly earnings 
will contribute to the creativity and growth of the chapter by funding important 
activities and projects.  
 
10. School and Community Support- The chapter must strive to meet the needs 
of the community and work with the school system in which it operates. Since 
many chapter activities depend upon local support, public relations activities 
should be conducted in the community, such as the National Chapter Program and 
Food for America. An FFA Alumni affiliate can provide organized community 
support and service. 
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 Chapter Goals 
 
Every year, the newly elected officer team reflects on the past school year in order 
to plan for a more effective and successful program. In the 2017 summer, chapter 
officers went on a leadership retreat to Montana de Oro, CA to bond, plan, and 
prepare for the upcoming year. A portion of this leadership retreat is spent 
establishing goals for our chapter. Three goals the chapter officer team set are: 
 
1. Increase Member Participation 
● Increase attendance of chapter meetings, as well as activities that 
follow 
● Increase participation in activities above the chapter level 
● Expand opportunities for career development events for members 
● Create new activities, fundraisers, and traditions  
● Have more organized and meaningful chapter meetings 
● Invite members to speak at chapter meetings about their experiences, 
rather than having officers give all the reports 
● Increase SAE projects for all students program wide, including non-
traditional experiences 
 
2. Improve Recruitment and Retention 
● Recruit at the feeder middle schools  
● Implement a new Ag Discovery course at Washington Intermediate 
● Give educational presentations to younger students and provide 
hands-on activities 
● Utilize social media to promote chapter activities, successes, and 
classes 
 
3. Improve and Expand SAE Projects 
● Increase the amount of students with a legitimate SAE project 
● Create a chapter SAE presentation competition 
● Provide more on-campus SAE opportunities   
● Work with community members to create work experience 
opportunities 
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August 
12-13 Chapter Officer Boot Camp  
25- Chapter Meeting  
26- Mandatory Fair Clean Up 
 
 
September 
1- Purchase FFA Shirt 
6 - Barn Clean Up 
7- Pre Fair  
11-17- Tulare County Fair  
21- Greenhand Leadership Conference  
23- Chapter Officer Leadership   
Conference 
23- Raisin Day Festival 
28- Chapter Meeting 
 
 
October 
5- Sequoia Sectional Activity @  
Adventure Park 
6- Take out BBQ dinner fundraiser 
7- Dinuba Tractor Supply Farmers 
 Market  
11- Opening/Closing Speech Contest 
14- Corcoran Cotton Contest @  
Corcoran High School 
14- Dinuba Historical Society Dinner 
 and Silent Auction 
20- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley Freshman Field Day @  
Reedley College 
28- Modesto Junior College Cotton  
Contest @ MJC 
 
 
November  
2- Hanford Cotton Contest @ Hanford 
High School 
3- College of the Sequoias Freshman  
Field Day @ COS 
4- Cotton Judging State Finals @  
Fresno State 
16- Chapter Meeting 
 
  
December 
2- Christmas Parade 
7- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional  
banking Contest @ El Diamante 
 High School 
14- Chapter Meeting 
16- Exeter Citrus 
 
 
January 
6- St. Helena Pruning Contest 
6- Fowler Vine Pruning Contest @   
Fowler High School  
13- Dinuba Vine Pruning Contest @  
 Dinuba High School 
13- Golden West Citrus Contest @   
Golden West High School 
20-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare High  
School District Farm 
20- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest @  
Reedley High School 
26- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley College Field Day @  
Reedley College 
29-9 Valentines Flowers fundraiser 
 
 
February 
3- Mid-Winter State Finals @ Fresno  
State 
8- Sequoia Sectional Speaking Contest  
@ Mission Oak High School 
13-28- Cookie Dough Sales 
15- World Ag Expo Field Trip 
16-17- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership Academy 
 Conferences @ Visalia
2017-2018 Calendar of Actvities 
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18-23- National FFA Week 
23- Chapter Meeting 
24- San Joaquin Regional FFA Meeting  
 @ Mission Oak High School  
28- Sequoia Sectional Activity@ Roller 
 Town 
 
March  
2-3- UC Davis Field Day @ UC Davis 
9-10- Chico State Field Day @ Chico  
State 
13- Bouquets to Arts Exhibit (Floral  
Classes) 
14- Ag Career/College Expo @  
International Agri Center  
16- Regional Speaking Contest  
17- Dinuba Vet and Floral Contest @  
Dinuba High School 
22- Chapter Meeting 
24- Modesto Junior College Field Day  
@ MJC 
31- Reedley College Field Day 
 
 
 
 
April  
4- Sequoia Section State Degree and  
Proficiency Banquet @  
International Agricenter 
6-7- Pomona Field Day @ Cal Poly  
Pomona  
9- Sectional Officer Interviews 
12- Sectional Elections 
19- Chapter Meeting  
21- Fresno State Field Day @ Fresno  
State 
22-25- State FFA Leadership  
Conference 
28- Madera Floral @ Madera South 
28- Madera Liberty Vet @ Madera  
Liberty 
  
 
 
May 
4-5- State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly SLO 
10-11- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High  
School 
12- Point Award Trip 
14/15- Chapter Officer Interviews 
18- End of the Year Banquet 
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 Chapter Constitution and Bylaws 
 
Article I   Name and Purpose 
Section A: The name of this organization shall be the “Dinuba FFA Chapters”. 
Section B: The purposes for which this Chapter was formed are as follows: 
1.     To develop competent, aggressive, rural and agriculture leadership. 
2.    To create and nurture a love of country life. 
3.     To strengthen the confidence of students of agriculture in themselves and  
 their work. 
4.    To create more interest in the intelligent choice of farming and other  
programs and establishment in agriculture. 
5.     To encourage members in the development of individual farming and other 
programs and establishment in agriculture. 
6.    To encourage members to appreciate the farm and its surroundings. 
7.     To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement of agriculture. 
8.    To develop character, train for useful citizenship, and foster patriotism. 
9.    To participate in cooperative effort. 
10.  To encourage and practice thrift. 
11.   To encourage improvement in scholarship. 
12.  To provide and encourage the development of organized recreational 
activities. 
  
  
Article II    Organization 
Section A:   The  Dinuba  Chapter  of  the  FFA  Organization  is  chartered  by  the  
National  FFA Organization. 
Section B:  The Chapter accepts in full the provisions in the Constitution and By – 
 laws of the  California Association as well as those of the National FFA 
 Organization. 
  
  
Article III    Membership 
Section A: Membership in this Chapter shall be of three kinds:  Active, Alumni,  
 and Honorary, as defined by the National FFA Constitution. 
Section B: The regular work of this Chapter shall be limited to the active  
 membership. 
Section C: Honorary  Membership  in  this  Chapter  shall  be  limited  to  the   
 Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree. 
Section D: Active  Members  in  good  standing  may  vote  on  all  business 
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 brought before  the Chapter. An Active member shall be considered in good 
standing when: 
1. They attend 80% of Chapter Meetings held that year. 
2. They show an interest in, and take part in, the affairs of the Chapter. 
3. They pay all bills within 30 days. 
4. They are a true representative of the FFA as perceived by the Chapter  
Executive Committee. 
5.  They  are  academically  eligible  to  participate  in  activities  according  
to  the  policy as established by the Dinuba Unified School District. 
Section E:  Names of applicant for membership shall be filed with the Chapter  
 Secretary. 
 
Article IV   Emblems 
Section A: The Emblem of the FFA shall be the Emblem of the Chapter. 
Section B:  Emblems used by members shall be designated by the National FFA 
 Organization. 
 
Article V:     Degrees 
Section A: There shall be four degrees of Active Membership in this Chapter.  
These degrees are: Greenhand, Chapter Farmer, State Farmer, and American 
Farmer. 
Section B: All “Greenhands” are entitled to wear the regulation bronze emblem  
pin, all Members holding the degree of “Chapter Farmer” are entitled to 
wear the regulation silver emblem pin, all members holding the degree of 
“State Farmer” are entitled to wear the regulation gold emblem pin, and all 
members holding the degree of “American Farmer” are entitled to wear the 
regulation gold emblem key. 
Section C: Minimum qualifications for obtaining the four degrees of Active  
 Membership shall be those listed in the National FFA Constitution. 
Section D: Chapter Officers shall review the qualifications of members and make  
recommendations to the Chapter concerning degree advancement. 
   
Article VI   Officers 
Section A: The Officers of the Chapter shall be as follows: President, Vice  
President, Secretary, Reporter, Sentinel, Treasurer, ASB Representative and 
Historian. The local Advisor(s) shall be the teacher(s) of agriculture in the 
school where the Chapter is located. The officers shall perform the following 
duties: 
          1. The president shall preside over and conduct meetings according to  
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           accepted parliamentary procedure, call special meetings, keep members on 
the subject and within time limits, appoint committees and serve on them as 
an ex-officio member, call other officers to the Chair as necessary or 
desirable, represent the Chapter and speak on occasions, coordinate Chapter 
efforts by keeping in close contact with the other officers and Advisor(s), 
keep Chapter activities moving in a satisfactory manner, represent the 
Chapter to the Dinuba High School Student Council, and represent the 
Chapter at National Convention or designate a replacement. 
2. The Vice President(s) shall assist the President when needed, have charge 
of committee work, preside at meetings in the absence of the President, be 
prepared to assume the duties and responsibilities of the President, and 
obtain reports from committee chairpersons. 
3. The Secretary shall prepare and read minutes of meeting, have available 
for the President a list of business for each meeting, attend to official 
correspondence, send out and post notices, count and record votes when 
taken, prepare Chapter records, keep the permanent records of the Chapter, 
cooperate with the Treasurer in keeping accurate membership role, issue 
membership cards, call meetings to order in the absence of a presiding 
officer, read communications to the members at meetings, keep an updated 
point award chart with the assistance of the Advisor(s), and post the meeting 
agenda at least 24 hours in advance of meetings. 
4. The Treasurer shall receive and act as custodian of Chapter funds with the 
assistance of the Advisor(s), assist Advisor(s) in collecting assessments, 
preparing Sectional, Regional, State, and National Dues, preparing an annual 
budget, keeping financial statements of the Chapter, paying out funds as 
authorized by the Chapter, preparing financial statements and reports 
building up the Chapter’s financial standing, and submitting a financial 
report at each meeting. 
5. The Reporter shall gather and classify Chapter news, prepare news notes 
and articles for publication or broadcast, contact local newspapers, send 
news to State or National Publication, arrange for FFA participation in local 
events, and assist the Historian in maintaining a Chapter Scrapbook. The 
Reporter shall submit the Chapter Scrapbook for judging at the Spring 
Regional Meeting. 
6. The Sentinel shall set up the meeting room and care for Chapter 
Paraphernalia and equipment, attend the door during meetings and welcome 
visitors, see that the meeting room is comfortable, and take charge of 
candidates in degree ceremonies. 
          7. The Advisor(s) shall assist the Officers in running the Chapter and advise  
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them as the need arises. The Advisor(s) shall also assist the Chapter 
Secretary in preparing the Point Award Chart and assist the Chapter 
Reporter in preparing news releases. 
8. The Historian shall take an active part in meetings and take charge of the
Chapter Scrapbook. The Historian may also stand in for an officer, or be 
promoted into a higher office if the need should arise. 
9. ASB Representative shall assist the Advisors with communications with
the student body. This position shall attend ASB activity meetings with the 
Advisors, and report on such activities to the chapter at chapter meetings, 
and officer meetings, when necessary. 
Section B: Officers of the Dinuba FFA Chapter shall be elected annually during the 
month of April and announced and sworn in at the Annual Awards Banquet 
in May. All Chapter Officer Applicants meeting the requirements to serve as 
a Chapter Officer will have their names placed on the ballot, as slated by the 
interview committee. The candidates will fill out an application and give to 
the Advisor(s) by the given deadline. Additionally, each candidate will be 
required to go through the interview process prior to being placed on the 
ballot. Active Members in good standing will have the opportunity to vote 
for one candidate representing each of the 8 offices. 
Section C:  To be eligible to run for Chapter Office the member must: 
1. Hold the degree of Chapter Farmer, or be approved by the Advisor(s).
2. The Chapter Officer application must be filled out and turned in prior to
the given deadline to a Chapter advisor. 
3. Be in good standing with the Chapter as outlined in Article III, Section D
of the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
4. Maintain a grade point average of 2.5 or better.
Section D:  All officer vacancies during the term shall be appointed by the Advisor 
with the approval of the officer team, except for the President, who shall be 
filled by one to the 2 Vice Presidents. 
Section E:  Any Chapter Officer may be impeached by a 2/3 vote of the Chapter at 
a regularly scheduled chapter meeting. Possible reasons for impeaching may 
include but are not limited to: not fulfilling duties as outlined by the 
Constitution, not portraying the image of a FFA Member as established by 
the Chapter Officers and Constitution, losing respect for fellow Chapter 
Officers, members, Advisors, and/or Community. 
Section F: An officer missing a meeting, leadership conference, or other mandated 
responsibility must provide a written explanation one day prior to the event, 
except uncontrolled circumstances or extreme emergencies. This explanation 
shall be brought before the officer team to be handled appropriately. 
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 Section G:  Any officer placed on academic probation shall, in writing, 
resign from office at the first appropriate Chapter Officer Executive 
Meeting. This vacant office shall be filled according to the Chapter 
Constitution. 
Section H:  The Committee Chair positions shall be appointed by the Advisors  
          from the list of eligible candidates after elections of the 8 offices have taken           
          place. 
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Committee Membership 
Dinuba FFA members have many opportunities to get involved in chapter 
leadership besides serving as a chapter officer. Committees are a great way for 
students to get involved in planning and executing activities, fundraisers, and 
events. The objective of each committee and committee chair is to plan, organize, 
and implement the fundamentals of that activity to serve the students, chapter, and 
community. 
Here are a few of the potential committees that a member can serve on: 
• Aggie of the Month (Student)
● Animal Shelter Food Drive (Community)
● Banquet-Food (Chapter)
● Banquet- Invitations (Chapter)
● Banquet- Photo Booth (Chapter)
● Banquet- Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter)
● Banquet- Slideshow (Chapter)
● Canned Food Drive (Community)
● Cookie Dough Fundraiser (Chapter)
● Community Service (Community)
● Drive Thru BBQ-Tickets (Chapter)
● Drive Thru BBQ-Serving (Chapter)
● Fall Harvest (Student)
● Field Day- Floral (Chapter)
● Field Day- Vet Science (Chapter)
● Greenhand Banquet (Student)
● National FFA Week (Chapter)
● Plant Sale-Promotions (Chapter)
● Plant Sale-Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter)
● Plant Sale-Sales (Chapter)
● Recruitment (Student)
● Retirement Facility Plant Giveaway (Community)
● Scrapbook Committee (Chapter)
● SAE Competition (Student)
● Social Media (Chapter)
● Spring Fest (Chapter)
28 
 Dinuba Agriculture Pathways  
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Agriculture Courses 
Advanced Floral        
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Floriculture 
Advanced Floral provides students the opportunity to learn more about floral 
design elements building of of the introductory course. Students will explore  more 
elements and principles of design, arrangement styles, techniques, and design more 
floral pieces for school and community events. Students will be exposed to more 
career opportunities, plant physiology, and marketing. This course meets the 
elective requirement for graduation and college admission.  
Ag Biology        
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed 
knowledge of the biological principles of the following areas:  molecular and 
cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of 
classification, ecological relationships, and animal behavior.  This class meets the 
life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college 
admission. 
Ag Leadership     
Grade: 11-12        
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as 
individual training for agricultural careers and technology.  Students will develop 
leadership skills through planning, executing community development events, 
speaking and job interviewing. 
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 Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
  
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to 
the Agriculture Mechanics industry. The course will introduce the student to 
different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The course will cover 
different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small 
Engines, plumbing, electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout 
tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor maintenance and operations. 
   
Animal Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to animal science and the livestock industry. Students will learn 
hands-on applications relating to nutrition, medical care, processing, and 
evaluation of various meat and dairy animals. This course is intended to introduce 
concepts of animal husbandry to those students who plan on majoring in 
agricultural or animal science at a four-year university. This class meet elective 
requirement for college admission. 
 
 
Floriculture                                                
Grade: 10-12      
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
  
This is an introduction to floral design.  Students will explore elements and 
principles of design, two and three dimensional designs, history of floral art, 
arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional designs and 
propagation.  Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, 
explaining and evaluating all topics of study.  This course meets the visual art 
requirement for graduation and college admission. This class is a dual enrollment 
course with Reedley College. 
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 Introduction to Agriculture                           
Grade: 9-12                                                         
Prerequisites: None                                                                         
  
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and 
the FFA program.  Course of study includes animal and plant science, production 
agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife.  A major emphasis is placed 
upon FFA participation. 
  
Landscape Design           
Grade:10-12       
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
  
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in 
such areas as Landscape Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and 
Landscape Maintenance.  Areas to be covered include site evaluation, plant 
identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant 
Science. 
  
Ornamental Horticulture          
Grade: 11-12                                                      
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
  
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to 
environmental horticulture science.  It will also develop skills needed for 
employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape 
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture.  Plant care, 
reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant identification, lawns and ground cover, 
irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered.  The course is rigorous and 
involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college 
admission. 
 
Veterinary Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to veterinary science. This course is intended to successfully 
prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal science at a 
four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
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 Chapter Applications 
 
Greenhand Degree Application 
 
Name:________________________________________ Date:                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                               
Year in School (circle one) 9th  10th  11th  12th  
  
Application Date:                                  
  
FFA Activities: 
  
  
  
 
  
School and Community Activities: 
  
  
  
  
*Test Score                     * Must be 70% or higher to qualify for degree 
  
I have met or exceeded the requirements for obtaining my FFA Greenhand Degree 
as outlined in the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
  
  
Applicant Signature: ______________________________   Date:___________             
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 Chapter Farmer Degree Application 
 
Name: ____________________________________  Date:                                                                                                                            
      
Year in School (circle one)  9th    10th    11th    12th 
  
*Application Due _______________ 
  
You may attach additional sheets if necessary. 
  
Please list all FFA activity participation: 
  
  
  
  
  
Please list any school and/ or community involvement: 
  
  
  
  
Please describe your SAE Project(s): 
  
  
 
I have met or exceeded the Chapter Farmer Degree Requirements as outlined by 
the Dinuba FFA Chapter Constitution. 
  
Applicant Signature:____________________________     Date:______________       
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 Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Application 
  
Applicant’s Name:  _________________________________________________ 
Applicant’s Address:  _______________________________________________ 
City:  _________________________          Zip: _________________________  
Phone # _____________________          Grade: _______    Age: _______ 
  
Agriculture classes planned for the coming year: 
  
  
Number 1 through 4 by preference, the offices you want to be considered for, if 
you are elected. (1 is your most desired spot and 4 is your least desired spot) 
  
_____ President                                       _____ Reporter 
_____ Vice President                             _____ Sentinel 
_____ Secretary                                        _____ Historian 
_____ Treasurer                                       _____ ASB Representative 
  
 
1. List all FFA leadership roles you have experienced. (officer, committees, 
etc.) 
 
2. List all FFA Activities and Career Development Events (judging teams, 
speaking competitions, leadership meetings/conferences, etc.) 
 
3. List any FFA awards or honors you have received. 
 
4. List involvement in school and community activities outside of the FFA. 
 
5. Describe leadership qualities you possess that would qualify you for a 
chapter officer. 
 
6. List at least 3 new ideas for chapter activities for the coming year. 
 
7. Explain your current or future SAE program or project. 
 
8. Do you currently have accurate record books for your SAE project. If so, 
how many months? 
 
9. Describe why you want to become a chapter officer. 
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10. Briefly state the qualities you possess that qualify you for a chapter office. 
 
11. If you were elected to a chapter office, what would be your main goal for the 
chapter? 
 
12. Describe your experiences speaking in front of large groups of students and 
people. 
 
13. Select one of your personal qualities and explain how it will be of value to 
the chapter officer team. 
 
14. What other commitments do you have in the year that would compete for 
your time. 
 
15. What do you believe are the most important responsibilities of a chapter 
officer are? 
  
  
I _________________________ hereby approve of my son/daughter, 
_____________________, running/becoming a Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer for 
the 2009-2010 school year. I realize that s(he) is responsible for their officer duties 
and will uphold them to the best of their ability. I further understand my child is 
required to be at all executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that they 
will be an active member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am 
aware that repeated absences from official officer functions will result in my 
student’s early dismissal from the officer team. Each officer is required to attend 
the officer retreat. 
  
Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________   Date:_____________  
 
I understand I am responsible for my duties as a chapter officer and will uphold 
them to the best of my ability. I further understand that I am required to be at all 
executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that I will be an active 
member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am aware that repeated 
absences from required functions will result in my being dismissed from the officer 
team early. I am required to attend the officer retreat. 
  
Applicant Signature: ___________________________ Date:_________________ 
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 Point Awards System 
 
Dinuba FFA has established a points award system to monitor and recognize those 
members who are going above and beyond in participation to be an active member. 
Students enrolled in our agriculture education program are required to participate, 
and earn, a minimum of five activity points per semester, which represents 10% of 
their overall grade in their agriculture course. Each activity outlined below earns 
the member 1 point per activity. To reward the most active students for their 
participation in our program, the top 25 students will be recognized. The 
opportunities to earn points are as follows: 
 
Chapter Level: 
Chapter Meetings: 
Fall Chapter Meetings   5 Activity Points 
Fall Meeting T-shirts   5 Activity Points 
Spring Chapter Meetings   4 Activity Points 
Spring Meeting T-shirts   4 Activity Points 
Meeting Activities or Supplies  1 Activity Point Per Item 
Max 2/Meeting 
National FFA Week Activities  1 Activity Point for  
2 Lunchtime Activities 
Special Events: 
Chapter T-shirt Purchase   1 Activity Point  
Barn Clean Up    1 Activity Point 
Pre Fair     1 Activity Point 
Tulare County Fair Exhibitor  1 Activity Point 
Raisin Day Festival   1 Activity Point 
Dinuba Christmas Parade  1 Activity Point 
Valentines Day Flowers Fundraiser 1 Activity Point 
BBQ Dinner Fundraiser   1 Activity Point 
Tractor Supply Farmers Market  1 Activity Point Per Event 
Field Day Volunteer   1 Activity Point Per Event 
World Ag Expo    1 Activity Point 
Alta Historical Society Dinner  1 Activity Point 
Cookie Dough Fundraiser  1 Activity Point 
Ag Career Expo    1 Activity Point 
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 Conferences: 
 Greenhand Leadership Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Made for Excellence Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Advanced Leadership Academy 1 Activity Point 
 State Leadership Conference  1 Activity Point 
 Sacramento Leadership Experience 1 Activity Point 
 
Career Development Event Contestant: 
 Cotton     1 Activity Point 
 Banking     1 Activity Point 
 CoOp      1 Activity Point 
 Vine Pruning    1 Activity Point 
 Citrus Judging    1 Activity Point 
 Best Informed Greenhand  1 Activity Point 
 Floriculture     1 Activity Point 
 Nursery/Landscape   1 Activity Point 
 Veterinary Science    1 Activity Point 
Sectional Level: 
 Opening/Closing Ceremonies  1 Activity Point 
Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
 Fall Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Spring Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Sectional Officer Elections  1 Activity Point 
 Awards Banquet    1 Activity Point 
Regional Level: 
 Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
Regional Meeting    1 Activity Point 
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 FFA Chapter Budgets 
Activities Budget 2017-2018 
  
Estimated Receipts 
         Drive Thru Fundraiser                                        $2,000 
         Shirts                                                                       $200 
         Concession Stand                                                $1000 
         Club Fair                                                              $100 
         Tri Tip Sandwiches                                              $1,400 
         Pancake Breakfast                                              $1,300 
         Donations                                                              $1,000   
__________________________________________________________________                                                                                                        
Total                                                                                   $ 7,000.00 
  
  
Estimated Expenses 
         CDE Contests                                         $ 1000.00 
         Conferences                                               $ 1000.00 
         FFA Awards Banquet                              $ 2000.00 
         Meeting Activities                                    $ 1000.00 
         Section & Region Mtgs                           $ 500.00 
         Scrapbook/Photography                         $ 500.00 
         Officer Retreat                                          $ 800.00 
         Member Jackets                                         $ 200.00 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 Total                                                                                  $ 7,000.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                   $0 
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 Livestock Project Budgets 
  
  
Market Swine Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase Price                                                                     $250.00 
             Feed                                                                                     $250.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $ 25.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $ 30.00  
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                      $ 555.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
             Sale of Animal             250lbs. @ $3.00/lb.                 $ 750.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 750.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                       $   195.00 
  
 
 
Market Lamb Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                      $ 200.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $  80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $  10.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                           $ 320.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                  Sale of Lamb                130 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                     $ 520.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 520.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $200.00 
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 Market Goat Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                          $ 150.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $ 80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                           $  30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 290.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                 Sale of Goat                90 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                      $ 
360.00 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 360.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $70.00 
  
 
 
Market Steer Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                               $1,400.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $1,200.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $70.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                   $30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $2,700.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
              Sale of Steer                  1200 lbs. @ 3.00             $3,600.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                              $3,600.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                             $900 
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Dinuba FFA 
Goat 
Exhibitor 
Handbook 
1 
Introduction 
The purpose of this handbook is to assist you in successfully raising a Goat project. The 
information contained in the following pages will act as a guideline. Some of the 
statements may not pertain to your project since individual situations may be different. 
It must be understood that this material is not the only information you will need to 
raise your animal, but it does cover the most common aspects of the project. Refer to this 
handbook often. Should any questions arise concerning your project don’t hesitate to 
contact your project advisor for help. 
Good luck on your endeavor of raising a Goat project. With hard work and dedication, 
your project will be a success! 
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What You Should Know  
Before Buying a Goat Project 
2 
1. A goat project can be a very exciting and rewarding experience or a very frustrating
and discouraging project depending on the amount of time and energy you put into
the project.
2. The duration of a market goat project is anywhere from 4-5 months.  It is important
that as much attention be given to your project during the last months as is given
during the first months.
3. Raising market goat is not a hit and miss proposition, you must be consistent in how
you raise your animal.  In other words, you get out of your project what you put into
it.
4. It is critical that a person understands that the animal will be dependent on you for
every aspect of its well-being including feed, water, shelter, health, exercise, etc.
You must be willing to provide for each of these areas on a daily basis for the
duration of the project.
Getting Ready for Your Goat Project 
1. If you are housing your animal at the Dinuba Ag Farm facility, you will need to fill
out a Pen Rent Contract. 
2. If you plan to raise your animal at home (with advisor permission), make sure your
pen meets the following requirements: 
a. Protection from cold drafts, rain and the sun. It should be large enough to allow
your animal to exercise (About 15’ x 20’). 
b. Shade/shelter should be provided in the pen, with straw for bedding (during
cold weather) at a location away from their feeder and water bucket so their 
sleeping area remains clean and dry. 
c. Adequate feeding and watering facilities must be provided.
d. The fencing and floor should be free of loose wires nails and boards.
e. It should be sturdy enough to prevent the animal from getting out.
3. You should purchase your feed 1 - 2 days prior to receiving your animal. Check with
your advisor on the kind of feed to purchase and from whom.
Purchasing Your Animal 
1. There are different ways to purchase a goat0. project.  No one way is right or wrong.
You need to determine what is best for you in terms of your budget and willingness 
to work with your animal.  The most common ways of buying an animal are: 
A. Purchase your animal through your advisor. Your advisor will travel to various 
sheep producers to select and purchase market animals. He then brings them to 
school where students draw numbers to pick their animal. 
B. Purchase an animal on your own. You MUST have advisor approval. 
C. Purchase your animal through a sale. Sometimes you find good deals at sales, 
but usually you end up paying a little more for your animal. However, this is the 
best way to obtain a superior animal.  
2. Whichever way you choose to purchase your animal, make sure that you consult
with your project advisor prior to buying it.  
Starting Off Right 
1. Good quality market goat should posses 1) adequate size for age, 2) clean-cut about
the head and neck, 3) heaviness of skeleton, 4) structurally correct in feet and legs, 5)
level top, 6) length of carcass, 7) expression of loin & leg muscle, 8) legs set well
apart.
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2.    As soon as you get your animal, it is imperative that you observe your animal closely 
for any signs of illness.  Generally, if sheep are hauled a long distance, the chance of 
illness is greater than those hauled shorter distances.  Signs to watch for include 
runny eyes and/or nose, droopy head, and inactivity.  It will take a few days for the 
animal to acclimate itself to its new surroundings. 
3.    Your animal may not want to eat the first day or so.  This is normal.  However, if it is 
not eating by the second day, you should contact your advisor.  Refer to the section 
on feeding for more information.) 
4.    Training the animal to brace as early as possible is important.   It is much easier to 
teach a smaller animal to work than a larger one.  DON’T WAIT!!   
 
Duties of Goat Exhibitors 
 
1. Follow all instructions given to you by your advisor. Communication is the key to a 
successful project. 
2. Clean your pens daily. Rake the dried manure and straw into a pile and remove it 
from the pen. 
3. Make sure your animal does not go without feed (even for one feeding). Plan ahead! 
4. During hot weather, hose down the pen to help keep the animal cool. 
5. If you are utilizing the Dinuba Ag. Farm facilities, you will be required to do barn 
duty. This will be on a rotational basis. 
6. All exhibitors will be required to meet with their advisor periodically to discuss the 
progress of their animal, to weigh the animal, and for informational meetings. These 
meetings will be scheduled as much as possible around the students schedules. 
7. The Dinuba FFA Advisors employ a “three - strike” system. If for any reason you do 
not abide by any of the rules and/or guidelines set forth in this handbook, you will 
receive a “strike” for each violation. After three “strikes”, YOU'RE OUT! 
8. If you encounter any problems at all concerning your market sheep project, some 
other person's animal, or the facilities, please contact your advisor immediately!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feeding Your Market Goat Project 
General 
1. Nutrition is the single most important aspect of raising a quality market sheep 
project.  Consistency is the key when feeding sheep with regards to the type of feed, 
amount of feed, and feeding schedule.  A proper feeding program can make the 
difference between a high quality animal and a poor quality animal. Always follow 
the advisor’s recommendations. 
2.  One of the most overlooked elements of a good feeding program is water.  The water 
your animal drinks should be fresh, clean and cool at all times.   Dirty or stagnant 
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water can have an affect on the health of your animal.  The water trough should be 
cleaned daily.  If you wouldn’t drink it, your animal probably wouldn’t drink it 
either if given a choice. If using an automatic watering system, make sure the pipes 
are not in direct sunlight as this will warm the water. 
Hand Feeding 
1. Your advisor will direct you on how to feed your animal. Feed recommendations are
based on individual differences in weight, rate of gain, and conformation. It is 
important to know exactly how much you are feeding so that accurate average daily 
gains can be calculated.  This information will tell you whether you are on track to 
meet the desired projected weight for your animal.  
2. If you are raising your animal at home, it is very important to set feeding times in
the morning and evening and then stick to them (we prefer 6-8am and 6-8pm).  
There should be no more than a 15 minute variation in feeding times from day to 
day.  Drastic changes in the feeding times can have an adverse affect on your animal 
in terms of appetite and health. 
3. Whenever a new feed or increase in feed is introduced, the change should be made
gradually over a period of time. Never change feed or feed quantities without 
checking with your advisor.  
4. Make sure that the animal is eating all the feed at each feeding.  Feed that is not
consumed by the next feeding should be removed and the amount fed should be 
reduced in proportion to the amount left over.   
5. If your animal goes off feed for more than one day, contact your advisor or a
veterinarian immediately.  Generally, lack of appetite is one of the first signs of 
illness.  The sooner the illness is detected, the easier it is to treat.  Any type of illness 
will cause a decrease in the daily gain and could affect the desired end weight. 
6. It may be necessary to add a feed supplement to the ration.  The supplement will
help in increasing growth, appetite, feed efficiency, health and stress resistance.  
Check with your advisor before adding a supplement to your feeding program. 
Caring for Your Goat Project 
1. Clean your pen at least once a day. Make sure the water and feed are OK.
2. Observe your lamb for body condition, alertness, appetite and signs of scouring or
respiratory symptoms (fast or labored breathing, coughing). Watch the way it walks,
for swollen joints, sores or cuts, runny nose or droopy ears. A drop in weight along
with slight coughing may indicate worms. Limping may indicate foot rot. If any of
these occurs, consult your advisor immediately.
3. The four main disease symptoms that you could encounter in raising sheep include
1) respiratory, 2) scours or diarrhea, 3) changes in body condition, or 4) fever. Most
disease symptoms are precluded by going off feed and changes in behavior. When
in doubt, take the lamb’s temperature and then notify your advisor.
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4. Do not administer any medications without consulting your advisor or a
veterinarian first.
Showmanship 
1. The main purpose of showmanship is to present your animal to the judge in a
manner that will make your animal look its best.  Showing can emphasize strong
points and de-emphasize weak points of the animal.
2. Success in showing begins at home.  You and your animal cannot learn proper
showing techniques at the last minute.  It is important that you practice as often as
possible.  Showing can be a very rewarding experience if you take the time to learn
how to show.  When starting out, not only the animal must be trained, but the
exhibitor must be “trained” as well.
3. When presenting the animal, the exhibitor should be properly groomed. Wearing
the official FFA uniform is mandatory and it should be clean and in good shape. The
animal should be properly groomed as well.
4. Listed below are a few general characteristics of a good showman.  More technical
information can be found in the following section.
A good showman: 
a. Is confident in his/her abilities.
b.  Understands the importance and purpose of proper showing techniques.
c. Is alert in the show ring.
d.  Knows where the judge is at all times.
e. Is conscience of the appearance of his/her animal at all times.
f. Works the animal calmly and smoothly.
g. Is not distracted by people or events outside the show ring.
h.  Starts showing from the time he/she enters the ring until he/she leaves the ring at
the conclusion of the class.
i. Is courteous to the other exhibitors in the ring.
j. Displays good sportsmanship by congratulating the winners and accepting
congratulations graciously. 
k.  Gives his/her best effort every time he/she is in the show ring.
Marketing Your Project 
The following information is for you to use when inviting potential buyers to this years 
fair to bid on your animal. Remember that it is strongly suggested that you do these 
things as it can benefit you financially. I have spoken to several businessmen in the area 
and this is what they suggest you do when you send out buyers letters. 
The act of sending letters to potential buyers of your show animal is called “marketing” 
or “selling” your product. The simple fact that you are a member of the Dinuba FFA will 
likely earn you a minimum price for your animal. However, it is proven that 
“marketing” your animal can boost your returns substantially. I strongly encourage you 
to “promote” your product in the following ways: 
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1. Hand write the letters you send out. They are more personal and are more likely to
be read. Send out your letters a few weeks prior to the fair.
2. One week after you send your letter(s), make personal visits to the prospective
buyers and invite them to come to the fair to bid on your animal (even if they are a
relative). You should wear your FFA jacket when you do this.
3. Don’t limit your prospective buyers to people you know. Almost every business
person in the area is a potential buyer if asked in the right way. Go out and “pound
the pavement”. This means writing and visiting the business people of the area.
Again, wear your FFA jacket when you do this.
4. Don’t limit the number of letters you write and visits you make. I’ve known
students who have written up to 40 letters (hand written). Obviously, the more you
advertise your product, the better your chances are of getting a good price.
5. Involve your parents in deciding how to write your letters. Make sure the grammar
and spelling are correct and the letter is easy to read and understand.
6. Most prospective buyers want to be asked to be a buyer. So in your letter you should
formally “ask” the person to be a buyer.
7. Explain a little about your project (where the animal came from, expectations of how
the animal will do, what it will weigh, animal's name, etc.)
8. Be personal. Describe any funny or interesting experiences you’ve had with your
animal. List and describe other chapter activities you are involved in.
9. Inform your prospective buyer(s) what time they should be at the fairgrounds to bid
on your animal. Also, buyers will be invited to a buyers BBQ the evening of the
auction.
10. Buyers will need to check-in and register with the auction at the sales ring. They
will be assigned a bidders number and given a sales book which lists the sales order
for the auction.
Most of you have written buyers letters in the past and may have done this years 
already. The information listed above is intended to be used as a guide so use what you 
think will be helpful to you. If you have any questions, contact your advisor. 
General Rules for Dinuba FFA Fair Exhibitors
Student's Name (print) . 
1. Because of the importance of scholastic achievement, the Dinuba High School
Ag Department requires its livestock exhibitor to maintain a satisfactory 
scholastic record in his/her classes. Therefore, if any exhibitor fails to meet this 
requirement, he/she may lose their show privileges. 
2. All exhibitors are to follow the directions and advice given to them by the
designed advisor for that species. The advisor's directions are to be followed for 
the entire length of time the project is eligible for show, and during the fairs 
when the project is being exhibited. 
3. All rules and regulations of Dinuba High School will apply to the students who
participate at fairs since showing is a school activity. 
4. All exhibitors are expected to haul their animals and tack to the fair unless other
arrangements are made with the advisor. 
5. FFA members are required to obtain their homework from all their teachers in
advance of missing school for attending fairs. 
6. Each exhibitor must read and understand the rules and regulations in the fair's
premium book. 
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7. Each exhibitor is responsible for feeding, watering, grooming and keeping an
eye on his/her animal(s) for the entire duration of the fair.
8. Each exhibitor is required to serve barn duties as assigned and specified by the
project advisor.
9. All FFA exhibitors will be required to wear the official FFA show uniform
described below while showing their own animal(s) or helping others in the
show ring
FFA Show Uniform 
Boys - White pants, white dress shirt, FFA Jacket, FFA tie, appropriate shoes. 
Girls - White pants, white dress shirt, FFA Jacket, FFA scarf, appropriate shoes. 
10. All FFA members are to attend the awards program at every fair wearing his/her
FFA jacket. 
11. Market animal exhibitors are required to write thank you letters to their buyers.
12. All exhibitors must attend assigned meetings by the project advisor unless prior
arrangements have been made.
13. The advisor of any species will have the authority to take whatever disciplinary
action necessary toward any student that fails to comply with the rules.
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Hilmar Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
. . 
Parent Signature Date 
. .
Student Signature Date 
Student's Name (please print) . 
Dinuba FFA Goat Exhibitor Rules 
1. Daily Activities
A. Spend time with your goat, observe and exercise it.
B. Check the feeder and water bucket and make sure they are clean and dry and
feed twice a day at scheduled times. 
C. Thoroughly clean the pen.
2. Periodic Activities
A. Attend, for the duration, project meetings approximately every (usually on
Tuesdays) week. 
B. Attend, for the duration, weigh days at school if your animal is housed there.
C. Be at your project site when the advisor weighs your animal if it is housed off
school grounds. 
D. Perform barn duty functions on a rotational basis if your animal is housed at
school. 
3. Activities Prior to the Fair
A. Find a buyer for your animal.
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B. Attend and participate in a mandatory show day. 
C. Wash and shear your goat approximately one week prior to the fair. 
D. Obtain an FFA Show Uniform (white pants, white dress shirt, FFA tie/scarf, FFA 
jacket, appropriate shoes).  ALL exhibitors MUST have his/her own FFA jacket 
and FFA tie/scarf.  Jackets and ties/scarves may be borrowed from another FFA 
member that is NOT exhibiting any type of livestock at the fair.  Failure to have 
the proper show uniform for any reason will disqualify that student from 
showing. 
E. Obtain the proper equipment needed. 
4. Activities at the Fair
A. Exhibitors are expected to be at the fair for the purpose of caring for and
preparing their animal for show. 
B. Exhibitors are NOT allowed in the carnival area until the completion of the last
sheep show day. 
C. Exhibitors must be in the sheep barn no later than the time announced by the
advisor and must participate in the daily morning clean-up, feeding, and 
meeting.  Exhibitors must also participate in the evening feeding and meeting at 
the time announced by the advisor. Late exhibitors will be assigned an 
additional barn duty for each infraction. 
D. Sheep must be regularly checked throughout the day by their owner. 
E. Exhibitors must serve scheduled barn duties which includes being on time, 
keeping the sheep, pens, aisles, and tack areas clean during the shift.  Each 
infraction of these responsibilities will result in an additional barn duty. 
F. All exhibitors are required to be present on weigh day. 
G. On show days, all exhibitors are required to stay in the barn area for the 
duration of the sheep show. 
H. All exhibitors are required to attend the fair awards ceremony wearing their FFA 
jacket. 
I. All exhibitors are required to help clean up and load tack on the last day of the 
fair. 
J. All exhibitors are required to work together, follow all instructions from the 
advisor, and cooperate with a POSITIVE ATTITUDE. 
K. Each exhibitor also agrees to allow any Dinuba FFA advisor to pick up his/her 
auction check from the fair. 
L. At the conclusion of the fair, each exhibitor will be required to write a thank 
you letter to the buyer(s) of his/her animal, the breeder of their lamb, and pay 
any remaining money owed to Dinuba FFA before receiving his/her auction 
check. 
4. Disciplinary Procedures
A A "Three Strike" discipline system is used by the Dinuba FFA advisors.  Any
student failing to fulfill the obligations of the project in accordance to the rules 
and guidelines set forth by the project advisor will receive a "strike".  Infractions 
include, but are not limited to, missing a project meeting/weigh day without 
prior notice, neglect of animal (feeder empty, not feeding on time, pen not 
cleaned, etc.), failure to perform required duties before and/or during the fair.  
Once a student has received three strikes, he/she forfeits his/her privilege to 
show with Dinuba FFA. 
B. Other disciplinary problems may result in the removal of exhibitor and animal 
from the school farm (if housed there) or fair, withdrawal of animal from the 
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fair livestock auction, and/or loss of showing privileges with Dinuba FFA for 
one or more years. 
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Dinuba Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
. . 
Parent Signature Date 
. .
Student Signature Date
Dinuba Ag Department  
Livestock Facility Use Contract 
Exhibitor (print)   .        Date . 
Tulare County Fair      Year . 
Species (circle one)     SWINE SHEEP GOAT 
The Dinuba Ag Department will provide use of the Ag Farm facilities under the 
following terms: 
1. The student agrees to pay all expenses incurred to Dinuba FFA.
2. Pay $10 pen rent for each animal.
3. Make sure that the animal is properly cared for on a daily basis based on the
project advisor's instructions.
4. Keep the pen, feed room, and livestock area clean at all times.
5. Participate in required clean-up days.
6. Dinuba FFA, Dinuba Ag Department, project advisors, and Dinuba School
District is NOT responsible for loss of animals, equipment, or personal
property due to theft, vandalism, or accident.
7. Students may be required to remove his/her animal from the Ag Farm and
lose showing privileges with Dinuba FFA if the above conditions are not met.
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Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Hilmar Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
Parent Signature        . 
Student Signature . 
Advisor Signature . 
Dinuba FFA Fair Check Proxy 
Exhibitor (Print)_________________________________________   Date: 
Species:         Sheep             Swine Steer 
I, (the above named exhibitor) allow any Dinuba FFA, Advisor to pick up my livestock 
auction check for me from the fair. I also understand that each student needs to have 
fully cleaned and bleached their pen, have a completed record book, and have written 
the proper thank you letter to receive any profits made from their project. 
If you have any questions you may contact an advisor at the Dinuba High School Ag. 
Department at (559-595-7247) 
Parent Signature: ______________________________________________ 
Student Signature: _____________________________________________ 
Advisor Signature: _____________________________________________ 
Dinuba FFA Livestock Project Three 
“Strike” Notification 
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Name: ___________________________________ Date:  _____________ 
You received a “Strike” on   ______________________ for the following reason: 
________  Missing a schedule meeting/ eigh day, (see attached) 
________  Animal not feed/ feeder empty 
________ Pen Not cleaned 
________ Ag Farm barn duty jobs not completed 
________ Animal neglected (missing more than two days a week) 
________  Other:   ___________________________________ 
Advisor:   Ag. Department Species:   Goat 
You have now accumulated a total of _______ strikes. 
If you receive a third strike, you will forfeit your privilege of showing at the fair. 
Please have your parent sign this form and return it to your project advisor if you have 
any questions or need clarification, please contact your project advisor. 
Student Signature______________________________________ Date: _________ 
Parent Signature ______________________________________  Date: _________ 
Rules of an Exhibitor and Dinuba FFA Goat 
Exhibitor Rules 
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understood and agree to 
abide by the General Rules of an Exhibitor and Dinuba FFA Sheep Exhibitor Rules. I 
also have read and understand the 3 strike policy. 
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Please sigh and return this form to the project advisor. If you have any questions at any 
time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Dinuba Ag. Department (559-595-7247) 
Students Name:  ______________________________________________ 
Home Phone: ________________________________________________ 
Cell Phone:  _________________________________________ 
Parent Cell:_________________________________________ 
Home Address:  _____________________________________ 
_____________________________________________ ______________ 
Parent Signature  Date 
_____________________________________________ _____________ 
Student Signature  Date 
K. School and/or Department 
Policies 
School and/or Department Policies 
Agriculture students are required to participate in a minimum of five FFA activities 
per semester. They are also required to maintain an SAE project and keep up-to-
date records on AET. Eligibility to participate in any FFA related event, include 
CDE teams, conferences, or exhibiting livestock is aligned to school and district 
policy. Student eligibility is check prior to each FFA-related event. These 
guidelines are well laid out in the student handbooks and the species contracts. 













Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Contract 
As an officer of the Dinuba FFA Chapter, I will: (initial each) 
Area One:  This is it! 
_____ 1.  Be on time for all meetings, activities, and departure times. 
_____ 2.  Write dates for activities down in a planner. 
_____ 3.  Keep our team and my office as a priority. 
_____ 4.  Attend all officer meetings, conference, and FFA meetings. 
_____ 5.  Attend all activities that I am able to.  If I cannot attend, let other 
officers/advisors know 24 hours ahead of time. 
_____ 6.  Be responsible by staying on task and sticking to the agenda at meetings. 
_____ 7.  Always support each other…look for ways to help lighten my fellow officer’s 
load. 
Area Two:  Living Above the Line 
_____ 1.  Be honest with each other and be open to others honesty. 
_____ 2.  If confrontations are necessary, do them away from school/FFA activities. 
_____ 3.  Do not talk behind the back of my fellow officers. 
_____ 4.  Communicate with advisors. 
_____ 5.  Keep my family informed of what I am/our team is doing. 
_____ 6.  Approach my teammates appropriately. 
_____ 7.  Encourage ALL members. 
_____ 8.  Take time to get to know ALL members. 
_____ 9.  Step away from cliques…meet and learn about new people. 
_____ 10.  Be a resource to members. 
_____ 11.  Force and maintain a positive attitude. 
Area Three:  Pay it Forward 
_____ 1.  Help my fellow officers, the members, and our chapter. 
_____ 2.  Maintain a community focus with activities and/or community service. 
_____ 3.  Develop creative ideas to get members involved. 
_____ 4.  Be involved ourselves.  Be an example. 
_____ 5.  Always wear proper official dress. 
_____ 6.  Communicate a positive attitude about wearing official dress. 
_____ 7.  Wear appropriate clothing to all events. 
_____ 8.  Conduct myself in an appropriate manner at FFA events, outside FFA and 
    Social Media Platforms. 
_____ 9.  Treat all members equally. 
_____ 10.  Step out of my comfort zone. 
_____ 11.  Provide constructive criticism for my teammates and fellow members. 
_____ 12.  Member focused attitude/actions. 
_____ 13.  Guaranteed incentives for member participation (WIIFM). 
_____ 14.  Get members to buy-in. 
I have read, studied and understand the intent and the spirit of the 3 areas to our chapter officer 
team’s success.  I will commit to modeling the 3 areas of success.  I understand that failure to do 
so may result in limitations being set on my roles as a/an Dinuba FFA officer and/or possible 
removal from office. 
Officer Signature:  Date:  
Parent Signature: _____________________ Date: ___________________ 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Work Credit Contract  
On this day, __________, 20_______, I ________________________________,       
the student, agree to follow all directions, listen to instructions, work safely at all              
times, and follow the guidelines presenting by the Agriculture Department and           
Advisors. The student will be compensated at a rate of $5.00 per hour of work on                
the Agriculture Department facilities and/ learning laboratories, to be repaid          
through FFA or Agriculture expenses that the student may need to pay. Due to high               
school education regulations, the student will not be compensated in any monetary            
way, but the Dinuba Agriculture Department or FFA Chapter may pay any            
incurred registration fees, charges, or payments requested by the student.  
It will be the responsibility of the student to seek work and confirm opportunities,              
complete a work log, and get hours signed off daily by an advisor to verify               
completion. The student will turn in a log with the date, beginning and ending              
work times, description of work accomplished, and total minutes worked. Total           
work time will need to be submitted in 15 minute increments. The record of hours               
will be turned in at least once a month by the 1st day of the following month, if not                   
more often. I understand that submitting worked time late may result in a delay in               
updating credit account. 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Student Name Printed Student Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Parent Name Printed Parent Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Advisor Name Printed Advisor Signature 
L. Proficiency Standards 
for Program Completers 
Program Completion Standards 
1. Personal Skills
Students will understand how personal skill development affects employability. They will exhibit 
positive attitudes, self-confidence, preserving, and self-discipline. They will manage time and 
balance priorities, as well as demonstrate a capacity for lifelong learning.  
2. Interpersonal Skills
Students will understand key concepts in group dynamics, conflict resolution, and negotiation. 
They will work cooperatively, share responsibilities, and assume leadership roles. They will 
demonstrate cooperative working relationships across gender and cultural groups. 
3. Thinking and Problem Solving Skills
Students will exhibit critical and creative thinking skills, logical, reasoning, and problem solving. 
They will apply numerical estimation, measurement, and calculation. They will recognize 
problem situations, identify, locate, and organize needed information or data and the purpose, 
evaluation, and section of alternate solutions. 
4. Communication Skills
Students will understand the principles of effective communicators. They will communicate both 
written and orally. They will listen attentively to instructions and request clarification or 
additional information as needed.  
5. Occupational Skills
Students will understand occupational safety issues, including avoidance of physical hazards in 
the work environment. They will operate equipment safely as not to endanger themselves or 
others. They will demonstrate proper handling of hazardous materials.  
6. Employment Skills
Students will understand career paths and strategies for obtaining employment within their 
chosen fields. They will assume responsibility for professional growth. They will understand and 
promote the role of their field within a productive society, including professional organizations. 
7. Technology Skills
Students will understand and adapt to changing technology by identifying learning, and applying 
new skills to improve job performance. They will effectively employ technologies relevant to 
their field. 
Floral Design Pathway 
 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will identify annual, perennial, bulbs, potted/flowering plants and tools used in 
the floral industry. 
● Students will understand the importance of the floriculture and horticulture industry in 
California and the United States. 
● Students will know the basic principles of design. 
● Students will be able to define and describe basic characteristics of floral crops. 
● Students will know proper and safe us of materials, tools, and equipment vital to the 
horticulture/floriculture industry. 
● Students can implement the proper techniques in floral crop management, such as 
handling cut flower crops, decrease deteriorations, and marketing.  
● Students will develop floral commodities such as corsages, boutonnieres, and floral 
arrangements.  
● Students will display knowledge of the plant and flower physiology and anatomy. 
● Students will identify different media used in floral design. 
● Students will identify career opportunities in floriculture. 
● Students will explain the history of floral design. 
● Students will explain the cultural diversity and implications of different floral designs. 
● Students will explain the arrangement styles and techniques of modern floral design and 
their 
● origination. 
● Students will explain, identify, and evaluate the elements and principles of design. 
● Students will explain, evaluate, and design seasonal, holiday, and occasion arrangements. 
● Students will demonstrate historical arrangements 
● Students will demonstrate construction of wedding and sympathy work 
● Students will develop a personal portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plant Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● Develop an appreciation of horticulture to create an awareness of the importance of
horticulture.
● Be prepared for college level entry in the various disciplines of horticulture.
● Will the importance of plants, their uses, and incorporation of plants in our society.
● Be familiar with cell theory and its application to the organization of all organisms.
● Be able to recognize plant physiology, growth requirements, and nutrients needed for
optimum plant growth.
● Be able to understand the role of plants in our landscape, the process of design,
installation, and maintenance of those plant materials.
● Be aware of the historical and descriptive nature of horticulture as a science.
● ·Acquire agricultural and biological vocabulary, and the reading, writing and critical 
thinking skills pertaining to the science. 
● Demonstrate plant identification and selection of for local landscape applications by
completion of lab assignments. 
● Understand the principles of plant physiology and growth, including: photosynthesis,
transpiration, respiration, and plant structure·
● Demonstrate methods of sexual and asexual plant propagation and factors affecting.
● Learn the principles of integrated pest management and demonstrate through labs.
● Evaluate water management practices for ornamental plants.
● Learn the relationship between growing mediums, water management, and
fertilization
● Demonstrate principles of pruning and training plant material.
● Describe the selection, installation, and care of turf.
● Become familiar with safe work practices with nursery production facilities,
equipment, and tools.
● Demonstrate principles of landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance
● Demonstrate principles and skills of floral design.
● Learn about the California Horticultural Industry and role of supporting industries.
● Learn the importance of record keeping.
Animal Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will be aware of the benefits, uses, economic considerations, industry practices
that surround farm animal production.
● Students will be aware of the benefits of biotechnology that surrounds the production of
farm animals.
● Students will be able to demonstrate farm safety procedures while working around
equipment, livestock, and  pathogens.
● Students will understand the role of animal health in the production of farm animals,
including the role of disease.
● Students will be able to identify and utilize tools of animal husbandry to care for and
ensure the health
● Students will be able to discuss the benefits of the domestication of livestock and their
genetic improvement through selective breeding and other technologies.
● Students will be able to demonstrate safe practices on a farm, as well as design a plan to
promote human and animal safety on farms.
● Students will be able to safely restrain, work around, and move animals utilizing low
stress handling techniques, as well as discuss the benefits of these practices.
● Students will be able to correctly utilize tools of animal husbandry and health including
but not limited to scales, squeezes, needles, syringes, scalpels, and elastrators
● Students will be able to conduct animal health checks including taking rectal temperature,
pulse, capillary refill time, lung sounds, and an overall soundness check.
● Students will be able to identify signs of animal disease and propose courses of treatment,
and prevention of future disease.
● Students will be able to conduct preventative health measures as well as management
practices including deworming, vaccination, shearing, hoof trimming, castration, and
create an appropriate management calendar for a species.
Ag Mech Pathway 
 Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● The students will be able to safely wire and install basic household electrical fixtures and
switches.
● The students will be able to safely wire and troubleshoot a common 12v circuit as found
on vehicles or equipment.
● The student will be able to plan, measure, cut, join and finish a basic wood project.
● The student will be able to maintain and troubleshoot common issues found in small gas
engines.
● The student will be able to safely set up the outfit and heat, cut and/or  weld mild steel
with the apparatus. 
● Project Construction:  The student will be able to apply the above stated skills with a
project or repair in each of the skill areas.
● Supply agriculture students with the knowledge and skills required for entry into
successful progress in those agriculture mechanics occupations that do not require
education beyond the secondary level.
● Prepare students for the advanced post-secondary level vocational education in
agriculture mechanics.
● Assist the students to make informed career choices in the field of agriculture mechanics.
● Enable all students to acquire an understanding of the economic and social impact of the
agriculture mechanics industry.
● Provide the agriculture mechanics industry with the appropriate numbers of persons
adequately prepared for successful employment in those occupations, which presently
exist and which are developing in the industry.
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Overview
The Career Technical Education (CTE) Model Curriculum Standards publication is organized for use 
as a complete document or for access to individual industry sectors and pathways. The document 
includes Standards for Career Ready Practice—which describe the knowledge and skills that students 
need prior to entering a career technical education program—as part of the career technical educa-
tion sequence or as integrated elements of other course work in preparation for careers and college.
Each of the 15 industry sector sections includes a description, anchor standards, pathway standards, 
and an academic alignment matrix. The standards can be adjusted to be part of the curriculum 
(grades seven through twelve), provided through adult education, or included in community col-
lege programs. The document also lists the representatives who participated in each sector’s content 
development and the references that were consulted to revise the CTE standards. 
Standards for Career Ready Practice
California’s Standards for Career Ready Practice, which follow this overview, are based on the Career 
Ready Practices of the Common Career Technical Core (CCTC), a state-led initiative sponsored by the 
National Association of State Directors of Career Technical Education Consortium (NASDCTEc): 
Career Ready Practices describe the career-ready skills that educators should seek 
to develop in their students. These practices are not exclusive to a Career Pathway, 
program of study, discipline or level of education. Career Ready Practices should 
be taught and reinforced in all career exploration and preparation programs with 
increasingly higher levels of complexity and expectation as a student advances 
through a program of study. (NASDCTEc 2012, 2) 
California’s 12 Standards for Career Ready Practice align with the state’s CTE anchor standards and 
reﬂect the expectations from business and industry, labor and community organizations, and second-
ary and postsecondary education representatives from 42 participating states.
Anchor Standards
The 11 anchor standards build on the Standards for Career Ready Practice and are common across 
the 15 industry sectors. Content for these standards was drawn from several documents: “Preparing 
Students for the 21st Century Economy” (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
and the Partnership for 21st Century Skills 2010); How Should Colleges Prepare Students to Succeed 
in Today’s Global Economy? (Association of American Colleges and Universities and Peter D. Hart 
Research Associates, Inc. 2006); “Importance of Skills and Knowledge for College and Career 
Readiness,” from The MetLife Survey of the American Teacher: Preparing Students for College and 
Careers (MetLife, Inc. 2011); and Are They Really Ready to Work? Employers’ Perspectives on the Basic 
Knowledge and Applied Skills of New Entrants to the 21st Century U.S. Workforce (The Conference 
Board et al. 2006).
Each anchor standard is followed by performance indicators using action verbs from the Beyond 
Knowledge Construct, presented in a hierarchical progression of simple tasks to more complex tasks. 
Performance indicators provide guidance for curriculum design and standards measurement.  
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The industry-sector anchor standards have been customized with selected additions to better reﬂect 
the needs and special conditions of each industry sector.
Anchor Standard 1 (Academics) guides users to sector-speciﬁc core academic standards related to 
each industry sector, which are listed in the alignment matrix at the end of each sector section. 
Anchor standards 2–10 are deliberately aligned with one of the Common Core English language arts 
standards, using similar language demonstrating the natural connections between the two subjects. 
Anchor Standard 11 (Demonstration and Application) highlights classroom, laboratory, and workplace 
learning speciﬁc to the individual sector and pathways.
Pathway Standards
All 15 industry sectors contain multiple pathways. In order to be identiﬁed and listed for an industry 
sector, each pathway had to meet the following criteria:
• unique to an industry sector
• has an occupational focus
• consistent in size and scope
• composed of similar functions
• inclusive of all aspects of the industry
• includes 8–12 pathway-speciﬁc standards
• demonstrates sequence potential
• reasonable and appropriate for high school
• leads to high-skill, high-wage, or high-demand jobs
• sustainable and viable over the next 10 years
Academic Alignment Matrix
Each sector includes an academic alignment matrix that displays where a natural, obvious alignment 
occurs. Compiled by ﬁve teams of academic content experts in collaboration with industry-sector 
consultants, teachers, and other advisers, the alignment was selected if it was determined that the 
pathway standard would enhance, reinforce, or provide an application for a speciﬁc academic subject 
standard.
The alignment matrices include the subjects of Common Core English language arts and mathemat-
ics standards, history/social studies standards, and Next Generation Science Core Ideas. To assist 
with further review and implementation, each academic alignment is notated with speciﬁc pathway 
standards codes.
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Implementation
The Standards for Career Ready Practice can be integrated with a course or incorporated into several 
courses over multiple school years (grades seven through twelve). The practices are expectations 
for all students, whether they are enrolled in a CTE program or following a more generalized course 
sequence. It is expected that all students who exit high school will be proﬁcient in these practices.
The anchor standards are the basis for each of the pathways within each sector. These standards 
are designed to assist with the development of course curricula and instructional lesson plans; they 
describe what is to be taught and measured. In most cases, the teacher determines the sequence and 
strategies to be used to meet the needs of the student population he or she is serving.
The performance indicators that follow each standard offer guidance for both course design and 
student assessment. They are intended to guide course work as it is developed. The pathways organize 
the standards with a career focus, but they are not designed to be offered as single courses. Rather, 
the standards from each pathway are collected and organized into a sequence of learning. To meet 
local demands of business and industry and particular student populations, standards can be collected 
from more than one sector to create a course.
Using the academic alignment matrices as a resource, academic and CTE teachers can see where 
enhancements and support for both sets of standards can be initiated. CTE teachers can quickly iden-
tify academic standards that have a substantial relationship to their instruction. Likewise, academic 
teachers can specify individual academic standards and quickly identify related CTE standards, which 
will assist them in incorporating application and technology in their curricula and lessons.
The CTE Model Curriculum Standards are intended to serve the entire education community—from 
middle schools and high schools to postsecondary colleges and career training programs. A major aim 
of these standards is to prepare students for postsecondary education and training and to help them 
make a smooth transition into the workforce. In order for both the people and the economy of Cali-
fornia to prosper, it is essential for all students to emerge from schools ready to pursue their career 
and college goals. Equipping all high school students with the knowledge and skills necessary to plan 
and manage their education and careers throughout their lives will help to guarantee these important 
outcomes. Strong CTE programs will continue to provide important educational opportunities to assist 
students as they pursue their dreams and strive for economic prosperity. The CTE Model Curriculum 
Standards are a resource for educators and the business world for ensuring high-quality CTE learning 
experiences and improved student outcomes in the twenty-ﬁrst-century economy.
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Standards for Career Ready Practice describe the fundamental knowledge and skills that a career-
ready student needs in order to prepare for transition to postsecondary education, career training, or 
the workforce. These standards are not exclusive to a career pathway, a CTE program of study, a par-
ticular discipline, or level of education. Standards for Career Ready Practice are taught and reinforced 
in all career exploration and preparation programs with increasingly higher levels of complexity and 
expectation as a student advances through a program of study. Standards for Career Ready Practice 
are a valuable resource to CTE and academic teachers designing curricula and lessons in order to 
teach and reinforce the career-ready aims of the CTE Model Curriculum Standards and the Common 
Core State Standards.
1. Apply appropriate technical skills and academic knowledge.
Career-ready individuals readily access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience 
and education. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world applications and 
recognize the value of academic preparation for solving problems, communicating with others, calcu-
lating measures, and other work-related practices. 
2. Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason.
Career-ready individuals communicate thoughts, ideas, and action plans with clarity, using written, 
verbal, electronic, and/or visual methods. They are skilled at interacting with others, are active listen-
ers who speak clearly and with purpose, and are comfortable with the terminology common to the 
workplace environment. Career-ready individuals consider the audience for their communication and 
prepare accordingly to ensure the desired outcome. 
3. Develop an education and career plan aligned with personal goals.
Career-ready individuals take personal ownership of their own educational and career goals and man-
age their individual plan to attain these goals. They recognize the value of each step in the educa-
tional and experiential process and understand that nearly all career paths require ongoing education 
and experience to adapt to practices, procedures, and expectations of an ever-changing work envi-
ronment. They seek counselors, mentors, and other experts to assist in the planning and execution of 
education and career plans.
4. Apply technology to enhance productivity.
Career-ready individuals ﬁnd and maximize the productive value of existing and new technology to 
accomplish workplace tasks and solve workplace problems. They are ﬂexible and adaptive in acquir-
ing and using new technology. They understand the inherent risks—personal and organizational—of 
technology applications, and they take actions to prevent or mitigate these risks.
California Standards for Career 
Ready Practice
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5. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them.
Career-ready individuals recognize problems in the workplace, understand the nature of the problems, 
and devise effective plans to solve the problems. They thoughtfully investigate the root cause of a 
problem prior to introducing solutions. They carefully consider options to solve the problem and, once 
agreed upon, follow through to ensure the problem is resolved.
6. Practice personal health and understand ﬁnancial literacy.
Career-ready individuals understand the relationship between personal health and workplace per-
formance. They contribute to their personal well-being through a healthy diet, regular exercise, and 
mental health activities. Career-ready individuals also understand that ﬁnancial literacy leads to a 
secure future that enables career success. 
7. Act as a responsible citizen in the workplace and the community.
Career-ready individuals understand the obligations and responsibilities of being a member of a com-
munity and demonstrate this understanding every day through their interactions with others. They are 
aware of the impacts of their decisions on others and the environment around them and think about 
the short-term and long-term consequences of their actions. They are reliable and consistent in going 
beyond minimum expectations and in participating in activities that serve the greater good.
8. Model integrity, ethical leadership, and effective management.
Career-ready individuals consistently act in ways that align with personal and community-held ideals 
and principles. They employ ethical behaviors and actions that positively inﬂuence others. They have 
a clear understanding of integrity and act on this understanding in every decision. They use a variety 
of means to positively impact the direction and actions of a team or organization, and they recognize 
the short-term and long-term effects that management’s actions and attitudes can have on produc-
tivity, morale, and organizational culture.
9. Work productively in teams while integrating cultural and global competence.
Career-ready individuals positively contribute to every team as both team leaders and team members. 
They apply an awareness of cultural differences to avoid barriers to productive and positive interac-
tion. They interact effectively and sensitively with all members of the team and ﬁnd ways to increase 
the engagement and contribution of other members. 
10. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Career-ready individuals recommend ideas that solve problems in new and different ways and con-
tribute to the improvement of the organization. They consider unconventional ideas and suggestions 
by others as solutions to issues, tasks, or problems. They discern which ideas and suggestions may 
have the greatest value. They seek new methods, practices, and ideas from a variety of sources and 
apply those ideas to their own workplace practices. 
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11. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
Career-ready individuals employ research practices to plan and carry out investigations, create solu-
tions, and keep abreast of the most current ﬁndings related to workplace environments and practices. 
They use a reliable research process to search for new information and conﬁrm the validity of sources 
when considering the use and adoption of external information or practices.
12. Understand the environmental, social, and economic impacts of decisions.
Career-ready individuals understand the interrelated nature of their actions and regularly make deci-
sions that positively impact other people, organizations, the workplace, and the environment. They 
are aware of and utilize new technologies, understandings, procedures, and materials and adhere to 
regulations affecting the nature of their work. They are cognizant of impacts on the social condition, 
environment, workplace, and proﬁtability of the organization.
Note: As stated previously, California’s Standards for Career Ready Practice are based on the CCTC Career Ready 
Practices posted at https://careertech.org/ (accessed June 8, 2016).
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Sector Description
The Agriculture and Natural Resources sector is designed to provide a 
foundation in agriculture for all agriculture students in California. Students 
engage in an instructional program that integrates academic and technical 
preparation and focuses on career awareness, career exploration, and  
skill preparation in seven pathways. The pathways emphasize real-world, 
occupationally relevant experiences of signiﬁcant scope and depth in  
Agricultural Business, Agricultural Mechanics, Agriscience, Animal Science, 
Forestry and Natural Resources, Ornamental Horticulture, and Plant and 
Soil Science. Integral components of classroom and laboratory instruction, 
supervised agricultural experience projects, and leadership and interpersonal 
skills development prepare students for continued training, advanced  
educational opportunities, or entry to a career.
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Knowledge and Performance Anchor Standards
1.0 Academics
Analyze and apply appropriate academic standards required for successful industry sector pathway 
completion leading to postsecondary education and employment. Refer to the Agriculture and  
Natural Resources academic alignment matrix for identiﬁcation of standards.
2.0 Communications
Acquire and accurately use Agriculture and Natural Resources sector terminology and protocols at 
the career and college readiness level for communicating effectively in oral, written, and multimedia 
formats. (Direct alignment with LS 9-10, 11-12.6)
2.1 Recognize the elements of communication using a sender–receiver model.
2.2 Identify barriers to accurate and appropriate communication.
2.3 Interpret verbal and nonverbal communications and respond appropriately.
2.4 Demonstrate elements of written and electronic communication, such as accurate spelling, 
grammar, and format.
2.5 Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of media 
and formats.
2.6 Advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of digital media information and  
communications technologies.
3.0 Career Planning and Management
Integrate multiple sources of career information from diverse formats to make informed career  
decisions, solve problems, and manage personal career plans. (Direct alignment with SLS 11-12.2)
3.1 Identify personal interests, aptitudes, information, and skills necessary for informed career 
decision making.
3.2 Evaluate personal character traits, such as trust, respect, and responsibility, and understand 
the impact they can have on career success.
3.3 Explore how information and communication technologies are used in career planning and 
decision making.
3.4 Research the scope of career opportunities available and the requirements for education, 
training, certiﬁcation, and licensure.
3.5 Integrate changing employment trends, societal needs, and economic conditions into career 
planning.
3.6 Recognize the role and function of professional organizations, industry associations, and  
organized labor in a productive society.
3.7 Recognize the importance of small business in the California and global economies.
3.8 Understand how digital media are used by potential employers and postsecondary agencies to 
evaluate candidates.
3.9 Develop a career plan that reﬂects career interests, pathways, and postsecondary options.
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4.0 Technology
Use existing and emerging technology to investigate, research, and produce products and services, 
including new information, as required in the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector workplace 
environment. (Direct alignment with WS 11-12.6)
4.1 Use electronic reference materials to gather information and produce products and services.
4.2 Employ Web-based communications responsibly and effectively to explore complex systems 
and issues.
4.3 Use information and communication technologies to synthesize, summarize, compare, and 
contrast information from multiple sources.
4.4 Discern the quality and value of information collected using digital technologies, and recognize  
bias and intent of the associated sources.
4.5 Research past, present, and projected technological advances as they impact a particular 
pathway.
4.6 Assess the value of various information and communication technologies to interact with 
constituent populations as part of a search of the current literature or in relation to the  
information task.
4.7 Demonstrate the use of appropriate tools and technology used in the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
5.0 Problem Solving and Critical Thinking
Conduct short as well as more sustained research to create alternative solutions to answer a  
question or solve a problem unique to the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector, using critical 
and creative thinking, logical reasoning, analysis, inquiry, and problem-solving techniques. (Direct 
alignment with WS 11-12.7)
5.1 Identify and ask signiﬁcant questions that clarify various points of view to solve problems.
5.2 Solve predictable and unpredictable work-related problems using various types of reasoning 
(inductive, deductive) as appropriate.
5.3 Use systems thinking to analyze how various components interact with each other to  
produce outcomes in a complex work environment.
5.4 Interpret information and draw conclusions, based on the best analysis, to make informed 
decisions.
6.0 Health and Safety
Demonstrate health and safety procedures, regulations, and personal health practices and deter-
mine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and domain-speciﬁc words and phrases as related to the 
Agriculture and Natural Resources sector workplace environment. (Direct alignment with RSTS 9-10, 
11-12.4)
6.1 Locate, and adhere to, Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) instructions.
6.2 Interpret policies, procedures, and regulations for the workplace environment, including 
employer and employee responsibilities.
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6.3 Use health and safety practices for storing, cleaning, and maintaining tools, equipment, and 
supplies.
6.4 Practice personal safety when lifting, bending, or moving equipment and supplies.
6.5 Demonstrate how to prevent and respond to work-related accidents or injuries; this includes 
demonstrating an understanding of ergonomics.
6.6 Maintain a safe and healthful working environment.
6.7 Be informed of laws/acts pertaining to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA).
7.0 Responsibility and Flexibility
Initiate, and participate in, a range of collaborations demonstrating behaviors that reﬂect personal 
and professional responsibility, ﬂexibility, and respect in the Agriculture and Natural Resources  
sector workplace environment and community settings. (Direct alignment with SLS 9-10, 11-12.1)
7.1 Recognize how ﬁnancial management impacts the economy, workforce, and community.
7.2 Explain the importance of accountability and responsibility in fulﬁlling personal, community,  
and workplace roles.
7.3 Understand the need to adapt to changing and varied roles and responsibilities.
7.4 Practice time management and efﬁciency to fulﬁll responsibilities.
7.5 Apply high-quality techniques to product or presentation design and development.
7.6 Demonstrate knowledge and practice of responsible ﬁnancial management.
7.7 Demonstrate the qualities and behaviors that constitute a positive and professional work 
demeanor, including appropriate attire for the profession.
7.8 Explore issues of global signiﬁcance and document the impact on the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
8.0 Ethics and Legal Responsibilities
Practice professional, ethical, and legal behavior, responding thoughtfully to diverse perspectives and 
resolving contradictions when possible, consistent with applicable laws, regulations, and organiza-
tional norms. (Direct alignment with SLS 11-12.1d)
8.1 Access, analyze, and implement quality assurance standards of practice.
8.2 Identify local, district, state, and federal regulatory agencies, entities, laws, and regulations 
related to the Agriculture and Natural Resources industry sector.
8.3 Demonstrate ethical and legal practices consistent with Agriculture and Natural Resources 
sector workplace standards.
8.4 Explain the importance of personal integrity, conﬁdentiality, and ethical behavior in the  
workplace.
8.5 Analyze organizational culture and practices within the workplace environment.
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8.6 Adhere to copyright and intellectual property laws and regulations, and use and appropriately 
cite proprietary information.
8.7 Conform to rules and regulations regarding sharing of conﬁdential information, as determined 
by Agriculture and Natural Resources sector laws and practices.
9.0 Leadership and Teamwork
Work with peers to promote divergent and creative perspectives, effective leadership, group dynam-
ics, team and individual decision making, beneﬁts of workforce diversity, and conﬂict resolution 
as practiced in the Future Farmers of America (FFA) career technical student organization. (Direct 
alignment with SLS 11-12.1b)
9.1 Deﬁne leadership and identify the responsibilities, competencies, and behaviors of successful 
leaders.
9.2 Identify the characteristics of successful teams, including leadership, cooperation,  
collaboration, and effective decision-making skills, as applied in groups, teams, and career 
technical student organization activities.
9.3 Understand the characteristics and beneﬁts of teamwork, leadership, and citizenship in the 
school, community, and workplace setting.
9.4 Explain how professional associations and organizations and associated leadership develop-
ment and competitive career development activities enhance academic preparation,  
promote career choices, and contribute to employment opportunities.
9.5 Understand that the modern world is an international community and requires an expanded 
global view.
9.6 Respect individual and cultural differences and recognize the importance of diversity in the 
workplace.
9.7 Participate in interactive teamwork to solve real Agriculture and Natural Resources sector 
issues and problems.
9.8 Deﬁne the characteristics and beneﬁts of teamwork, leadership, and citizenship in the school, 
community, and workplace settings.
9.9 Identify the ways in which pre-professional associations, such as the Future Farmers of 
America (FFA), and competitive career development activities enhance academic skills,  
promote career choices, and contribute to employability.
9.10 Understand how to organize and structure work, individually and in teams, for effective per-
formance and the attainment of goals.
9.11 Explain multiple approaches to conﬂict resolution and their appropriateness for a variety of 
situations in the workplace.
9.12 Demonstrate how to interact with others in ways that demonstrate respect for individual and 
cultural differences and for the attitudes and feelings of others.
9.13 Participate in group or team activities, including those offered by the student organization, 
that develop skills in leadership, cooperation, collaboration, and effective decision making.
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10.0 Technical Knowledge and Skills
Apply essential technical knowledge and skills common to all pathways in the Agriculture and  
Natural Resources sector, following procedures when carrying out experiments or performing  
technical tasks. (Direct alignment with WS 11-12.6)
10.1 Interpret and explain terminology and practices speciﬁc to the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
10.2 Comply with the rules, regulations, and expectations of all aspects of the Agriculture and 
Natural Resources sector.
10.3 Construct projects and products speciﬁc to the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector 
requirements and expectations.
10.4 Collaborate with industry experts for speciﬁc technical knowledge and skills.
10.5 Interpret and explain the aims, purposes, history, and structure of the FFA student organiza-
tion and know the opportunities it makes available.
10.6 Manage, and actively engage in, a career-related, supervised agricultural experience.
10.7 Understand the importance of maintaining and completing the California Agricultural Record 
Book.
10.8 Maintain and troubleshoot equipment used in the agricultural industry.
11.0 Demonstration and Application
Demonstrate and apply the knowledge and skills contained in the Agriculture and Natural Resources 
anchor standards, pathway standards, and performance indicators in classroom,  
laboratory, and workplace settings, and through the FFA career technical student organization.
11.1 Utilize work-based/workplace learning experiences to demonstrate and expand upon knowl-
edge and skills gained during classroom instruction and laboratory practices speciﬁc to the 
Agriculture and Natural Resources sector program of study.
11.2 Demonstrate proﬁciency in a career technical pathway that leads to certiﬁcation, licensure, 
and/or continued learning at the postsecondary level.
11.3 Demonstrate entrepreneurship skills and knowledge of self-employment options and innova-
tive ventures.
11.4 Employ entrepreneurial practices and behaviors appropriate to Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector opportunities.
11.5 Create a portfolio, or similar collection of work, that offers evidence through assessment and 
evaluation of skills and knowledge competency as contained in the anchor standards, pathway 
standards, and performance indicators. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
A. Agricultural Business Pathway
In the Agricultural Business pathway, students learn about agricultural business operation and man-
agement. Topics include accounting, ﬁnance, economics, business organization, marketing, and sales.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  Agriculture Inspector
  Farm and Ranch Manager
  Sales Representative
  Business Controller
  Agricultural Credit Manager
A1.0 Demonstrate an understanding of decision-making processes within the American free- 
enterprise system.
A1.1 Differentiate among the components of the American free-enterprise system and other 
forms of economic systems.
A1.2 Distinguish among the main characteristics of individual proprietorships, partnerships, 
corporations, franchises, and cooperatives.
A1.3 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the types of business ownership.
A1.4 Analyze appropriate decision-making tools and ﬁnancial records to make key  
management decisions.
A1.5 Analyze physical production relationships to determine optimum use levels.
A1.6 Calculate the ﬁxed and variable costs associated with the production of agricultural 
products and determine the output level that will yield maximum proﬁt.
A2.0 Explain the fundamental economic principles of agribusiness and agricultural production.
A2.1 Identify basic economic factors affecting agricultural production and agribusiness 
management decisions.
A2.2 Communicate basic agricultural economic terminology.
A2.3 Apply the law of supply and demand and evaluate its effect on price determination.
A2.4 Assess how agriculture uses scarce resources to meet the needs and demands of its 
consumers.
A2.5 Differentiate between elastic and inelastic supply and demand.
A2.6 Predict how the law of diminishing returns impacts agricultural production.
A3.0 Explore the role of credit in agribusiness and agricultural production.
A3.1 Analyze the factors that determine the cost of credit in order to select optimum credit 
sources (e.g., the advantages and disadvantages of borrowing from the various types of 
credit providers and sources for short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term credit).
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A3.2 Research and discuss the criteria lenders use to evaluate repayment capacity.
A3.3 Evaluate balance sheets and cash-ﬂow statements to determine the ability to repay 
loans.
A4.0 Use proper accounting principles and procedures to accomplish ﬁscal management and tax 
planning.
A4.1 Compare and contrast cash and accrual accounting systems.
A4.2 Demonstrate the use and describe the importance of budgets, income statements,  
balance sheets, and ﬁnancial statements.
A4.3 Interpret the basis of taxation within the tax system and its impact on the economy, 
including the role of taxes in agribusiness.
A4.4 Analyze the role of depreciation and purchasing in tax planning and liability.
A4.5 Determine property values and complete a depreciation schedule.
A4.6 Formulate the tax obligations for an agribusiness.
A5.0 Manage risk and uncertainty.
A5.1 Explore environmental issues that impact agribusiness.
A5.2 Determine the meaning and importance of risk and uncertainty.
A5.3 Describe alternative approaches to reducing risk, including the use of insurance for 
product liability, property, production or income loss, and for personnel life and health.
A5.4 Maintain appropriate evidence (e.g., Point of Origin, pick/pack dates, production 
records) to support and defend risk management.
A5.5 Identify best practices and include in farm planning to reduce risk.
A5.6 Prepare a comprehensive risk management and contingency plan.
A6.0 Evaluate the role and value of agricultural organizations.
A6.1 Distinguish the beneﬁts of private, public, and governmental organizations, including 
the value and impact of cooperatives.
A6.2 Understand how participation in organizations would be beneﬁcial in supporting  
various agricultural operations.
A6.3 Identify, and electronically access, public and private agricultural organizations.
A7.0 Understand agricultural marketing systems.
A7.1 Explain how marketing functions in a free-market society.
A7.2 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the various marketing options for  
agricultural products and services.
A7.3 Analyze how the law of comparative advantage affects agricultural production.
A7.4 Explore the impact of advertising, promotion, and data analysis on the marketing of 
agricultural products and services.
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A7.5 Assess how promotion trends for agricultural products inﬂuence individuals.
A7.6 Develop a marketing plan for an agricultural product or service.
A8.0 Understand the sales of agricultural products and services.
A8.1 Determine the most effective methods for assessing customer needs and wants.
A8.2 Describe the stages in making a successful sale and the various techniques used to 
approach potential customers and overcome their objections.
A8.3 Examine the physiological and psychological factors that inﬂuence motivation to  
purchase, including the fundamental steps in making a purchase.
A9.0 Differentiate among local, national, and international agricultural markets and communicate 
how trade affects the economy.
A9.1 Describe how the importance of agricultural imports and exports affects state and 
national economies.
A9.2 Summarize how governmental, economic, and cultural factors affect international 
trade.
A9.3 Compare and contrast United States trade policies with those of other important  
trading partners.
A9.4 Research how biotechnology affects trade and global economies.
A9.5 Evaluate how different cultural values affect agricultural production and marketing.
A9.6 Explain how negotiations and bargaining agreements affect trade agreements.
A9.7 Analyze agricultural marketing strategies in other parts of the world.
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
B. Agricultural Mechanics Pathway
The Agricultural Mechanics pathway prepares students for careers related to the construction,  
operation, and maintenance of equipment used by the agriculture industry. Basic agricultural 
mechanics skills and safety, standards B1.0 through B8.0, cover woodworking, electrical systems, 
plumbing, cold metal work, concrete, and welding technology. Advanced topics, standards B9.0 
through B12.0, deal with metal fabrication, small engines, agriculture power and technology, and 
agriculture construction.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  Agriculture Equipment Operator
  Farm Equipment Mechanic and Service Technician
  Agricultural Engineer
  Welder
  Equipment Fabricator
B1.0 Implement personal and group safety practices.
B1.1 Practice the rules for personal and group safety while working in an agricultural 
mechanics environment.
B1.2 Integrate accepted shop management procedures and a safe working environment.
B1.3 Safely secure loads on a variety of vehicles.
B2.0 Apply the principles of basic woodworking.
B2.1 Identify common wood products, lumber types, and sizes.
B2.2 Measure and lay out lumber, calculating board feet and square feet.
B2.3 Identify, select, and implement basic fastening systems.
B2.4 Complete a woodworking project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of 
materials and cutting list, selecting materials, shaping, joining, and ﬁnishing.
B3.0 Demonstrate basic electricity principles and wiring practices commonly used in agriculture.
B3.1 Explain the relationship between voltage, amperage, resistance, and power in single-
phase alternating current (AC) circuits.
B3.2 Use proper electrical test equipment for AC and direct current (DC) circuits.
B3.3 Analyze and correct basic circuit problems (e.g., open circuits, short circuits, incorrect 
grounding).
B3.4 Implement proper basic electrical circuit and wiring techniques using nonmetallic cable 
and conduit as deﬁned by the National Electric Code (NEC).
B3.5 Interpret basic agricultural electrical plans.
B3.6 Complete an electrical project, including interpreting a plan, following NEC code, 
selecting materials and components, and completing a circuit.
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B4.0 Select and apply plumbing system practices commonly used in agriculture.
B4.1 Match appropriate basic plumbing ﬁtting skills with a variety of materials, such as 
copper, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), steel, polyethylene, and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS).
B4.2 Explain the environmental inﬂuences on plumbing and irrigation system choices  
(e.g., ﬁlter systems, water disposal, drip vs. ﬂood).
B4.3 Research and communicate how various plumbing and irrigation systems are used in 
agriculture.
B4.4 Complete a plumbing project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of materi-
als and cutting list, selecting materials, joining, and testing.
B5.0 Understand agricultural cold metal processes.
B5.1 Identify common metals, sizes, and shapes.
B5.2 Demonstrate basic tool-ﬁtting skills.
B5.3 Properly lay out materials for a given project.
B5.4 Demonstrate basic cold metal processes (e.g., shearing, cutting, drilling, threading, 
bending).
B5.5 Complete a cold metal project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of  
materials, selecting materials, shaping, fastening, and ﬁnishing.
B6.0 Understand concrete and masonry practices commonly used in agriculture.
B6.1 Identify and explain the use of concrete and masonry tools and demonstrate proper 
handling of concrete materials.
B6.2 Practice bed preparation, concrete forms layout, and construction.
B6.3 Complete a concrete or masonry project, including calculating volume, developing a bill 
of materials, assembling, mixing, placing, and ﬁnishing.
B7.0 Understand oxy-fuel cutting and welding.
B7.1 Explain the role of heat and oxidation in the cutting process.
B7.2 Properly set up, adjust, shut down, and maintain an oxy-fuel system.
B7.3 Flame-cut metal with an oxy-fuel cutting torch.
B7.4 Fusion-weld mild steel with and without ﬁller rod by using oxy-fuel equipment.
B7.5 Repair metal objects using a variety of techniques, such as brazing or hard surfacing.
B8.0 Understand electric arc welding processes.
B8.1 Select, properly adjust, safely employ, and maintain appropriate welding equipment 
(e.g., gas metal arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, gas tungsten arc welding).
B8.2 Read welding symbols and plans, select electrodes, ﬁt-up joints, and control heat and 
distortion.
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B8.3 Apply gas metal arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, or ﬂux core arc welding processes 
to fusion-weld mild steel with appropriate welding electrodes and related equipment.
B8.4 Weld a variety of joints in various positions.
B9.0 Assimilate metallurgy principles and fabrication techniques.
B9.1 Deﬁne metallurgy principles, including distortion, hardening, tempering, and annealing.
B9.2 Operate and maintain various arc welding and cutting systems safely and appropriately.
B9.3 Operate and maintain fabrication tools and equipment safely and appropriately.
B9.4 Design project plans by using mechanical drawing techniques.
B9.5 Finish a metal project by implementing proper sequencing.
B9.6 Manipulate and ﬁnish metal by using a variety of tools, machines, and techniques  
(e.g., lathe, mill, CNC plasma, shears, press break, grinders, and sanders).
B9.7 Construct a welding project using any electric welding process, appropriate products, 
joints, and positions, which will include interpreting a plan, determining proper assembly 
sequence, developing a bill of materials and cutting list, selecting and acquiring materials, 
and developing a clear and concise fabrication contract.
B10.0 Understand small and compact engines.
B10.1 Understand and explain engine theory, including the application of mathematical  
and/or physical science laws for both two- and four-stroke cycle engines.
B10.2 Differentiate among types of small engines and their applications.
B10.3 Identify small-engine parts and explain the various systems (e.g., fuel, ignition,  
compression, cooling, and lubrication systems).
B10.4 Troubleshoot and solve problems with small engines.
B10.5 Disassemble, inspect, adjust, and reassemble a small engine.
B10.6 Look up and order parts, apply repair and maintenance recommendations from a repair 
manual, and complete appropriate forms, including work orders.
B11.0 Understand the principles and applications of various engines and machinery used in agriculture.
B11.1 Identify common agricultural machinery and implements.
B11.2 Calibrate, operate, and maintain equipment safely and efﬁciently.
B11.3 Summarize the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of various types of engines found 
on agricultural machinery, including cooling, fuel, and lubrication systems.
B11.4 Explain the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of hydraulic systems.
B11.5 Explain the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of power train and power take-off 
systems.
B11.6 Understand the theory and operation of 12-volt DC electronic and electrical systems 
(e.g., circuit design, starting, charging, and safety circuits).
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B12.0 Apply land measurement and construction techniques commonly used in agriculture.
B12.1 Describe common surveying techniques used in agriculture (e.g., leveling, land  
measurement, building layout, GPS).
B12.2 Draw and interpret architectural plans.
B12.3 Install single- and three-phase wiring and control systems found in agricultural  
structures, pumps, and irrigation systems.
B12.4 Install plumbing in agricultural structures (e.g., potable water, sewer, irrigation).
B12.5 Form, place, and ﬁnish concrete or masonry (e.g., concrete block).
B12.6 Construct agricultural structures by using wood framing and steel framing systems 
(e.g., barns, shops, greenhouses, animal structures).
B12.7 Develop clear and concise agricultural construction contracts.
13
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
C. Agriscience Pathway
The Agriscience pathway helps students acquire a broad understanding of a variety of agricultural 
areas, develop an awareness of the many career opportunities in agriculture, participate in occupa-
tionally relevant experiences, and work cooperatively with a group to develop and expand leadership 
abilities. Students study California agriculture, agricultural business, agricultural technologies, natural 
resources, and animal, plant, and soil sciences.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  
  
  
  
  
Research Assistant/Associate
Water Quality Specialist
Plant Scientist
Agriscience Teacher
Entomologist
C1.0 Evaluate the role of agriculture in the California economy.
C1.1 Understand the history of the agricultural industry in California.
C1.2 Describe how California agriculture affects the quality of life.
C1.3 Analyze the interrelationship of California agriculture and society at the local, state, 
national, and international levels.
C1.4 Research the economic impact of leading California agricultural commodities.
C1.5 Assess the economic impact of major natural resources in California.
C1.6 Distinguish between the economic importance of major agricultural exports and 
imports.
C1.7 Explore factors that affect food safety and producers’ responsibilities to consumers.
C2.0 Examine the interrelationship between agriculture and the environment.
C2.1 Identify important agricultural environmental impacts on soil, water, and air.
C2.2 Explain current environmental challenges related to agriculture.
C2.3 Summarize how natural resources are used in agriculture.
C2.4 Compare and contrast practices for conserving renewable and nonrenewable resources.
C2.5 Research how new energy sources are developed from agricultural products (e.g., gas-
cogeneration and ethanol).
C3.0 Analyze the effects of technology on agriculture.
C3.1 Describe how technology affects the logistics of moving an agricultural commodity 
from producer to consumer. 
C3.2 Understand how technology inﬂuences factors such as labor, efﬁciency, diversity,  
availability, mechanization, and communication. 
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C3.3 Communicate public concern for technological advancements in agriculture, such as 
genetically modiﬁed organisms. 
C3.4 Research the laws and regulations concerning biotechnology. 
C3.5 Integrate the use of technology when collecting and analyzing data. 
C4.0 Determine the importance of animals, the domestication of animals, and the role of animals in 
modern society. 
C4.1 Understand the evolution and roles of domesticated animals in society.
C4.2 Differentiate between domestication and natural selection.
C4.3 Compile the modern-day uses of animals and animal by-products. 
C4.4 Defend various points of view regarding the use of animals. 
C4.5 Research unique and alternative uses of animals (e.g., therapeutic riding programs and 
companion animals). 
C5.0 Compare the structure and function of plants, animals, bacteria, and viruses. 
C5.1 Identify the function of cells. 
C5.2 Analyze the anatomy and physiology of cells. 
C5.3 Understand various cell actions, such as osmosis and cell division. 
C5.4 Compare and contrast plant and animal cells, bacteria, and viruses.
C6.0 Explore animal anatomy and systems. 
C6.1 State the names, and ﬁnd the locations, of the external anatomy of animals. 
C6.2 Explain the anatomy and major functions of vertebrate systems, including digestive,  
reproductive, circulatory, nervous, muscular, skeletal, respiratory, and endocrine systems. 
C7.0 Comprehend basic animal genetics. 
C7.1 Differentiate between genotype and phenotype and describe how dominant and reces-
sive genes function.
C7.2 Compare genetic characteristics among cattle, sheep, swine, and horse breeds. 
C7.3 Predict phenotype and genotype ratios by using a Punnett Square. 
C7.4 Explain the fertilization process. 
C7.5 Distinguish between the purpose and processes of mitosis and meiosis. 
C8.0 Understand fundamental animal nutrition and feeding. 
C8.1 Identify types of nutrients required by farm animals (e.g., proteins, minerals, vitamins, 
carbohydrates, fats/oils, water). 
C8.2 Analyze suitable common feed ingredients, including forages, roughages, concentrates,  
and supplements for ruminant, monogastric, equine, and avian digestive systems. 
C8.3 Understand basic animal feeding guidelines and evaluate sample feeding programs for 
various species, including space requirements and economic considerations. 
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C9.0 Evaluate basic animal health. 
C9.1 Assess the appearance and behavior of a normal, healthy animal. 
C9.2 Explain the ways in which housing, sanitation, and nutrition inﬂuence animal health 
and behavior. 
C9.3 Analyze the causes and controls of common animal diseases.
C9.4 Summarize effective techniques for controlling parasites and explain why controlling 
parasites is important. 
C9.5 Research the legal requirements for the procurement, storage, methods of application,  
and withdrawal times of animal medications, and know proper equipment handling and 
disposal techniques. 
C10.0 Explain soil science principles. 
C10.1 Recognize the major soil components and types. 
C10.2 Summarize how soil texture, structure, pH, and salinity affect plant growth. 
C10.3 Assess water delivery and irrigation system options. 
C10.4 Differentiate among the types, uses, and applications of amendments and fertilizers. 
C11.0 Analyze plant growth and development. 
C11.1 Understand the anatomy and functions of plant systems and structures. 
C11.2 Identify plant growth requirements. 
C11.3 Discern between annual, biennial, and perennial life cycles. 
C11.4 Examine sexual and asexual reproduction in plants. 
C11.5 Understand photosynthesis and the roles of the sun, chlorophyll, sugar, oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and water in the process. 
C11.6 Summarize the respiration process in the breakdown of food and organic matter. 
C12.0 Understand fundamental pest management. 
C12.1 Classify agricultural pests (e.g., insects, weeds, disease, and vertebrates). 
C12.2 Compare chemical, mechanical, cultural, and biological methods of plant pest control. 
C12.3 Analyze the major principles, advantages, and disadvantages of integrated pest  
management. 
C13.0 Design agricultural experiments using the scientiﬁc method.
C13.1 State the steps of the scientiﬁc method. 
C13.2 Analyze an agricultural problem and devise a solution based on the scientiﬁc method. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
D. Animal Science Pathway 
In the Animal Science pathway, students study large, small, and specialty animals. Students explore 
the necessary elements, such as diet, genetics, habitat, and behavior, to create humane, ecologically, 
and economically sustainable animal production systems. The pathway includes the study of animal 
anatomy and physiology, nutrition, reproduction, genetics, health and welfare, animal production, 
technology, and the management and processing of animal products and by-products.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
Veterinarian Technician
Animal Caretaker/Kennel Operator
Animal Breeder
Ranch Manager
Feed Nutritionist
D1.0 Evaluate the necessary elements for proper animal housing and animal-handling equipment. 
D1.1 Design an animal facility focusing on appropriate space and location requirements for 
habitat, housing, feed, and water. 
D1.2 Select habitat and housing conditions and materials, such as indoor and outdoor hous-
ing, fencing materials, air ﬂow/ventilation, and shelters, to meet the needs of various 
animal species. 
D1.3 Interpret animal behaviors and execute protocols for safe handling of animals. 
D1.4 Defend the purpose and the safe and humane use of animal husbandry tools, such as 
hoof trimmers, electric shears, elastrators, dehorning tools, and scales.
D2.0 Apply principles of animal nutrition to ensure the proper growth, development, reproduction, 
and economic production of animals.
D2.1 Assess the ﬂow of nutrients from the soil, through the animal, and back to the soil. 
D2.2 Explore the principles for providing proper, balanced rations for a variety of production  
stages in ruminants and monogastrics. 
D2.3 Compare the digestive processes of the ruminant, monogastric, avian, and equine  
digestive systems. 
D2.4 Distinguish how animal nutrition is affected by the digestive, endocrine, and circulatory 
systems. 
D3.0 Apply principles of comparative anatomy and physiology to uses within various animal systems. 
D3.1 Compare and contrast animal cells, tissues, organs, and body systems.
D3.2 Develop efﬁcient procedures to produce consistently high-quality animals that are well 
suited for their intended purposes. 
D3.3 Relate the importance of animal organs to the health, growth, and reproduction  
of animals. 
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D4.0 Demonstrate understanding of animal reproduction, including the function of reproductive 
organs. 
D4.1 Illustrate animal conception, including estrus cycles, ovulation, and insemination. 
D4.2 Research the gestation process and basic fetal development. 
D4.3 Explain the parturition process, including the identiﬁcation of potential problems and 
their solutions. 
D4.4 Select animal breeding methods based on reproductive and economic efﬁciency. 
D4.5 Select a breeding system based on the principles of genetics.
D5.0 Discuss animal inheritance and selection principles, including the structure and role of  
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 
D5.1 Evaluate a group of animals for desired qualities, and discern among them for  
breeding selection. 
D5.2 Select animals, based on quantitative breeding values, for speciﬁc characteristics. 
D5.3 Research and discuss current technology used to measure desirable traits.
D5.4 Predict phenotypic and genotypic results of a dominant and recessive gene pair. 
D5.5 Research the role of mutations, both naturally occurring and artiﬁcially induced, and 
hybrids in animal genetics. 
D6.0 Prescribe and implement a prevention treatment program for animal diseases, parasites, and 
other disorders. 
D6.1 Evaluate the signs of normal health in contrast to illness and disease. 
D6.2 Analyze the importance of animal behavior in diagnosing animal sickness and disease.
D6.3 Research common pathogens, vectors, and hosts that cause disease in animals. 
D6.4 Evaluate preventative measures for controlling and limiting the spread of diseases, 
parasites, and disorders among animals. 
D6.5 Discuss procedures used at the local, state, and national levels to ensure biosecurity of 
the animal industry. 
D6.6 Explain the health risk of zoonotic diseases to humans, their historical inﬂuence, and 
future implications. 
D6.7 Discuss the impacts on local, national, and global economies, as well as on consumers 
and producers, when animal diseases are not appropriately contained and eradicated.
D7.0 Explore common pasture and rangeland management practices and their impact on a  
balanced ecosystem. 
D7.1 Evaluate a rangeland and identify methods of rangeland improvement used in an  
effective animal production program. 
D7.2 Summarize how rangeland management practices affect pasture production, erosion 
control, and the general balance of the ecosystem. 
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D7.3 Develop a management plan for rangelands, including how to calculate carrying  
capacity, for a variety of animal species and locations. 
D7.4 Evaluate a plan to balance rangeland use for animal grazing and for wildlife habitat. 
D8.0 Explain challenges associated with animal waste management. 
D8.1 Assess treatment and disposal management systems for animal waste. 
D8.2 Compare various methods for using animal waste and the environmental impacts  
associated with each method.
D8.3 Research the health and safety regulations that are an integral part of properly  
managed animal waste systems. 
D9.0 Assess animal welfare concerns and management practices that support animal welfare. 
D9.1 Evaluate the early warning signs of animal distress and how to rectify the problem. 
D9.2 Discuss consumer concerns with animal production practices relative to human health. 
D9.3 Summarize federal and state animal welfare laws and regulations, such as those  
dealing with abandoned and neglected animals, animal ﬁghting, euthanasia, and medi-
cal research. 
D9.4 Research the regulations for humane transportation and harvesting of animals, such 
as those delineated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Safety and 
Inspection Service and the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act.
D10.0 Demonstrate understanding of the production of large animals (e.g., cattle, horses, swine, 
sheep, goats) and small animals (e.g., poultry, cavy, rabbits). 
D10.1 Formulate and implement optimum requirements for diet, genetics, habitat, and  
behavior in the production of large and small animals. 
D10.2 Develop, maintain, and use growth and management records for large or small animals 
to make data-driven management decisions. 
D11.0 Demonstrate understanding of the production of specialty animals (e.g., ﬁsh, marine animals, 
llamas, and tall, ﬂightless birds). 
D11.1 Assess specialty animals’ role in agriculture (e.g., ﬁsh farms, pack animals, working 
dogs). 
D11.2 Explore the unique nutrition, health, and habitat requirements for specialty animals. 
D11.3 Synthesize and implement optimum requirements for diet, genetics, habitat, and 
behavior in the production of specialty animals. 
D11.4 Develop, maintain, and utilize growth and management records for specialty animals to 
make data-driven management decisions. 
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D12.0 Understand how animal products and by-products are processed and marketed. 
D12.1 Research animal harvest, carcass inspection and grading, and meat processing safety 
regulations and practices and the removal and disposal of nonedible by-products, such 
as those outlined in Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point, Sanitation Standard 
Operating Procedures, and good manufacturing practices documents. 
D12.2 Compare the relative importance of the major meat, dairy, and egg classiﬁcations, 
including the per-capita consumption and nutritive value of those classiﬁcations. 
D12.3 Discuss how meat-based, dairy, and egg retail products are produced. 
D12.4 Describe how nonmeat products, such as wool, pelts, hides, and by-products, are  
harvested and processed. 
D12.5 Evaluate how meat products and nonmeat products are marketed. 
D12.6 Compare the value of animal by-products to nonagricultural industries.
D12.7 Apply point-of-origin safety and sanitation procedures in the production, harvest,  
handling, processing, and storing of meat products. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
E. Forestry and Natural Resources Pathway 
The Forestry and Natural Resources pathway helps students understand the relationships between 
California’s natural resources and the environment. Topics include energy and nutrient cycles, water 
resources and management, soil conservation, wildlife preservation and management, forest and ﬁre 
management, and lumber production. In addition, students study the outdoor recreation industry and 
multiple-use management.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
Forestry Technician
Park Ranger
Fish Hatchery Technician
Logging Operation Inspector
Biological Science Technician
E1.0 Understand the importance of energy and energy cycles. 
E1.1 Diagram the oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and water cycles. 
E1.2 Differentiate between renewable and nonrenewable energy sources. 
E1.3 Differentiate between natural resource management conservation strategies and  
preservation strategies. 
E1.4 Compare the effects on air and water quality of using different forms of energy. 
E1.5 Analyze the way in which human activities inﬂuence energy cycles and natural 
resource management. 
E2.0 Understand air and water use, their management practices, and conservation strategies. 
E2.1 Explain the government’s role in regulating air, soil, and water use management  
practices and conservation strategies. 
E2.2 Research and discuss air and water conservation issues. 
E2.3 Deﬁne appropriate water conservation measures. 
E2.4 Interpret the component of a plan that monitors water quality. 
E2.5 Interpret the component of a plan that monitors air quality. 
E2.6 Analyze the way in which water management affects the environment and human 
needs. 
E3.0 Explore soil composition and soil management. 
E3.1 Demonstrate techniques used to classify soils. 
E3.2 Explain the reasons for, and importance of, soil conservation. 
E3.3 Analyze soils found in the different natural resource management areas. 
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E3.4 Develop and implement a soil management plan for a natural resource management 
area. 
E3.5 Understand how to analyze existing soil surveys to develop effective management 
plans. 
E4.0 Explore rangeland management. 
E4.1 Map the locations of major U.S. and California rangeland areas. 
E4.2 Summarize the interrelationship of rangeland management, the environment, wildlife 
management, and the livestock industry. 
E4.3 Deﬁne practices used to improve rangeland quality. 
E4.4 Analyze the carrying capacity in various rangelands for both wildlife species and 
domestic livestock. 
E4.5 Distinguish among different browse and forage species in California rangelands.
E4.6 Evaluate a rangeland and develop a rangeland monitoring plan. 
E4.7 Analyze the requirements and rights accompanying public land grazing permits and 
the government agencies involved (e.g., Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest 
Service) and abide by speciﬁc laws pertaining to natural resource systems.
E5.0 Investigate wildlife management and habitat.
E5.1 Describe the relationship between habitat and wildlife population. 
E5.2 List habitat requirements for different species and identify factors that inﬂuence  
population dynamics. 
E5.3 Determine existing wildlife species populations. 
E5.4 Explain mammalian and avian reproductive processes and infer how nutrition and  
habitat affect reproduction and population. 
E5.5 Differentiate among a variety of management practices used to manage wildlife  
populations for hunting and other recreational purposes. 
E5.6 Analyze the economic and environmental signiﬁcance of sport hunting and ﬁshing 
industries. 
E5.7 Research and report on the purpose, history, terminology, and challenges of the  
Endangered Species Act and current activities related to the Act. 
E6.0 Understand aquatic resource use and management. 
E6.1 Summarize the different types of aquatic resources.
E6.2 Identify and describe the major body parts, digestive systems, and reproductive organs 
of aquatic species. 
E6.3 Determine the populations of existing aquatic species using a variety of methods.
E6.4 Analyze the relationship between water quality and aquatic species habitat. 
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E6.5 Explore a variety of management practices for managing aquatic species for sport  
ﬁshing and other purposes. 
E6.6 Make ﬁnancial and production decisions and maintain growth and management 
records for a selected aquatic species.
E7.0 Understand the outdoor recreation industry. 
E7.1 List the potential environmental impacts of recreational activities and describe how to 
manage the resources affected. 
E7.2 Demonstrate basic survival skills and ﬁrst aid procedures. 
E7.3 Construct and maintain trails.
E7.4 Select appropriate recreational gear for trips of varying types and durations and how 
to use it safely and appropriately (for minimum environmental impact). 
E7.5 Set up a campsite for minimum environmental impact.
E8.0 Explore basic plant physiology, anatomy, and taxonomy. 
E8.1 Use scientiﬁc method to classify animals, including order, family, genus, and species. 
E8.2 Use a dichotomous key to identify plants and animals. 
E8.3 Identify local trees, shrubs, grasses, forbs, and wildlife species by common name. 
E8.4 Recognize and explain the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, such as respiration, 
temperature, nutrients, and photosynthesis. 
E9.0 Explore the role of ﬁre in natural resource management. 
E9.1 Differentiate between desirable and undesirable ﬁre in forest and rangeland ecosystems. 
E9.2 Explain the signiﬁcance of each of the components of the “ﬁre triangle.”
E9.3 Know appropriate wildland ﬁre-suppression practices. 
E9.4 Develop a ﬁre-control plan. 
E9.5 Use ﬁre-control tools safely. 
E9.6 Research and report on the training requirements for ﬁre-suppression certiﬁcation. 
E10.0 Implement forest management practices.
E10.1 Describe how social, political, and economic factors can affect the use of forests. 
E10.2 Discuss the California Forest Practice Act and the requirements for Timber Harvest and 
Habitat Conservation Plans.
E10.3 Analyze forest management systems (e.g., sustained yield, watershed management, 
ecosystem management, multiple-use management). 
E10.4 Analyze harvest and renewability (e.g., reseeding and thinning) systems and identify 
the impact of each on the land. 
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E10.5 Explain silvicultural systems and skills and use appropriate related tools.
E10.6 Identify and diagnose damage from destructive insects, diseases, and weather and 
choose methods for their management.
E11.0 Understand the basic concepts of measurement, surveying, and mapping. 
E11.1 Describe the Public Land Survey System. 
E11.2 Use surveying equipment, including global positioning satellites, maps, and a compass, 
to determine area, boundaries, and elevation differences. 
E11.3 Apply timber-cruising and log-scaling skills to determine timber and log volume for 
management and marketing. 
E11.4 Create a management plan map that includes layer information and data points from 
global information systems. 
E12.0 Produce, harvest, process, and market products from natural resource industries. 
E12.1 Explain the marketing processes and manufacturing standards for a variety of natural 
resource products, including mining, quarrying, and drilling. 
E12.2 Process natural resource products adhering to manufacturing standards.
E12.3 Analyze the production of specialty and seasonal products from natural resources. 
E12.4 Compare different wood types and their uses.
E12.5 Diagram lumber manufacturing processes. 
E13.0 Understand public and private land issues. 
E13.1 Interpret the differences between publicly and privately held lands. 
E13.2 Explain the differences between public land designations (e.g., State Park, National  
Forest, wilderness areas, wild and scenic areas). 
E13.3 Compare the role of public and private property rights and how they affect agriculture. 
E13.4 Describe the role of government in managing public and private property rights. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
F. Ornamental Horticulture Pathway 
The Ornamental Horticulture pathway prepares students for careers in the nursery, landscaping, and 
ﬂoral industries. Topics include plant identiﬁcation, plant physiology, soil science, plant reproduction, 
nursery production, and ﬂoriculture, as well as landscaping design, installation, and maintenance.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
 Florist/Floral Designer
 Landscape Design/Architect
 Hydroponics Grower
 Botanical Specialist
 Nursery/Greenhouse Manager
F1.0 Compare and contrast the hierarchical classiﬁcation of plants.
F1.1 Practice how to classify and identify plants by order, family, genus, and species. 
F1.2 Demonstrate how to identify plants by using a dichotomous key. 
F1.3 Illustrate how common plant parts are used to classify the plants. 
F1.4 Distinguish how to classify and identify plants by using botanical growth habits,  
landscape uses, and cultural requirements. 
F1.5 Identify and select plants for local landscape applications. 
F2.0 Summarize plant physiology and growth principles. 
F2.1 Understand plant systems, nutrient transportation, structure, and energy storage. 
F2.2 Diagram the seed’s essential parts and explain the functions of each. 
F2.3 Explain how primary, secondary, and trace elements are used in plant growth. 
F2.4 Experiment with the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, including water, nutrients, 
light, soil, air, and climate. 
F2.5 Differentiate the tissues seen in a cross section of woody and herbaceous plants. 
F2.6 Explore the factors that affect plant growth. 
F3.0 Demonstrate plant propagation techniques.
F3.1 Explain the different forms of sexual and asexual plant reproduction. 
F3.2 Demonstrate the various techniques for successful plant propagation (e.g., budding, 
grafting, cuttings, seeds). 
F3.3 Utilize and monitor plant reproduction for the development of a saleable product. 
F4.0 Develop and implement a plan for basic integrated pest management. 
F4.1 Read and interpret pesticide labels and understand safe pesticide management  
practices. 
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F4.2 Research how pesticide regulations and government agencies affect agriculture. 
F4.3 Identify common horticultural pests and diseases and methods of controlling them. 
F4.4 Design an integrated approach to solving plant problems.
F5.0 Summarize water and soil (media) management practices. 
F5.1 Explain how basic soil science and water principles affect plant growth. 
F5.2 Illustrate basic irrigation design and installation methods. 
F5.3 Prepare and amend soils, implement soil conservation methods, and compare results. 
F5.4 Research major issues related to water sources and water quality. 
F5.5 Explain the components of soilless media and test the use of those media in various 
types of containers. 
F6.0 Apply ornamental plant nutrition practices. 
F6.1 Analyze how primary and secondary nutrients and trace elements affect ornamental 
plants. 
F6.2 Use basic nutrient testing procedures on soil and plant tissue. 
F6.3 Analyze organic and inorganic fertilizers to understand their appropriate uses. 
F6.4 Read and interpret labels to properly apply fertilizers. 
F7.0 Develop a plan for the selection, installation, and maintenance of turf. 
F7.1 Explain the selection and management of landscape and sports ﬁeld turf. 
F7.2 Demonstrate how to select, install, and maintain a designated turf grass area.
F7.3 Distinguish how the use of turf beneﬁts the environment. 
F8.0 Employ nursery production principles.
F8.1 Demonstrate the proper use of production facilities and common nursery equipment. 
F8.2 Use common nursery production practices. 
F8.3 Demonstrate how to propagate and maintain a horticultural crop to the point of sale. 
F8.4 Design a marketing and merchandising strategy to use in nursery production. 
F9.0 Demonstrate the proper use of containers and horticultural tools, equipment, and facilities. 
F9.1 Use different types of containers and demonstrate how to maintain growing containers 
in controlled environments. 
F9.2 Operate and maintain selected hand and power equipment safely and appropriately. 
F9.3 Select proper tools for speciﬁc horticultural jobs. 
F9.4 Install landscape components and electrical, land, and water features. 
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F10.0 Understand basic landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance. 
F10.1 Utilize terms associated with landscape and design in appropriate context. 
F10.2 Produce a residential design, including how to render design to scale using design tech-
nology and principles.
F10.3 Use proper landscape planting and maintenance practices. 
F10.4 Prune ornamental shrubs, trees, and fruit trees. 
F10.5 Produce clear and concise landscape business contracts. 
F11.0 Understand basic ﬂoral design principles.
F11.1 Demonstrate the use of plant materials and tools. 
F11.2 Apply basic design principles to products and designs. 
F11.3 Handle, prepare, and arrange cut ﬂowers appropriately. 
F11.4 Develop a marketing and merchandising strategy to use in the ﬂoral industry.
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Soil Conservationist
Environmental Analyst
Plant and Soil Scientist
Crop Consultant
Pest Control Advisor
G1.0 Apply plant classiﬁcation principles. 
G1.1 Classify and identify plants by order, family, genus, and species.
G1.2 Practice how to identify plants by using a dichotomous key. 
G1.3 Demonstrate how common plant parts are used to classify the plants. 
G1.4 Communicate the differences between, and uses of, native and nonnative plants. 
G1.5 Distinguish the differences between monocots and dicots. 
G1.6 Explain the differences between plants under production and weeds. 
G2.0 Explore cell biology. 
G2.1 Compare differences between prokaryotic cells and plant and animal eukaryotic cells 
and how viruses differ from them in complexity and general structure. 
G2.2 Test plant cellular function reactions when plants are grown under different conditions. 
G2.3 Explain functions organelles play in the health of the cell. 
G2.4 Recognize the part of the cell that is responsible for the genetic information that  
controls plant growth and development. 
G2.5 Summarize plant inheritance principles, including the structure and role of DNA. 
G2.6 List which organelles in plant cells carry out photosynthesis. 
G3.0 Understand plant physiology and growth principles. 
G3.1 Investigate plant systems, nutrient transportation, and energy storage.
G3.2 Label the seed’s essential parts and describe their functions. 
G3.3 Discern how primary, secondary, and trace elements are used in plant growth. 
G3.4 Research the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, including water, nutrients, light, soil, 
air, and climate. 
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
G. Plant and Soil Science Pathway
The Plant and Soil Science pathway covers topics such as plant classiﬁcation, physiology, reproduction,  
plant breeding, biotechnology, and pathology. In addition, students learn about soil management, 
water, pests, and equipment, as well as cultural and harvest practices.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
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G3.5 Identify the tissues seen in a cross section of woody and herbaceous plants.
G3.6 Conduct experiment(s) testing the factors that affect plant growth and predict plant 
response.
G4.0 Demonstrate an understanding of sexual and asexual reproduction of plants. 
G4.1 Explain the different forms of sexual and asexual plant reproduction. 
G4.2 Demonstrate the various techniques for successful plant propagation (e.g., budding, 
grafting, cuttings, and seeds). 
G4.3 Use the proper sterile technique used in tissue culture. 
G5.0 Assess pest problems and management. 
G5.1 Demonstrate how to categorize insects as pests, beneﬁcial or neutral, and describe 
their roles. 
G5.2 Explain the role of other pests, such as nematodes, molds, mildews, and weeds. 
G5.3 Compare and contrast conventional, sustainable, and organic management methods to 
prevent or treat plant disease symptoms. 
G5.4 Use integrated pest management to prevent, treat, and control plant disease symptoms 
(including conventional, sustainable, and organic management methods). 
G5.5 Research how biotechnology can be used to manage pests. 
G6.0 Assess the role of soils in plant production. 
G6.1 Understand soil types, soil texture, structure, and bulk density and explain the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil-quality rating procedure. 
G6.2 Analyze soil properties necessary for successful plant production, including pH,  
electrical conductivity (EC), and essential nutrients. 
G6.3 Explain soil biology and diagram the cycles in nature as related to the soil food chain. 
G6.4 Research how soil biology affects the environment and natural resources.
G7.0 Integrate effective tillage and soil conservation management practices. 
G7.1 Plan how to effectively manage and conserve soil through conventional, minimum, 
conservation, and no-tillage irrigation and through drainage and tillage practices. 
G7.2 Assess how global positioning systems, surveying, laser leveling, and other tillage  
practices conserve soil. 
G7.3 Use tools such as the USDA and the local Resource Conservation District soil survey 
maps to determine appropriate soil management practices. 
G8.0 Evaluate effective water management practices. 
G8.1 Summarize California water history, current issues, water rights, water law, and water 
transfer through different distribution projects throughout the state. 
G8.2 Research and describe the local, state, and federal agencies that regulate water quality 
and availability in California.
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G8.3 Deﬁne the deﬁnition of a watershed and explain how it is used to measure water  
quality. 
G8.4 Explain effective water management and conservation practices, including the use  
of tailwater ponds. 
G8.5 Use water-testing standards and perform bioassay and macro-invertebrate protocols  
to assess water quality. 
G9.0 Explain the concept of an “agrosystem” approach to production. 
G9.1 Identify and classify the plants and animals in an agricultural system (as producers, 
consumers, or decomposers). 
G9.2 Compare and contrast the elements of conventional, sustainable, and organic  
production systems. 
G9.3 Differentiate among the components of “whole-system management.” 
G10.0 Apply local crop management and production practices. 
G10.1 Practice local cultural techniques, including monitoring, pruning, fertilization, planting,  
irrigation, harvest treatments, processing, and packaging practices for various tree, 
grain, hay, and vegetable classes. 
G10.2 Explain common marketing and shipping characteristics of local commodities. 
G10.3 Interpret general maturity and harvest-time guidelines for speciﬁc local plant products. 
G10.4 Apply point-of-origin safety and sanitation procedures in the production, harvesting, 
handling, processing, and storing of edible plant products. 
G11.0 Demonstrate competence in applications of scientiﬁc principles and techniques in plant  
science. 
G11.1 Research how changing technology, such as micro-propagation, biological pest controls, 
and genetic engineering (including DNA extraction and gel electrophoresis), affects 
plant production, yields, and management. 
G11.2 Explain the various technology advancements that affect plant and soil science, such 
as global positioning systems, global information systems, variable rate technology, and 
remote sensing. 
G11.3 Assess how herbicide-resistant plant genes can affect the environment. 
G11.4 Communicate how genetic engineering techniques have been used to improve crop 
yields. 
G11.5 Compare and contrast the effects of agricultural biotechnology, including genetically 
modiﬁed organisms, on the agriculture industry and the larger society and the pros and 
cons of such use.
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N. Roster of Agriculture 
Advisory Committee 
Agriculture Advisory Committee Roster 
 
Tory Torosian 
Viticulture/Committee Chair 
Tory Farms 
 
 
 
Joshua Terry 
Diversified Agriculture/Alumni 
Terry Farms 
 
 
 
Kara Langley 
Floral/Alumni 
Alumni/Floral Business 
 
 
 
Rhonda Watson 
Horticulture/Alumni 
Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
 
Mike Naylor 
Diversified Agriculture  
Naylor Organics 
 
 
 
Ron Nishinaka 
Horticulture/Education 
CSU Fresno/Tree Fresno/SCCCD 
 
 
 
Dave Lopes 
Animal Science/Education 
Reedley College 
 
 
 
Mary Villarreal 
Agriculture Business 
Warren and Baerg Manufacturing Inc 
 
 
 
Carlos Murrieta 
Agriculture Business 
Mechanical Raisin Harvesting 
 
 
 
Steve Soria 
Agriculture Business 
Valley Soil and Forest Products 
 
 
O. Advisory Committee 
Minutes 



Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
October 19, 2017 
Started 6:17pm 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Torosian Ag. Advisory Chair
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Mr. Nishinaka, Josh Terry, Mary 
Villarreal, Mrs. Watson, Mr. Torojian. 
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: Dept. Head
,  Kari Wilterding 
 Nicole Borba 
Approval of Minutes: Motion to approve March minutes:Josh 
second:   Mary Voice Vote: Approved  
Introduction of FFA Officers:​Madasen Gutierrez- President, Jose 
Gutierrez- Vp, Shania Cardenas- Sec, Jose Flores- Treasurer, Jesus 
Aguilera- Sentinel, Leslie Garcia- Reporter. 
Spoke about various trips students went on since the beginning of the year 
- Officer Retreat Review of Activities 
- Boot Camp with the San Joaquin Region (physical and mental team 
building activities) 
- Groovy Chapter Meeting-August (tie dye tshirt/game night) 
- Pool Party Chapter Meeting- September (fiesta night) 
- Twisted Farms Chapter Meeting- October-fright night/bonfire/smores 
- Photography contest NEW 
- Farmers Market at TSC- great community involvement- sold plants 
- Alta Historical Society- Volunteer to set up and serve at their 
fundraiser event. 
- COLC - workshops for officer involvement, meeting ideas, team 
building, Personality quiz, Relay race. 
- BBQ Dinner Fundraiser- selling tickets Oct 27th is the drive thru 
dinner. 
- Opening/Closing Contest-  3rd place novice team, 3 outstanding 
novice individual awards 
Roy: This years team has been a breath of fresh air and they are doing very 
well as a team meshing well. 
Update on activities:  
Winter CDE: Cotton 12 students on the team this year, Vine Pruning, Citrus Judging- 
going to start up pretty soon.  
Spring CDE: Landscape Design.  
Floriculture: Held contest here- March 17​th 
Vet. Science: Held Contest here- March 17​th 
- Will be held here on campus 
- Last year 24 teams for vet 
- Last year 8 teams for floral 
- we know combining them will make it grow. 
State conference- April 22-25​th ​, 2018  in Anaheim, Ca. - biggest thing is we are running 
out of space in fresno so looking at the transition due to housing situation, hoping to take 
three vehicles and walk because hotel is 500 yards of convention center.  
Mary-driving issue hows that because of the “baby” 
Roy- they have continued to let us know do what we need to do, next year wont be a 
problem 
Up-date on classes: 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, year of science 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts) 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag- Looking at getting it a science a-g 
Landscape design- 29 kids Nicole does a good job everyone is on our toes. 
Ag Leadership- Not this year 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Environmental Horticulture (Name Change to Plant Science or back to Ornamental Horticulture) 
-Leaning to just Horitculutre  
Working on classes:​  Floriculture II- going beyond initial skills, Animal science- would lliek to 
dual enrollment and be a pre-req for Vet Science Class to allow for more vet stuff in vet class and 
specifics to animal anatomy  in animal sci. 
Working on Classes at Washington and Monson Sultana School​.  Ag Discovery- working on 
it. Monson is in but cant hire full time due to their funding they have to have half here and half 
there.  But due to schedule change not looking possible right not. but we will keep pushing 
forward. 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting tomorrow- Twisted farms 7pm 
BBQ Dinner on October 27​th​- 4-7:00 pm 
Ag Incentive: ​354 students this year up from 304 last year. 
Roy reviewed each level of the Ag 
incentive grant checklist 
1A-Yes 
1B- Yes 
1C- Yes 
1D- Students need to be 
aggressive to finish pathways and stay in 
classes- yes 
1E- Yes 
1F- Yes 
1G- Yes 
1H- Yes 
2A- Yes 
2B- Yes 
2C- Yes 
2D- Yes 
2E-Yes 
2F-Yes  We did 16 on the 
checklist 
2G-Yes 
3A- Yes 
3B- Yes 
3C- Yes 
3D- Just under but with system 
will be easier for the kids to keep up 
with it and broadens the scope of 
projects 
3E-Yes 
3F- Yes 
4A- Yes 
4B- Yes 
4C- Yes 
4D- Yes 
5A- Yes 
5B- Yes barely adequate 
5C- Yes, new greenhouse on the 
way new will be modern growing and 
old turns to hydroponics  
5D- Yes 
5F- Yes 
6A-Yes 
6B- Yes 
6C- Yes 
6D- Yes 
6E- Yes 
7A- Yes 
7B-  Need to do current student 
career plan 
7C- No but working towards that 
8A- Yes should add flyers for 
community service events: tsc, raisin day 
etc 
8B- Yes 
8C- Yes 
9A-Yes 
9B- Yes 
9C- Yes 
9D- Yes 
9E- Yes 
9F- Yes 
10A- NO over numbers in 
classes 
11A- Yes
11B- Kari and Nicole yes, Roy 
No 
12A- Yes 
Reflection: Mr. N- 7C can the advisory committee help with that?  CCN Pro Program 
Roy can you send us that so we can see about meeting the requirements, May not meet 
exactly professional standards. 
Floral has a couple but high in cost 
CCANGC program look into 
Vet Assistant Program Certification- $100 per kid (50) kids in program now allows 
students to work in a vet clinic as an assistant- grunts of the vet clinic. 
Ag incentive is based on kids enrolled and how well we complete the forms and 
requirements. this years based on last years numbers at 304 next year will be based on 
354. 
***Moved to approve the AIG Report : Ron N,  Second Josh Approved Voice Vote. 
Mary- 4-5 years out before ground breaking 
applying for the grant for the ag dept. 
 
Roy has been working with the grant writer many times calling back and forth. If we get 
this grant we will get the enclosed classrooms and labs. Full animal clinic, and floral with 
guide dog program. 
 
Mary- fully working for the grants to improve and keep our programs.  
 
Tory- enrollment? 
 
Mary- growth is about 2% per year kinder was low last year.  
 
Roy- over 2000 here. 
 
Roy- would be a sad day if we have to turn kids away from the program but we have a 50 
student increase.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
 Nicole grew up on nursery 
Watson- will be getting plants donated so the hort can grow, full of plants so they can 
study. 
Mary- gives school and kids a different perspective, lots of curiosity  
Watson- new blood helps move the program. 
 
Ron- new drought tolerant program at cal poly 
Nikki- want to do a whole section of xeroscape and drought tolerant because its the push 
right now 
Ron- Takoa nursery-garden bloomers on polk ave. verta vista. 
Roy- with this addition kids are a lot happier. fair was amazing 
Kari- had the most kids showing 
Mary- Warren and Baerg bought 3 pigs this year 
Roy smooth no issues at the fiar it was nice and pleasant. 
Kari- i have really been the one pushing the junior high program because college and 
career ready is coming to be a true 7-12 pathway 
Tory- 4h? 
Roy- yes wilson dinuba still heappning and we keep stealing them cause we like them in 
our program. 
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 What do we want our program to be​:  We want to provide our students with the skills 
to be successful in a college and or in career. 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
Adjournment: 7:36pm 




P. Current Year Budget 
Department Budget 
Overall Budget 
Perkins Funds $8,000 
Ag Incentive Grant $19,832 
Dual Enrollment $1,000 
School General Fund $600 
TOTAL $29,432 
Ag Incentive Grant 
Books and Supplies $9,832 
Transportation $8,000 
Conferences $2,000 
TOTAL $19,832 
Dual Enrollment 
Supplies and Tools $1,000 
TOTAL $1,000 
School General Fund 
Office Supplies $600 
TOTAL $600 
Carl Perkins 
Materials and Supplies $2,000 
Travel and Conferences $5,000 
Equipment $1,000 
TOTAL $8,000 
Q. Signed Articulation 
Agreement and/or Evidence 
of Articulation 
Signed Articulation Agreement and/or Evidence 
of Articulation 
In the 2018-2019 school year, the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department           
will be seeking Dual Enrollment credit for the Ornamental Horticulture (EH 30)            
and Animal Science (AS 1) classes through Reedley College. A scheduled meeting            
will invite instructors and the Dual Enrollment administrators to collaborate to           
determine if courses meet the requirements for credit through Reedley College.  

12018  Spring Semester – 18 weeks – January 08, 2018 – June 7, 2018
Beginning Floral Design – EH 37 – 3 Units
Teacher:  Kari Wilterding
Department:  Agriculture
School Email: kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us
School Phone: (559) 595-7247
Office Hours: By appointment only
Class Room: AG 05
Location: DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL
Section Number: 74544
Class Meets:  M-F 12:20pm to 1:10pm
Course Description
An introduction to the fundamentals of theory, techniques and skills currently practiced in the floral industry. Includes 
applied art principles, cut flower care, handling practices, proper use of florist tools and materials, pricing of floral products 
and use of current floral business technology. Includes constructing corsages,  floral arrangements, and foliage plant items, 
which meet floral industry standards.
Lecture / Lab Hours: 
Course Hours 
Weekly Lec hours: 2.00 
Weekly Lab hours: 3.00 
Total Contact hours: 90.00 
Grading Basis: Grading Scale Only X 
Pass/No Pass option 
Pass/No Pass only 
 Advisories: 
 Eligibility for English 125, 126, and Mathematics 201.
 Pre-requisites (requires C grade or better): 
Course Outline 
 Safety and Tool/Material Identification
 Elements & Principles of Floral Design
 History of Floral Design
 Holiday & Seasonal Flower Arrangements
 Basic Arrangement Shapes and Corsages
 Care and Handling of Cut Flowers and Foliage
 Flower and Plant Identification
 Proper Use of Dried and Silk Products
 Business Skills, Pricing, & Marketing
Course Objectives
A. Correctly condition and handle cut flowers, greens, and foliage plants used in the floral industry. 
B. Identify flowers, greens, and foliage plants commonly used in the floral industry.
C. Demonstrate an understanding of basic floral design theory.
D. Demonstrate the correct care and handling of foliage plants.
E. Describe 10 floral designs and styles from different historical periods.
F. Demonstrate the correct uses of business machines and wire services used in the floral industry.
Course Outline
2Lecture Content:
1. Introduction
A.  Floral design defined
B.  Tools and supplies needed
C.  The floral industry: past, present and future
D.  Careers in the floral industry
2. History of floral design
A.  The Classical period
B.  European periods
1. Classical Greek and Roman
2. Italian Renaissance
3. Dutch and Flemish
4. French
5. Georgian
6. Victorian
C.  American designs
1. Colonial
2. Colonial Williamsburg
3. Federal
4. American Victorian
5. Early 20th Century
6. Contemporary
7. Western
D.  Oriental flower designs
3. Care and handling of cut flowers
A.  Container selection and sanitation
B.  Water preparation
C.  Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D.  Refrigeration and storage
E.  Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
4. Materials and supplies used in floral design
A.  Flowers and greens - identification and uses if floral design
B.  Wire - sizes and uses
C.  Ribbon - sizes, types and uses
D  Nets, Tulle, Aqua Net
E.  Flower holders and fasteners
F.  Corsage accessories and packaging
G.  Containers - sizes, shapes and uses
H.  Florist Foams and Frogs
I.  Foils and laces
J.  Other commonly used materials
5. The principles and elements of floral design
A.  Design principles
1. Emphasis
2. Balance
3. Proportion
4. Harmony
5. Unity
B.  Design elements
1. Line
2. Form
3. Texture
Lab Content
3Introduction
A. Tools and supplies needed
B. Careers in the floral industry
History of floral design
A. The Classical period
B. European periods
C. American designs
D. Oriental flower designs
Care and handling of cut flowers
A. Container selection and sanitation
B. Water preparation
C. Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D. Refrigeration and storage
E. Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
Materials and supplies used in floral design
The principles and elements of floral design
Floral orders
Arrangement Pricing 
Candelabra Arrangement
Bouquets’ Centerpiece Techniques
Grading
The final semester grade will depend upon the accumulation of points during the semester. The points will be a result of 
credit received on assignments, tests and final examination. The instructor reserves the right to adjust scores as it may be 
required throughout the semester.
90-100% = A
78-89% = B
65-77% = C
51-64% = D
50% and below = F
Test material is constructed from class discussions, assigned readings, guest lectures, video presentations, and special 
assignments. Tests will consist of true/false and multiple choice questions. Unless the student receives prior approval from 
the instructor, no make-up tests will be allowed.
Assignments and corresponding labs:
Chapter 12 (20)
Shape Lab (50)
Design & Create Triangle Arrangement & Lab Sheet(100)
Outside Shape Lab (20)
FFA Record Book (100)
Shape Arrangement Test (50)
V-Day Novelty Item & Lab Sheet (100)
Wax Roses & Lab Sheet (100)
Candy Bouquet & Lab Sheet (100)
Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Flower Meaning Worksheet (20)
Pressed & Dried Flowers & Lab Sheet (100)
Chapter 15 (20)
Silk Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Mid-Term Wall-Mount (100)
Chapter 16 (20)
Floral Styles Test (50)
Baby’s Breath Chaplet & Lab Sheet (100)
Boutonnière & Lab Sheet (100)
Bouquets to Art Assignment (50)
4Chapter 17 (20)
Chapter 18 (20)
Wedding Project (50)
Chapter 19 (20)
Design a sympathy arrangement (50)
Chapter 21 (20)
Novelty Item (20)
Create a budget Test (50)
Chapter 22 (20)
Mother’s Day Flowers & Lab Sheet (50)
Event Centerpiece Test (50)
Advertisement (20) 
Mini Carnation Hawaiian Lei (100)
May 29th Final 
Tentative Schedule
Week Topic/Assignment
Week1 Shapes Unit
Week2 Shapes Unit Cont. – Lab Triangle Arrangement
Week3 Record Keeping Unit
Week4 Valentine’s Day Unit – Lab Wax Roses
Week5 Valentine’s Day Shop – Lab Hershey Kiss Roses, Candy Bouquets
Week6 Pressed Flower Unit
Week7 Dried & Silk Flower Unit
Week8 Design Style Unit
Week9 Design Styles Unit Cont. – Lab Spring Chaplet
Week10 Contemporary Design Unit – Lab Bouquets to Art
Week11 Wedding Unit
Week12 Sympathy Unit
Week13 Novelty Item Unit
Week14 Budgeting Unit
Week15 Floral Careers & Continuing Education
Week16 Advertising
Required or Recommended Textbooks and Materials:
A. Textbook, shears, and other materials will be provided on a daily basis.
B. The Art of Floral Design, Second Edition (Floral 1)
        Floriculture:  Designing & Merchandising, Second Edition (Advanced Floral)
(A classroom set of the text will be provided for in class assignments)
Materials Needed
  ~   pen or pencil
  ~   note book or writing paper
  ~   binder
Important Dates
5JANUARY 08, 2018 Class Begin for 2018 Spring Semester
JANUARY 15, 2018 MLK Holiday – No Class
MARCH 23, 2018 Last day to drop a class (no “W” on transcript)**
FEBRUARY 12&19 Presidents Holiday
MARCH 26 - APRIL 2, 2018 Spring break – No Class
MAY 31, 2018 Spring semester ends.
JUNE 7, 2018 Report Grades to WebAdvisor 
** Withdrawal (W): A student will be assigned a grade of “W” for classes dropped on or after 20 percent of the duration 
of the class, up to and including 50 percent of the duration of the class. After the 50 percent point, the student must 
receive a letter grade other than a “W” (i.e., A, B, C, D, F, I, P, NP). Check with your instructor for the deadline applicable 
to your class.
Cancellation Class Notification 
Check high school website for any notification, Foggy Day Schedule, etc. 
Attendance Policy make ups, Extra Credits etc.
Absences:  It is the student’s responsibility to obtain any missed notes, assignments, quizzes, and tests.  Students should 
first look in the weekly work organizer for their handouts.  If there are any questions, it is the student’s responsibility to see 
the instructor outside of class time on the day of their return.  Any assignments or exams missed due to an excused 
absence, must be completed within the same number of days as the absence.  Assignments, exams, etc. missed due to an 
unexcused absence or suspension will count as a zero.
Late Work:  Late work will be accepted for half credit, one day after the due date.  If you are absent, work is due 
immediately on the day of your return.  Projects of assignments with a “Firm Due Date” will not be accepted late.
Class Rules and Behavior
Please refer to your school handbook for complete details, however some of these policies include:
 Cheating and Plagiarism
 Drug/Alcohol free campus
 Sexual harassment
 Student conduct
 Bullying
Each student is expected to assist in the overall environment of the classroom making it conducive to learning. 
Expectations and Class Rules:
Please see your student handbook for campus policies.
General Behavior:
Respect other’s right to learn.
Respect other’s property.
Be courteous, cooperative, respect others!
General Work Habits:
Use time wisely… There’s only so much of it!
Quality… Strive for excellence and understanding.
Learn to enjoy learning… The possibilities are endless.
Workplace Rules:
Act professional.
Follow directions.
Work for your pay (grade).
Be in class on time and prepared to work.  Always have your binder available.  Tardiness is not acceptable, the school 
tardy policy will be used and enforced.
Absolutely NO cell phones, i-Pods, MP3 players, or other electronic devices may be used or out during class.  First 
Offense = Warning / Second Offense = Teacher Confiscation for duration of the period / Third Offense = Confiscated 
and sent to the office.
6Wear appropriate clothing for the class learning activity.  You will be notified ahead of time if we are going to be doing 
a lab or working outside the classroom.  You may store an extra pair of closed-toe shoes in the classroom for use on the 
school farm and greenhouse areas.
All tools and equipment are to be properly maintained and stored.  If something is found broken or not working, please 
notify the instructor immediately.
The classroom/lab will be kept neat and clean at all times.  If the classroom/lab is not cleaned properly after an activity, 
the entire class will stay until it is done.
No food or open containers should be in the classroom at any time.  Please dispose of these items outside before class 
begins.
No hats or sunglasses will be worn in class.
Be responsible and take care of bathroom necessities before class.  Restroom use is for emergencies only.
Class will end when the instructor has dismissed you.
Cheating is: 
A. Copying someone else’s class work or letting someone copy you, when your teacher tells you that the work is to be done 
on your own (includes asking/telling orally). 
B. Copying answers on a test or letting someone copy from your test (includes asking/telling orally). 
C. Using a cheat sheet or unauthorized notes. 
D. Turning in someone else’s work as your own. 
E. Text messaging and multi-media messaging. 
Consequences, Per School Year: 
Selma High 1st Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to office. Student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the 
test and a one (1) day suspension or Saturday School, parent contact required. 
2nd Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to the office. The student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the test 
and a one (1) day suspension with parent contact required. Student placed on honesty contract. A high school student shall 
be removed to a study hall/or alternative class with a “W/F” for the semester. 
3rd Offense - Recommendation for transfer to an alternative program. 
Instances of cheating need not be confined to one (1) class. Each of the three (3) offenses could happen in a different 
class. Any student who is transferred to a study hall/or alternative class and then required disciplinary removal from 
the study hall/or alternative class shall be transferred to an alternative school site/program. Each student must be 
enrolled in 20 credits per semester in order to remain at Selma High.
Accommodations for students with disabilities:
“If you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in alternate media (i.e., Braille, large 
print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 
please contact me as soon as possible.”
Cutler-Orosi   *     Dinuba    *   Kingsburg    *     Orange Cove   *  Parlier    *  Reedley    *    Sanger    *    Selma
  1305 “Q” Street
Sanger, CA 93657 
Phone: 559-876-2122
 Fax: 559-876-2102
Valley Regional Occupational Program
Monday, May 15, 2018
To: All Spring 2018 Dual Enrollment Teachers
From: Maria Meraz, Special Projects Coordinator 
RE: END-OF-SEMESTER DUAL ENROLLMENT CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES
Make sure to follow this list to complete duties and responsibilities before the end of the academic semester. Once you 
have checked all that apply place this memo back in to the Valley ROP Mail-box at your school site. 
You will need to do the following for the college:
1. Reaffirm you can log into Web Advisor.  You’ll need your user id and password.  If you can’t, call the college
help desk – (559) 499-6070.  They are available M-F 8:00 am – 5:00 pm.
2. Prepare your grades
Download the Grade-book Template from the VROP webpage www.valleyrop.net. Click on Resources 
>Dual Enrollment Resources>
Fill in Course information
 Instructor
 Section # (this is the college course code)
 Semester (Spring)
 Year (2018)
Fill in grades.
 College requires a minimum of 4 grades.
 Rename the assignments and adjust point value (if needed)
 Student’s college ID needs to be entered- You can get this info on Web Advisor when you click on one
of your classes.
 Make sure final grade matches the grade scale and the grade they will receive on the high school
report card.
Save the Grade-book and upload to WEBADVISOR no later than June 7th
 As:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
Save your Attendance and upload to WEBADVISOR no later than June 7th
 We will send you a PDF of your attendance from Jan-May 2018.
 Rename the Attendance File as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
Follow handout for entering and uploading GRADES and ATTENDANCE to WEBADVISOR
You will need to do the following for VROP:
Prep Finals and Grades to Upload to  your Schoology account  https://www.schoology.com/  . If you cannot log-in please 
let me know so that I can check if I have the ability to reset your password.   
Once you are logged into Schoology, (upload no later than June 7th)
1. Upload 1 Final for each section with Answer Key (or rubric for projects) to Schoology by the last week of school.
Save the Final as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_FINAL_TERM 
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_FINAL_2018SP
2. Upload Grades for each section you submitted to the College to Schoology
Save the Grades as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM 
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
________________________________ ____________________
Cc: Mrs. Deborah Marvin
DateTeacher Signature
R. Graduate Follow-Up 
System 
Graduate Follow Up System 
The Dinuba Agriculture Department has a physical graduate follow up survey form            
currently, however, it is outdated and does not get mailed out to all students. We               
currently rely on our smaller community and interactions with graduates to collect            
information. Formal follow up surveys are generally only completed by graduates           
who are most active following graduation, such as guest coaches, volunteers and            
fair exhibitors. We plan to send out a Google Form copy of a survey to recent                
graduates to receive graduate data information, including feedback about         
instructors, courses, facilities, and other general comments. This will allow for           
department reflections and improvement to meet the diverse needs of our students.  


S. List of Active Placement 
Sites 
List of Active Placement Sites 
Most of our students are currently involved with ownership projects. Those 
students who are involved in placements are arranged by the student. We would 
like to work more with our community and advisory committee to create a list of 
opportunities for students that might not have established connections in the 
community to get a placement position.  
Some placement sites are as follows: 
Country Ag  
Dinuba Ag Department  
Lone Oak Large Animal Veterinary Services 
Naylor Organics  
Reedley Veterinary Hospital 
Rustic Roots Floral 
Tory Farms 
Tulare County Stockyard 
Wilgenburg Greenhouses 
T. Recruitment Activities and 
Materials 
Recruitment Activities and Materials 
There are numerous strategies that the Dinuba Agriculture Department uses for 
recruitment purposes. At our middle school, we attend their annual “Choices” night 
in which clubs and teachers come out to promote their classes in order to recruit 
students for the following year. We were able to attend this year’s event and we 
believe it was pivotal in filling two full Ag Discovery courses in their first year of 
existence. Presentations are also given to elementary schools when invited to speak 
about agriculture. At the high school level, we attend the annual Club Fair, Harvest 
Fest, and the 8th Grade visit. At these events, courses are discussed with students, 
including FFA activities, with some sort of hands on activities, such as planting 
seeds, flower pens, petting snakes, and a Guide Dog. 
Every summer, we teach two sections of agriculture lessons to community groups. 
The first one is the Summer Bridge program that is set up for elementary to middle 
school students to come to the high school for one week and learn about 
agriculture for a few hours each day. We talk about animals, plants, mechanics, 
and California agriculture as it relates to our food. The second session is given to 
the Dinuba Recreation Center students, ranging from 1st grade to 6th grade. This 
group rotates between handling and showing livestock, animal science, and plant 
science. We have seen a spike in numbers and early interest in our program since 
we began to offer these events to young students, with numerous students stating 
they enrolled in agriculture classes because of these efforts. 


Recruitment Photos 
 
 
Dinuba Agriculture 
Department Class Sign ups 
What pathway would you like to complete? 
___Animal Science 
___Ornamental Horticulture 
___ Ag Mechanics 
___ Floral 
What is your next course to sign up for? 
____ Intro to Ag 
____ Ag Biology 
Animal Science Ornamental 
Horticulture (OH) 
Ag Mechanics Floral 
____ Animal Science ____ O.H. ____ Ag Mechanics ____ Floral 
____ Vet Science ____ Landscape Design ____ Equipment Op/Mt ____ Adv. Floral 
*** Reminder Check the Recommendations and Pre-Requisites prior to enrollment/sign ups. 
Student Signature: __________________________________ 
Agriculture
Department
Pathways
Ag Discovery
Do you love 
Animals? Do you 
desire to make the world beautiful by 
creating new life with plants?  Are you that hands on students who 
doesn’t mind getting a little dirty?  Then, Ag Discovery is the class for 
you!  In this class you will learn all types of new and interesting things 
about Agriculture, Animals, Plants, Soil and Where our food comes from.  
Want to join? Simply tear off the corner 
of this paper and take it to your 
counselors to sign up for the class!!  
Plan
ts
AnimalsHands-On Activities 
Food, Clothing, Leadership 
Skills & Travel
Ag Discovery Class
_____ Yes! I would like to Join Ag 
Discovery as my elective this year.
_____ Yes! But unsure if I have room in 
my schedule.  (Ill speak to my 
counselor.)
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V. Staff Minutes 
Staff Minutes 
 
The Agriculture staff meets weekly to discuss upcoming events, student concerns,           
vehicle use, department logistics, and other concerns that directly impact student           
success inside, and outside of the classroom. Meetings are held formally and            
informally, after school on Mondays. There is scheduled PLC time for the entire             
high school campus, however, since one department member teachers at the middle            
school, the schedules do not match up. 
DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT July 11, 2017 
AG Department room 601
 Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting: Summer get together 
: 
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba 
Please read: 
Please bring: 
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 
✓ Rec Center Classes- Rec Center kids, 12th and 13th. Roy will teach about animal science and 
take out his snakes. Nicole will do plant science and create leaf art. Kari will take students to the 
barn and let them touch and “show” animals. Grades 1st-5th. Will have 3 rotations. Second day 
will be new kids. 
✓ Fair Registration- Will meet for fair registration July 17th. Can come in between noon and 5pm. 
Must bring a credit card with them  to pay online fees. Must include require fair insurance. Ride 
wristbands are optional. Must print out receipt after completed to keep at the department.  
✓ Classrooms and Schedules- Kari will be in 600 all periods.  Per 1-prep, 2- Intro, 3-floral, 4-intro, 5 
floral, 6-advanced floral. Nicole will be in 601 and 600. Per 1-Ag Bio, 2-prep, 3 ag bio, 4-ag bio, 
5-OH, 6-ag bio. Roy will be in 600, 305 and WIS. Per 1-Animal science, 2 animal science, 3 
intro-per 4 prep, 5 WIS Ag discover, 6 WIS Ag discovery.  
✓ Responsibility Chart- Updated Chart of Responsibilities. Added: student teacher, student 
observers, Citrus Judging. 
✓ Officer/Parent Meeting July 13- Have tacos and condiments. ROy and Nicole will pick up day of. 
Roy will pick up meet on the 12th. Nicole will do the introduction and get to know you game. Roy 
will review officer responsibilities, kari will review officer expectations, and Nicole will cover 
parent’s role. 
✓ New High School- Update says school will be ready 2022-2023. Need to review grant application 
since it was kicked back. What changes can we make? Need more letters? Will have a 
conversation with Dr. Roberts about how we can improve.  
✓ Pre Fair and Barn Clean Up- Pre Fair will be August 31st at 5pm. Will request judges from reedley 
College. Nicole has a lead on a Pig Judge from fresno state. barn clean up will be Aug 28. 
Mandatory for all exhibitors. Check off item to release fair checks. Will need to pull weeds, clean 
pens, clean shed, rake, move bleachers, dump trashes and wheelbarrows. 
✓ Animal/Barn Concerns - Shania has missed numerous feedings, watering, poor attitude. Should 
have been struck out. Set Up a meeting with er and advisors on July 19th. Steven needs to have a 
one-on-one meetings with all advisors about not feeding each day, no grain, having other 
purchase feed for him. Will meet next monday during scheduled practice time.  
✓ Boot Camp- Roy and Nicole will attend, Kari will be out of town. Need to put in a Sub Request for 
PD day and email Mona to let her know. 
DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT August 20, 2018 
AG Department room 601 
Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting:  Department Meeting 
:  
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba, Rod Weaver (late) 
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 
✓ Dual Enrollment meeting? - Dual enrollment meeting with Fabrizio for Animal Science and 
Ornamental Horticulture credit. Nicole needs to reach out to Dr. Smith about obtaining syllabi for 
EH 30, EH 43, and EH 48. Meeting in Sanger 9/26/2018 at 4pm 
✓ Sunrise Rotary August 28,2018 6:30 am  4 students and 3 advisors - Students will meet tomorrow 
after school to create their powerpoint presentation. Pig Rep: Adriana, Goat Rep: Angelica, Lamb 
Rep: Jesus, Steer Rep: Steven. Need to highlight their experiences with this year’s project. Full 
uniform 
✓ Laptop.. Speeches. Each advisor needs to proofread and approve their specie’s sections 
✓  Club President Meeting August 21, 2018 2:30 – 3:30 - Jesus will need to attend, along with ASB 
Rep. Bring calendar to discuss our upcoming events. Discuss Harvest. 
✓ Harvest Picks on September 18th - Jesus and Nate will need to select Food items for our three clubs: FFA,
Floral and OH. FFA-Pizza, Floral-Water, OH- Nachos. Back up items 
✓ FFA Meeting August 23, 2018—Want do we need to do?- Need to go through supplies of slow 
sticks. Need glow in the dark dodgeballs from Roy. At Officer meeting, have them prepare the 
agenda, talking points, and the program. 
✓ Fair Schedule: Bus etc. Number of students each day etc Names - Reviewed fair schedule of 
transportation and departure times. Leaving Friday at 6am instead of 6:30. Roy will pick up 
shavings the saturday before fair begins for all species.   
✓ Clean Up Saturday—2 vans and the truck- Mandatory fair clean up. All members attending, except 
for Shania who went as an individual the first day. 
✓ Calendar up date- confirmed Cotton interest meeting date, cotton practices and times, meeting 
with the Dinuba Sentinel Editor 
✓ Fundraising schedule: Cookie Dough, Drive thru dinner - Cookie Dough fundraiser will be Nov 2-
Nov 14, Drive Thru Fundraiser will be Sept 24-Oct 5. $10/meal. Roy will pick up meat Oct 11. 
✓     Sports assignments are taken off. We are good. - Roy spoke with Freitas, we are no longer 
expected to do Sport Assignments. 
✓ Calendar events for weaver - At this time, there will be no calendar events expectations for him 
DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT September 24, 2018 
AG Department room 601 
Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting: Department Meeting 
:  
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba, Rod Weaver (did not attend) 
Please read: 
Please bring: 
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 
✓ Dual Enrollment Meeting- Wednesday Sept 26. Bring copies of syllabus from Reedley College. 
Fabrizio will walk us through the class sign up, attendance, and observations. 4pm in Sanger 
✓ Program Review; Nicole finished review binder. Department will clean up outside and inside to 
prepare. Tory Torosian and Dr. Roberts  will meet Mr. Parker at 1pm. Roy to put in sub Request 
for WIS classes 
✓ To Clean Up- Put away fair tack and equipment, Trash all around and dump, Kari will finish her 
shelving units, need to clean up Construction debris 
✓ Cotton Contests- discussed dates and would would be driving. Orosi- Kari, Corcoran-Roy, MJC- 
Roy, Hanford-Roy 
✓ Roster- Kari and Roy will complete rosters Tuesday, Nicole will Complete Wednesday. 
✓ Raisin Day- Roy will have sign ups available tomorrow morning for shifts. Will begin clean up at 
5pm. Petting zoo will have snakes, turtles, sheep, goats, and rabbits. 
✓ T-Shirts- Sale ends this friday. Need T-Shirt guy info from Ulices for creating a PO. Shirt sales not 
going very well. Need to promote more. 
✓ Drive Thru BBQ Fundraiser- Start selling Tuesday. Tickets all cut, stapled, and numbered. Can 
begin to check out tickets tomorrow. Roy will pick up meat Oct 11th 
OTHER INFORMATION 
Any concerns????? 
Our students may not remember what we taught them but they will 
remember the way we treated them. 
W. Department Inventory
Department Inventory 
Machinery 
● Tractor (1)
● 2016 GMC Express Van (1)
● 2001 Chevrolet Truck (1)
● Livestock Trailer (1, small)
● Shipping Container (3)
Animal Husbandry 
● Chicken Coop (1)
● Hog Feeders (20)
● Hog Boards (4)
● Sheep/Goat Stanchions (2)
● Beef Stanchion (2)
● Blowers (2)
● Beef Equipment (various)
● Sheep Equipment (various)
● Goat Equipment (various)
● Electronic Livestock Scale (3)
● Upright Tack Boxes (3)
● Flat Tack Box (1)
● Hanging Tack Box (1)
● Wheelbarrows (4)
● Wash Racks (3)
● Show ring (1)
● Livestock Storage Shed (1)
● Dog Washing Sink (1)
● Dog Drying Stand (1)
● Dog Blower (1)
● Guide Dog Supplies (various)
Horticulture 
● Traditional Greenhouse (1)
● Greenhouse Tables (18)
● Hydroponics Greenhouse (1)
● Shade House (1)
● Outdoor Growing Tables (10)
● Raised Garden Beds (10)
● Orchard and Vineyard (plan to    
replace in 2019)
● Hand Garden Tools (various)
● Heated Seed Propagation Mats (10)
● Soil Bin (1)
● Tool Storage Shed (1)
● Floral Shed (1)
● Horticulture Storage Shed (1)
● Gravel Bin (1)
Food/Serving Items 
● Catering Utensils (various)
● Refrigerator (1)
● Freezer (1)
● Ice Chest (1)
● Igloo Coolers (3)
● Food Warmer (4)
● Microwave (1)
Classrooms 
● Classrooms (3)
● Teacher Desks (3)
● Chromecarts (2)
● Chromebooks (70)
● Student Chairs (90)
● Office Chair (4)
● Filing Cabinets (6)
● TV with Chromebox (3)
● Teacher Laptop (3)
● Teacher Desktop (2)
● Compound Microscopes (various)
● Veterinary Science Supplies  
(various)
● Floral tools and equipment (various)
● Horticulture tools and equipment   
(various)
● Sink (2)






2017-2018 Bell Schedules
2018-2019 Bell Schedules
 
  
 
10. Student-
Teacher Class 
Ratio 
 
 
 
  
Quality Criterion 10A- Class Size 
The high school agriculture courses meet the outline student-teacher ratio. Each year our 
department strives to meet the student teacher ratio of 28 students in classroom-based courses and 
24 students in Agricultural Mechanics. We have been working with administration and counselors 
to meet this requirement. With the newly added Ag Discovery classes at the junior high, these 
classes exceed the 28 student limit. After Ag Discovery is split into Ag Discover 1 and Ag 
Discovery 2, we hope that the course enrollment numbers will reflect the high school number 
expectations. 
Example: PowerSchool Print Out 
Quality Criterion 10B- Student/Teacher Ratio 
Our total student-teacher ratio overall exceeds the 75:1 ratio. Last year, our department 
ratio was 354:3. With our first year students counting as 0.5, our ratio would be 309:3 or 103:1. 
With ratios and new courses being added, we hope to add an additional teacher to our program in 
the future. Since we do not have an SAE period, this increases the number of students per teacher 
each instructional year.  
Example:  R2 Report 


 
 
 
11. Full Year
Employment
Quality Criterion 11A- Extended Contract 
All three full time Agriculture instructors at Dinuba High School are compensated for their 
time in both an extended summer contract and FFA Advisor stipend. Each instructor is 
compensated 10% of their base salary for 20 days over June and July. FFA Advisor stipends are 
paid out over the school year at 10% of the instructor’s base salary. Roy Browne, Kariann 
Wilterding and Nicole Borba are full time agriculture instructors who have responsibilities over 
summer to supervise SAE projects and have FFA advisor roles. Department responsibilities are 
shared amongst all full time agriculture teachers. One instructor who is not considered a full time 
agriculture instructor teaches one agriculture course of a five on six schedule who does not receive 
any additional stipends due to no department and extra-curricular responsibilities or expectations. 
Examples: See Chart of Responsibilities, Extended Contract 
Quality Criterion 11B- Supervision Period 
The Dinuba High School schedule was changed for the 2018-2019 school year, with a 
reduction in class periods. With this change brought the removal of the Dinuba High School 
Agriculture teachers SAE period. Agriculture instructors are compensated with a 10% Farm 
Management Extended contract, known traditionally as a summer contract to oversee SAE’s 
during non-instructional time. 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Chart of Responsibilities 2018– 2019  
Assignment Date Roy 
Browne 
Kari 
Wilterding 
Nicole 
Borba 
Leadership Advising 
Officer Team Advisor All Year XX X X 
Officer Retreat July XX X X 
Opening Closing Ceremonies October Officer Team Novice Teams Open Teams 
Sectional Officer Team Officer All Year 
Sectional Activities All Year X X X 
Judging Teams 
Creed Speaking Fall-Spring X XX X 
Cooperatives February XX 
Banking Quiz December XX 
Cotton Judging CDE Sept – Nov XX 
Vine Pruning CDE Winter XX 
Citrus Judging CDE Winter X X 
Prepared speaking Spring X XX 
Extemporaneous Speaking Spring XX XX X 
Job Interview Spring XX X 
Veterinary Science CDE Spring XX 
Impromptu Spring X XX 
Best Informed Greenhand Spring X XX 
Landscape Design- CDE Spring XX 
Veterinary Science – CDE May -Oct XX 
Floriculture CDE XX 
 GUIDE DOGS X XX X 
Department / Reports 
Department Head All Year XX 
R2 – Roster October XX X X 
Program of Activities Fall X XX 
Requisitions All Year XX X 
Transportation Forms All Year XX 
Advisory Committee Meetings All year XX X X 
Advisory Committee Minutes All year XX 
Grants All Year X X X 
Student Teachers observer XX X 
CATA 
State Conference June X X X 
Road Show Prof. Dev. December X X X 
Fall Sectional Meeting September X X X 
Spring Sectional Meeting May X X X 
Fall Regional Meeting November X X X 
Spring Regional Meeting February X X X 
Summer Regional Meeting June X X X 
Proficiency Application Scoring February X X X 
Record Book Scoring January X X X 
Sectional Officer Position All Year X X X 
     
Leadership Conferences     
Chapter Officer Lead. Conf. October  X X 
Greenhand Leadership Conf. November  X  
Made for Excellence Conf. February X X X 
Advanced Leadership Academy February X X X 
State FFA Convention April X X X 
National FFA Convention Trip October XX   
     
FFA Meetings     
Aug. Mtg. – Groovy meeting August X X X 
Sept. Mtg- Pool party September X X X 
Oct. Mtg. – Halloween Movie October X X X 
Nov. Mtg. – Thanksgiving  November X X X 
Dec. Mtg. – Chapter / GH Degree December X X X 
Jan. Mtg. – January X X X 
Feb. Mtg. - Softball Night February X X X 
Mar. Mtg. - Chapter Degree March X X X 
Apr. Mtg. – Park - Games April X X X 
May Mtg. - Banquet Awards May XX   
May Mtg. - Banquet Food May   XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Program,  
Decor & Certificates 
May  XX  
     
Community Service     
Thanksgiving Baskets November X X X 
Raisin Day Petting Zoo September XX   
Grand View Carnival Petting Zoo October XX   
Women’s Club Mtg. October  XX  
Christmas Float December X X X 
Pet Food Drive January XX X X 
Valentine Roses  February  XX  
Rose/Carnations for the Elderly February X XX X 
Earth Day - Tree Planting March   XX 
Pet therapy November  
X 
X X 
SAE Projects     
Sheep May –Sept. XX   
Swine May – Sept.   XX 
Goats Mar – Sept.  XX  
Beef Jan - Sept  XX  
Tulare County Fair September X X X 
Plant Sales – Fall / Spring Nov. / May   XX 
Bare Root Trees Jan – May   X 
Vegetable Plots Mar – Jun X X X 
Small Animals All year XX   
Orchard/Vineyard All year X  XX 
Open Shop Projects All year X   
Poultry at the Jr. High All year X   
Ag Sci & Animal Proficiencies Spring XX   
Ag Mech & Landscape Prof. Spring XX 
Sales, Floral & Horticulture Prof. Spring XX X 
Pre-Fair Fall X X X 
State/Am. Degree Applications Winter X X X 
Officer Duties 
Chapter Officer Applications March X XX X 
Regional Officer Applications February X XX X 
Sectional Officer Applications April X XX X 
State Conference Applications January XX 
MFE-ALA Applications November XX 
Fundraisers 
Drive Thru BBQ Fall XX X X 
Shirt Orders All Year X XX X 
Cookie Dough November XX X X 
Smencils XX 
Other 
World Ag Expo X X X 
National FFA Week February X X X 
Officer Meetings All Year XX X X 
Dual Enrollment Classes All Year X XX X 
Reedley Showmanship Day November 
     XX   =   lead advisor 
      X     =   assistant advisor 

  
 
 
12. Program 
Achievement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Quality Criterion 12A- Leadership and Citizen Development 
 The Dinuba Agriculture Department meets the requirement for participating the 12 areas 
on the activities checklist. Each year, Dinuba FFA easily surpasses the minimum, with the program 
completing well over 12 areas in the 2017-2018 school year. This information can be verified can 
be verified by reviewing the annual FFA Activities Check sheet submitted to the Regional 
Supervisor each year as a part of the Ag Incentive Grant review process. There are 30 areas 
available for the chapter to indicate that it participated in and Dinuba participated in 21 activities 
during the 2017-2018 school year. Dinuba completes 175% out of 100% minimum of activities.  
 
Example: AIG Application  
 Quality Criterion 12B- Practical Application of Occupational Skills 
Currently, the Dinuba Agriculture Education program does not currently meet the 
minimum of at least 5% of the membership earning the State FFA Degree. In the 2017-2018 school 
year, 5 Dinuba FFA members received their State FFA Degree. In order to have met this minimum, 
we would have needed 17 students earning this degree. With the addition of 2 Ag Discovery 
courses at the Junior High School, adding over 60 students to our membership, we will need to 
continue to strive to get more students partaking in quality SAEs to receive their degrees. 
A pilot SAE project competition is being started during the 2018-2019 school year to boost 
the quantity, and quality, or student projects. We have also linked with a local nursery to produce 
plants for retail purposes. This allows students to experience nursery production, an in-demand 
occupational skill. We are continually looking for new ideas and opportunities to provide students 
with practical applications of occupational skills. 
 
Example: See SAE Project Competition   
 Quality Criterion 12C- Qualified and Professional Activities 
 All three Agriculture teachers within the department attend a minimum of 5 professional 
in-service activities. Professional in-service activities include Sectional, Regional and State 
California Agriculture Teachers Association sponsored events, such as meetings and roadshows. 
In addition, the Agriculture teachers attend other professional development events including those 
hosted by the district for curriculum, instruction, as well as a department member attending the 
National Association of Agricultural Educators national convention. 
  
Examples: In-Service List 
  
 Quality Criterion 12D- Community, Business, and Industry Involvement 
The local Agriculture Advisory meets twice per year, once each semester. The department 
would like to increase to total number of meetings each year to three, especially as the districts 
gets closer to preparing to break ground on the new high school. At each meeting, current events, 
achievements, updates and future activities in the program are reviewed, any issues discussed, and 
guidance is shared to help drive curriculum and activities. 
 
Example: Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
 
 
  
 Quality Criterion 12E- Retention 
 The Dinuba Agriculture department does not currently meet the minimum retention 
percentages for third and fourth year members. Using the most recent roster data, there were 32 
third year and 21 fourth year members. If you combine both numbers, the total is 53. We do not 
meet the 30% requirement. Here is the breakdown: 
 
354 students total in our program 
53 third and fourth year students 
53/354= 0.1497 X 100= 14.97% 
  
 Quality Criterion 12F- Graduate Follow Up 
 Each year, all program completers are recorded and tracked for data purposes. The 
information that is included on the graduate follow up includes higher education, employment, or 
military service. Information is collected through personal interactions instead of a formal survey 
that is sent out. The department is working towards creating a formal graduate survey that would 
be sent out at the beginning of the following school year in order to get an accurate collection of 
information. 
 
Examples: Roster 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




17-18 School 
Borba Browne Wilterding
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
1
2
3
4
5
INCENTIVE GRANT IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES DOCUMENTATION
CRITERIA 4.B School Year 
ACTIVITIES
TEACHERS NAMES
Region In-service Day
Spring Region Meeting
Section In-service*
** Can utilize a maximum of two other "Agriculturally Related" Professional Development activities than those listed above. Explain the Professional
Development:
Professional Development **
Section In-service*
Section In-service*
Section In-service*
Summer Conference
Based on the previous year’s record, every agriculture teacher, teaching at least ½ time agriculture, attends a minimum of four of the following professional 
development activities:
Qualified and Competent Personnel
* Four Section In-service Meetings equals one Professional Development Activity
AET Inservice Event-Borba, Browne, and Wilterding
Fall Region Meeting
University AgEd Skills Week
INCENTIVE GRANT IN-SERVICE ACTIVITIES DOCUMENTATION
TEACHERS NAMES
** Can utilize a maximum of two other "Agriculturally Related" Professional Development activities than those listed above. Explain the Professional
Development:
Dinuba High School
Based on the previous year’s record, every agriculture teacher, teaching at least ½ time agriculture, attends a minimum of four of the following professional 
development activities:
Qualified and Competent Personnel
* Four Section In-service Meetings equals one Professional Development Activity
AET Inservice Event-Borba, Browne, and Wilterding
Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 5, 2018 
Started 6:43pm 
 
 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Toroian Ag. Advisory Chair And Roy Browne 
 
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Present: Torosian, Browne, 
Layne, Robison, Wilterding, Borba, R. Watson, Nishinaka, J. Terry, Lopes, 
western milling, Villarreal, Naylor 
  
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: 
,      Kari Wilterding 
    Nicole Borba 
 
Approval of Minutes: Did not do this meeting 
 
Introduction of FFA Officers: ​all officers were present to introduce 
themselves. Gave a brief synopsis on their involvement in the FFA. 
● Nate spoke about the Tulare County Fair exhibits 
● Karen spoke about the Officer Retreat 
● Jesus G. spoke about the Alta Historical Society Community Service 
Event 
● Itzel spoke about the Raisin Day Community Service Petting Zoo and 
Informational booth 
● Ulices spoke about fundraisers: BBQ dinner, Flower Pen Sales, 
Cookie Dough Sales 
● Leslie spoke about the Opening/Closing Contest and included the 
Discovery Students 
● Jose spoke about cotton judging team. 
● Jesus A. Spoke about Lions Club and the Sunrise Rotary Club  
● Steven spoke about the Chapter Meetings that we have the students 
participate in. 
 
Call Warren and Baerg for buyers of Hogs next year.  
 
Introduction of Puppy GDB--​Vancouver was introduced and that we have 
7 kids waiting for puppies and finish their trainings.  
 
Update on activities:​ Browne went over the upcoming events 
Winter CDE: Cotton, Vine Pruning: Contest schedule for January 16 
Spring CDE: Landscape Design: Floriculture: Vet. Science: Landscape Design :  Contest 
here- March 16​th 
State conference- April 25-28​th,​ 2019 in Anaheim, Ca.  
 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting: Nov 15 – game night and potluck 
Cookie Dough sales  
 
Up-date on classes:​ Browne explained what graduation credits each class 
and what dual enrollment courses are. Nishinaka said students at Sanger in 
the dual enrollment program received their AA at the commencement 
ceremonies. Planning on expanding to other schools the same model. 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, Graduation (science), Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts), Dual Enrollment 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag 
Landscape design: CSU,  Dual Enrollment  
Ag Leadership 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Ornamental Horticulture-  CSU Graduation (Science) Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture II, Dual Enrollment 
Animal science- CSU,  Graduation ( Science) Dual Enrollment  
 
 Classes at Washington Intermediate  School​.  Ag Discovery- 2 periods that Browne teaches. 
heavily into plant unit: building greenhouse, self watering pots, plant reproduction and 
propagation, improving their “Ag Farm” , Beginning of the year Big career unit, introduced our 
Discovery Officer Team that will work with the Chapter officers on events and the banquet at the 
end of the year. Exciting to see how it will grow and the excitement about learning.  
 
Pathways and Science Flow Charts-​ Browne showed flow chart of science and pathways the 
students can go through to get their pathway complete.  Wilterding the only one we cannot 
complete is the physical science but we would like to do that with our intro to ag course. 
 
11 Elements of High Quality CTE Programs-​ Looking for your help in the following area’s:  
  
 
What do we want our program to be ​:  We want to provide our students with the 
skills to be successful in a college and or in career? 
 
How do we accomplish this ?  
Help locate jobs for our students 
Internships 
  Job Shadowing  
Field Trips 
Industry Certification 
Work Based Learning 
 
Notes:  Browne- IN these type “jobs” they will be covered by the schools insurance,  
Robison asked about average hours- Browne says 3-5 hours a week 
Villareal- looking at just hours like the engineering we did with visalia and will be 
doing with Orosi they did it during the summer and 2 weeks on break. 
Browne- working with manjeet in meetings but we are looking for different 
options for our students  
Robison we can do something with producers Dairy- they would be willing, ill 
give you contact info. 
Browne- if you can go back to your company and see what they can do to help us 
out with these items 
Nishinaka- does it have to be in this region 
Browne- No 
Nishinaka- central coast has lots of growers that i can help you get in contact with 
to set those up. 
Torosian- Sarkis can hook us up with winery tours, main products grapes in our 
area. Distilling is coming back  
Nishinaka- Certified California nursery growers.  
Borba- looked last year never got a response 
Nish- pilot program at merced this year so hoping they will expand to HS 
Browne- Connections to paramount or large companies here 
Villareal- will ask windle spray? brother used to work at paramount 
Torosian- Sun Pacific 
Layne- well what would you want from them 
Browne- Tours, classroom visitations, make ag world more viable to them, 
maybe future jobs or internships. 
 
Community Partnerships Chart- ​ Just a visual of everything we have done for the 
community, how many hours we have participated in, and what they have done for us 
 
Ag Incentive: ​361 students this year up from 354 last year 
Review from Mr. Parker State Staff- Where can we improve ??? Your ideas are 
welcome. 
 
Browne- enclosed is our annual review with parker, spent the afternoon with, We are 
working on some of these items so we can see improvement.  He then worked through 
the incentive checklist 
Need to work on: 1F- more kids with a project on AET 
     2G- 80% in leadership events 
      3 D- 80% engaged in SAE projects verified by ag records 
     3E- SAE projects visited by advisors 
     5B- Appropriate storage space 
     7C- progress towards student certification 
10A- Shop classes have no more than 22 (we think he is going off 
last year because this year all classes except junior high didnt) 
     11B- project supervision period in addition to a prep period 
     12 A- program meets program achievement 
 
Browne- always looking for improvement please give us your feedback, comments, 
opinions etc to help us improve.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
Ag Mechanics:​ Lost the battle we are down to 1 class period this year 18 kids, 
because of the different pathways (IT) there is not a draw to offer for our kids. the 
pathway was dwindling with second class and this years first class numbers have 
decreased, Brought in Weaver to teach the class and enrollment went from 2-3 
periods to 1 period. Even though we are loosing this we have a strong 3 pathways 
and we would like to increase enrollment and increase pathways. Jr. High would 
like to get a full time ag teacher. 
Nish- would you be able to bring ag mech back? 
Browne- we would have to jump through a lot of hoops to get it back 
largest thing would be the competition.  but because of the other IT taking 
over we can no longer support it. So we may never get it back.  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
Torosian- Saw some tree’s down are they starting with it.. 
Villarreal- We are in line to get funding but governor wont do anything so we are 
contacting CTE, we are under hardship- paying down our debts but could get out of debt, 
but we just need the bonds sold, drawings are approved, calling our legislators, working 
hard on the different cfo and board work days etc.  
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 Set the next advisory meeting (will be a joint meeting with Perkins then we will do a 
short Ag meeting) March 4th, 2019 @6:30pm 
Send a save the date in January Reminder 
 
Borba-Update on OH from changes discussed 
Reached out to Birchall will donate new fruit trees’ and re-do the irrigation 
New greenhouse is build 
Local greenhouse supply company is donating the whole shade house cloth will 
come out and take measurements.  
Watson’s nursery donations 
Diversification from cuttings and mother plants 
Ordered new succulent plants for xmas boxes 
Purge sale tomorrow to make room for large succulent order 
kids run, create bills of sales, pulling orders etc. 
 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 7:51pm 
 
 
Respectfully prepared by Kariann Wilterding 
  
Supplementary 
Materials for 
Comprehensive 
Program Plan  
 Supporting Documentation 
 
 
1. Student Data Sheets 
2. Permanent Agriculture Student File 
3. Course Outlines 
4. Grade Book 
5. Home and Project Visit Forms 
6. School Board Policy on SAE 
7. School Board Policy on FFA 
8. FFA Program of Activities 
9. Recruitment Program 
10. FFA Chapter Scrapbook 
11. Summer Activities Calendar 
12. Graduate Follow Up Survey 
13. Graduate Follow Up Survey Results  
14. Comprehensive Program Plan 
15. Advisory Committee Agenda 
16. Advisory Committee Minutes 
17. Advisory Committee Constitution and Bylaws 
18. Proficiency Standards 
19. Credentials 
20. Department Calendar 
21. Professional Development Activities 
22. R-2 Report 
23. Travel Request Form 
24. CATA Membership 
25. Professional Development Report 
26. Five Year Requisition 
27. Current Operating Budget 
28. District/Department Budgeting Process 
29. Department Chairpersons Responsibilities  
30. Chart of Responsibilities 
31. Substitute Teacher Procedures 
32. Program Complete Description 
33. Articulation Agreements 
34. Reimbursement Process  
  
 
 
 
1. Student Data 
Sheets 
  









 
  
 
 
2. Permanent Student 
Files  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Permanent Student Files 
 
With the official adoption of AET and more online sources, we do not currently              
keep any record books or very many hard copies of student files. All student              
related information is stored on calaged.org or theaet.com. In the Agriculture           
Department office, there are 2 filing cabinets dedicated to official department files,            
applications, and other related information that require hard copies of materials to            
be kept. More information is being transitioned to being kept in a shared             
department Google Drive folder for ease of access, editing purposes, and           
replication needs. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
3. Course Outlines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
 
Ag Biology Syllabus  
 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba  Email: nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us Rooms: 600 and 601 
 
Course Description: This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach to 
biological science and the field of agriculture, while fulfilling their high school Life Science 
requirement. Learning will take place in the classroom, farm laboratory, and science laboratory 
environments. Using agriculture as a focus, the course emphasizes the biological principle and 
interrelationships among the following topics: the cellular aspects of life including growth and 
reproduction of plants and animals; genetic principles, evolution of species; ecological 
relationships and physiological principles including the function of major body systems. In 
addition, the inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the materials covered in the 
classroom. This includes involvement in FFA activities, planning of an agriculture-based project, 
and keeping accurate records; all required parts of a successful agriculture program. This course 
will be using multiple sources of information including a textbook, online sources, and Google 
Classroom. 
 
Course Outline:  
Semester 1- 
Unit 1: FFA 
 
Unit 2: Science Principles: Lab Safety, Scientific Methods, Themes of Bio, Characteristics of 
Living Things  
 
Unit 3: Ecology:  Biotic & Abiotic Factors, Energy Flow, Ecosystems, Biodiversity, Cycles, 
Biomes, Communities, Populations, Succession, Symbiosis, And Conservation 
 
Unit 4: Human Impact 
 
Unit 5: Cells: Organelles: Functions & Types, Cycle, Membrane, Diffusion, Macromolecules, 
Enzymes, Cell Reproduction: Chromosomes, Mitosis, Meiosis, Processes: Photosynthesis, 
Respiration, Krebs Cycle 
 
Semester 2- 
Unit 6: DNA:  Structure and Models, compare RNA, Replication, Transcription & Translation, 
Protein Synthesis, Recombinant DNA 
 
 Unit 7: Genetics & Heredity: Mendel, Punnett Squares, Recombination, Pedigrees, Sex-link, 
Laws: Segregation, Independent Assortment. 
 
Unit 8: Evolution:  Eras, Origins of Life, Darwin, Fossil Record, Adaptations, Selection 
(artificial vs natural), Evidence from Living Things, Classification, Evolutionary Causes, 
Speciation 
 
Unit 9: Physiology: Animal Body Systems, Major Disease Project 
 
Review All Units: Each Semester will have a final. 
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook  30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations 30% 
Quizzes/Tests     25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester)  10% 
SAE/Record Book    5% 
 
Special Considerations: 
1. FFA Activities and involvement are mandatory for this course.  You may earn up to 10% of your 
total course points towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities 
include, but are not limited to the following items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, 
conferences, sectional and state activities.  These activities are not always during the school day.  You 
may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on weekends or on school vacations.  
You are required to attend 5 activities per semester to receive full credit.  Extra credit points can be 
earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure 
they are completing this requirement.  
 
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive 
absences will impact your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box 
for your missing handouts, but don’t do it in the middle of class.  If you have one excused absence you 
will have one day to make up the work for full credit. If work is turned in late, without an excused 
absence, you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for that assignment. After 3 
class periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a test, it is 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within 2 DAYS of your 
absence. 
 
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable 
goods it cannot be made up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Since this is a scientific course, you 
need to attend lab days; failure to do so will result in a lower grade. 
 
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, 3-Subject size minimum, for this 
course. You will be required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout the 
school year. Notice may or may not be given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the student 
to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all times.   
 
5. Other items you will NEED for this class: Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick 
 
 Keep your notebook up to date at all times! You never know when we will be having a 
random notebook check on top of the regular notebook checks. 
 
 
Class Expectations and Rules:  At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1.  Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  Be  
     cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and 
plagiarizing  
     will not be tolerated and result in a zero score. 
2.  Responsible – prompt (being in your seat when the bell rings), prepared, self-directed, and ready to 
work.   Self-motivated, attentive, and positive  
     attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of class time, 
and  
     observe all rules and policies. 
3.  On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when finished.   
     Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up. 
4.  Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be prepared, 
have  
     a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, drinks or 
gum will  
 be allowed in the science lab. 
5.  Focused – all electronics put away, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food  
     and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality work, 
and  
     keep up with class pacing.   
6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a  weekly intervention 
 
Student-Parent Agreement 
 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, 
grading procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Agriculture 
Biology.  
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, 
notebook entries, bookwork and projects. 
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities per 
semester for a small portion of their grade.  
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project, outside of 
scheduled class time, for a small portion of their grade. 
● I understand that late work will be accepted for half credit only the day after the due date. 
 
 
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the 
rules and policies of the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the 
 syllabus and sign below.  Then the student will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor 
and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
 
 
Students:   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the  
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will 
participate  
       in class to ensure my success. 
 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  
________ 
 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  
__________ 
 
 
 
Parents:  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as 
outlined in  
          the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  
____________________________________________________ 
 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  
______________________________________________________ 
 
Contact Information: Email Address-  
_________________________________________________   
 
Phone Number-  _____________________________________________ 
 
  
  
 
 
 
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Ornamental Horticulture Syllabus 
 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba  Email: nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us  Room: 600 
             
Course Description: This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach to 
the science of the Ornamental Horticulture field. Students will learning about the fundamentals of 
plants growth, soil science, pest management and sustainability as it relates to horticulture and 
natural resources. It will also develop skills needed for employment or continuing education in the 
field of nursery production, landscape maintenance, nursery production, ornamental horticulture. 
Practical biological science, plant care, reproduction, common plant identification, entomology, 
irrigation, fertilization, industry practices and other topics are covered.  The course is rigorous and 
involves advanced laboratory activities. Students will also be introduced to environmental 
agencies, product development and marketing, as well as developing employment skills necessary 
for the industry. In addition, the inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the materials 
covered in the classroom. This includes involvement in FFA activities, planning of an agriculture-
based project, and keeping accurate records; all required parts of a successful agriculture program. 
This course will be using multiple sources of information including a textbook, online sources, 
and Google Classroom. 
 
Course Outline: * 
Topics to be covered include, but are not limited to: 
 
1. FFA/Leadership 
2. Careers Opportunities 
3. Plant/Tools/Materials Identification 
4. Human Impact on Horticulture and the Environment 
5. Plant Classification/Taxonomy 
6. Fundamentals of Plant Growth and Propagation 
7. Fundamentals of Soil Science  
8. Pests/Entomology 
9. Sustainability 
10. Product Marketing 
 11. Composting 
12. Nursery Production and Landscaping Practices  
 
Students will be expected to complete courses tasks inside and outside of the classroom 
including hands-on project and assignments. 
 
*Subject to change upon instructor discretion 
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook  30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations 30% 
Quizzes/Tests     25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester)  10% 
SAE/Record Book    5% 
 
 
Special Considerations: 
1. FFA Activities and involvement is mandatory for this course.  You may earn up to 10% of your 
total course points towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities 
include, but are not limited to the following items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, 
conferences, sectional and state activities.  These activities are not always during the school day.  You 
may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on weekends or on school vacations.  
You are required to attend 5 activities PER SEMESTER to receive full credit.  Extra credit points can be 
earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure 
they are completing this requirement. NO exceptions or substitutions for this requirement. 
 
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive 
absences will impact your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box 
for your missing handouts, but don’t do it in the middle of class.  If you have one excused absence you 
will have one day to make up the work and so on. If work is turned in late, without an excused absence, 
you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for that assignment. After 3 class 
periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a test, it is YOUR 
RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within 2 DAYS of your 
absence unless otherwise specified by the instructor. 
 
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable 
goods it cannot be made up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Labs will be an integral part of this 
course, which may be within the classroom or outside on the farm laboratory. You need to attend lab 
days; failure to do so will result in a lower grade. Labs days may or may not be able to be made up; this is 
based on the nature of the lab and at the discretion of the teacher.  
 
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, single subject size minimum, for 
this course. You will be required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout 
the school year. Notice may or may not be given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the 
student to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all times.   
 
5. Other items you will NEED for this class: Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick 
 
 Keep your notebook up to date at all times! You never know when we will be having a 
random notebook check on top of the regular notebook checks. 
 
Class Expectations:  At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1.  Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  
Be  
     cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and 
plagiarizing  
     will not be tolerated and result in a zero score. 
2.  Responsible – prompt, prepared, self-directed, and ready to work.  Self-motivated, attentive, 
and positive  
     attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of 
class time, and  
     observe all rules and policies. 
3.  On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when 
finished.   
     Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up. 
4.  Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be 
prepared, have  
     a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, 
drinks or gum will  
 be allowed in the science lab. 
5.  Focused – all electronics put away, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food  
     and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality 
work, and  
     keep up with class pacing.   
6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a weekly 
intervention 
Student-Parent Agreement 
 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, 
grading procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
 
 
 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Ornamental 
Horticulture.  
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, 
notebook entries, bookwork and projects. 
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities per 
semester for a small portion of their grade.  
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project, outside of 
scheduled class time, for a small portion of their grade. 
 ● I understand that late work will receive 10% off each day it is late up to 50% off the total 
assignment. 
 
 
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the 
rules and policies of the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the 
syllabus and sign below.  Then the student will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor 
and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
 
Students:   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the  
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will 
participate  
       in class to ensure my success. 
 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  
________ 
 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  
__________ 
 
 
Parents:  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as 
outlined in  
          the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  
____________________________________________________ 
 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  
______________________________________________________ 
 
Contact Information: Email Address-  
_________________________________________________   
 
Phone Number-  _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
  
Dinuba High School 
Agriculture Department 
Landscape Design Syllabus 2017-2018 
 
Instructor Information: 
Mrs. Borba Email: ​nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us Rooms: 216  / 217  / 600
(P1-2) (P3-4) (P7) 
Course Description: ​This course is designed to provide students with a hands-on approach Landscape              
Design and the Ornamental Horticulture agricultural field. Learning will take place in the classroom, farm               
laboratory, and other laboratory environments. This course will explore career opportunities within the             
Landscape industry, in such areas as landscape design, construction, maintenance, as well as general nursery               
production practices while developing an understanding of practical biological knowledge, propagation,           
entomology, and industry practices. In addition, the inter-curricular FFA program supports and enhances the              
materials covered in the classroom. This includes involvement in FFA activities, planning of an              
agriculture-based project, and keeping accurate records; all required parts of a successful agriculture program.              
This course will be using multiple sources of information including a textbook, online sources, and Google                
Classroom. 
 
Course Outline:​ * 
Topics to be covered include, but are not limited to: 
 
1. FFA/Leadership 
2. Careers Opportunities 
3. Plant/Tools/Materials Identification 
4. Plant Classification/Taxonomy 
5. Propagation Methods 
6. Landscape Design Principles 
7. Hardscaping/Xeriscaping 
8. Landscape Construction and Maintenance  
9. Nursery Production Practices  
10. Weeds and Insects 
11. Soil Properties 
 
 
Students will be expected to complete courses tasks inside and outside of the classroom including hands-on 
project and assignments. 
 
*Subject to change  
 
 
 
Grading Policy: 
Classwork/Homework/Notebook 30% 
Labs/Projects/Research/Presentations30% 
Quizzes/Tests 25% 
FFA (5 Activities per semester) 10% 
SAE/Record Book 5% 
Special Considerations:
1. FFA Activities and involvement is ​mandatory​ for this course.  You may earn up to 5% of your total course points
towards your final grade, per semester, for attending FFA activities.  Activities include, but are not limited to the
following items: chapter meetings/activities, fundraisers, judging teams, conferences, sectional and state activities.  These
activities are not always during the school day.  You may experience activities that occur after school, in the evenings, on
weekends or on school vacations.  You are required to attend ​5 activities per semester​ to receive full credit.  Extra credit
points can be earned up to 2 additional activities per semester for half credit. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure
they are completing this requirement.
2. Make up work is the responsibility of the students to obtain if they miss school.  Excessive absences will impact
your grade.  You will need to ask your classmates and look through the makeup box for your missing handouts, but don’t
do it in the middle of class.  If you have one ​excused​ absence you will have one day to make up the work and so on. If
work is turned in late, without an excused absence, you will automatically receive a 50% reduction of possible points for
that assignment. After 3 class periods, the assignment will no longer be accepted for credit. If you are absent and miss a
test, it is YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to may take them before school, lunch or after school within ​2 DAYS​ of your
absence.
3. Labs: Specific labs can be made up for excused absences; however, if the lab uses perishable goods it cannot be
made up.  An alternate assignment will be given. Labs will be an integral part of this course, which may be within the
classroom or outside on the farm laboratory. You need to attend lab days; failure to do so will result in a lower grade. Labs
days may or may not be able to be made up; this is based on the nature of the lab and at the discretion of the teacher.
4. Notebook: you are required to keep a spiral bound notebook, ​1-Subject​ size ​minimum​, for this course. You will
be required to turn this notebook in for class and lab participation credit throughout the school year. Notice may or may
not be given for work submission, so it is the responsibility of the student to ensure notebooks are up-to-date at all times.
5. Other items you will ​NEED​ for this class: ​Pens, pencils, highlighters, and a glue stick
Keep your notebook up to date at all times!​ You never know when we will be having a random notebook 
check on top of the regular notebook checks. 
Class Expectations:​  At all times, inside and outside, students are expected to be: 
1. Respectful – courteous, considerate, mature, and respectable to others and their possessions.  Be
cooperative, ask permission to talk, or leave seat, and raise had to be called on.  Cheating and plagiarizing
will not be tolerated and result in a zero score.
2. Responsible – prompt, prepared, self-directed, and ready to work.  Self-motivated, attentive, and positive
attitude.  Obtain missed work, complete assignments on time, use the restroom outside of class time, and
observe all rules and policies.
3. On task – participate, show effort, complete task at hand, working forward in topic when finished.
Communicate, listen, use citizenship, try your best, and never give up.
4. Safe – Follow safety procedures including no horse play or negative behavior or actions.  Be prepared, have
a good work ethic, ask questions and for help, help others and be goal oriented. No food, drinks or gum will
be allowed in the science lab.
5.  Focused – all electronics put away, on silent, out of sight, unless needed for class work.  Food  
     and drinks are not allowed during class.  Strive to improve academic achievement, do quality work, and  
     keep up with class pacing.  
6. 6. Additional Support- Students needing additional support will be invited to a weekly intervention 
Student-Parent Agreement 
 
By signing below, we agree to adhere to the above stated and agree to the class syllabus, outline, grading 
procedures, and I agree to these standards and requirements. 
 
 
● I have read and agree to the information outlined in the course syllabus for Landscape Design.  
● I understand that work in class will include labs, reviewing previous course work, notebook entries, 
bookwork and projects. 
● I understand that my student will need to participate in at least 5 FFA activities for a small portion of 
their grade.  
● I understand that my student will need to participate in an SAE project for a small portion of their grade. 
● I understand that late work will receive 10% off each day it is late up to 50% off the total assignment. 
 
 
 
Students, after reading this syllabus, please sign this contract stating that you will abide by the rules and policies 
of the class and labs.  Your parent or guardian will also need to read the syllabus and sign below.  Then the 
student will need to return the signed sheet to the instructor and retain the syllabus in their notebook. 
 
 
Students: ​   I have read the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in the  
       syllabus and I understand them.  I will honor these rules and procedures, and will participate  
       in class to ensure my success. 
 
Student Name (Print):  __________________________________________ Period:  ________ 
 
Student Signature:  _____________________________________________ Date:  __________ 
 
 
Parents:​  My child has discussed the requirements, rules, and procedures for the course as outlined in  
     the syllabus and I understand and support them. 
 
Parent or Guardian Name (Print):  ____________________________________________________ 
 
Parent or Guardian Signature:  ______________________________________________________ 
 
Contact Information: Email Address-  _________________________________________________  
 
Phone Number-  _____________________________________________ 
  
 
 
4. Grade Book  


 
 
 
  
 
 
 
5. SAE Visit Forms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Student SAE Assessment Report
Jose 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 10/23/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- 2018 Greenhouse Manager 
Teacher Recommendation: 
Plants showing signs of deficiencies so it was recommended students fertilizer with 16-16-16 all purpose 
quick release fertilizer within 1 week.
Rating: 9
Teacher Evaluation: 
Evaluated watering of greenhouse and shade house plants. Plants needed deeper watering, demonstrated 
more desirable watering techniques. Greenhouse temperature was too cool, adjusted for the upcoming fall 
and winter weather.
4/2/2019 5:56:47 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Jazmin 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 3/28/2019
SAEs Assessed: 2018-2019 Plant Propagation 
Teacher Recommendation: 
Student did a great job at hanging tools and reorganizing pots. Since mice are a problem in the shed, all 
grass seed needed to be removed. Under cabinets and shelves there is still seed. A more thorough sweeping 
was needing to try and remove all sources of food. bags of perlite also had holes, so bags of perlite needed 
to be transferred to container in the greenhouse.
Rating: 9
Teacher Evaluation: 
Student was working on a special project to clean and organize the horticulture shed. Student group was 
expected to hang all tools in the appropriate mounted holders, remove all grass seed, sweep out the shed, 
and stack the peat pots.
4/2/2019 5:56:07 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Ashley 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 1/30/2019
SAEs Assessed: 2018 DHS Propagation
Teacher Recommendation: 
Proper water penetration happening in a variety of plants. Needed to ensure that hanging/overhead plants 
were also getting watered properly. Often overseen by students or not given enough water.
Rating: 10
Teacher Evaluation: 
Student began to sign up for watering dates on the DHS Ag Department Watering Calendar. A review of 
watering was conducted to ensure proper watering was occurring.
4/2/2019 5:56:42 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Zechariah 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 3/22/2019
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- 2019 Minnow Breeding
Teacher Recommendation: 
Currently selling fish to fisherman as bait. Reach out to local mosquito abatement companies. Local 
abatement may be able to provide him with old equipment that is no longer needed or be a source to 
purchase fry. Tanks a small when related to his operation goals. Larger tanks will be needed in the future as 
more breeding stock is kept.
Rating: 10
Teacher Evaluation: 
Project visit for minnow breeding project. Evaluated tanks, breeding stock, and current customers.
4/2/2019 5:56:37 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Yvonne 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 3/4/2019
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- Plant Garden
Teacher Recommendation: 
Student had not started her seeds at home or at school. It was recommended she start her seeds in 
propagation trays or cell packs. Since the weather is unpredictable, greenhouse growing then transplanting 
would be the most successful. Student should start seeds within the next 2-3 weeks.
Rating: 7
Teacher Evaluation: 
Progress of flowers planted for home garden. Student planned to grow pansies, sweet alyssum, dahlias, 
marigolds and calendulas.
4/2/2019 5:56:41 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Nathan 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 8/9/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- 2018 Market Hog
Teacher Recommendation: 
Clean pens more often. Now that school has started, on campus more often to clean pens. Need to have 
more individual practice time with pig. Ensure student is signing in each time for watering and practice. Pen 
is dirty, needs to be cleaned when you feed both morning and night, as well as your assigned watering time. 
Rating: 8
Teacher Evaluation: 
Weighed market hog and evaluated pig's pens. Reviewed clocked in watering and practice hours
4/2/2019 5:56:51 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Cynthia 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 11/14/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018-2019 DHS Propagation
Teacher Recommendation: 
Student was encouraged to work on the to-do list shared via Google Docs. More items will be added as the 
semester progresses. Mrs. Borba will add more items on the do to list for propagation and maintenance 
crew. As long as an Ag Teacher is here and knows student is working, student has permission to 
independently work on task list items.
Rating: 10
Teacher Evaluation: 
Evaluate progress on completing greenhouse tasks. A to-do list is shared with students in addition to 
students signing up on the DHS Ag Dept watering schedule. Student is doing a great job watering, as well as 
taking the initiative to weed and organize. Student is wanting to complete her 50 hours for her SAE Project 
competition by February. 
4/2/2019 5:56:44 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Roma 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 7/30/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- 2018 Market Hog 
Teacher Recommendation: 
Pig should be transitioned to being hand fed twice a day. Pig should be fed between 7-8am each day and 7-
8pm each night. Feed 3 lbs a feeding. Since student, and pen mate, and no longer free feeding, the feeder 
needed to have all feed removed and washed out. For animal handling, pig needed to be worked longer at 
each individual practice to increase stamina.
Rating: 9
Teacher Evaluation: 
Weighed hog and evaluated showmanship skills. Pen was reviewed for cleanliness as well as feeder. Pen 
was clean, feed was dry and free from ants. Hog weighed in at 215 lbs. Student needed to switch from free 
feed to pan feeding.
4/2/2019 5:56:52 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Tricia 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 8/29/2018
SAEs Assessed: 2018 Beg.- Market Hog 2018
Teacher Recommendation: 
Pig should move pens to become isolated to avoid any further injury. Neosporum and Blu-Kote were 
recommended remedies to help in the healing process. Once wound was healed, pig could be moved back 
with pen mate. 
Rating: 8
Teacher Evaluation: 
Student called to say her pig was "bleeding from its butt." After further evaluation, it was determined that the 
gilt had a laceration on her vulva. Student was shown how to properly clean the would and signs of infection 
to look for, Blu-Kote was applied to the area
4/2/2019 5:56:49 PM (Central Standard Time)
Student SAE Assessment Report
Dafne 
Dinuba
Date of Visit: 3/19/2019
SAEs Assessed: 2019 Beg.- 2019 Plant Sale Project
Teacher Recommendation: 
Student should plant more basil seeds. Seeds were moved to another table within the greenhouse. A sign 
will be made by Mrs. Borba indicating not to water this table as they are student projects.
Rating: 7
Teacher Evaluation: 
Assisted and evaluated plant sale project vegetables, including basil. Basil was starting to die and not 
looking healthy. Suggested planting more seed within a week to replace lost product. The seedlings were 
being over watered, being watered by the student as well as propagation crew, causing decay and death
4/2/2019 5:56:39 PM (Central Standard Time)
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Introduction to Dinuba FFA 
 
The FFA Organization is an organization of, by, and for students studying 
agriculture in public secondary schools under the provision of the Vocational 
Education Act. The National FFA Organization envisions a future in which all 
agricultural education students will discover their passion in life and build on that 
insight to chart the course for their education, career and future.  
 
As an integral part of agriculture education in the public school system of the 
United States, the FFA has become well known in recent years. No other national 
student organization enjoys greater freedom of self government under adult council 
and guidance than the FFA. Organized in 1928, it has served to motivate and 
vitalize the effective instruction offered to students of vocational agriculture and to 
provide further training in farmer citizenship and agricultural business.  
 
The FFA is a non-profit, non-political agriculture youth organization, designed to 
take its place with other agents striving for the development of leadership, the 
advancement of agriculture technology, and improvement of agricultural life. The 
foundation upon which the FFA organization is molded includes leadership, 
service, thrift, scholarship, improved agriculture, organized recreation, citizenship, 
and patriotism.  
 
The Dinuba FFA Chapter is part of the California FFA Association of the National 
FFA Organization. Dinuba FFA was chartered in 1937,  nine years after the 
National FFA Organization was formed. Dinuba High School promotes three 
general career pathways: Animal Science, Floral Design, and Ornamental 
Horticulture. With almost 450 members, Dinuba FFA has made great strides here 
in our small agricultural community to build a reputable program and serve our 
own. 
 
The Dinuba FFA Program of Activities is designed to serve as a guide for our 
members in all of their endeavors during the coming year. The Program of Activities 
or POA for short, contains information about leadership conferences, degree 
attainment, our chapter’s constitution, by-laws, and much more. It is our hope that 
this document will guide all members and guests to greater success within our 
organization. 
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 President’s Message 
 
Welcome to the 2017-2018 school year! Your officer team is very excited to 
welcome you to another fun filled year in the Dinuba FFA Chapter. Dinuba FFA 
has continually discovered new opportunities in this organization throughout  our 
years and strive to make this program truly reflective of our members. This year 
we have seen an increase in membership, participation, and opportunities for you, 
Dinuba FFA members.  
 
During the Chapter Officer retreat in July, the chapter officer team 
developed our theme for the 2017 - 2018 school year, “There is No End to 
Agriculture.” We believe that this theme was a perfect choice for our chapter goals 
and vision. As a team, we decided we want to promote agriculture and the key 
roles that is plays into today’s society. Our chapter is striving to make a impact on 
FFA members and the community, to educate everyone that there is truly no end to 
agriculture. 
 I am privileged to be serving as your president in such a dedicated chapter in 
the FFA, and it makes me proud to see each of our members growing and 
developing as young leaders in our organization. I am also grateful to be apart of 
such a wonderful officer team. I know they will bring nothing, but dedication to 
the team and to the chapter. Our FFA chapter has been demonstrating that “there is 
no end to agriculture” by continuing to show their leadership skills, having hands-
on supervised agricultural experience projects, learning to grow inside and outside 
of the classroom environment, and competing in career development events. I 
cannot wait to see how Dinuba FFA will continue to prove how agriculture has no 
end and will continue to thrive in the future, just as our chapter grows. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Madasen Gutierrez 
2017-2018 Chapter President 
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 2017-2018 Chapter Officer Team 
 
 
Back Row: Jesus Aguilera (Treasurer), Jose Gutierrez (Vice President), Chase 
DeMasters (Historian), Jose Flores (Treasurer) 
 
Front Row: Leslie Garcia (Reporter), Madasen Gutierrez (President), Shania 
Cardenas (Secretary) 
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 President 
Name: Madasen Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Vine Pruning, 
Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Vice President 
Name: Jose Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Gutierrez Cattle 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,  
Vine Pruning, Job Interview, Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Secretary  
Name: Shania Cardenas 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Job Interview 
Floral 
 
 
 
Treasurer 
Name: Jose Flores 
Grade: 10 
SAE: Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cottong Judging, 
Impormptu, Nursery Landscape 
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 Reporter 
Name: Leslie Garcia 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Goat 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Floral 
 
 
 
 
Sentinel 
Name: Jesus Aguilera 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,   
Job Interview, Nursery/Landscape 
 
 
 
 
Historian 
Name: Chase DeMasters 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ag Mechanics 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, 
Vine Pruning, Nursery/Landscape 
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Advisor’s Message 
 
Welcome to the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department! 
 
Welcome to a new and exciting year at the Dinuba High School Agriculture 
Department and FFA Organization. We look forward to continuing the long 
tradition of success within our program and hope that each and every one of you 
will become involved in the many activities the chapter officers have planned for 
this year. Our chapter officers have planned a fun year for our students and we 
couldn’t be more proud. 
 
The mission of the Dinuba Agriculture Department and Dinuba FFA is to provide 
opportunities, help students, and guide them while providing a quality agriculture 
education that prepares students for higher education, career readiness, and to be 
productive citizens within our society. Our courses are designed to provide a 
rigorous, hands-on, applicable education that provides students with real-life 
experiences, unique to agriculture education. 
 
Taking an agriculture course makes you a member of the largest youth leadership 
organization in the entire world; FFA. Students across our campus, section, region, 
state, and nation are reaping the benefits and growing as young leaders. You, too, 
can become a young leader and develop within the organization. Your FFA 
advisors, chapter officers, and fellow members want you to develop your potential 
for premier leadership, personal growth, and career success. 
 
We look forward to working with all of our wonderful students and see all of your 
successes in the 2017-2018 school year! 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
The Dinuba FFA Advisors 
 
Roy Browne, Kariann Wilterding, and Nicole Borba 
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 Introduction of Advisors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Mr. Roy Browne       
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Business from Cal Poly, Pomona. 
 
Classes:  
Intro. to Mechanics, Intro. to Agriculture, Veterinary Science 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Sheep, Mechanics 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Extemporaneous 
Speaking, Vine  
Pruning, Citrus,  
Vet Science 
Mrs. Kariann Wilterding     
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in 
Animal Science from Fresno State 
 
Classes:  
Intro. to Agriculture, Floral Design 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Goats, Market Beef, Market Hogs 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Creed Recitation, Best Informed, Greenhand, 
Floral 
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Mrs. Nicole Borba 
 
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in Animal Science from 
Fresno State,  
 
Pursuing Masters in Agriculture Education from Cal Poly SLO 
 
Classes:  
Agriculture Biology and Landscape Design 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Hogs and Horticulture 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, Impromptu, Job Interview, 
Nursery/Landscape 
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 Advisory and District Staff 
 
2017 – 2018 Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee 
  
James Garcia                     Stone Fruit / Orchard Labor 
Dave Lopes                       Reedley College Professor Emeritus 
Kara Langley   Alumni, Floral 
Ron Nishinaka   CSU, Fresno Hort. Lecturer, Past Nursery Owner 
Jon Robson                        Dairy Consultant, Ex Fresno State Professor 
Steve Soria                        Soria Trucking and Agriculture Products 
Josh Terry                          Plant Biologist 
Rod Pomp                          Farmer- nuts, hay 
Tory Torosian                   Torosian Organic Farms 
Rhonda Watson   Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
Board of Trustees 
Joe Hernandez, Ed.D.        Marti Kochevar                                                                                              
Superintendent       Assistant Superintendent 
 
Sandra Kizirian       Trustee Area 1 
Ron Froese         Trustee Area 2 
Bev Keel-Worrell        Trustee Area 3 
Mary Villarreal        Trustee Area 4 
Miriam Cendejas        Trustee Area 5 
 
Administration and Staff 
Dr. Roberts. Ed.D.        Principal 
Adriana Baza        Assistant Principal 
Marlena Celaya        Assistant Principal 
Gina Melkonian        Assistant Principal  
Eric Rodriguez         Assistant Principal 
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 Department Information 
 
Dinuba High School 
340 E. Kern Ave 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7220 
 
 
 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
1131 E. Magnolia Way 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7247 
 
 
 
Course Room Locations 
Intro to Agriculture - Room 600 and 601 
Agriculture Biology - Room 216 and 217 
Agriculture Mechanics - Room 305  
Floral Design - Room 601 
Veterniary Science - Room 600 
Landscape - Room 601 
 
 
 
Email Addresses 
Mr. Browne- rbrowne@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Borba- nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Wilterding- kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
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 FFA Mission and Strategies 
 
The FFA Mission and Strategies encompasses aiming to make a positive difference 
in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, 
personal growth and career success through agricultural education. To accomplish 
this mission, the FFA:  
 
● Develops competent and assertive agricultural leadership.  
● Increases awareness of the global and technological importance of 
agriculture and its contribution to our well-being.  
● Strengthens agriculture students’ confidence in themselves and their work.  
● Promotes the intelligent choice and establishment of an agricultural career. 
● Encourages achievement in supervised agricultural experience (SAE) 
programs.  
● Encourages wise management of the community’s economic, environmental 
and human resources.  
● Develops interpersonal skills in teamwork, communication, human relations 
and social interaction. 
● Builds character and promotes citizenship, volunteerism and patriotism.  
●  Promotes cooperation and cooperative attitudes among all people. 
● Promotes healthy lifestyles.  
● Encourages excellence in scholarship. 
 
 
 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization. 
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 The FFA Emblem 
 
 
The National FFA Emblem is a representative of the history, goals, and future of 
the Organization.  Each of the five elements possesses a unique significance. 
  
The Cross Section of the Ear of Corn provides the foundation of the emblem, just 
as corn has served as the foundation crop of American agriculture.  It signifies 
unity, as corn is grown in every state of the nation. 
  
The Rising Sun signifies progress and holds promise that tomorrow will bring a 
new day glowing with opportunity. 
  
The Plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the 
historic foundation of our country’s strength. 
  
The Eagle is a national symbol, which serves as a reminder of our freedom and 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture. 
  
The Owl, long recognized for its wisdom, symbolizes the knowledge required to 
be successful in the industry of agriculture. 
  
The words “Agricultural Education” and “FFA” signify the combination of 
learning and leadership necessary for progressive agriculture. 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Colors and Motto 
 
Official Colors 
 
In 1929, the Future Farmers of America voted to adopt National Blue and Corn 
Gold as the official FFA colors. National blue was selected since our national flag 
has a blue field while gold is represented by the golden fields of corn signifying 
unity across our country. National unity amongst our organizations marks it as the 
largest youth organization in the world, and we are all united by one factor: 
agriculture. 
 
 
 
Motto 
 
 
 
These 12 words gives members words to live by as they experience the FFA and 
agriculture education. FFA members should embody and embrace these words and 
carry this message in their hearts at all times. 
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 FFA Salute, Official Dress and Proper 
Use of the Jacket 
 
FFA Salute 
The official salute of the National FFA Organization is the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Conducted during the closing ceremonies of an official meeting, those in 
attendance should face the flag, place the right hand over their heart, and repeat the 
following statement: 
 
“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the 
Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and 
justice for all.” 
 
 
Official Dress 
  
Female members are to wear a black skirt to the knees or longer, nylon stockings, 
white collared blouse, blue FFA scarf, black close-toed shoes, and official FFA 
jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Male members are to war black slacks, white collared shirt, black dress shoes, 
black socks, FFA tie, and official FFA jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Show Uniform for FFA members consists of official FFA jacket, FFA scarf for 
females and FFA tie for males, white collared shirt, white pants, and appropriate 
shoes for the task. 
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 Proper Use of the FFA Jacket 
 
The blue corduroy jacket is the most recognizable symbol of the organization. As a 
member, it is one of your responsibilities to ensure its proper use. Specific 
guidelines are outlined below:  
● The jacket is to be worn only by members. 
●  The jacket should be kept clean and neat.  
● The back of the jacket should have only a large official FFA emblem, the 
name of the state association and the name of the local chapter, region, 
district or area. The front of the jacket should have only a small official FFA 
emblem, the name of the individual, one office or honor and the year of that 
office or honor.  
● The jacket should be worn on official occasions with the zipper fastened to 
the top. The collar should be turned down and the cuffs buttoned.  
● The jacket should be worn by members and officers on all official FFA 
occasions, as well as other occasions where the chapter or state association is 
represented. It may be worn to school and other appropriate places.  
● The jacket should only be worn to places that are appropriate for members to 
visit. 
● School letters and insignia of other organizations should not be attached to 
or worn on the jacket.  
● When the jacket becomes faded and worn, it should be discarded or the 
emblems and lettering removed.  
● The emblems and lettering should be removed if the jacket is given or sold 
to a non-member.  
● A member should act professionally when wearing the official FFA jacket.  
● Members should refrain from use of tobacco and alcohol when underage and 
at all times when representing FFA. In addition, members should exhibit 
their leadership qualities when they encounter substances including tobacco 
and alcohol and serve to discourage others from inappropriate behavior.  
● All chapter degree, officer and award medals should be worn beneath the 
name on the right side of the jacket, with the exception of a single State FFA 
Degree charm or American FFA Degree key. These should be worn above 
the name or attached to a standard degree chain. No more than three medals 
should be worn on the jacket. These should represent 1.) the highest degree 
earned, 2.) the highest office held and 3.) the highest award earned by the 
member. 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Creed 
 
Written by E. M. Tiffany 
 
I believe in the future of farming with a faith born not of words, but of deeds – 
achievements won by the present and past generations of agriculturists; in the 
promise of better days through better ways, even as the better things we now enjoy 
have come to us from the struggles former years. 
 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, or to be engaged in other 
agricultural pursuits, is pleasant as well as challenging; for I know the joys and 
discomforts of agricultural life and hold an inborn fondness for those associations 
which, even in hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and respect from others.  I believe in my 
own ability to work efficiently and think clearly, with such knowledge and skill as 
I can secure, and in the ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our own and 
the public interest in producing and marketing the product of our toil. 
 
I believe in less dependence on begging and more power in bargaining;  in the life 
abundant and enough honest wealth to help make it so – for others as well as 
myself; in less need for charity and more of it when needed; in being happy myself 
and playing square with those whose happiness depends upon my. 
 
I believe that American agriculture can and will hold true to the best traditions of 
our national life and that I can exert an influence in my home and community 
which will stand solid for my part in that inspiring task. 
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 FFA Degree Program 
Greenhand Degree 
  
1.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
2.   Have, or have plans for a Supervised Agricultural Experience Project. 
3.   Demonstrate Knowledge of FFA History, Creed, Motto, and other leadership    
 information by obtaining a score of 70% or higher on the FFA Leadership  
Exam. 
  
Chapter Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Greenhand Degree. 
2.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
3.   Be actively involved in the workings of the chapter. 
4.  Have a Supervised Occupational Experience project. 
5.   Earn and invest at least $150, or work at least 45 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
6.  Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
  
State Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Chapter FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active member for at least 24 months. 
3.   Complete at least 2 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Earn or invest at least $1000, or work at least 300 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
5.   Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
6.  Give a 6 minute speed on an agriculture topic. 
7.   Serve as an officer, committee chairperson, or a participating member of a 
 committee. 
  
American Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the State FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active FFA Member for at least 36 months. 
3.   Complete at least 3 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Graduate from high school at least 12 months prior to receiving the degree. 
5.   Have in operation, with accurate records substantiating, an SAE. 
6.       Earn $7500, or earn and invest $1500 and work at least 2250 unpaid hours in          
          the SAE. 
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 Essentials of a Successful Chapter 
 
The local chapter is the heart of FFA. Chapters that strive for success keep 
members active at all levels of the organization and provide students with many 
opportunities for leadership. Emphasizing the following 10 items will help ensure 
your chapter’s success.  
 
1. FFA Knowledge- Every member and chapter advisor needs to understand the 
functions and opportunities of FFA in order to fully reap the benefits. Detailed 
information can be found in the Official FFA Student Handbook, FFA.org or in 
other FFA publications.  
 
2.Diversity of Membership- Agricultural education enrollment and FFA chapter 
membership should be representative of the diversity of the student body 
population. Serving this broad cross-section of students is an opportunity and a 
responsibility that includes every student in the agricultural education classes. 
Achieving this objective has many rewards, including greater service to students, 
parents and the community; a broader spectrum of community support; and a more 
creative program plan through diverse input.  
 
3. All Members Share Responsibilities- When all members are active, the entire 
chapter benefits. Providing leadership should be everyone’s role, not just that of 
the officers. The Program of Activities ensures that each member has specific 
duties in the chapter.  
 
4. Capable Officers- Students nominated and elected to officer positions must 
have the talent and dedication necessary to lead the chapter. Chapters should hold 
open elections, and officers should serve as role models.  
 
5. Challenging Program of Activities- A chapter should plan goals and activities 
that will utilize members’ talents and meet the needs of the community. Every 
member is to be included in the POA.  
 
6. Workable Constitution and Bylaws- These should provide flexibility to allow 
progress yet provide enough structure and support to give the chapter a firm 
foundation. All chapter decisions should be based upon its constitution and bylaws. 
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 7. Proper Equipment and Records- The chapter should acquire the equipment 
necessary for officers and committee members to keep complete financial, 
historical, membership and other records.  
 
8. Well-planned, Regularly Held Chapter Meetings- Monthly meetings, 
scheduled at a regular time and guided by a sound agenda, will provide the 
efficient transaction of business, promote chapter unity and encourage better 
attendance. Chapter meetings can be excellent learning and teaching tools.  
 
9.Adequate Financing- Fundraising projects are essential in FFA. Yearly earnings 
will contribute to the creativity and growth of the chapter by funding important 
activities and projects.  
 
10. School and Community Support- The chapter must strive to meet the needs 
of the community and work with the school system in which it operates. Since 
many chapter activities depend upon local support, public relations activities 
should be conducted in the community, such as the National Chapter Program and 
Food for America. An FFA Alumni affiliate can provide organized community 
support and service. 
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 Chapter Goals 
 
Every year, the newly elected officer team reflects on the past school year in order 
to plan for a more effective and successful program. In the 2017 summer, chapter 
officers went on a leadership retreat to Montana de Oro, CA to bond, plan, and 
prepare for the upcoming year. A portion of this leadership retreat is spent 
establishing goals for our chapter. Three goals the chapter officer team set are: 
 
1. Increase Member Participation 
● Increase attendance of chapter meetings, as well as activities that 
follow 
● Increase participation in activities above the chapter level 
● Expand opportunities for career development events for members 
● Create new activities, fundraisers, and traditions  
● Have more organized and meaningful chapter meetings 
● Invite members to speak at chapter meetings about their experiences, 
rather than having officers give all the reports 
● Increase SAE projects for all students program wide, including non-
traditional experiences 
 
2. Improve Recruitment and Retention 
● Recruit at the feeder middle schools  
● Implement a new Ag Discovery course at Washington Intermediate 
● Give educational presentations to younger students and provide 
hands-on activities 
● Utilize social media to promote chapter activities, successes, and 
classes 
 
3. Improve and Expand SAE Projects 
● Increase the amount of students with a legitimate SAE project 
● Create a chapter SAE presentation competition 
● Provide more on-campus SAE opportunities   
● Work with community members to create work experience 
opportunities 
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August 
12-13 Chapter Officer Boot Camp  
25- Chapter Meeting  
26- Mandatory Fair Clean Up 
 
 
September 
1- Purchase FFA Shirt 
6 - Barn Clean Up 
7- Pre Fair  
11-17- Tulare County Fair  
21- Greenhand Leadership Conference  
23- Chapter Officer Leadership   
Conference 
23- Raisin Day Festival 
28- Chapter Meeting 
 
 
October 
5- Sequoia Sectional Activity @  
Adventure Park 
6- Take out BBQ dinner fundraiser 
7- Dinuba Tractor Supply Farmers 
 Market  
11- Opening/Closing Speech Contest 
14- Corcoran Cotton Contest @  
Corcoran High School 
14- Dinuba Historical Society Dinner 
 and Silent Auction 
20- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley Freshman Field Day @  
Reedley College 
28- Modesto Junior College Cotton  
Contest @ MJC 
 
 
November  
2- Hanford Cotton Contest @ Hanford 
High School 
3- College of the Sequoias Freshman  
Field Day @ COS 
4- Cotton Judging State Finals @  
Fresno State 
16- Chapter Meeting 
 
  
December 
2- Christmas Parade 
7- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional  
banking Contest @ El Diamante 
 High School 
14- Chapter Meeting 
16- Exeter Citrus 
 
 
January 
6- St. Helena Pruning Contest 
6- Fowler Vine Pruning Contest @   
Fowler High School  
13- Dinuba Vine Pruning Contest @  
 Dinuba High School 
13- Golden West Citrus Contest @   
Golden West High School 
20-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare High  
School District Farm 
20- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest @  
Reedley High School 
26- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley College Field Day @  
Reedley College 
29-9 Valentines Flowers fundraiser 
 
 
February 
3- Mid-Winter State Finals @ Fresno  
State 
8- Sequoia Sectional Speaking Contest  
@ Mission Oak High School 
13-28- Cookie Dough Sales 
15- World Ag Expo Field Trip 
16-17- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership Academy 
 Conferences @ Visalia
2017-2018 Calendar of Actvities 
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18-23- National FFA Week 
23- Chapter Meeting 
24- San Joaquin Regional FFA Meeting  
 @ Mission Oak High School  
28- Sequoia Sectional Activity@ Roller 
 Town 
 
March  
2-3- UC Davis Field Day @ UC Davis 
9-10- Chico State Field Day @ Chico  
State 
13- Bouquets to Arts Exhibit (Floral  
Classes) 
14- Ag Career/College Expo @  
International Agri Center  
16- Regional Speaking Contest  
17- Dinuba Vet and Floral Contest @  
Dinuba High School 
22- Chapter Meeting 
24- Modesto Junior College Field Day  
@ MJC 
31- Reedley College Field Day 
 
 
 
 
April  
4- Sequoia Section State Degree and  
Proficiency Banquet @  
International Agricenter 
6-7- Pomona Field Day @ Cal Poly  
Pomona  
9- Sectional Officer Interviews 
12- Sectional Elections 
19- Chapter Meeting  
21- Fresno State Field Day @ Fresno  
State 
22-25- State FFA Leadership  
Conference 
28- Madera Floral @ Madera South 
28- Madera Liberty Vet @ Madera  
Liberty 
  
 
 
May 
4-5- State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly SLO 
10-11- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High  
School 
12- Point Award Trip 
14/15- Chapter Officer Interviews 
18- End of the Year Banquet 
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 Chapter Constitution and Bylaws 
 
Article I   Name and Purpose 
Section A: The name of this organization shall be the “Dinuba FFA Chapters”. 
Section B: The purposes for which this Chapter was formed are as follows: 
1.     To develop competent, aggressive, rural and agriculture leadership. 
2.    To create and nurture a love of country life. 
3.     To strengthen the confidence of students of agriculture in themselves and  
 their work. 
4.    To create more interest in the intelligent choice of farming and other  
programs and establishment in agriculture. 
5.     To encourage members in the development of individual farming and other 
programs and establishment in agriculture. 
6.    To encourage members to appreciate the farm and its surroundings. 
7.     To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement of agriculture. 
8.    To develop character, train for useful citizenship, and foster patriotism. 
9.    To participate in cooperative effort. 
10.  To encourage and practice thrift. 
11.   To encourage improvement in scholarship. 
12.  To provide and encourage the development of organized recreational 
activities. 
  
  
Article II    Organization 
Section A:   The  Dinuba  Chapter  of  the  FFA  Organization  is  chartered  by  the  
National  FFA Organization. 
Section B:  The Chapter accepts in full the provisions in the Constitution and By – 
 laws of the  California Association as well as those of the National FFA 
 Organization. 
  
  
Article III    Membership 
Section A: Membership in this Chapter shall be of three kinds:  Active, Alumni,  
 and Honorary, as defined by the National FFA Constitution. 
Section B: The regular work of this Chapter shall be limited to the active  
 membership. 
Section C: Honorary  Membership  in  this  Chapter  shall  be  limited  to  the   
 Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree. 
Section D: Active  Members  in  good  standing  may  vote  on  all  business 
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 brought before  the Chapter. An Active member shall be considered in good 
standing when: 
1. They attend 80% of Chapter Meetings held that year. 
2. They show an interest in, and take part in, the affairs of the Chapter. 
3. They pay all bills within 30 days. 
4. They are a true representative of the FFA as perceived by the Chapter  
Executive Committee. 
5.  They  are  academically  eligible  to  participate  in  activities  according  
to  the  policy as established by the Dinuba Unified School District. 
Section E:  Names of applicant for membership shall be filed with the Chapter  
 Secretary. 
 
Article IV   Emblems 
Section A: The Emblem of the FFA shall be the Emblem of the Chapter. 
Section B:  Emblems used by members shall be designated by the National FFA 
 Organization. 
 
Article V:     Degrees 
Section A: There shall be four degrees of Active Membership in this Chapter.  
These degrees are: Greenhand, Chapter Farmer, State Farmer, and American 
Farmer. 
Section B: All “Greenhands” are entitled to wear the regulation bronze emblem  
pin, all Members holding the degree of “Chapter Farmer” are entitled to 
wear the regulation silver emblem pin, all members holding the degree of 
“State Farmer” are entitled to wear the regulation gold emblem pin, and all 
members holding the degree of “American Farmer” are entitled to wear the 
regulation gold emblem key. 
Section C: Minimum qualifications for obtaining the four degrees of Active  
 Membership shall be those listed in the National FFA Constitution. 
Section D: Chapter Officers shall review the qualifications of members and make  
recommendations to the Chapter concerning degree advancement. 
   
Article VI   Officers 
Section A: The Officers of the Chapter shall be as follows: President, Vice  
President, Secretary, Reporter, Sentinel, Treasurer, ASB Representative and 
Historian. The local Advisor(s) shall be the teacher(s) of agriculture in the 
school where the Chapter is located. The officers shall perform the following 
duties: 
          1. The president shall preside over and conduct meetings according to  
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           accepted parliamentary procedure, call special meetings, keep members on 
the subject and within time limits, appoint committees and serve on them as 
an ex-officio member, call other officers to the Chair as necessary or 
desirable, represent the Chapter and speak on occasions, coordinate Chapter 
efforts by keeping in close contact with the other officers and Advisor(s), 
keep Chapter activities moving in a satisfactory manner, represent the 
Chapter to the Dinuba High School Student Council, and represent the 
Chapter at National Convention or designate a replacement. 
2. The Vice President(s) shall assist the President when needed, have charge 
of committee work, preside at meetings in the absence of the President, be 
prepared to assume the duties and responsibilities of the President, and 
obtain reports from committee chairpersons. 
3. The Secretary shall prepare and read minutes of meeting, have available 
for the President a list of business for each meeting, attend to official 
correspondence, send out and post notices, count and record votes when 
taken, prepare Chapter records, keep the permanent records of the Chapter, 
cooperate with the Treasurer in keeping accurate membership role, issue 
membership cards, call meetings to order in the absence of a presiding 
officer, read communications to the members at meetings, keep an updated 
point award chart with the assistance of the Advisor(s), and post the meeting 
agenda at least 24 hours in advance of meetings. 
4. The Treasurer shall receive and act as custodian of Chapter funds with the 
assistance of the Advisor(s), assist Advisor(s) in collecting assessments, 
preparing Sectional, Regional, State, and National Dues, preparing an annual 
budget, keeping financial statements of the Chapter, paying out funds as 
authorized by the Chapter, preparing financial statements and reports 
building up the Chapter’s financial standing, and submitting a financial 
report at each meeting. 
5. The Reporter shall gather and classify Chapter news, prepare news notes 
and articles for publication or broadcast, contact local newspapers, send 
news to State or National Publication, arrange for FFA participation in local 
events, and assist the Historian in maintaining a Chapter Scrapbook. The 
Reporter shall submit the Chapter Scrapbook for judging at the Spring 
Regional Meeting. 
6. The Sentinel shall set up the meeting room and care for Chapter 
Paraphernalia and equipment, attend the door during meetings and welcome 
visitors, see that the meeting room is comfortable, and take charge of 
candidates in degree ceremonies. 
          7. The Advisor(s) shall assist the Officers in running the Chapter and advise  
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 them as the need arises. The Advisor(s) shall also assist the Chapter 
Secretary in preparing the Point Award Chart and assist the Chapter 
Reporter in preparing news releases. 
8. The Historian shall take an active part in meetings and take charge of the 
Chapter Scrapbook. The Historian may also stand in for an officer, or be 
promoted into a higher office if the need should arise. 
9. ASB Representative shall assist the Advisors with communications with 
the student body. This position shall attend ASB activity meetings with the 
Advisors, and report on such activities to the chapter at chapter meetings, 
and officer meetings, when necessary. 
Section B: Officers of the Dinuba FFA Chapter shall be elected annually during the  
month of April and announced and sworn in at the Annual Awards Banquet 
in May. All Chapter Officer Applicants meeting the requirements to serve as 
a Chapter Officer will have their names placed on the ballot, as slated by the 
interview committee. The candidates will fill out an application and give to 
the Advisor(s) by the given deadline. Additionally, each candidate will be 
required to go through the interview process prior to being placed on the 
ballot. Active Members in good standing will have the opportunity to vote 
for one candidate representing each of the 8 offices. 
Section C:  To be eligible to run for Chapter Office the member must: 
1.   Hold the degree of Chapter Farmer, or be approved by the Advisor(s). 
2.   The Chapter Officer application must be filled out and turned in prior to 
the given deadline to a Chapter advisor. 
3.   Be in good standing with the Chapter as outlined in Article III, Section D 
of the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
4.   Maintain a grade point average of 2.5 or better. 
Section D:  All officer vacancies during the term shall be appointed by the Advisor  
with the approval of the officer team, except for the President, who shall be 
filled by one to the 2 Vice Presidents. 
Section E:  Any Chapter Officer may be impeached by a 2/3 vote of the Chapter at  
a regularly scheduled chapter meeting. Possible reasons for impeaching may 
include but are not limited to: not fulfilling duties as outlined by the 
Constitution, not portraying the image of a FFA Member as established by 
the Chapter Officers and Constitution, losing respect for fellow Chapter 
Officers, members, Advisors, and/or Community. 
Section F: An officer missing a meeting, leadership conference, or other mandated  
responsibility must provide a written explanation one day prior to the event, 
except uncontrolled circumstances or extreme emergencies. This explanation 
shall be brought before the officer team to be handled appropriately. 
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 Section G:  Any officer placed on academic probation shall, in writing, 
resign from office at the first appropriate Chapter Officer Executive 
Meeting. This vacant office shall be filled according to the Chapter 
Constitution. 
Section H:  The Committee Chair positions shall be appointed by the Advisors  
          from the list of eligible candidates after elections of the 8 offices have taken           
          place. 
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 Committee Membership 
Dinuba FFA members have many opportunities to get involved in chapter 
leadership besides serving as a chapter officer. Committees are a great way for 
students to get involved in planning and executing activities, fundraisers, and 
events. The objective of each committee and committee chair is to plan, organize, 
and implement the fundamentals of that activity to serve the students, chapter, and 
community. 
 
Here are a few of the potential committees that a member can serve on: 
• Aggie of the Month (Student) 
● Animal Shelter Food Drive (Community) 
● Banquet-Food (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Invitations (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Photo Booth (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Slideshow (Chapter) 
● Canned Food Drive (Community) 
● Cookie Dough Fundraiser (Chapter) 
● Community Service (Community) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Tickets (Chapter) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Serving (Chapter) 
● Fall Harvest (Student) 
● Field Day- Floral (Chapter) 
● Field Day- Vet Science (Chapter) 
● Greenhand Banquet (Student) 
● National FFA Week (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Promotions (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Sales (Chapter) 
● Recruitment (Student) 
● Retirement Facility Plant Giveaway (Community) 
● Scrapbook Committee (Chapter) 
● SAE Competition (Student) 
● Social Media (Chapter) 
● Spring Fest (Chapter) 
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 Dinuba Agriculture Pathways  
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 Agriculture Courses 
 
Advanced Floral                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Floriculture 
  
Advanced Floral provides students the opportunity to learn more about floral 
design elements building of of the introductory course. Students will explore  more 
elements and principles of design, arrangement styles, techniques, and design more 
floral pieces for school and community events. Students will be exposed to more 
career opportunities, plant physiology, and marketing. This course meets the 
elective requirement for graduation and college admission.  
 
Ag Biology                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
  
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed 
knowledge of the biological principles of the following areas:  molecular and 
cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of 
classification, ecological relationships, and animal behavior.  This class meets the 
life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college 
admission. 
  
Ag Leadership     
Grade: 11-12                                                                                    
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
  
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as 
individual training for agricultural careers and technology.  Students will develop 
leadership skills through planning, executing community development events, 
speaking and job interviewing. 
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 Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
  
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to 
the Agriculture Mechanics industry. The course will introduce the student to 
different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The course will cover 
different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small 
Engines, plumbing, electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout 
tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor maintenance and operations. 
   
Animal Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to animal science and the livestock industry. Students will learn 
hands-on applications relating to nutrition, medical care, processing, and 
evaluation of various meat and dairy animals. This course is intended to introduce 
concepts of animal husbandry to those students who plan on majoring in 
agricultural or animal science at a four-year university. This class meet elective 
requirement for college admission. 
 
 
Floriculture                                                
Grade: 10-12      
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
  
This is an introduction to floral design.  Students will explore elements and 
principles of design, two and three dimensional designs, history of floral art, 
arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional designs and 
propagation.  Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, 
explaining and evaluating all topics of study.  This course meets the visual art 
requirement for graduation and college admission. This class is a dual enrollment 
course with Reedley College. 
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 Introduction to Agriculture                           
Grade: 9-12                                                         
Prerequisites: None                                                                         
  
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and 
the FFA program.  Course of study includes animal and plant science, production 
agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife.  A major emphasis is placed 
upon FFA participation. 
  
Landscape Design           
Grade:10-12       
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
  
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in 
such areas as Landscape Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and 
Landscape Maintenance.  Areas to be covered include site evaluation, plant 
identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant 
Science. 
  
Ornamental Horticulture          
Grade: 11-12                                                      
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
  
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to 
environmental horticulture science.  It will also develop skills needed for 
employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape 
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture.  Plant care, 
reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant identification, lawns and ground cover, 
irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered.  The course is rigorous and 
involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college 
admission. 
 
Veterinary Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to veterinary science. This course is intended to successfully 
prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal science at a 
four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
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 Chapter Applications 
 
Greenhand Degree Application 
 
Name:________________________________________ Date:                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                               
Year in School (circle one) 9th  10th  11th  12th  
  
Application Date:                                  
  
FFA Activities: 
  
  
  
 
  
School and Community Activities: 
  
  
  
  
*Test Score                     * Must be 70% or higher to qualify for degree 
  
I have met or exceeded the requirements for obtaining my FFA Greenhand Degree 
as outlined in the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
  
  
Applicant Signature: ______________________________   Date:___________             
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 Chapter Farmer Degree Application 
 
Name: ____________________________________  Date:                                                                                                                            
      
Year in School (circle one)  9th    10th    11th    12th 
  
*Application Due _______________ 
  
You may attach additional sheets if necessary. 
  
Please list all FFA activity participation: 
  
  
  
  
  
Please list any school and/ or community involvement: 
  
  
  
  
Please describe your SAE Project(s): 
  
  
 
I have met or exceeded the Chapter Farmer Degree Requirements as outlined by 
the Dinuba FFA Chapter Constitution. 
  
Applicant Signature:____________________________     Date:______________       
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 Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Application 
  
Applicant’s Name:  _________________________________________________ 
Applicant’s Address:  _______________________________________________ 
City:  _________________________          Zip: _________________________  
Phone # _____________________          Grade: _______    Age: _______ 
  
Agriculture classes planned for the coming year: 
  
  
Number 1 through 4 by preference, the offices you want to be considered for, if 
you are elected. (1 is your most desired spot and 4 is your least desired spot) 
  
_____ President                                       _____ Reporter 
_____ Vice President                             _____ Sentinel 
_____ Secretary                                        _____ Historian 
_____ Treasurer                                       _____ ASB Representative 
  
 
1. List all FFA leadership roles you have experienced. (officer, committees, 
etc.) 
 
2. List all FFA Activities and Career Development Events (judging teams, 
speaking competitions, leadership meetings/conferences, etc.) 
 
3. List any FFA awards or honors you have received. 
 
4. List involvement in school and community activities outside of the FFA. 
 
5. Describe leadership qualities you possess that would qualify you for a 
chapter officer. 
 
6. List at least 3 new ideas for chapter activities for the coming year. 
 
7. Explain your current or future SAE program or project. 
 
8. Do you currently have accurate record books for your SAE project. If so, 
how many months? 
 
9. Describe why you want to become a chapter officer. 
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10. Briefly state the qualities you possess that qualify you for a chapter office. 
 
11. If you were elected to a chapter office, what would be your main goal for the 
chapter? 
 
12. Describe your experiences speaking in front of large groups of students and 
people. 
 
13. Select one of your personal qualities and explain how it will be of value to 
the chapter officer team. 
 
14. What other commitments do you have in the year that would compete for 
your time. 
 
15. What do you believe are the most important responsibilities of a chapter 
officer are? 
  
  
I _________________________ hereby approve of my son/daughter, 
_____________________, running/becoming a Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer for 
the 2009-2010 school year. I realize that s(he) is responsible for their officer duties 
and will uphold them to the best of their ability. I further understand my child is 
required to be at all executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that they 
will be an active member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am 
aware that repeated absences from official officer functions will result in my 
student’s early dismissal from the officer team. Each officer is required to attend 
the officer retreat. 
  
Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________   Date:_____________  
 
I understand I am responsible for my duties as a chapter officer and will uphold 
them to the best of my ability. I further understand that I am required to be at all 
executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that I will be an active 
member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am aware that repeated 
absences from required functions will result in my being dismissed from the officer 
team early. I am required to attend the officer retreat. 
  
Applicant Signature: ___________________________ Date:_________________ 
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 Point Awards System 
 
Dinuba FFA has established a points award system to monitor and recognize those 
members who are going above and beyond in participation to be an active member. 
Students enrolled in our agriculture education program are required to participate, 
and earn, a minimum of five activity points per semester, which represents 10% of 
their overall grade in their agriculture course. Each activity outlined below earns 
the member 1 point per activity. To reward the most active students for their 
participation in our program, the top 25 students will be recognized. The 
opportunities to earn points are as follows: 
 
Chapter Level: 
Chapter Meetings: 
Fall Chapter Meetings   5 Activity Points 
Fall Meeting T-shirts   5 Activity Points 
Spring Chapter Meetings   4 Activity Points 
Spring Meeting T-shirts   4 Activity Points 
Meeting Activities or Supplies  1 Activity Point Per Item 
Max 2/Meeting 
National FFA Week Activities  1 Activity Point for  
2 Lunchtime Activities 
Special Events: 
Chapter T-shirt Purchase   1 Activity Point  
Barn Clean Up    1 Activity Point 
Pre Fair     1 Activity Point 
Tulare County Fair Exhibitor  1 Activity Point 
Raisin Day Festival   1 Activity Point 
Dinuba Christmas Parade  1 Activity Point 
Valentines Day Flowers Fundraiser 1 Activity Point 
BBQ Dinner Fundraiser   1 Activity Point 
Tractor Supply Farmers Market  1 Activity Point Per Event 
Field Day Volunteer   1 Activity Point Per Event 
World Ag Expo    1 Activity Point 
Alta Historical Society Dinner  1 Activity Point 
Cookie Dough Fundraiser  1 Activity Point 
Ag Career Expo    1 Activity Point 
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 Conferences: 
 Greenhand Leadership Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Made for Excellence Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Advanced Leadership Academy 1 Activity Point 
 State Leadership Conference  1 Activity Point 
 Sacramento Leadership Experience 1 Activity Point 
 
Career Development Event Contestant: 
 Cotton     1 Activity Point 
 Banking     1 Activity Point 
 CoOp      1 Activity Point 
 Vine Pruning    1 Activity Point 
 Citrus Judging    1 Activity Point 
 Best Informed Greenhand  1 Activity Point 
 Floriculture     1 Activity Point 
 Nursery/Landscape   1 Activity Point 
 Veterinary Science    1 Activity Point 
Sectional Level: 
 Opening/Closing Ceremonies  1 Activity Point 
Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
 Fall Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Spring Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Sectional Officer Elections  1 Activity Point 
 Awards Banquet    1 Activity Point 
Regional Level: 
 Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
Regional Meeting    1 Activity Point 
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 FFA Chapter Budgets 
Activities Budget 2017-2018 
  
Estimated Receipts 
         Drive Thru Fundraiser                                        $2,000 
         Shirts                                                                       $200 
         Concession Stand                                                $1000 
         Club Fair                                                              $100 
         Tri Tip Sandwiches                                              $1,400 
         Pancake Breakfast                                              $1,300 
         Donations                                                              $1,000   
__________________________________________________________________                                                                                                        
Total                                                                                   $ 7,000.00 
  
  
Estimated Expenses 
         CDE Contests                                         $ 1000.00 
         Conferences                                               $ 1000.00 
         FFA Awards Banquet                              $ 2000.00 
         Meeting Activities                                    $ 1000.00 
         Section & Region Mtgs                           $ 500.00 
         Scrapbook/Photography                         $ 500.00 
         Officer Retreat                                          $ 800.00 
         Member Jackets                                         $ 200.00 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 Total                                                                                  $ 7,000.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                   $0 
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 Livestock Project Budgets 
  
  
Market Swine Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase Price                                                                     $250.00 
             Feed                                                                                     $250.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $ 25.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $ 30.00  
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                      $ 555.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
             Sale of Animal             250lbs. @ $3.00/lb.                 $ 750.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 750.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                       $   195.00 
  
 
 
Market Lamb Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                      $ 200.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $  80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $  10.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                           $ 320.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                  Sale of Lamb                130 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                     $ 520.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 520.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $200.00 
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Market Goat Project 
Estimated Expenses 
Purchase of Animal $ 150.00 
Feed $ 80.00 
Vet. & Misc. Supplies  $  30.00 
Entry Fees  $  30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total $ 290.00 
Estimated Receipts 
 Sale of Goat 90 lbs. @ 4.00/lb. $ 
360.00 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Total  $ 360.00 
Estimated Net Profit $70.00 
Market Steer Project 
Estimated Expenses 
Purchase of Animal $1,400.00 
Feed  $1,200.00 
Vet. & Misc. Supplies  $70.00 
Entry Fees $30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total   $2,700.00 
Estimated Receipts 
 Sale of Steer                  1200 lbs. @ 3.00 $3,600.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total  $3,600.00 
Estimated Net Profit      $900 
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9. Recruitment
Program
Recruitment Program 
The Dinuba High School Agriculture Program uses multiple methods to recruit students            
into our program. Many of these recruitment tools are beneficial in continually growing our              
program and having a large first year enrollment. 
1. Ag Discovery Courses
We are fortunate that our Agriculture Education program extends into the 7th and             
8th grade membership. We currently offer two sections of Ag Discover course at             
Washington Intermediate school. Offering an agriculture course at the junior high level is             
a great recruitment opportunity to have students build an interest in agriculture early and              
enroll in high school courses with a background and foundation of agriculture content.             
This will help enrollment number at the high school site, as well as increase numbers of                
students earning degrees, proficiencies, teams, and legitimate SAEs.  
2. 8th Grade Expo
Each year in April, 8th grade students at Washington Intermediate and Monson            
schools are brought over the to high school to explore courses available to them,              
including academies and electives. Each program is allowed to set up a booth highlightin              
their courses, having small hands on activities, or demonstrations that students can            
participate in. This allows us to speak with incoming students, have them explore the              
opportunities within agriculture classes and the FFA and partake in a few activities. We              
have traditionally have small livestock or reptiles for our animal science pathway,            
creating flower pens for floral, and planting seeds for the horticulture pathway. Flyers,             
posters and officers in uniforms are present as references for incoming students. 
3. “Choices” at Washington Intermediate
Since we have the opportunity to have an agriculture course at the junior high, we               
can also recruit on that campus for the Ag Discovery courses. Beginning their 7th grade               
year, students begin to have electives. “Choice” is set up very similarly to the 8th Grade                
Expo in which Agriculture/FFA has an information booth for students to learn more             
about the program and decide which classes they would like to take or clubs to join. Our                 
program had the opportunity to participate last year in preparation for our first Ag              
Discovery classes. This was successful because we ended up with two full courses. 
4. Social Media Promotion
During the 2018-2019 school year, our program decided to make a stronger            
commitment to program promotion through social media platforms, Facebook and          
Instagram. Through posting student and program successes, we have become more           
visible in our community, our campus, as well as within our own program. While this               
may not be a typical means of recruitment, we feel that students will have the opportunity                
to see what it is like to take an agriculture course, be a member of the FFA, and grow as                    
young leaders. 
  
 
  
 
 
10. FFA Chapter 
Scrapbook  
Dinuba FFA Chapter Scrapbook  
 
 
Pages Include: 
● Officer Pages 
● Chapter Activities  
● Regional and State Activities 
● CDE Teams & Awards 
● SAE Features 
● Tulare County Fair 
● Blue Jacket Bonanza 
● Community Service  
● Fundraisers 
● Media Coverage 
● Accomplishments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
11. Summer 
Activities Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 June   2018      ​Roy-​Yellow 
Kari-​Purple 
Nicole-​Blue 
All-​Green 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
28 29 30 31 1 2 3 
    Pick up Hogs 
 
Prep for 
Summer 
Bridge 
Out of town 
Pick up Lambs 
Out of Town 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Summer Bridge 
 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
Guide dog mtg 
Lamb Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Pig Practice 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Pick up feed 
for animals 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Water 
Out of Town 
 
Water 
Out of Town 
 
Water 
 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Out of town 
Pig Practice 
Water 
  
Goat Practice 
Lamb Practice  
Guide dog mtg 
Water 
 
Water 
 
Goat 
Practice 
 
Pig Practice  
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Pick up feed for 
animals 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
 
Guide dog 
Mandatory 
raiser meeting 
Water 
 
 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Guide Dog mtg 
Masters Classes 
Lamb Practice  
Masters 
Classes 
 
Masters 
Classes 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Masters 
Classes 
Masters 
Classes 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
Masters Classes  
25 26 27 28 29 30 1 
CATA CATA CATA CATA Pick up feed for 
animals 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
       
 
 
July 2018
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
25 26 27 28 29 30 1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Guide dog mtg 
Masters Classes 
Masters 
Classes 
Lamb Practice 
Masters 
Classes 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Pick up Feed 
for animals 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water Water 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Record book 
lesson with 
animal kids 
Lamb Practice 
Guide Dog Mtg 
Work in 
classroom. 
Water 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Work in 
classroom 
Water Water Water 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Lamb Practice 
Water 
Pick up feed 
and work in 
classroom. 
Water 
Goat and 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Out of Town 
Out of Town 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
Out of Town 
Work in 
Classroom 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
Out of Town 
Water 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Out of Town 
 ​Pig Practice 
Water 
Out of Town 
Lamb Practice 
Water 
Officer 
Retreat 
Officer 
Retreat 
Officer 
Retreat 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
30 31 1 2 3 4 5 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
  
 
 
12. Graduate Follow 
Up Survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
Our graduate follow up survey is outdated and not traditionally 
used. My project for the AGED 539 is developing new 
department forms, including a graduate follow up survey. Part of the 
project will be creating, sharing and establishing a better method to review 
graduate data as well as collecting information to improve our instructional 
program. 
A Google Form was created and shared with my teaching partners. 
After collaboratively improving the rough draft, the final version was 
created. Using social media platforms, including Instagram, as well as 
personally texting students, we send out the survey links. Although we did 
not initially get a high percentage of responses, we were persistent in 
contacting graduates to get the feedback we were looking for.
Planning for next year, I feel if we preface that this survey will be sent 
to our current seniors, explaining the importance and value, we will see a 
higher return on responses. In our classes, we can have students complete 
postcards with the link on the card, the per-labeledcards would be ready to 
be sent to their residence when we are ready to collect this information. Out 
of the 37 graduates reported, 28 students responded to the survey. This 
accounts for 76% completion rate.
Name:     Nicole Borba                                 . 
Address:     19431 E. Adams Ave                    . 
City, State, Zip:    Reedley, CA 93654                       . 
Phone:     (559) 393-9390                             . 
E-mail:     niborba@calpoly.edu                  . 
Project Proposal 
 (to be completed in conjunction with AGED 539) 
 
 
Quality Criteria Number Addressed:          9               . 
Goal or Purpose of the Project:   
The Dinuba Agriculture Department does not have an updated, or regularly used, formal 
graduate survey. The department currently has a paper-based version that has been used years 
prior, but not in the last five years. I wanted to create a survey that could be shared digitally to 
receive accurate information about graduates. Additionally, I wanted to use the survey to get 
their opinion on areas that can improved upon as a program. This information can be used to 
reflect on as a department each year in order to continuously adapt and improve to make our 
program stronger and more reflective of our student’s needs. 
 
 
Specific Objectives to Accomplish (Be as detailed as possible): 
 When the graduate survey is completed each year for the AIG, we complete the required 
information as a department. Since there are no formal surveys sent out to our recent graduates, 
the information that is collected is from personal interactions, asking other students, or 
remembering what they told us at the end of the previous semester. This allows room for flaws 
in the data that is not truly representative of the students, as plans may have changed from 
school year to school year. Having a graduate survey that can be sent out easily once the 
following school year begins would help with accurate information as well as programmatic 
feedback to improve courses and opportunities. 
 The old, unused graduate survey was converted into a Google Form for graduates to 
complete using the link that would be shared via email or social media platforms. Traditional 
graduate survey information to be collected include post-secondary education, employment 
industry, college major and intended career. Additional information that I wanted to collect data 
on included all agriculture courses taken, past agriculture teachers, classes that were not offered 
that should be, and number of years enrolled in agriculture education. Aside from classes, I 
thought it would be beneficial to see the number and types of activities our graduates 
participated in, such as conferences, CDEs, and SAEs. 
 A short response section was included to allow graduates to share personal opinions 
about how they feel the Ag Program prepared them for higher education or future employment. 
Additionally, completers were asked how courses can be improved or for any other constructive 
feedback to improve the courses, facilities, SAEs or equipment. Past students were asked to be 
open with answers so we can receive honest feedback by those who have gone through the 
program. This new survey will provide us with the necessary information to complete the 
graduate information accurately, while also giving the department insight and data on ways that 
the program can be improved. 
 
 
 
 
Estimated number of hours on this project:        15 hours                        . 
Estimated expenditures ($) on this project (your costs) :          Not Applicable                   . 
Proposed timeline for completion of the project: September 2018-March 2019 
 
 
 
Progress Report: How will you inform the Cal Poly faculty of your progress on a regular basis? 
 I will send updates to my advisor, Dr. DeLay throughout the course of my project. 
Updates may include total number of responses, struggles of receiving survey responses, and 
notification when the project is complete with results. 
 
 
For Office Use Only: 
Project Approved By:                                                                                         . 
Date of Approval:                                                                                               . 
Quarter student will enroll in AGED 539:                                                         . 



  
 
 
 
13. Graduate Follow 
Up Survey Results 
 
 
 
 
 






14. Comprehensive
Program Plan
DHS Agriculture Education Program Plan 
 I. Introduction 
A.  Job Market 
B. Targeted Occupations 
C.  Total Program Goals and Objectives 
D.  Program Descriptions of Included Courses, SAE and Leadership 
E. Program and/or Course Subject Matter Content Outline 
F. Program Completion Standards 
G.  Descriptions of Facilities and Major Equipment 
H.  Five Year Facility and Equipment Acquisition  
I. Staff Assignments 
J. FFA Program of Activities 
K. School and/or Department Policies 
L. Proficiency Standards for Program Completers 
M. Teacher Data Sheet for Each Teacher 
N.  Roster of Agriculture Advisory Committee 
O. Advisory Committee Minutes 
P. Current Year Budget 
Q. Signed Articulation Agreement and/or Evidence of Articulation 
R. Graduate Follow-up System 
S. List of Active Placement Sites 
T. Recruitment Activities and Materials 
U. Staff In-service Record 
V. Staff Minutes 
W. Department Inventory 
I. Introduction 

A.  Job Market 
Job Market Description 
Agriculture is the most important industry in the United States with California 
being the number one state in production and the San Joaquin region its most 
important area. As the look of agriculture in this area changes, it is vital that the 
education facilities keeps pace with this by supplying students prepared to enter 
this vast job market. 
Dinuba is located in North East Tulare County. The climate is on of limited rainfall 
during the winter and the summers are hot and dry. The winter months bring foggy 
days and nights with mild and cold weather. The extremes have brought freezing 
temperatures that have caused crop damage.  
The Dinuba area is blessed with outstanding agricultural base. Many jobs are 
generated in the agriculture industry in the immediate Dinuba area. Crop 
production dominates the area yet there is also livestock production. Agriculture 
enterprises include, hay, citrus, peaches, apricots, nuts, table and wine grapes, 
dairy, beef and melons. The city of Dinuba is the home of Ruiz Foods, many 
packing plants and other large agriculture related industries.  
Because of the number of students who seek employment it is important that they 
be taught the necessary skills to make them marketable. These skills are hands on 
vocational skills. Agriculture job skills are taught because that is where the jobs are 
in our area. A student who has been properly trained but doesn't have any higher 
education can still get a job. Such job areas are mechanics, small engine repair, 
farm manager, maintenance, landscaping, as well as others. It is the job of the 
Agriculture program to provide these students with the vocational skills necessary 
for successful employment.	  
B. Targeted Occupations 


C. Total Program Goals 
and Objectives



D. Program Description of
Included Courses, SAE
and Leadership 
Course Descriptions 
AGRICULTURE 
Ag Biology 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed knowledge of the biological principles of                
the following areas: molecular and cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and                 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of classification, ecological relationships, and              
animal behavior. ​This class meets the life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college                  
admission. 
Ag​ ​Leadership    ​. 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as individual training for agricultural careers                 
and technology. Students will develop leadership skills through planning, executing community development events,             
speaking and job interviewing. 
Ag & Natural Resources 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology 
This course is designed to provide the student with theories and principles related to Agriculture and Natural                 
Resources. Students will learn about the science in natural resources, conservation, soil, water, wildlife classification               
and habitat, forest species, air pollution, land quality, weather and climate, environmental impact on mineral use,                
sustainable agriculture system and waste management. This course is intended to successfully prepare students              
who plan on majoring in agriculture and natural resources at a four-year university. 
Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to the Agriculture Mechanics                  
industry. The course will introduce the student to different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The                  
course will cover different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small Engines, plumbing,               
electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor             
maintenance and operations. 
Environmental Horticulture 
Grade: 11-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to environmental horticulture science. It will                 
also develop skills needed for employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape                
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture. Plant care, reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant            
identification, lawns and ground cover, irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered. The course is rigorous                
and involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college admission. 
Floriculture 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
This is an introduction to floral design. Students will explore elements and principles of design, two and three                  
dimensional designs, history of floral art, arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional              
designs and propagation. Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, explaining and             
evaluating all topics of study. ​This course meets the visual art requirement for graduation and college admission.                 
This class is a dual enrollment course with Reedley College. 
Introduction to Agriculture 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisites: None 
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and the FFA program. Course of study                 
includes animal and plant science, production agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife. A major              
emphasis is placed upon FFA participation. 
Landscape Design 
Grade:10-12 
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in such areas as Landscape                  
Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and Landscape Maintenance. Areas to be covered include site            
evaluation, plant identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant Science. 
Veterinary Science 
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and principles related to veterinary                 
science. This course is intended to successfully prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal                  
science at a four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
E. Program and/or Course 
Subject Matter Content 
Outline 
Program and/or Course Subject Matter 
Content Outline 
2017-2018 Changes 
● Environmental Horticulture name changed to Ornamental Horticulture
● New Courses Submitted: Animal Science, Advanced Floral Design
● Ornamental Horticulture, Animal Science, Landscape Design, Advanced      
Floral submitted to school for UC a-g approval
2018-2019 Changes 
● Animal Science-Approved for UC a-g Lab Science Credit (d)
● Ornamental Horticulture-Approved for UC a-g Lab Science Credit (d)
● Landscape Design-Approved for UC a-g Elective Credit (g)
● Advanced Floral Design- Approved for UC a-g Visual Arts (f)
● Animal Science and Ornamental Horticulture DUal Enrollment through       
Reedley College (pending)
F. Program Completion
Standards 
To be considered a “program completer” at Dinuba High School, students           
must have taken 4 years of agriculture courses with a passing grade, meet             
the minimum FFA participation of 5 activities per semester, and have a            
satisfactory SAE record. The high school, and the agriculture department,          
strongly advise students to be a pathway completer by taking a           
concentrator and capstone course sequentially in the same pathway.         
Additional recognition with FFA cords will be given to graduating seniors           
who are 4 year program completers and have earned the State FFA            
Degree. Graduation program denote pathway completers as well as State          
Degree recipients.  
G. Descriptions of Facilities 
& Major Equipment 
The livestock barn accommodates 24 lambs or 
goats, 4 beef cattle, and 32 hogs. Students can 
house their livestock projects here during school 
and summer, if facilities are not available at their 
residence. A storage and supplies shed is also 
available for student use. 
A dirt show arena is located within the barn for 
student use. The show ring is utilized during formal 
practices and independent practice times. 
Three enclosed wash racks are located in the barn 
for lambs, goats, and hogs. When there are cattle 
projects, a shoot is set up next to wash racks for 
livestock owners to use. 
There are three storage sheds located behind the 
agriculture department. The first shed is used to 
house small tools, equipment, containers, and 
other horticultural related products. The second 
shed is a floral shed that contains various floral 
supplies, vases, and foam that cannot be stored in 
the classroom. The last shed is used to raise mice 
and rats for feeding the department reptiles. 
The traditional greenhouse is used in various 
classes including Ornamental Horticulture, 
Landscape Design and Introduction to Agriculture. 
This facility is also available for plant propagation, 
production, and other plant-based SAE projects. 
Students SAE projects in the greenhouse include 
various forms of propagation, maintenance, and 
plant care. 
There are nine raised garden beds available next to 
the Agriculture Department. Raised beds are used 
for classes, as well as student-grown projects. 
Students who are utilizing the raised beds are given 
a key to access their plants on weekends and after 
hours. 
A brand new greenhouse is currently in the process 
of being built. This greenhouse will be used to start 
a hydroponics program at Dinuba High School. The 
greenhouse will contain concrete, raised tables, 
fans, and a heater. 
Department Inventory 
Machinery 
● Tractor (1)
● 2016 GMC Express Van (1)
● 2001 Chevrolet Truck (1)
● Livestock Trailer (1, small)
● Shipping Container (3)
Animal Husbandry 
● Chicken Coop (1)
● Hog Feeders (20)
● Hog Boards (4)
● Sheep/Goat Stanchions (2)
● Beef Stanchion (2)
● Blowers (2)
● Beef Equipment (various)
● Sheep Equipment (various)
● Goat Equipment (various)
● Electronic Livestock Scale (3)
● Upright Tack Boxes (3)
● Flat Tack Box (1)
● Hanging Tack Box (1)
● Wheelbarrows (4)
● Wash Racks (3)
● Show ring (1)
● Livestock Storage Shed (1)
● Dog Washing Sink (1)
● Dog Drying Stand (1)
● Dog Blower (1)
● Guide Dog Supplies (various)
Horticulture 
● Traditional Greenhouse (1)
● Greenhouse Tables (18)
● Hydroponics Greenhouse (1)
● Shade House (1)
● Outdoor Growing Tables (10)
● Raised Garden Beds (10)
● Orchard and Vineyard (plan to    
replace in 2019)
● Hand Garden Tools (various)
● Heated Seed Propagation Mats (10)
● Soil Bin (1)
● Tool Storage Shed (1)
● Floral Shed (1)
● Horticulture Storage Shed (1)
● Gravel Bin (1)
Food/Serving Items 
● Catering Utensils (various)
● Refrigerator (1)
● Freezer (1)
● Ice Chest (1)
● Igloo Coolers (3)
● Food Warmer (4)
● Microwave (1)
Classrooms 
● Classrooms (3)
● Teacher Desks (3)
● Chromecarts (2)
● Chromebooks (70)
● Student Chairs (90)
● Office Chair (4)
● Filing Cabinets (6)
● TV with Chromebox (3)
● Teacher Laptop (3)
● Teacher Desktop (2)
● Compound Microscopes (various)
● Veterinary Science Supplies  
(various)
● Floral tools and equipment (various)
● Horticulture tools and equipment   
(various)
● Sink (2)
H. Five Year Facility & 
Equipment Acquisition 
Schedule 
DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL 
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
FIVE-YEAR PLAN
Year 1: 2018-2019 
1. Upgrade shade area, clothe
2. New Animal trailer
3. build shelving in storage sheds
4. Renovate the Orchard
5. New Ag Truck
Year 2: 2019-2020 
1. upgrade lighting in greenhouse
2. purchase new glazing for greenhouse
3. Add tar to roof of C-Trains
4. Develop ornamental tree area
5. Renovate propagation (mist) House
Year 3: 2020-2021 
1. Develop a outside potting area
2. purchase additional livestock trailer
3. new laptops for computer lab & staff & printer
4. Add more hydroponics/Aquaponics
5. Add lights to shed in the livestock area.
Year 4: 2021-2022 
1. outside potting area
2. create outdoor mother stock area for horticulture
3. Add another raised bed
4. Add feed containers in the livestock area.
Year 5: 2022-2023 
1. purchase smaller greenhouse
2. purchase walk in floral cooler
3. Purchase soil sterlizer
4. Purchase soil mixer
I. Staff Assignments 
Staff Assignments 
Project supervision of various types, facilities management and FFA Advisor 
responsibilities are divided between all three Advisors. The agriculture teachers 
work collaboratively to ensure the best possible experience for students to 
maximize the impact of resources available on campus. Non-teaching 
responsibilities are outlined on the Chart of Responsibilities. Course assignments 
are as follows: 
Nicole Borba 
● Agriculture Biology
● Landscape Design
● Ornamental Horticulture
Roy Browne 
● Ag Discovery
● Animal Science
● Introduction to Agriculture
● Veterinary Science
Kariann Wilterding 
● Advanced Floral Design
● Floral Design I
● Introduction to Agriculture
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Chart of Responsibilities 2018– 2019  
Assignment Date Roy 
Browne 
Kari 
Wilterding 
Nicole 
Borba 
Leadership Advising 
Officer Team Advisor All Year XX X X 
Officer Retreat July XX X X 
Opening Closing Ceremonies October Officer Team Novice Teams Open Teams 
Sectional Officer Team Officer All Year 
Sectional Activities All Year X X X 
Judging Teams 
Creed Speaking Fall-Spring X XX X 
Cooperatives February XX 
Banking Quiz December XX 
Cotton Judging CDE Sept – Nov XX 
Vine Pruning CDE Winter XX 
Citrus Judging CDE Winter X X 
Prepared speaking Spring X XX 
Extemporaneous Speaking Spring XX XX X 
Job Interview Spring XX X 
Veterinary Science CDE Spring XX 
Impromptu Spring X XX 
Best Informed Greenhand Spring X XX 
Landscape Design- CDE Spring XX 
Veterinary Science – CDE May -Oct XX 
Floriculture CDE XX 
 GUIDE DOGS X XX X 
Department / Reports 
Department Head All Year XX 
R2 – Roster October XX X X 
Program of Activities Fall X XX 
Requisitions All Year XX X 
Transportation Forms All Year XX 
Advisory Committee Meetings All year XX X X 
Advisory Committee Minutes All year XX 
Grants All Year X X X 
Student Teachers observer XX X 
CATA 
State Conference June X X X 
Road Show Prof. Dev. December X X X 
Fall Sectional Meeting September X X X 
Spring Sectional Meeting May X X X 
Fall Regional Meeting November X X X 
Spring Regional Meeting February X X X 
Summer Regional Meeting June X X X 
Proficiency Application Scoring February X X X 
Record Book Scoring January X X X 
Sectional Officer Position All Year X X X 
Leadership Conferences 
Chapter Officer Lead. Conf. October X X 
Greenhand Leadership Conf. November X 
Made for Excellence Conf. February X X X 
Advanced Leadership Academy February X X X 
State FFA Convention April X X X 
National FFA Convention Trip October XX 
FFA Meetings 
Aug. Mtg. – Groovy meeting August X X X 
Sept. Mtg- Pool party September X X X 
Oct. Mtg. – Halloween Movie October X X X 
Nov. Mtg. – Thanksgiving November X X X 
Dec. Mtg. – Chapter / GH Degree December X X X 
Jan. Mtg. – January X X X 
Feb. Mtg. - Softball Night February X X X 
Mar. Mtg. - Chapter Degree March X X X 
Apr. Mtg. – Park - Games April X X X 
May Mtg. - Banquet Awards May XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Food May XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Program, 
Decor & Certificates 
May XX 
Community Service 
Thanksgiving Baskets November X X X 
Raisin Day Petting Zoo September XX 
Grand View Carnival Petting Zoo October XX 
Women’s Club Mtg. October XX 
Christmas Float December X X X 
Pet Food Drive January XX X X 
Valentine Roses February XX 
Rose/Carnations for the Elderly February X XX X 
Earth Day - Tree Planting March XX 
Pet therapy November 
X 
X X 
SAE Projects 
Sheep May –Sept. XX 
Swine May – Sept. XX 
Goats Mar – Sept. XX 
Beef Jan - Sept XX 
Tulare County Fair September X X X 
Plant Sales – Fall / Spring Nov. / May XX 
Bare Root Trees Jan – May X 
Vegetable Plots Mar – Jun X X X 
Small Animals All year XX 
Orchard/Vineyard All year X XX 
Open Shop Projects All year X 
Poultry at the Jr. High All year X 
Ag Sci & Animal Proficiencies Spring XX 
Ag Mech & Landscape Prof. Spring XX 
Sales, Floral & Horticulture Prof. Spring XX X 
Pre-Fair Fall X X X 
State/Am. Degree Applications Winter X X X 
Officer Duties 
Chapter Officer Applications March X XX X 
Regional Officer Applications February X XX X 
Sectional Officer Applications April X XX X 
State Conference Applications January XX 
MFE-ALA Applications November XX 
Fundraisers 
Drive Thru BBQ Fall XX X X 
Shirt Orders All Year X XX X 
Cookie Dough November XX X X 
Smencils XX 
Other 
World Ag Expo X X X 
National FFA Week February X X X 
Officer Meetings All Year XX X X 
Dual Enrollment Classes All Year X XX X 
Reedley Showmanship Day November 
     XX   =   lead advisor 
      X     =   assistant advisor 
J. FFA Program of Activities 
There’s No End To Agriculture 
Program of Activities 
2017-2018 
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Introduction to Dinuba FFA 
 
The FFA Organization is an organization of, by, and for students studying 
agriculture in public secondary schools under the provision of the Vocational 
Education Act. The National FFA Organization envisions a future in which all 
agricultural education students will discover their passion in life and build on that 
insight to chart the course for their education, career and future.  
 
As an integral part of agriculture education in the public school system of the 
United States, the FFA has become well known in recent years. No other national 
student organization enjoys greater freedom of self government under adult council 
and guidance than the FFA. Organized in 1928, it has served to motivate and 
vitalize the effective instruction offered to students of vocational agriculture and to 
provide further training in farmer citizenship and agricultural business.  
 
The FFA is a non-profit, non-political agriculture youth organization, designed to 
take its place with other agents striving for the development of leadership, the 
advancement of agriculture technology, and improvement of agricultural life. The 
foundation upon which the FFA organization is molded includes leadership, 
service, thrift, scholarship, improved agriculture, organized recreation, citizenship, 
and patriotism.  
 
The Dinuba FFA Chapter is part of the California FFA Association of the National 
FFA Organization. Dinuba FFA was chartered in 1937,  nine years after the 
National FFA Organization was formed. Dinuba High School promotes three 
general career pathways: Animal Science, Floral Design, and Ornamental 
Horticulture. With almost 450 members, Dinuba FFA has made great strides here 
in our small agricultural community to build a reputable program and serve our 
own. 
 
The Dinuba FFA Program of Activities is designed to serve as a guide for our 
members in all of their endeavors during the coming year. The Program of Activities 
or POA for short, contains information about leadership conferences, degree 
attainment, our chapter’s constitution, by-laws, and much more. It is our hope that 
this document will guide all members and guests to greater success within our 
organization. 
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 President’s Message 
 
Welcome to the 2017-2018 school year! Your officer team is very excited to 
welcome you to another fun filled year in the Dinuba FFA Chapter. Dinuba FFA 
has continually discovered new opportunities in this organization throughout  our 
years and strive to make this program truly reflective of our members. This year 
we have seen an increase in membership, participation, and opportunities for you, 
Dinuba FFA members.  
 
During the Chapter Officer retreat in July, the chapter officer team 
developed our theme for the 2017 - 2018 school year, “There is No End to 
Agriculture.” We believe that this theme was a perfect choice for our chapter goals 
and vision. As a team, we decided we want to promote agriculture and the key 
roles that is plays into today’s society. Our chapter is striving to make a impact on 
FFA members and the community, to educate everyone that there is truly no end to 
agriculture. 
 I am privileged to be serving as your president in such a dedicated chapter in 
the FFA, and it makes me proud to see each of our members growing and 
developing as young leaders in our organization. I am also grateful to be apart of 
such a wonderful officer team. I know they will bring nothing, but dedication to 
the team and to the chapter. Our FFA chapter has been demonstrating that “there is 
no end to agriculture” by continuing to show their leadership skills, having hands-
on supervised agricultural experience projects, learning to grow inside and outside 
of the classroom environment, and competing in career development events. I 
cannot wait to see how Dinuba FFA will continue to prove how agriculture has no 
end and will continue to thrive in the future, just as our chapter grows. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Madasen Gutierrez 
2017-2018 Chapter President 
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 2017-2018 Chapter Officer Team 
 
 
Back Row: Jesus Aguilera (Treasurer), Jose Gutierrez (Vice President), Chase 
DeMasters (Historian), Jose Flores (Treasurer) 
 
Front Row: Leslie Garcia (Reporter), Madasen Gutierrez (President), Shania 
Cardenas (Secretary) 
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 President 
Name: Madasen Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Vine Pruning, 
Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Vice President 
Name: Jose Gutierrez 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Gutierrez Cattle 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,  
Vine Pruning, Job Interview, Veterinary Science 
 
 
 
Secretary  
Name: Shania Cardenas 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Hog 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Job Interview 
Floral 
 
 
 
Treasurer 
Name: Jose Flores 
Grade: 10 
SAE: Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cottong Judging, 
Impormptu, Nursery Landscape 
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 Reporter 
Name: Leslie Garcia 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Goat 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Floral 
 
 
 
 
Sentinel 
Name: Jesus Aguilera 
Grade: 11 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ornamental Horticulture 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging,   
Job Interview, Nursery/Landscape 
 
 
 
 
Historian 
Name: Chase DeMasters 
Grade: 12 
SAE: Market Lamb, Ag Mechanics 
CDEs: Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, 
Vine Pruning, Nursery/Landscape 
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Advisor’s Message 
 
Welcome to the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department! 
 
Welcome to a new and exciting year at the Dinuba High School Agriculture 
Department and FFA Organization. We look forward to continuing the long 
tradition of success within our program and hope that each and every one of you 
will become involved in the many activities the chapter officers have planned for 
this year. Our chapter officers have planned a fun year for our students and we 
couldn’t be more proud. 
 
The mission of the Dinuba Agriculture Department and Dinuba FFA is to provide 
opportunities, help students, and guide them while providing a quality agriculture 
education that prepares students for higher education, career readiness, and to be 
productive citizens within our society. Our courses are designed to provide a 
rigorous, hands-on, applicable education that provides students with real-life 
experiences, unique to agriculture education. 
 
Taking an agriculture course makes you a member of the largest youth leadership 
organization in the entire world; FFA. Students across our campus, section, region, 
state, and nation are reaping the benefits and growing as young leaders. You, too, 
can become a young leader and develop within the organization. Your FFA 
advisors, chapter officers, and fellow members want you to develop your potential 
for premier leadership, personal growth, and career success. 
 
We look forward to working with all of our wonderful students and see all of your 
successes in the 2017-2018 school year! 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
The Dinuba FFA Advisors 
 
Roy Browne, Kariann Wilterding, and Nicole Borba 
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Introduction of Advisors
 
 
Mr. Roy Browne       
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Business from Cal Poly, Pomona. 
Classes:  
Intro. to Mechanics, Intro. to Agriculture, Veterinary Science 
SAE’s:  
Market Sheep, Mechanics 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Extemporaneous 
Speaking, Vine  
Pruning, Citrus,  
Vet Science 
Mrs. Kariann Wilterding 
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in 
Animal Science from Fresno State 
Classes:  
Intro. to Agriculture, Floral Design 
SAE’s:  
Market Goats, Market Beef, Market Hogs 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Creed Recitation, Best Informed, Greenhand, 
Floral 
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Mrs. Nicole Borba 
 
Education:  
BS in Agriculture Education, Emphasis in Animal Science from 
Fresno State,  
 
Pursuing Masters in Agriculture Education from Cal Poly SLO 
 
Classes:  
Agriculture Biology and Landscape Design 
 
SAE’s:  
Market Hogs and Horticulture 
 
CDE’s:  
Opening/Closing, Cotton Judging, Impromptu, Job Interview, 
Nursery/Landscape 
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 Advisory and District Staff 
 
2017 – 2018 Dinuba Agriculture Advisory Committee 
  
James Garcia                     Stone Fruit / Orchard Labor 
Dave Lopes                       Reedley College Professor Emeritus 
Kara Langley   Alumni, Floral 
Ron Nishinaka   CSU, Fresno Hort. Lecturer, Past Nursery Owner 
Jon Robson                        Dairy Consultant, Ex Fresno State Professor 
Steve Soria                        Soria Trucking and Agriculture Products 
Josh Terry                          Plant Biologist 
Rod Pomp                          Farmer- nuts, hay 
Tory Torosian                   Torosian Organic Farms 
Rhonda Watson   Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
Board of Trustees 
Joe Hernandez, Ed.D.        Marti Kochevar                                                                                              
Superintendent       Assistant Superintendent 
 
Sandra Kizirian       Trustee Area 1 
Ron Froese         Trustee Area 2 
Bev Keel-Worrell        Trustee Area 3 
Mary Villarreal        Trustee Area 4 
Miriam Cendejas        Trustee Area 5 
 
Administration and Staff 
Dr. Roberts. Ed.D.        Principal 
Adriana Baza        Assistant Principal 
Marlena Celaya        Assistant Principal 
Gina Melkonian        Assistant Principal  
Eric Rodriguez         Assistant Principal 
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 Department Information 
 
Dinuba High School 
340 E. Kern Ave 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7220 
 
 
 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
1131 E. Magnolia Way 
Dinuba, CA 93618 
(559) 595-7247 
 
 
 
Course Room Locations 
Intro to Agriculture - Room 600 and 601 
Agriculture Biology - Room 216 and 217 
Agriculture Mechanics - Room 305  
Floral Design - Room 601 
Veterniary Science - Room 600 
Landscape - Room 601 
 
 
 
Email Addresses 
Mr. Browne- rbrowne@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Borba- nicole.borba@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
Mrs. Wilterding- kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us 
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 FFA Mission and Strategies 
 
The FFA Mission and Strategies encompasses aiming to make a positive difference 
in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, 
personal growth and career success through agricultural education. To accomplish 
this mission, the FFA:  
 
● Develops competent and assertive agricultural leadership.  
● Increases awareness of the global and technological importance of 
agriculture and its contribution to our well-being.  
● Strengthens agriculture students’ confidence in themselves and their work.  
● Promotes the intelligent choice and establishment of an agricultural career. 
● Encourages achievement in supervised agricultural experience (SAE) 
programs.  
● Encourages wise management of the community’s economic, environmental 
and human resources.  
● Develops interpersonal skills in teamwork, communication, human relations 
and social interaction. 
● Builds character and promotes citizenship, volunteerism and patriotism.  
●  Promotes cooperation and cooperative attitudes among all people. 
● Promotes healthy lifestyles.  
● Encourages excellence in scholarship. 
 
 
 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization. 
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 The FFA Emblem 
 
 
The National FFA Emblem is a representative of the history, goals, and future of 
the Organization.  Each of the five elements possesses a unique significance. 
  
The Cross Section of the Ear of Corn provides the foundation of the emblem, just 
as corn has served as the foundation crop of American agriculture.  It signifies 
unity, as corn is grown in every state of the nation. 
  
The Rising Sun signifies progress and holds promise that tomorrow will bring a 
new day glowing with opportunity. 
  
The Plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the 
historic foundation of our country’s strength. 
  
The Eagle is a national symbol, which serves as a reminder of our freedom and 
ability to explore new horizons for the future of agriculture. 
  
The Owl, long recognized for its wisdom, symbolizes the knowledge required to 
be successful in the industry of agriculture. 
  
The words “Agricultural Education” and “FFA” signify the combination of 
learning and leadership necessary for progressive agriculture. 
 
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Colors and Motto 
 
Official Colors 
 
In 1929, the Future Farmers of America voted to adopt National Blue and Corn 
Gold as the official FFA colors. National blue was selected since our national flag 
has a blue field while gold is represented by the golden fields of corn signifying 
unity across our country. National unity amongst our organizations marks it as the 
largest youth organization in the world, and we are all united by one factor: 
agriculture. 
 
 
 
Motto 
 
 
 
These 12 words gives members words to live by as they experience the FFA and 
agriculture education. FFA members should embody and embrace these words and 
carry this message in their hearts at all times. 
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 FFA Salute, Official Dress and Proper 
Use of the Jacket 
 
FFA Salute 
The official salute of the National FFA Organization is the Pledge of Allegiance. 
Conducted during the closing ceremonies of an official meeting, those in 
attendance should face the flag, place the right hand over their heart, and repeat the 
following statement: 
 
“I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the 
Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and 
justice for all.” 
 
 
Official Dress 
  
Female members are to wear a black skirt to the knees or longer, nylon stockings, 
white collared blouse, blue FFA scarf, black close-toed shoes, and official FFA 
jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Male members are to war black slacks, white collared shirt, black dress shoes, 
black socks, FFA tie, and official FFA jacket zipped to the top. 
  
Show Uniform for FFA members consists of official FFA jacket, FFA scarf for 
females and FFA tie for males, white collared shirt, white pants, and appropriate 
shoes for the task. 
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Proper Use of the FFA Jacket 
The blue corduroy jacket is the most recognizable symbol of the organization. As a 
member, it is one of your responsibilities to ensure its proper use. Specific 
guidelines are outlined below:  
● The jacket is to be worn only by members.
● The jacket should be kept clean and neat.
● The back of the jacket should have only a large official FFA emblem, the
name of the state association and the name of the local chapter, region,
district or area. The front of the jacket should have only a small official FFA
emblem, the name of the individual, one office or honor and the year of that
office or honor.
● The jacket should be worn on official occasions with the zipper fastened to
the top. The collar should be turned down and the cuffs buttoned.
● The jacket should be worn by members and officers on all official FFA
occasions, as well as other occasions where the chapter or state association is
represented. It may be worn to school and other appropriate places.
● The jacket should only be worn to places that are appropriate for members to
visit.
● School letters and insignia of other organizations should not be attached to
or worn on the jacket.
● When the jacket becomes faded and worn, it should be discarded or the
emblems and lettering removed.
● The emblems and lettering should be removed if the jacket is given or sold
to a non-member.
● A member should act professionally when wearing the official FFA jacket.
● Members should refrain from use of tobacco and alcohol when underage and
at all times when representing FFA. In addition, members should exhibit
their leadership qualities when they encounter substances including tobacco
and alcohol and serve to discourage others from inappropriate behavior.
● All chapter degree, officer and award medals should be worn beneath the
name on the right side of the jacket, with the exception of a single State FFA
Degree charm or American FFA Degree key. These should be worn above
the name or attached to a standard degree chain. No more than three medals
should be worn on the jacket. These should represent 1.) the highest degree
earned, 2.) the highest office held and 3.) the highest award earned by the
member.
Taken from the Official Manual of the National FFA Organization 
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 FFA Creed 
 
Written by E. M. Tiffany 
 
I believe in the future of farming with a faith born not of words, but of deeds – 
achievements won by the present and past generations of agriculturists; in the 
promise of better days through better ways, even as the better things we now enjoy 
have come to us from the struggles former years. 
 
I believe that to live and work on a good farm, or to be engaged in other 
agricultural pursuits, is pleasant as well as challenging; for I know the joys and 
discomforts of agricultural life and hold an inborn fondness for those associations 
which, even in hours of discouragement, I cannot deny. 
 
I believe in leadership from ourselves and respect from others.  I believe in my 
own ability to work efficiently and think clearly, with such knowledge and skill as 
I can secure, and in the ability of progressive agriculturists to serve our own and 
the public interest in producing and marketing the product of our toil. 
 
I believe in less dependence on begging and more power in bargaining;  in the life 
abundant and enough honest wealth to help make it so – for others as well as 
myself; in less need for charity and more of it when needed; in being happy myself 
and playing square with those whose happiness depends upon my. 
 
I believe that American agriculture can and will hold true to the best traditions of 
our national life and that I can exert an influence in my home and community 
which will stand solid for my part in that inspiring task. 
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 FFA Degree Program 
Greenhand Degree 
  
1.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
2.   Have, or have plans for a Supervised Agricultural Experience Project. 
3.   Demonstrate Knowledge of FFA History, Creed, Motto, and other leadership    
 information by obtaining a score of 70% or higher on the FFA Leadership  
Exam. 
  
Chapter Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Greenhand Degree. 
2.   Be enrolled in a Vocational Agriculture course. 
3.   Be actively involved in the workings of the chapter. 
4.  Have a Supervised Occupational Experience project. 
5.   Earn and invest at least $150, or work at least 45 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
6.  Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
  
State Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the Chapter FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active member for at least 24 months. 
3.   Complete at least 2 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Earn or invest at least $1000, or work at least 300 unpaid hours in a SAE. 
5.   Demonstrate knowledge of Parliamentary Procedure. 
6.  Give a 6 minute speed on an agriculture topic. 
7.   Serve as an officer, committee chairperson, or a participating member of a 
 committee. 
  
American Farmer Degree 
  
1.   Hold the State FFA Degree. 
2.   Be an active FFA Member for at least 36 months. 
3.   Complete at least 3 years of agricultural course work. 
4.  Graduate from high school at least 12 months prior to receiving the degree. 
5.   Have in operation, with accurate records substantiating, an SAE. 
6.       Earn $7500, or earn and invest $1500 and work at least 2250 unpaid hours in          
          the SAE. 
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Essentials of a Successful Chapter 
The local chapter is the heart of FFA. Chapters that strive for success keep 
members active at all levels of the organization and provide students with many 
opportunities for leadership. Emphasizing the following 10 items will help ensure 
your chapter’s success.  
1. FFA Knowledge- Every member and chapter advisor needs to understand the
functions and opportunities of FFA in order to fully reap the benefits. Detailed
information can be found in the Official FFA Student Handbook, FFA.org or in
other FFA publications.
2.Diversity of Membership- Agricultural education enrollment and FFA chapter
membership should be representative of the diversity of the student body
population. Serving this broad cross-section of students is an opportunity and a
responsibility that includes every student in the agricultural education classes.
Achieving this objective has many rewards, including greater service to students,
parents and the community; a broader spectrum of community support; and a more
creative program plan through diverse input.
3. All Members Share Responsibilities- When all members are active, the entire
chapter benefits. Providing leadership should be everyone’s role, not just that of
the officers. The Program of Activities ensures that each member has specific
duties in the chapter.
4. Capable Officers- Students nominated and elected to officer positions must
have the talent and dedication necessary to lead the chapter. Chapters should hold
open elections, and officers should serve as role models.
5. Challenging Program of Activities- A chapter should plan goals and activities
that will utilize members’ talents and meet the needs of the community. Every
member is to be included in the POA.
6. Workable Constitution and Bylaws- These should provide flexibility to allow
progress yet provide enough structure and support to give the chapter a firm
foundation. All chapter decisions should be based upon its constitution and bylaws.
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 7. Proper Equipment and Records- The chapter should acquire the equipment 
necessary for officers and committee members to keep complete financial, 
historical, membership and other records.  
 
8. Well-planned, Regularly Held Chapter Meetings- Monthly meetings, 
scheduled at a regular time and guided by a sound agenda, will provide the 
efficient transaction of business, promote chapter unity and encourage better 
attendance. Chapter meetings can be excellent learning and teaching tools.  
 
9.Adequate Financing- Fundraising projects are essential in FFA. Yearly earnings 
will contribute to the creativity and growth of the chapter by funding important 
activities and projects.  
 
10. School and Community Support- The chapter must strive to meet the needs 
of the community and work with the school system in which it operates. Since 
many chapter activities depend upon local support, public relations activities 
should be conducted in the community, such as the National Chapter Program and 
Food for America. An FFA Alumni affiliate can provide organized community 
support and service. 
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 Chapter Goals 
 
Every year, the newly elected officer team reflects on the past school year in order 
to plan for a more effective and successful program. In the 2017 summer, chapter 
officers went on a leadership retreat to Montana de Oro, CA to bond, plan, and 
prepare for the upcoming year. A portion of this leadership retreat is spent 
establishing goals for our chapter. Three goals the chapter officer team set are: 
 
1. Increase Member Participation 
● Increase attendance of chapter meetings, as well as activities that 
follow 
● Increase participation in activities above the chapter level 
● Expand opportunities for career development events for members 
● Create new activities, fundraisers, and traditions  
● Have more organized and meaningful chapter meetings 
● Invite members to speak at chapter meetings about their experiences, 
rather than having officers give all the reports 
● Increase SAE projects for all students program wide, including non-
traditional experiences 
 
2. Improve Recruitment and Retention 
● Recruit at the feeder middle schools  
● Implement a new Ag Discovery course at Washington Intermediate 
● Give educational presentations to younger students and provide 
hands-on activities 
● Utilize social media to promote chapter activities, successes, and 
classes 
 
3. Improve and Expand SAE Projects 
● Increase the amount of students with a legitimate SAE project 
● Create a chapter SAE presentation competition 
● Provide more on-campus SAE opportunities   
● Work with community members to create work experience 
opportunities 
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August 
12-13 Chapter Officer Boot Camp  
25- Chapter Meeting  
26- Mandatory Fair Clean Up 
 
 
September 
1- Purchase FFA Shirt 
6 - Barn Clean Up 
7- Pre Fair  
11-17- Tulare County Fair  
21- Greenhand Leadership Conference  
23- Chapter Officer Leadership   
Conference 
23- Raisin Day Festival 
28- Chapter Meeting 
 
 
October 
5- Sequoia Sectional Activity @  
Adventure Park 
6- Take out BBQ dinner fundraiser 
7- Dinuba Tractor Supply Farmers 
 Market  
11- Opening/Closing Speech Contest 
14- Corcoran Cotton Contest @  
Corcoran High School 
14- Dinuba Historical Society Dinner 
 and Silent Auction 
20- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley Freshman Field Day @  
Reedley College 
28- Modesto Junior College Cotton  
Contest @ MJC 
 
 
November  
2- Hanford Cotton Contest @ Hanford 
High School 
3- College of the Sequoias Freshman  
Field Day @ COS 
4- Cotton Judging State Finals @  
Fresno State 
16- Chapter Meeting 
 
  
December 
2- Christmas Parade 
7- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional  
banking Contest @ El Diamante 
 High School 
14- Chapter Meeting 
16- Exeter Citrus 
 
 
January 
6- St. Helena Pruning Contest 
6- Fowler Vine Pruning Contest @   
Fowler High School  
13- Dinuba Vine Pruning Contest @  
 Dinuba High School 
13- Golden West Citrus Contest @   
Golden West High School 
20-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare High  
School District Farm 
20- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest @  
Reedley High School 
26- Chapter Meeting 
27- Reedley College Field Day @  
Reedley College 
29-9 Valentines Flowers fundraiser 
 
 
February 
3- Mid-Winter State Finals @ Fresno  
State 
8- Sequoia Sectional Speaking Contest  
@ Mission Oak High School 
13-28- Cookie Dough Sales 
15- World Ag Expo Field Trip 
16-17- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership Academy 
 Conferences @ Visalia
2017-2018 Calendar of Actvities 
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18-23- National FFA Week 
23- Chapter Meeting 
24- San Joaquin Regional FFA Meeting  
 @ Mission Oak High School  
28- Sequoia Sectional Activity@ Roller 
 Town 
 
March  
2-3- UC Davis Field Day @ UC Davis 
9-10- Chico State Field Day @ Chico  
State 
13- Bouquets to Arts Exhibit (Floral  
Classes) 
14- Ag Career/College Expo @  
International Agri Center  
16- Regional Speaking Contest  
17- Dinuba Vet and Floral Contest @  
Dinuba High School 
22- Chapter Meeting 
24- Modesto Junior College Field Day  
@ MJC 
31- Reedley College Field Day 
 
 
 
 
April  
4- Sequoia Section State Degree and  
Proficiency Banquet @  
International Agricenter 
6-7- Pomona Field Day @ Cal Poly  
Pomona  
9- Sectional Officer Interviews 
12- Sectional Elections 
19- Chapter Meeting  
21- Fresno State Field Day @ Fresno  
State 
22-25- State FFA Leadership  
Conference 
28- Madera Floral @ Madera South 
28- Madera Liberty Vet @ Madera  
Liberty 
  
 
 
May 
4-5- State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly SLO 
10-11- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High  
School 
12- Point Award Trip 
14/15- Chapter Officer Interviews 
18- End of the Year Banquet 
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Chapter Constitution and Bylaws 
Article I   Name and Purpose 
Section A: The name of this organization shall be the “Dinuba FFA Chapters”. 
Section B: The purposes for which this Chapter was formed are as follows: 
1. To develop competent, aggressive, rural and agriculture leadership.
2. To create and nurture a love of country life.
3. To strengthen the confidence of students of agriculture in themselves and
their work.
4. To create more interest in the intelligent choice of farming and other
programs and establishment in agriculture.
5. To encourage members in the development of individual farming and other
programs and establishment in agriculture.
6. To encourage members to appreciate the farm and its surroundings.
7. To participate in worthy undertakings for the improvement of agriculture.
8. To develop character, train for useful citizenship, and foster patriotism.
9. To participate in cooperative effort.
10. To encourage and practice thrift.
11. To encourage improvement in scholarship.
12. To provide and encourage the development of organized recreational
activities.
Article II    Organization 
Section A:   The  Dinuba  Chapter  of  the  FFA  Organization  is  chartered  by  the 
National  FFA Organization. 
Section B:  The Chapter accepts in full the provisions in the Constitution and By – 
laws of the  California Association as well as those of the National FFA 
Organization. 
Article III    Membership 
Section A: Membership in this Chapter shall be of three kinds:  Active, Alumni, 
and Honorary, as defined by the National FFA Constitution. 
Section B: The regular work of this Chapter shall be limited to the active 
membership. 
Section C: Honorary  Membership  in  this  Chapter  shall  be  limited  to  the 
Honorary Chapter Farmer Degree. 
Section D: Active  Members  in  good  standing  may  vote  on  all  business 
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 brought before  the Chapter. An Active member shall be considered in good 
standing when: 
1. They attend 80% of Chapter Meetings held that year. 
2. They show an interest in, and take part in, the affairs of the Chapter. 
3. They pay all bills within 30 days. 
4. They are a true representative of the FFA as perceived by the Chapter  
Executive Committee. 
5.  They  are  academically  eligible  to  participate  in  activities  according  
to  the  policy as established by the Dinuba Unified School District. 
Section E:  Names of applicant for membership shall be filed with the Chapter  
 Secretary. 
 
Article IV   Emblems 
Section A: The Emblem of the FFA shall be the Emblem of the Chapter. 
Section B:  Emblems used by members shall be designated by the National FFA 
 Organization. 
 
Article V:     Degrees 
Section A: There shall be four degrees of Active Membership in this Chapter.  
These degrees are: Greenhand, Chapter Farmer, State Farmer, and American 
Farmer. 
Section B: All “Greenhands” are entitled to wear the regulation bronze emblem  
pin, all Members holding the degree of “Chapter Farmer” are entitled to 
wear the regulation silver emblem pin, all members holding the degree of 
“State Farmer” are entitled to wear the regulation gold emblem pin, and all 
members holding the degree of “American Farmer” are entitled to wear the 
regulation gold emblem key. 
Section C: Minimum qualifications for obtaining the four degrees of Active  
 Membership shall be those listed in the National FFA Constitution. 
Section D: Chapter Officers shall review the qualifications of members and make  
recommendations to the Chapter concerning degree advancement. 
   
Article VI   Officers 
Section A: The Officers of the Chapter shall be as follows: President, Vice  
President, Secretary, Reporter, Sentinel, Treasurer, ASB Representative and 
Historian. The local Advisor(s) shall be the teacher(s) of agriculture in the 
school where the Chapter is located. The officers shall perform the following 
duties: 
          1. The president shall preside over and conduct meetings according to  
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  accepted parliamentary procedure, call special meetings, keep members on 
the subject and within time limits, appoint committees and serve on them as 
an ex-officio member, call other officers to the Chair as necessary or 
desirable, represent the Chapter and speak on occasions, coordinate Chapter 
efforts by keeping in close contact with the other officers and Advisor(s), 
keep Chapter activities moving in a satisfactory manner, represent the 
Chapter to the Dinuba High School Student Council, and represent the 
Chapter at National Convention or designate a replacement. 
2. The Vice President(s) shall assist the President when needed, have charge
of committee work, preside at meetings in the absence of the President, be
prepared to assume the duties and responsibilities of the President, and
obtain reports from committee chairpersons.
3. The Secretary shall prepare and read minutes of meeting, have available
for the President a list of business for each meeting, attend to official
correspondence, send out and post notices, count and record votes when
taken, prepare Chapter records, keep the permanent records of the Chapter,
cooperate with the Treasurer in keeping accurate membership role, issue
membership cards, call meetings to order in the absence of a presiding
officer, read communications to the members at meetings, keep an updated
point award chart with the assistance of the Advisor(s), and post the meeting
agenda at least 24 hours in advance of meetings.
4. The Treasurer shall receive and act as custodian of Chapter funds with the
assistance of the Advisor(s), assist Advisor(s) in collecting assessments,
preparing Sectional, Regional, State, and National Dues, preparing an annual
budget, keeping financial statements of the Chapter, paying out funds as
authorized by the Chapter, preparing financial statements and reports
building up the Chapter’s financial standing, and submitting a financial
report at each meeting.
5. The Reporter shall gather and classify Chapter news, prepare news notes
and articles for publication or broadcast, contact local newspapers, send
news to State or National Publication, arrange for FFA participation in local
events, and assist the Historian in maintaining a Chapter Scrapbook. The
Reporter shall submit the Chapter Scrapbook for judging at the Spring
Regional Meeting.
6. The Sentinel shall set up the meeting room and care for Chapter
Paraphernalia and equipment, attend the door during meetings and welcome
visitors, see that the meeting room is comfortable, and take charge of
candidates in degree ceremonies.
7. The Advisor(s) shall assist the Officers in running the Chapter and advise
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them as the need arises. The Advisor(s) shall also assist the Chapter 
Secretary in preparing the Point Award Chart and assist the Chapter 
Reporter in preparing news releases. 
8. The Historian shall take an active part in meetings and take charge of the
Chapter Scrapbook. The Historian may also stand in for an officer, or be
promoted into a higher office if the need should arise.
9. ASB Representative shall assist the Advisors with communications with
the student body. This position shall attend ASB activity meetings with the
Advisors, and report on such activities to the chapter at chapter meetings,
and officer meetings, when necessary.
Section B: Officers of the Dinuba FFA Chapter shall be elected annually during the 
month of April and announced and sworn in at the Annual Awards Banquet 
in May. All Chapter Officer Applicants meeting the requirements to serve as 
a Chapter Officer will have their names placed on the ballot, as slated by the 
interview committee. The candidates will fill out an application and give to 
the Advisor(s) by the given deadline. Additionally, each candidate will be 
required to go through the interview process prior to being placed on the 
ballot. Active Members in good standing will have the opportunity to vote 
for one candidate representing each of the 8 offices. 
Section C:  To be eligible to run for Chapter Office the member must: 
1. Hold the degree of Chapter Farmer, or be approved by the Advisor(s).
2. The Chapter Officer application must be filled out and turned in prior to
the given deadline to a Chapter advisor.
3. Be in good standing with the Chapter as outlined in Article III, Section D
of the Dinuba FFA Constitution.
4. Maintain a grade point average of 2.5 or better.
Section D:  All officer vacancies during the term shall be appointed by the Advisor 
with the approval of the officer team, except for the President, who shall be 
filled by one to the 2 Vice Presidents. 
Section E:  Any Chapter Officer may be impeached by a 2/3 vote of the Chapter at 
a regularly scheduled chapter meeting. Possible reasons for impeaching may 
include but are not limited to: not fulfilling duties as outlined by the 
Constitution, not portraying the image of a FFA Member as established by 
the Chapter Officers and Constitution, losing respect for fellow Chapter 
Officers, members, Advisors, and/or Community. 
Section F: An officer missing a meeting, leadership conference, or other mandated 
responsibility must provide a written explanation one day prior to the event, 
except uncontrolled circumstances or extreme emergencies. This explanation 
shall be brought before the officer team to be handled appropriately. 
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 Section G:  Any officer placed on academic probation shall, in writing, 
resign from office at the first appropriate Chapter Officer Executive 
Meeting. This vacant office shall be filled according to the Chapter 
Constitution. 
Section H:  The Committee Chair positions shall be appointed by the Advisors  
          from the list of eligible candidates after elections of the 8 offices have taken           
          place. 
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 Committee Membership 
Dinuba FFA members have many opportunities to get involved in chapter 
leadership besides serving as a chapter officer. Committees are a great way for 
students to get involved in planning and executing activities, fundraisers, and 
events. The objective of each committee and committee chair is to plan, organize, 
and implement the fundamentals of that activity to serve the students, chapter, and 
community. 
 
Here are a few of the potential committees that a member can serve on: 
• Aggie of the Month (Student) 
● Animal Shelter Food Drive (Community) 
● Banquet-Food (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Invitations (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Photo Booth (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Banquet- Slideshow (Chapter) 
● Canned Food Drive (Community) 
● Cookie Dough Fundraiser (Chapter) 
● Community Service (Community) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Tickets (Chapter) 
● Drive Thru BBQ-Serving (Chapter) 
● Fall Harvest (Student) 
● Field Day- Floral (Chapter) 
● Field Day- Vet Science (Chapter) 
● Greenhand Banquet (Student) 
● National FFA Week (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Promotions (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Set Up/Clean Up (Chapter) 
● Plant Sale-Sales (Chapter) 
● Recruitment (Student) 
● Retirement Facility Plant Giveaway (Community) 
● Scrapbook Committee (Chapter) 
● SAE Competition (Student) 
● Social Media (Chapter) 
● Spring Fest (Chapter) 
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 Dinuba Agriculture Pathways  
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 Agriculture Courses 
 
Advanced Floral                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Floriculture 
  
Advanced Floral provides students the opportunity to learn more about floral 
design elements building of of the introductory course. Students will explore  more 
elements and principles of design, arrangement styles, techniques, and design more 
floral pieces for school and community events. Students will be exposed to more 
career opportunities, plant physiology, and marketing. This course meets the 
elective requirement for graduation and college admission.  
 
Ag Biology                                                         
Grade: 10-12 
Prerequisite: Integrated Science/Intro to Ag recommended 
  
Agricultural Biology is a laboratory science course that emphasizes detailed 
knowledge of the biological principles of the following areas:  molecular and 
cellular aspects of living things, structure and function of agricultural plants and 
animals, genetics, physiology, plant and animal diversity and principles of 
classification, ecological relationships, and animal behavior.  This class meets the 
life science requirement for graduation as well as lab science for college 
admission. 
  
Ag Leadership     
Grade: 11-12                                                                                    
Prerequisite: 2 yrs. in Ag. Program or teacher permission 
  
Leadership will focus on advanced agricultural topics and issues as well as 
individual training for agricultural careers and technology.  Students will develop 
leadership skills through planning, executing community development events, 
speaking and job interviewing. 
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 Ag Mechanics 
Grade: 9-12 
Prerequisite: None 
  
This course is designed to allow the student to learn many different skills related to 
the Agriculture Mechanics industry. The course will introduce the student to 
different careers, safety and hazards related to this industry. The course will cover 
different areas of the agriculture mechanic, including the following: Small 
Engines, plumbing, electricity, masonry, concrete, hand tools, fasteners, layout 
tools and procedures, measurements, math, tractor maintenance and operations. 
   
Animal Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to animal science and the livestock industry. Students will learn 
hands-on applications relating to nutrition, medical care, processing, and 
evaluation of various meat and dairy animals. This course is intended to introduce 
concepts of animal husbandry to those students who plan on majoring in 
agricultural or animal science at a four-year university. This class meet elective 
requirement for college admission. 
 
 
Floriculture                                                
Grade: 10-12      
Prerequisite: Previous Ag Class or with teacher permission 
  
This is an introduction to floral design.  Students will explore elements and 
principles of design, two and three dimensional designs, history of floral art, 
arrangement styles and techniques, seasonal, holiday, and occasional designs and 
propagation.  Students will achieve this through creating, designing, identifying, 
explaining and evaluating all topics of study.  This course meets the visual art 
requirement for graduation and college admission. This class is a dual enrollment 
course with Reedley College. 
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 Introduction to Agriculture                           
Grade: 9-12                                                         
Prerequisites: None                                                                         
  
This class is designed as an orientation/introduction to California Agriculture and 
the FFA program.  Course of study includes animal and plant science, production 
agriculture, nursery technology, forestry and wildlife.  A major emphasis is placed 
upon FFA participation. 
  
Landscape Design           
Grade:10-12       
Prerequisite: Previous Ag. Class 
  
This course will entertain the possibilities of a career in the Landscape Industry, in 
such areas as Landscape Architecture, Landscape Construction/Contracting, and 
Landscape Maintenance.  Areas to be covered include site evaluation, plant 
identification, design, implementation and basic knowledge of Design and Plant 
Science. 
  
Ornamental Horticulture          
Grade: 11-12                                                      
Prerequisite: Ag Biology preferred 
  
This class will provide the student with theories and principles related to 
environmental horticulture science.  It will also develop skills needed for 
employment or continuing education in the field of nursery production, landscape 
maintenance, greenhouse production, ornamental horticulture.  Plant care, 
reproduction, indoor and outdoor plant identification, lawns and ground cover, 
irrigation, fertilization and other topics are covered.  The course is rigorous and 
involves advanced laboratory activities.  It meets the g requirement for college 
admission. 
 
Veterinary Science                                                                   
Grade: 10-12                                                                                  
Prerequisite: Ag Biology or Biology or teacher approval. 
  
This course will provide the student with practical knowledge, and the theories and 
principles related to veterinary science. This course is intended to successfully 
prepare those students who plan on majoring in agricultural or animal science at a 
four-year university. This class meet “g” requirement for college admission. 
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 Chapter Applications 
 
Greenhand Degree Application 
 
Name:________________________________________ Date:                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                               
Year in School (circle one) 9th  10th  11th  12th  
  
Application Date:                                  
  
FFA Activities: 
  
  
  
 
  
School and Community Activities: 
  
  
  
  
*Test Score                     * Must be 70% or higher to qualify for degree 
  
I have met or exceeded the requirements for obtaining my FFA Greenhand Degree 
as outlined in the Dinuba FFA Constitution. 
  
  
Applicant Signature: ______________________________   Date:___________             
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 Chapter Farmer Degree Application 
 
Name: ____________________________________  Date:                                                                                                                            
      
Year in School (circle one)  9th    10th    11th    12th 
  
*Application Due _______________ 
  
You may attach additional sheets if necessary. 
  
Please list all FFA activity participation: 
  
  
  
  
  
Please list any school and/ or community involvement: 
  
  
  
  
Please describe your SAE Project(s): 
  
  
 
I have met or exceeded the Chapter Farmer Degree Requirements as outlined by 
the Dinuba FFA Chapter Constitution. 
  
Applicant Signature:____________________________     Date:______________       
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 Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Application 
  
Applicant’s Name:  _________________________________________________ 
Applicant’s Address:  _______________________________________________ 
City:  _________________________          Zip: _________________________  
Phone # _____________________          Grade: _______    Age: _______ 
  
Agriculture classes planned for the coming year: 
  
  
Number 1 through 4 by preference, the offices you want to be considered for, if 
you are elected. (1 is your most desired spot and 4 is your least desired spot) 
  
_____ President                                       _____ Reporter 
_____ Vice President                             _____ Sentinel 
_____ Secretary                                        _____ Historian 
_____ Treasurer                                       _____ ASB Representative 
  
 
1. List all FFA leadership roles you have experienced. (officer, committees, 
etc.) 
 
2. List all FFA Activities and Career Development Events (judging teams, 
speaking competitions, leadership meetings/conferences, etc.) 
 
3. List any FFA awards or honors you have received. 
 
4. List involvement in school and community activities outside of the FFA. 
 
5. Describe leadership qualities you possess that would qualify you for a 
chapter officer. 
 
6. List at least 3 new ideas for chapter activities for the coming year. 
 
7. Explain your current or future SAE program or project. 
 
8. Do you currently have accurate record books for your SAE project. If so, 
how many months? 
 
9. Describe why you want to become a chapter officer. 
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10. Briefly state the qualities you possess that qualify you for a chapter office. 
 
11. If you were elected to a chapter office, what would be your main goal for the 
chapter? 
 
12. Describe your experiences speaking in front of large groups of students and 
people. 
 
13. Select one of your personal qualities and explain how it will be of value to 
the chapter officer team. 
 
14. What other commitments do you have in the year that would compete for 
your time. 
 
15. What do you believe are the most important responsibilities of a chapter 
officer are? 
  
  
I _________________________ hereby approve of my son/daughter, 
_____________________, running/becoming a Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer for 
the 2009-2010 school year. I realize that s(he) is responsible for their officer duties 
and will uphold them to the best of their ability. I further understand my child is 
required to be at all executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that they 
will be an active member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am 
aware that repeated absences from official officer functions will result in my 
student’s early dismissal from the officer team. Each officer is required to attend 
the officer retreat. 
  
Parent/Guardian Signature: ________________________   Date:_____________  
 
I understand I am responsible for my duties as a chapter officer and will uphold 
them to the best of my ability. I further understand that I am required to be at all 
executive (officer) committee meetings, on time, and that I will be an active 
member in planning and conducting all chapter activities. I am aware that repeated 
absences from required functions will result in my being dismissed from the officer 
team early. I am required to attend the officer retreat. 
  
Applicant Signature: ___________________________ Date:_________________ 
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 Point Awards System 
 
Dinuba FFA has established a points award system to monitor and recognize those 
members who are going above and beyond in participation to be an active member. 
Students enrolled in our agriculture education program are required to participate, 
and earn, a minimum of five activity points per semester, which represents 10% of 
their overall grade in their agriculture course. Each activity outlined below earns 
the member 1 point per activity. To reward the most active students for their 
participation in our program, the top 25 students will be recognized. The 
opportunities to earn points are as follows: 
 
Chapter Level: 
Chapter Meetings: 
Fall Chapter Meetings   5 Activity Points 
Fall Meeting T-shirts   5 Activity Points 
Spring Chapter Meetings   4 Activity Points 
Spring Meeting T-shirts   4 Activity Points 
Meeting Activities or Supplies  1 Activity Point Per Item 
Max 2/Meeting 
National FFA Week Activities  1 Activity Point for  
2 Lunchtime Activities 
Special Events: 
Chapter T-shirt Purchase   1 Activity Point  
Barn Clean Up    1 Activity Point 
Pre Fair     1 Activity Point 
Tulare County Fair Exhibitor  1 Activity Point 
Raisin Day Festival   1 Activity Point 
Dinuba Christmas Parade  1 Activity Point 
Valentines Day Flowers Fundraiser 1 Activity Point 
BBQ Dinner Fundraiser   1 Activity Point 
Tractor Supply Farmers Market  1 Activity Point Per Event 
Field Day Volunteer   1 Activity Point Per Event 
World Ag Expo    1 Activity Point 
Alta Historical Society Dinner  1 Activity Point 
Cookie Dough Fundraiser  1 Activity Point 
Ag Career Expo    1 Activity Point 
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 Conferences: 
 Greenhand Leadership Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Made for Excellence Conference 1 Activity Point 
 Advanced Leadership Academy 1 Activity Point 
 State Leadership Conference  1 Activity Point 
 Sacramento Leadership Experience 1 Activity Point 
 
Career Development Event Contestant: 
 Cotton     1 Activity Point 
 Banking     1 Activity Point 
 CoOp      1 Activity Point 
 Vine Pruning    1 Activity Point 
 Citrus Judging    1 Activity Point 
 Best Informed Greenhand  1 Activity Point 
 Floriculture     1 Activity Point 
 Nursery/Landscape   1 Activity Point 
 Veterinary Science    1 Activity Point 
Sectional Level: 
 Opening/Closing Ceremonies  1 Activity Point 
Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
 Fall Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Spring Activity    1 Activity Point 
 Sectional Officer Elections  1 Activity Point 
 Awards Banquet    1 Activity Point 
Regional Level: 
 Speaking Contest    1 Activity Point 
Regional Meeting    1 Activity Point 
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 FFA Chapter Budgets 
Activities Budget 2017-2018 
  
Estimated Receipts 
         Drive Thru Fundraiser                                        $2,000 
         Shirts                                                                       $200 
         Concession Stand                                                $1000 
         Club Fair                                                              $100 
         Tri Tip Sandwiches                                              $1,400 
         Pancake Breakfast                                              $1,300 
         Donations                                                              $1,000   
__________________________________________________________________                                                                                                        
Total                                                                                   $ 7,000.00 
  
  
Estimated Expenses 
         CDE Contests                                         $ 1000.00 
         Conferences                                               $ 1000.00 
         FFA Awards Banquet                              $ 2000.00 
         Meeting Activities                                    $ 1000.00 
         Section & Region Mtgs                           $ 500.00 
         Scrapbook/Photography                         $ 500.00 
         Officer Retreat                                          $ 800.00 
         Member Jackets                                         $ 200.00 
 __________________________________________________________________ 
 Total                                                                                  $ 7,000.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                   $0 
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 Livestock Project Budgets 
  
  
Market Swine Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase Price                                                                     $250.00 
             Feed                                                                                     $250.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $ 25.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $ 30.00  
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                      $ 555.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
             Sale of Animal             250lbs. @ $3.00/lb.                 $ 750.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 750.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                       $   195.00 
  
 
 
Market Lamb Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                      $ 200.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $  80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                            $  10.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                           $ 320.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                  Sale of Lamb                130 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                     $ 520.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 520.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $200.00 
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 Market Goat Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                                          $ 150.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $ 80.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $  30.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                           $  30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $ 290.00 
  
Estimated Receipts  
                 Sale of Goat                90 lbs. @ 4.00/lb.                      $ 
360.00 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                         $ 360.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                                           $70.00 
  
 
 
Market Steer Project 
Estimated Expenses 
             Purchase of Animal                                               $1,400.00 
             Feed                                                                                    $1,200.00 
             Vet. & Misc. Supplies                                                         $70.00 
             Entry Fees                                                                   $30.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                                        $2,700.00 
  
Estimated Receipts 
              Sale of Steer                  1200 lbs. @ 3.00             $3,600.00 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Total                                                                                              $3,600.00 
  
Estimated Net Profit                                                             $900 
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Dinuba FFA 
Goat 
Exhibitor 
Handbook 
1 
Introduction 
The purpose of this handbook is to assist you in successfully raising a Goat project. The 
information contained in the following pages will act as a guideline. Some of the 
statements may not pertain to your project since individual situations may be different. 
It must be understood that this material is not the only information you will need to 
raise your animal, but it does cover the most common aspects of the project. Refer to this 
handbook often. Should any questions arise concerning your project don’t hesitate to 
contact your project advisor for help. 
Good luck on your endeavor of raising a Goat project. With hard work and dedication, 
your project will be a success! 
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What You Should Know  
Before Buying a Goat Project 
2 
1. A goat project can be a very exciting and rewarding experience or a very frustrating
and discouraging project depending on the amount of time and energy you put into
the project.
2. The duration of a market goat project is anywhere from 4-5 months.  It is important
that as much attention be given to your project during the last months as is given
during the first months.
3. Raising market goat is not a hit and miss proposition, you must be consistent in how
you raise your animal.  In other words, you get out of your project what you put into
it.
4. It is critical that a person understands that the animal will be dependent on you for
every aspect of its well-being including feed, water, shelter, health, exercise, etc.
You must be willing to provide for each of these areas on a daily basis for the
duration of the project.
Getting Ready for Your Goat Project 
1. If you are housing your animal at the Dinuba Ag Farm facility, you will need to fill
out a Pen Rent Contract. 
2. If you plan to raise your animal at home (with advisor permission), make sure your
pen meets the following requirements: 
a. Protection from cold drafts, rain and the sun. It should be large enough to allow
your animal to exercise (About 15’ x 20’). 
b. Shade/shelter should be provided in the pen, with straw for bedding (during
cold weather) at a location away from their feeder and water bucket so their 
sleeping area remains clean and dry. 
c. Adequate feeding and watering facilities must be provided.
d. The fencing and floor should be free of loose wires nails and boards.
e. It should be sturdy enough to prevent the animal from getting out.
3. You should purchase your feed 1 - 2 days prior to receiving your animal. Check with
your advisor on the kind of feed to purchase and from whom.
Purchasing Your Animal 
1. There are different ways to purchase a goat0. project.  No one way is right or wrong.
You need to determine what is best for you in terms of your budget and willingness 
to work with your animal.  The most common ways of buying an animal are: 
A. Purchase your animal through your advisor. Your advisor will travel to various 
sheep producers to select and purchase market animals. He then brings them to 
school where students draw numbers to pick their animal. 
B. Purchase an animal on your own. You MUST have advisor approval. 
C. Purchase your animal through a sale. Sometimes you find good deals at sales, 
but usually you end up paying a little more for your animal. However, this is the 
best way to obtain a superior animal.  
2. Whichever way you choose to purchase your animal, make sure that you consult
with your project advisor prior to buying it.  
Starting Off Right 
1. Good quality market goat should posses 1) adequate size for age, 2) clean-cut about
the head and neck, 3) heaviness of skeleton, 4) structurally correct in feet and legs, 5)
level top, 6) length of carcass, 7) expression of loin & leg muscle, 8) legs set well
apart.
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2.    As soon as you get your animal, it is imperative that you observe your animal closely 
for any signs of illness.  Generally, if sheep are hauled a long distance, the chance of 
illness is greater than those hauled shorter distances.  Signs to watch for include 
runny eyes and/or nose, droopy head, and inactivity.  It will take a few days for the 
animal to acclimate itself to its new surroundings. 
3.    Your animal may not want to eat the first day or so.  This is normal.  However, if it is 
not eating by the second day, you should contact your advisor.  Refer to the section 
on feeding for more information.) 
4.    Training the animal to brace as early as possible is important.   It is much easier to 
teach a smaller animal to work than a larger one.  DON’T WAIT!!   
 
Duties of Goat Exhibitors 
 
1. Follow all instructions given to you by your advisor. Communication is the key to a 
successful project. 
2. Clean your pens daily. Rake the dried manure and straw into a pile and remove it 
from the pen. 
3. Make sure your animal does not go without feed (even for one feeding). Plan ahead! 
4. During hot weather, hose down the pen to help keep the animal cool. 
5. If you are utilizing the Dinuba Ag. Farm facilities, you will be required to do barn 
duty. This will be on a rotational basis. 
6. All exhibitors will be required to meet with their advisor periodically to discuss the 
progress of their animal, to weigh the animal, and for informational meetings. These 
meetings will be scheduled as much as possible around the students schedules. 
7. The Dinuba FFA Advisors employ a “three - strike” system. If for any reason you do 
not abide by any of the rules and/or guidelines set forth in this handbook, you will 
receive a “strike” for each violation. After three “strikes”, YOU'RE OUT! 
8. If you encounter any problems at all concerning your market sheep project, some 
other person's animal, or the facilities, please contact your advisor immediately!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feeding Your Market Goat Project 
General 
1. Nutrition is the single most important aspect of raising a quality market sheep 
project.  Consistency is the key when feeding sheep with regards to the type of feed, 
amount of feed, and feeding schedule.  A proper feeding program can make the 
difference between a high quality animal and a poor quality animal. Always follow 
the advisor’s recommendations. 
2.  One of the most overlooked elements of a good feeding program is water.  The water 
your animal drinks should be fresh, clean and cool at all times.   Dirty or stagnant 
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water can have an affect on the health of your animal.  The water trough should be 
cleaned daily.  If you wouldn’t drink it, your animal probably wouldn’t drink it 
either if given a choice. If using an automatic watering system, make sure the pipes 
are not in direct sunlight as this will warm the water. 
Hand Feeding 
1. Your advisor will direct you on how to feed your animal. Feed recommendations are
based on individual differences in weight, rate of gain, and conformation. It is 
important to know exactly how much you are feeding so that accurate average daily 
gains can be calculated.  This information will tell you whether you are on track to 
meet the desired projected weight for your animal.  
2. If you are raising your animal at home, it is very important to set feeding times in
the morning and evening and then stick to them (we prefer 6-8am and 6-8pm).  
There should be no more than a 15 minute variation in feeding times from day to 
day.  Drastic changes in the feeding times can have an adverse affect on your animal 
in terms of appetite and health. 
3. Whenever a new feed or increase in feed is introduced, the change should be made
gradually over a period of time. Never change feed or feed quantities without 
checking with your advisor.  
4. Make sure that the animal is eating all the feed at each feeding.  Feed that is not
consumed by the next feeding should be removed and the amount fed should be 
reduced in proportion to the amount left over.   
5. If your animal goes off feed for more than one day, contact your advisor or a
veterinarian immediately.  Generally, lack of appetite is one of the first signs of 
illness.  The sooner the illness is detected, the easier it is to treat.  Any type of illness 
will cause a decrease in the daily gain and could affect the desired end weight. 
6. It may be necessary to add a feed supplement to the ration.  The supplement will
help in increasing growth, appetite, feed efficiency, health and stress resistance.  
Check with your advisor before adding a supplement to your feeding program. 
Caring for Your Goat Project 
1. Clean your pen at least once a day. Make sure the water and feed are OK.
2. Observe your lamb for body condition, alertness, appetite and signs of scouring or
respiratory symptoms (fast or labored breathing, coughing). Watch the way it walks,
for swollen joints, sores or cuts, runny nose or droopy ears. A drop in weight along
with slight coughing may indicate worms. Limping may indicate foot rot. If any of
these occurs, consult your advisor immediately.
3. The four main disease symptoms that you could encounter in raising sheep include
1) respiratory, 2) scours or diarrhea, 3) changes in body condition, or 4) fever. Most
disease symptoms are precluded by going off feed and changes in behavior. When
in doubt, take the lamb’s temperature and then notify your advisor.
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4. Do not administer any medications without consulting your advisor or a
veterinarian first.
Showmanship 
1. The main purpose of showmanship is to present your animal to the judge in a
manner that will make your animal look its best.  Showing can emphasize strong
points and de-emphasize weak points of the animal.
2. Success in showing begins at home.  You and your animal cannot learn proper
showing techniques at the last minute.  It is important that you practice as often as
possible.  Showing can be a very rewarding experience if you take the time to learn
how to show.  When starting out, not only the animal must be trained, but the
exhibitor must be “trained” as well.
3. When presenting the animal, the exhibitor should be properly groomed. Wearing
the official FFA uniform is mandatory and it should be clean and in good shape. The
animal should be properly groomed as well.
4. Listed below are a few general characteristics of a good showman.  More technical
information can be found in the following section.
A good showman: 
a. Is confident in his/her abilities.
b.  Understands the importance and purpose of proper showing techniques.
c. Is alert in the show ring.
d.  Knows where the judge is at all times.
e. Is conscience of the appearance of his/her animal at all times.
f. Works the animal calmly and smoothly.
g. Is not distracted by people or events outside the show ring.
h.  Starts showing from the time he/she enters the ring until he/she leaves the ring at
the conclusion of the class.
i. Is courteous to the other exhibitors in the ring.
j. Displays good sportsmanship by congratulating the winners and accepting
congratulations graciously. 
k.  Gives his/her best effort every time he/she is in the show ring.
Marketing Your Project 
The following information is for you to use when inviting potential buyers to this years 
fair to bid on your animal. Remember that it is strongly suggested that you do these 
things as it can benefit you financially. I have spoken to several businessmen in the area 
and this is what they suggest you do when you send out buyers letters. 
The act of sending letters to potential buyers of your show animal is called “marketing” 
or “selling” your product. The simple fact that you are a member of the Dinuba FFA will 
likely earn you a minimum price for your animal. However, it is proven that 
“marketing” your animal can boost your returns substantially. I strongly encourage you 
to “promote” your product in the following ways: 
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1. Hand write the letters you send out. They are more personal and are more likely to
be read. Send out your letters a few weeks prior to the fair.
2. One week after you send your letter(s), make personal visits to the prospective
buyers and invite them to come to the fair to bid on your animal (even if they are a
relative). You should wear your FFA jacket when you do this.
3. Don’t limit your prospective buyers to people you know. Almost every business
person in the area is a potential buyer if asked in the right way. Go out and “pound
the pavement”. This means writing and visiting the business people of the area.
Again, wear your FFA jacket when you do this.
4. Don’t limit the number of letters you write and visits you make. I’ve known
students who have written up to 40 letters (hand written). Obviously, the more you
advertise your product, the better your chances are of getting a good price.
5. Involve your parents in deciding how to write your letters. Make sure the grammar
and spelling are correct and the letter is easy to read and understand.
6. Most prospective buyers want to be asked to be a buyer. So in your letter you should
formally “ask” the person to be a buyer.
7. Explain a little about your project (where the animal came from, expectations of how
the animal will do, what it will weigh, animal's name, etc.)
8. Be personal. Describe any funny or interesting experiences you’ve had with your
animal. List and describe other chapter activities you are involved in.
9. Inform your prospective buyer(s) what time they should be at the fairgrounds to bid
on your animal. Also, buyers will be invited to a buyers BBQ the evening of the
auction.
10. Buyers will need to check-in and register with the auction at the sales ring. They
will be assigned a bidders number and given a sales book which lists the sales order
for the auction.
Most of you have written buyers letters in the past and may have done this years 
already. The information listed above is intended to be used as a guide so use what you 
think will be helpful to you. If you have any questions, contact your advisor. 
General Rules for Dinuba FFA Fair Exhibitors
Student's Name (print) . 
1. Because of the importance of scholastic achievement, the Dinuba High School
Ag Department requires its livestock exhibitor to maintain a satisfactory
scholastic record in his/her classes. Therefore, if any exhibitor fails to meet this
requirement, he/she may lose their show privileges.
2. All exhibitors are to follow the directions and advice given to them by the
designed advisor for that species. The advisor's directions are to be followed for
the entire length of time the project is eligible for show, and during the fairs
when the project is being exhibited.
3. All rules and regulations of Dinuba High School will apply to the students who
participate at fairs since showing is a school activity.
4. All exhibitors are expected to haul their animals and tack to the fair unless other
arrangements are made with the advisor.
5. FFA members are required to obtain their homework from all their teachers in
advance of missing school for attending fairs.
6. Each exhibitor must read and understand the rules and regulations in the fair's
premium book.
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7. Each exhibitor is responsible for feeding, watering, grooming and keeping an
eye on his/her animal(s) for the entire duration of the fair.
8. Each exhibitor is required to serve barn duties as assigned and specified by the
project advisor.
9. All FFA exhibitors will be required to wear the official FFA show uniform
described below while showing their own animal(s) or helping others in the
show ring
FFA Show Uniform 
Boys - White pants, white dress shirt, FFA Jacket, FFA tie, appropriate shoes. 
Girls - White pants, white dress shirt, FFA Jacket, FFA scarf, appropriate shoes. 
10. All FFA members are to attend the awards program at every fair wearing his/her
FFA jacket. 
11. Market animal exhibitors are required to write thank you letters to their buyers.
12. All exhibitors must attend assigned meetings by the project advisor unless prior
arrangements have been made.
13. The advisor of any species will have the authority to take whatever disciplinary
action necessary toward any student that fails to comply with the rules.
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Hilmar Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
. . 
Parent Signature Date 
. .
Student Signature Date 
Student's Name (please print) . 
Dinuba FFA Goat Exhibitor Rules 
1. Daily Activities
A. Spend time with your goat, observe and exercise it.
B. Check the feeder and water bucket and make sure they are clean and dry and
feed twice a day at scheduled times. 
C. Thoroughly clean the pen.
2. Periodic Activities
A. Attend, for the duration, project meetings approximately every (usually on
Tuesdays) week. 
B. Attend, for the duration, weigh days at school if your animal is housed there.
C. Be at your project site when the advisor weighs your animal if it is housed off
school grounds. 
D. Perform barn duty functions on a rotational basis if your animal is housed at
school. 
3. Activities Prior to the Fair
A. Find a buyer for your animal.
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B. Attend and participate in a mandatory show day. 
C. Wash and shear your goat approximately one week prior to the fair. 
D. Obtain an FFA Show Uniform (white pants, white dress shirt, FFA tie/scarf, FFA 
jacket, appropriate shoes).  ALL exhibitors MUST have his/her own FFA jacket 
and FFA tie/scarf.  Jackets and ties/scarves may be borrowed from another FFA 
member that is NOT exhibiting any type of livestock at the fair.  Failure to have 
the proper show uniform for any reason will disqualify that student from 
showing. 
E. Obtain the proper equipment needed. 
4. Activities at the Fair
A. Exhibitors are expected to be at the fair for the purpose of caring for and
preparing their animal for show. 
B. Exhibitors are NOT allowed in the carnival area until the completion of the last
sheep show day. 
C. Exhibitors must be in the sheep barn no later than the time announced by the
advisor and must participate in the daily morning clean-up, feeding, and 
meeting.  Exhibitors must also participate in the evening feeding and meeting at 
the time announced by the advisor. Late exhibitors will be assigned an 
additional barn duty for each infraction. 
D. Sheep must be regularly checked throughout the day by their owner. 
E. Exhibitors must serve scheduled barn duties which includes being on time, 
keeping the sheep, pens, aisles, and tack areas clean during the shift.  Each 
infraction of these responsibilities will result in an additional barn duty. 
F. All exhibitors are required to be present on weigh day. 
G. On show days, all exhibitors are required to stay in the barn area for the 
duration of the sheep show. 
H. All exhibitors are required to attend the fair awards ceremony wearing their FFA 
jacket. 
I. All exhibitors are required to help clean up and load tack on the last day of the 
fair. 
J. All exhibitors are required to work together, follow all instructions from the 
advisor, and cooperate with a POSITIVE ATTITUDE. 
K. Each exhibitor also agrees to allow any Dinuba FFA advisor to pick up his/her 
auction check from the fair. 
L. At the conclusion of the fair, each exhibitor will be required to write a thank 
you letter to the buyer(s) of his/her animal, the breeder of their lamb, and pay 
any remaining money owed to Dinuba FFA before receiving his/her auction 
check. 
4. Disciplinary Procedures
A A "Three Strike" discipline system is used by the Dinuba FFA advisors.  Any
student failing to fulfill the obligations of the project in accordance to the rules 
and guidelines set forth by the project advisor will receive a "strike".  Infractions 
include, but are not limited to, missing a project meeting/weigh day without 
prior notice, neglect of animal (feeder empty, not feeding on time, pen not 
cleaned, etc.), failure to perform required duties before and/or during the fair.  
Once a student has received three strikes, he/she forfeits his/her privilege to 
show with Dinuba FFA. 
B. Other disciplinary problems may result in the removal of exhibitor and animal 
from the school farm (if housed there) or fair, withdrawal of animal from the 
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fair livestock auction, and/or loss of showing privileges with Dinuba FFA for 
one or more years. 
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Dinuba Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
. . 
Parent Signature Date 
. .
Student Signature Date
Dinuba Ag Department  
Livestock Facility Use Contract 
Exhibitor (print)   .        Date . 
Tulare County Fair      Year . 
Species (circle one)     SWINE SHEEP GOAT 
The Dinuba Ag Department will provide use of the Ag Farm facilities under the 
following terms: 
1. The student agrees to pay all expenses incurred to Dinuba FFA.
2. Pay $10 pen rent for each animal.
3. Make sure that the animal is properly cared for on a daily basis based on the
project advisor's instructions.
4. Keep the pen, feed room, and livestock area clean at all times.
5. Participate in required clean-up days.
6. Dinuba FFA, Dinuba Ag Department, project advisors, and Dinuba School
District is NOT responsible for loss of animals, equipment, or personal
property due to theft, vandalism, or accident.
7. Students may be required to remove his/her animal from the Ag Farm and
lose showing privileges with Dinuba FFA if the above conditions are not met.
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Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understand, and agree to 
abide by these rules.  Please sign and return this form to the project advisor.  If you have 
any questions at any time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Hilmar Ag 
Department (667-8366). 
Parent Signature        . 
Student Signature . 
Advisor Signature . 
Dinuba FFA Fair Check Proxy 
Exhibitor (Print)_________________________________________   Date: 
Species:         Sheep             Swine Steer 
I, (the above named exhibitor) allow any Dinuba FFA, Advisor to pick up my livestock 
auction check for me from the fair. I also understand that each student needs to have 
fully cleaned and bleached their pen, have a completed record book, and have written 
the proper thank you letter to receive any profits made from their project. 
If you have any questions you may contact an advisor at the Dinuba High School Ag. 
Department at (559-595-7247) 
Parent Signature: ______________________________________________ 
Student Signature: _____________________________________________ 
Advisor Signature: _____________________________________________ 
Dinuba FFA Livestock Project Three 
“Strike” Notification 
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Name: ___________________________________ Date:  _____________ 
You received a “Strike” on   ______________________ for the following reason: 
________  Missing a schedule meeting/ eigh day, (see attached) 
________  Animal not feed/ feeder empty 
________ Pen Not cleaned 
________ Ag Farm barn duty jobs not completed 
________ Animal neglected (missing more than two days a week) 
________  Other:   ___________________________________ 
Advisor:   Ag. Department Species:   Goat 
You have now accumulated a total of _______ strikes. 
If you receive a third strike, you will forfeit your privilege of showing at the fair. 
Please have your parent sign this form and return it to your project advisor if you have 
any questions or need clarification, please contact your project advisor. 
Student Signature______________________________________ Date: _________ 
Parent Signature ______________________________________  Date: _________ 
Rules of an Exhibitor and Dinuba FFA Goat 
Exhibitor Rules 
Your signature below verifies that you have read, discussed, understood and agree to 
abide by the General Rules of an Exhibitor and Dinuba FFA Sheep Exhibitor Rules. I 
also have read and understand the 3 strike policy. 
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Please sigh and return this form to the project advisor. If you have any questions at any 
time, please feel free to contact the advisor at the Dinuba Ag. Department (559-595-7247) 
Students Name:  ______________________________________________ 
Home Phone: ________________________________________________ 
Cell Phone:  _________________________________________ 
Parent Cell:_________________________________________ 
Home Address:  _____________________________________ 
_____________________________________________ ______________ 
Parent Signature  Date 
_____________________________________________ _____________ 
Student Signature  Date 
K. School and/or Department 
Policies 
School and/or Department Policies 
Agriculture students are required to participate in a minimum of five FFA activities 
per semester. They are also required to maintain an SAE project and keep up-to-
date records on AET. Eligibility to participate in any FFA related event, include 
CDE teams, conferences, or exhibiting livestock is aligned to school and district 
policy. Student eligibility is check prior to each FFA-related event. These 
guidelines are well laid out in the student handbooks and the species contracts. 













Dinuba FFA Chapter Officer Contract 
As an officer of the Dinuba FFA Chapter, I will: (initial each) 
Area One:  This is it! 
_____ 1.  Be on time for all meetings, activities, and departure times. 
_____ 2.  Write dates for activities down in a planner. 
_____ 3.  Keep our team and my office as a priority. 
_____ 4.  Attend all officer meetings, conference, and FFA meetings. 
_____ 5.  Attend all activities that I am able to.  If I cannot attend, let other 
officers/advisors know 24 hours ahead of time. 
_____ 6.  Be responsible by staying on task and sticking to the agenda at meetings. 
_____ 7.  Always support each other…look for ways to help lighten my fellow officer’s 
load. 
Area Two:  Living Above the Line 
_____ 1.  Be honest with each other and be open to others honesty. 
_____ 2.  If confrontations are necessary, do them away from school/FFA activities. 
_____ 3.  Do not talk behind the back of my fellow officers. 
_____ 4.  Communicate with advisors. 
_____ 5.  Keep my family informed of what I am/our team is doing. 
_____ 6.  Approach my teammates appropriately. 
_____ 7.  Encourage ALL members. 
_____ 8.  Take time to get to know ALL members. 
_____ 9.  Step away from cliques…meet and learn about new people. 
_____ 10.  Be a resource to members. 
_____ 11.  Force and maintain a positive attitude. 
Area Three:  Pay it Forward 
_____ 1.  Help my fellow officers, the members, and our chapter. 
_____ 2.  Maintain a community focus with activities and/or community service. 
_____ 3.  Develop creative ideas to get members involved. 
_____ 4.  Be involved ourselves.  Be an example. 
_____ 5.  Always wear proper official dress. 
_____ 6.  Communicate a positive attitude about wearing official dress. 
_____ 7.  Wear appropriate clothing to all events. 
_____ 8.  Conduct myself in an appropriate manner at FFA events, outside FFA and 
    Social Media Platforms. 
_____ 9.  Treat all members equally. 
_____ 10.  Step out of my comfort zone. 
_____ 11.  Provide constructive criticism for my teammates and fellow members. 
_____ 12.  Member focused attitude/actions. 
_____ 13.  Guaranteed incentives for member participation (WIIFM). 
_____ 14.  Get members to buy-in. 
I have read, studied and understand the intent and the spirit of the 3 areas to our chapter officer 
team’s success.  I will commit to modeling the 3 areas of success.  I understand that failure to do 
so may result in limitations being set on my roles as a/an Dinuba FFA officer and/or possible 
removal from office. 
Officer Signature:  Date:  
Parent Signature: _____________________ Date: ___________________ 
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Work Credit Contract  
On this day, __________, 20_______, I ________________________________,       
the student, agree to follow all directions, listen to instructions, work safely at all              
times, and follow the guidelines presenting by the Agriculture Department and           
Advisors. The student will be compensated at a rate of $5.00 per hour of work on                
the Agriculture Department facilities and/ learning laboratories, to be repaid          
through FFA or Agriculture expenses that the student may need to pay. Due to high               
school education regulations, the student will not be compensated in any monetary            
way, but the Dinuba Agriculture Department or FFA Chapter may pay any            
incurred registration fees, charges, or payments requested by the student.  
It will be the responsibility of the student to seek work and confirm opportunities,              
complete a work log, and get hours signed off daily by an advisor to verify               
completion. The student will turn in a log with the date, beginning and ending              
work times, description of work accomplished, and total minutes worked. Total           
work time will need to be submitted in 15 minute increments. The record of hours               
will be turned in at least once a month by the 1st day of the following month, if not                   
more often. I understand that submitting worked time late may result in a delay in               
updating credit account. 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Student Name Printed Student Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Parent Name Printed Parent Signature 
__________________________________________________________ 
Date Advisor Name Printed Advisor Signature 
L. Proficiency Standards 
for Program Completers 
Program Completion Standards 
1. Personal Skills
Students will understand how personal skill development affects employability. They will exhibit 
positive attitudes, self-confidence, preserving, and self-discipline. They will manage time and 
balance priorities, as well as demonstrate a capacity for lifelong learning.  
2. Interpersonal Skills
Students will understand key concepts in group dynamics, conflict resolution, and negotiation. 
They will work cooperatively, share responsibilities, and assume leadership roles. They will 
demonstrate cooperative working relationships across gender and cultural groups. 
3. Thinking and Problem Solving Skills
Students will exhibit critical and creative thinking skills, logical, reasoning, and problem solving. 
They will apply numerical estimation, measurement, and calculation. They will recognize 
problem situations, identify, locate, and organize needed information or data and the purpose, 
evaluation, and section of alternate solutions. 
4. Communication Skills
Students will understand the principles of effective communicators. They will communicate both 
written and orally. They will listen attentively to instructions and request clarification or 
additional information as needed.  
5. Occupational Skills
Students will understand occupational safety issues, including avoidance of physical hazards in 
the work environment. They will operate equipment safely as not to endanger themselves or 
others. They will demonstrate proper handling of hazardous materials.  
6. Employment Skills
Students will understand career paths and strategies for obtaining employment within their 
chosen fields. They will assume responsibility for professional growth. They will understand and 
promote the role of their field within a productive society, including professional organizations. 
7. Technology Skills
Students will understand and adapt to changing technology by identifying learning, and applying 
new skills to improve job performance. They will effectively employ technologies relevant to 
their field. 
Floral Design Pathway 
 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will identify annual, perennial, bulbs, potted/flowering plants and tools used in 
the floral industry. 
● Students will understand the importance of the floriculture and horticulture industry in 
California and the United States. 
● Students will know the basic principles of design. 
● Students will be able to define and describe basic characteristics of floral crops. 
● Students will know proper and safe us of materials, tools, and equipment vital to the 
horticulture/floriculture industry. 
● Students can implement the proper techniques in floral crop management, such as 
handling cut flower crops, decrease deteriorations, and marketing.  
● Students will develop floral commodities such as corsages, boutonnieres, and floral 
arrangements.  
● Students will display knowledge of the plant and flower physiology and anatomy. 
● Students will identify different media used in floral design. 
● Students will identify career opportunities in floriculture. 
● Students will explain the history of floral design. 
● Students will explain the cultural diversity and implications of different floral designs. 
● Students will explain the arrangement styles and techniques of modern floral design and 
their 
● origination. 
● Students will explain, identify, and evaluate the elements and principles of design. 
● Students will explain, evaluate, and design seasonal, holiday, and occasion arrangements. 
● Students will demonstrate historical arrangements 
● Students will demonstrate construction of wedding and sympathy work 
● Students will develop a personal portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plant Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● Develop an appreciation of horticulture to create an awareness of the importance of
horticulture.
● Be prepared for college level entry in the various disciplines of horticulture.
● Will the importance of plants, their uses, and incorporation of plants in our society.
● Be familiar with cell theory and its application to the organization of all organisms.
● Be able to recognize plant physiology, growth requirements, and nutrients needed for
optimum plant growth.
● Be able to understand the role of plants in our landscape, the process of design,
installation, and maintenance of those plant materials.
● Be aware of the historical and descriptive nature of horticulture as a science.
● ·Acquire agricultural and biological vocabulary, and the reading, writing and critical 
thinking skills pertaining to the science. 
● Demonstrate plant identification and selection of for local landscape applications by
completion of lab assignments. 
● Understand the principles of plant physiology and growth, including: photosynthesis,
transpiration, respiration, and plant structure·
● Demonstrate methods of sexual and asexual plant propagation and factors affecting.
● Learn the principles of integrated pest management and demonstrate through labs.
● Evaluate water management practices for ornamental plants.
● Learn the relationship between growing mediums, water management, and
fertilization
● Demonstrate principles of pruning and training plant material.
● Describe the selection, installation, and care of turf.
● Become familiar with safe work practices with nursery production facilities,
equipment, and tools.
● Demonstrate principles of landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance
● Demonstrate principles and skills of floral design.
● Learn about the California Horticultural Industry and role of supporting industries.
● Learn the importance of record keeping.
Animal Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will be aware of the benefits, uses, economic considerations, industry practices
that surround farm animal production.
● Students will be aware of the benefits of biotechnology that surrounds the production of
farm animals.
● Students will be able to demonstrate farm safety procedures while working around
equipment, livestock, and  pathogens.
● Students will understand the role of animal health in the production of farm animals,
including the role of disease.
● Students will be able to identify and utilize tools of animal husbandry to care for and
ensure the health
● Students will be able to discuss the benefits of the domestication of livestock and their
genetic improvement through selective breeding and other technologies.
● Students will be able to demonstrate safe practices on a farm, as well as design a plan to
promote human and animal safety on farms.
● Students will be able to safely restrain, work around, and move animals utilizing low
stress handling techniques, as well as discuss the benefits of these practices.
● Students will be able to correctly utilize tools of animal husbandry and health including
but not limited to scales, squeezes, needles, syringes, scalpels, and elastrators
● Students will be able to conduct animal health checks including taking rectal temperature,
pulse, capillary refill time, lung sounds, and an overall soundness check.
● Students will be able to identify signs of animal disease and propose courses of treatment,
and prevention of future disease.
● Students will be able to conduct preventative health measures as well as management
practices including deworming, vaccination, shearing, hoof trimming, castration, and
create an appropriate management calendar for a species.
Ag Mech Pathway 
 Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● The students will be able to safely wire and install basic household electrical fixtures and
switches.
● The students will be able to safely wire and troubleshoot a common 12v circuit as found
on vehicles or equipment.
● The student will be able to plan, measure, cut, join and finish a basic wood project.
● The student will be able to maintain and troubleshoot common issues found in small gas
engines.
● The student will be able to safely set up the outfit and heat, cut and/or  weld mild steel
with the apparatus. 
● Project Construction:  The student will be able to apply the above stated skills with a
project or repair in each of the skill areas.
● Supply agriculture students with the knowledge and skills required for entry into
successful progress in those agriculture mechanics occupations that do not require
education beyond the secondary level.
● Prepare students for the advanced post-secondary level vocational education in
agriculture mechanics.
● Assist the students to make informed career choices in the field of agriculture mechanics.
● Enable all students to acquire an understanding of the economic and social impact of the
agriculture mechanics industry.
● Provide the agriculture mechanics industry with the appropriate numbers of persons
adequately prepared for successful employment in those occupations, which presently
exist and which are developing in the industry.
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Overview
The Career Technical Education (CTE) Model Curriculum Standards publication is organized for use 
as a complete document or for access to individual industry sectors and pathways. The document 
includes Standards for Career Ready Practice—which describe the knowledge and skills that students 
need prior to entering a career technical education program—as part of the career technical educa-
tion sequence or as integrated elements of other course work in preparation for careers and college.
Each of the 15 industry sector sections includes a description, anchor standards, pathway standards, 
and an academic alignment matrix. The standards can be adjusted to be part of the curriculum 
(grades seven through twelve), provided through adult education, or included in community col-
lege programs. The document also lists the representatives who participated in each sector’s content 
development and the references that were consulted to revise the CTE standards. 
Standards for Career Ready Practice
California’s Standards for Career Ready Practice, which follow this overview, are based on the Career 
Ready Practices of the Common Career Technical Core (CCTC), a state-led initiative sponsored by the 
National Association of State Directors of Career Technical Education Consortium (NASDCTEc): 
Career Ready Practices describe the career-ready skills that educators should seek 
to develop in their students. These practices are not exclusive to a Career Pathway, 
program of study, discipline or level of education. Career Ready Practices should 
be taught and reinforced in all career exploration and preparation programs with 
increasingly higher levels of complexity and expectation as a student advances 
through a program of study. (NASDCTEc 2012, 2) 
California’s 12 Standards for Career Ready Practice align with the state’s CTE anchor standards and 
reﬂect the expectations from business and industry, labor and community organizations, and second-
ary and postsecondary education representatives from 42 participating states.
Anchor Standards
The 11 anchor standards build on the Standards for Career Ready Practice and are common across 
the 15 industry sectors. Content for these standards was drawn from several documents: “Preparing 
Students for the 21st Century Economy” (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
and the Partnership for 21st Century Skills 2010); How Should Colleges Prepare Students to Succeed 
in Today’s Global Economy? (Association of American Colleges and Universities and Peter D. Hart 
Research Associates, Inc. 2006); “Importance of Skills and Knowledge for College and Career 
Readiness,” from The MetLife Survey of the American Teacher: Preparing Students for College and 
Careers (MetLife, Inc. 2011); and Are They Really Ready to Work? Employers’ Perspectives on the Basic 
Knowledge and Applied Skills of New Entrants to the 21st Century U.S. Workforce (The Conference 
Board et al. 2006).
Each anchor standard is followed by performance indicators using action verbs from the Beyond 
Knowledge Construct, presented in a hierarchical progression of simple tasks to more complex tasks. 
Performance indicators provide guidance for curriculum design and standards measurement.  
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The industry-sector anchor standards have been customized with selected additions to better reﬂect 
the needs and special conditions of each industry sector.
Anchor Standard 1 (Academics) guides users to sector-speciﬁc core academic standards related to 
each industry sector, which are listed in the alignment matrix at the end of each sector section. 
Anchor standards 2–10 are deliberately aligned with one of the Common Core English language arts 
standards, using similar language demonstrating the natural connections between the two subjects. 
Anchor Standard 11 (Demonstration and Application) highlights classroom, laboratory, and workplace 
learning speciﬁc to the individual sector and pathways.
Pathway Standards
All 15 industry sectors contain multiple pathways. In order to be identiﬁed and listed for an industry 
sector, each pathway had to meet the following criteria:
• unique to an industry sector
• has an occupational focus
• consistent in size and scope
• composed of similar functions
• inclusive of all aspects of the industry
• includes 8–12 pathway-speciﬁc standards
• demonstrates sequence potential
• reasonable and appropriate for high school
• leads to high-skill, high-wage, or high-demand jobs
• sustainable and viable over the next 10 years
Academic Alignment Matrix
Each sector includes an academic alignment matrix that displays where a natural, obvious alignment 
occurs. Compiled by ﬁve teams of academic content experts in collaboration with industry-sector 
consultants, teachers, and other advisers, the alignment was selected if it was determined that the 
pathway standard would enhance, reinforce, or provide an application for a speciﬁc academic subject 
standard.
The alignment matrices include the subjects of Common Core English language arts and mathemat-
ics standards, history/social studies standards, and Next Generation Science Core Ideas. To assist 
with further review and implementation, each academic alignment is notated with speciﬁc pathway 
standards codes.
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Implementation
The Standards for Career Ready Practice can be integrated with a course or incorporated into several 
courses over multiple school years (grades seven through twelve). The practices are expectations 
for all students, whether they are enrolled in a CTE program or following a more generalized course 
sequence. It is expected that all students who exit high school will be proﬁcient in these practices.
The anchor standards are the basis for each of the pathways within each sector. These standards 
are designed to assist with the development of course curricula and instructional lesson plans; they 
describe what is to be taught and measured. In most cases, the teacher determines the sequence and 
strategies to be used to meet the needs of the student population he or she is serving.
The performance indicators that follow each standard offer guidance for both course design and 
student assessment. They are intended to guide course work as it is developed. The pathways organize 
the standards with a career focus, but they are not designed to be offered as single courses. Rather, 
the standards from each pathway are collected and organized into a sequence of learning. To meet 
local demands of business and industry and particular student populations, standards can be collected 
from more than one sector to create a course.
Using the academic alignment matrices as a resource, academic and CTE teachers can see where 
enhancements and support for both sets of standards can be initiated. CTE teachers can quickly iden-
tify academic standards that have a substantial relationship to their instruction. Likewise, academic 
teachers can specify individual academic standards and quickly identify related CTE standards, which 
will assist them in incorporating application and technology in their curricula and lessons.
The CTE Model Curriculum Standards are intended to serve the entire education community—from 
middle schools and high schools to postsecondary colleges and career training programs. A major aim 
of these standards is to prepare students for postsecondary education and training and to help them 
make a smooth transition into the workforce. In order for both the people and the economy of Cali-
fornia to prosper, it is essential for all students to emerge from schools ready to pursue their career 
and college goals. Equipping all high school students with the knowledge and skills necessary to plan 
and manage their education and careers throughout their lives will help to guarantee these important 
outcomes. Strong CTE programs will continue to provide important educational opportunities to assist 
students as they pursue their dreams and strive for economic prosperity. The CTE Model Curriculum 
Standards are a resource for educators and the business world for ensuring high-quality CTE learning 
experiences and improved student outcomes in the twenty-ﬁrst-century economy.
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Standards for Career Ready Practice describe the fundamental knowledge and skills that a career-
ready student needs in order to prepare for transition to postsecondary education, career training, or 
the workforce. These standards are not exclusive to a career pathway, a CTE program of study, a par-
ticular discipline, or level of education. Standards for Career Ready Practice are taught and reinforced 
in all career exploration and preparation programs with increasingly higher levels of complexity and 
expectation as a student advances through a program of study. Standards for Career Ready Practice 
are a valuable resource to CTE and academic teachers designing curricula and lessons in order to 
teach and reinforce the career-ready aims of the CTE Model Curriculum Standards and the Common 
Core State Standards.
1. Apply appropriate technical skills and academic knowledge.
Career-ready individuals readily access and use the knowledge and skills acquired through experience 
and education. They make connections between abstract concepts with real-world applications and 
recognize the value of academic preparation for solving problems, communicating with others, calcu-
lating measures, and other work-related practices. 
2. Communicate clearly, effectively, and with reason.
Career-ready individuals communicate thoughts, ideas, and action plans with clarity, using written, 
verbal, electronic, and/or visual methods. They are skilled at interacting with others, are active listen-
ers who speak clearly and with purpose, and are comfortable with the terminology common to the 
workplace environment. Career-ready individuals consider the audience for their communication and 
prepare accordingly to ensure the desired outcome. 
3. Develop an education and career plan aligned with personal goals.
Career-ready individuals take personal ownership of their own educational and career goals and man-
age their individual plan to attain these goals. They recognize the value of each step in the educa-
tional and experiential process and understand that nearly all career paths require ongoing education 
and experience to adapt to practices, procedures, and expectations of an ever-changing work envi-
ronment. They seek counselors, mentors, and other experts to assist in the planning and execution of 
education and career plans.
4. Apply technology to enhance productivity.
Career-ready individuals ﬁnd and maximize the productive value of existing and new technology to 
accomplish workplace tasks and solve workplace problems. They are ﬂexible and adaptive in acquir-
ing and using new technology. They understand the inherent risks—personal and organizational—of 
technology applications, and they take actions to prevent or mitigate these risks.
California Standards for Career 
Ready Practice
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5. Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving
them.
Career-ready individuals recognize problems in the workplace, understand the nature of the problems, 
and devise effective plans to solve the problems. They thoughtfully investigate the root cause of a 
problem prior to introducing solutions. They carefully consider options to solve the problem and, once 
agreed upon, follow through to ensure the problem is resolved.
6. Practice personal health and understand ﬁnancial literacy.
Career-ready individuals understand the relationship between personal health and workplace per-
formance. They contribute to their personal well-being through a healthy diet, regular exercise, and 
mental health activities. Career-ready individuals also understand that ﬁnancial literacy leads to a 
secure future that enables career success. 
7. Act as a responsible citizen in the workplace and the community.
Career-ready individuals understand the obligations and responsibilities of being a member of a com-
munity and demonstrate this understanding every day through their interactions with others. They are 
aware of the impacts of their decisions on others and the environment around them and think about 
the short-term and long-term consequences of their actions. They are reliable and consistent in going 
beyond minimum expectations and in participating in activities that serve the greater good.
8. Model integrity, ethical leadership, and effective management.
Career-ready individuals consistently act in ways that align with personal and community-held ideals 
and principles. They employ ethical behaviors and actions that positively inﬂuence others. They have 
a clear understanding of integrity and act on this understanding in every decision. They use a variety 
of means to positively impact the direction and actions of a team or organization, and they recognize 
the short-term and long-term effects that management’s actions and attitudes can have on produc-
tivity, morale, and organizational culture.
9. Work productively in teams while integrating cultural and global competence.
Career-ready individuals positively contribute to every team as both team leaders and team members. 
They apply an awareness of cultural differences to avoid barriers to productive and positive interac-
tion. They interact effectively and sensitively with all members of the team and ﬁnd ways to increase 
the engagement and contribution of other members. 
10. Demonstrate creativity and innovation.
Career-ready individuals recommend ideas that solve problems in new and different ways and con-
tribute to the improvement of the organization. They consider unconventional ideas and suggestions 
by others as solutions to issues, tasks, or problems. They discern which ideas and suggestions may 
have the greatest value. They seek new methods, practices, and ideas from a variety of sources and 
apply those ideas to their own workplace practices. 
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11. Employ valid and reliable research strategies.
Career-ready individuals employ research practices to plan and carry out investigations, create solu-
tions, and keep abreast of the most current ﬁndings related to workplace environments and practices. 
They use a reliable research process to search for new information and conﬁrm the validity of sources 
when considering the use and adoption of external information or practices.
12. Understand the environmental, social, and economic impacts of decisions.
Career-ready individuals understand the interrelated nature of their actions and regularly make deci-
sions that positively impact other people, organizations, the workplace, and the environment. They 
are aware of and utilize new technologies, understandings, procedures, and materials and adhere to 
regulations affecting the nature of their work. They are cognizant of impacts on the social condition, 
environment, workplace, and proﬁtability of the organization.
Note: As stated previously, California’s Standards for Career Ready Practice are based on the CCTC Career Ready 
Practices posted at https://careertech.org/ (accessed June 8, 2016).
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Sector Description
The Agriculture and Natural Resources sector is designed to provide a 
foundation in agriculture for all agriculture students in California. Students 
engage in an instructional program that integrates academic and technical 
preparation and focuses on career awareness, career exploration, and  
skill preparation in seven pathways. The pathways emphasize real-world, 
occupationally relevant experiences of signiﬁcant scope and depth in  
Agricultural Business, Agricultural Mechanics, Agriscience, Animal Science, 
Forestry and Natural Resources, Ornamental Horticulture, and Plant and 
Soil Science. Integral components of classroom and laboratory instruction, 
supervised agricultural experience projects, and leadership and interpersonal 
skills development prepare students for continued training, advanced  
educational opportunities, or entry to a career.
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Knowledge and Performance Anchor Standards
1.0 Academics
Analyze and apply appropriate academic standards required for successful industry sector pathway 
completion leading to postsecondary education and employment. Refer to the Agriculture and  
Natural Resources academic alignment matrix for identiﬁcation of standards.
2.0 Communications
Acquire and accurately use Agriculture and Natural Resources sector terminology and protocols at 
the career and college readiness level for communicating effectively in oral, written, and multimedia 
formats. (Direct alignment with LS 9-10, 11-12.6)
2.1 Recognize the elements of communication using a sender–receiver model.
2.2 Identify barriers to accurate and appropriate communication.
2.3 Interpret verbal and nonverbal communications and respond appropriately.
2.4 Demonstrate elements of written and electronic communication, such as accurate spelling, 
grammar, and format.
2.5 Communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple audiences using a variety of media 
and formats.
2.6 Advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of digital media information and  
communications technologies.
3.0 Career Planning and Management
Integrate multiple sources of career information from diverse formats to make informed career  
decisions, solve problems, and manage personal career plans. (Direct alignment with SLS 11-12.2)
3.1 Identify personal interests, aptitudes, information, and skills necessary for informed career 
decision making.
3.2 Evaluate personal character traits, such as trust, respect, and responsibility, and understand 
the impact they can have on career success.
3.3 Explore how information and communication technologies are used in career planning and 
decision making.
3.4 Research the scope of career opportunities available and the requirements for education, 
training, certiﬁcation, and licensure.
3.5 Integrate changing employment trends, societal needs, and economic conditions into career 
planning.
3.6 Recognize the role and function of professional organizations, industry associations, and  
organized labor in a productive society.
3.7 Recognize the importance of small business in the California and global economies.
3.8 Understand how digital media are used by potential employers and postsecondary agencies to 
evaluate candidates.
3.9 Develop a career plan that reﬂects career interests, pathways, and postsecondary options.
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4.0 Technology
Use existing and emerging technology to investigate, research, and produce products and services, 
including new information, as required in the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector workplace 
environment. (Direct alignment with WS 11-12.6)
4.1 Use electronic reference materials to gather information and produce products and services.
4.2 Employ Web-based communications responsibly and effectively to explore complex systems 
and issues.
4.3 Use information and communication technologies to synthesize, summarize, compare, and 
contrast information from multiple sources.
4.4 Discern the quality and value of information collected using digital technologies, and recognize  
bias and intent of the associated sources.
4.5 Research past, present, and projected technological advances as they impact a particular 
pathway.
4.6 Assess the value of various information and communication technologies to interact with 
constituent populations as part of a search of the current literature or in relation to the  
information task.
4.7 Demonstrate the use of appropriate tools and technology used in the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
5.0 Problem Solving and Critical Thinking
Conduct short as well as more sustained research to create alternative solutions to answer a  
question or solve a problem unique to the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector, using critical 
and creative thinking, logical reasoning, analysis, inquiry, and problem-solving techniques. (Direct 
alignment with WS 11-12.7)
5.1 Identify and ask signiﬁcant questions that clarify various points of view to solve problems.
5.2 Solve predictable and unpredictable work-related problems using various types of reasoning 
(inductive, deductive) as appropriate.
5.3 Use systems thinking to analyze how various components interact with each other to  
produce outcomes in a complex work environment.
5.4 Interpret information and draw conclusions, based on the best analysis, to make informed 
decisions.
6.0 Health and Safety
Demonstrate health and safety procedures, regulations, and personal health practices and deter-
mine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and domain-speciﬁc words and phrases as related to the 
Agriculture and Natural Resources sector workplace environment. (Direct alignment with RSTS 9-10, 
11-12.4)
6.1 Locate, and adhere to, Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) instructions.
6.2 Interpret policies, procedures, and regulations for the workplace environment, including 
employer and employee responsibilities.
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6.3 Use health and safety practices for storing, cleaning, and maintaining tools, equipment, and 
supplies.
6.4 Practice personal safety when lifting, bending, or moving equipment and supplies.
6.5 Demonstrate how to prevent and respond to work-related accidents or injuries; this includes 
demonstrating an understanding of ergonomics.
6.6 Maintain a safe and healthful working environment.
6.7 Be informed of laws/acts pertaining to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA).
7.0 Responsibility and Flexibility
Initiate, and participate in, a range of collaborations demonstrating behaviors that reﬂect personal 
and professional responsibility, ﬂexibility, and respect in the Agriculture and Natural Resources  
sector workplace environment and community settings. (Direct alignment with SLS 9-10, 11-12.1)
7.1 Recognize how ﬁnancial management impacts the economy, workforce, and community.
7.2 Explain the importance of accountability and responsibility in fulﬁlling personal, community,  
and workplace roles.
7.3 Understand the need to adapt to changing and varied roles and responsibilities.
7.4 Practice time management and efﬁciency to fulﬁll responsibilities.
7.5 Apply high-quality techniques to product or presentation design and development.
7.6 Demonstrate knowledge and practice of responsible ﬁnancial management.
7.7 Demonstrate the qualities and behaviors that constitute a positive and professional work 
demeanor, including appropriate attire for the profession.
7.8 Explore issues of global signiﬁcance and document the impact on the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
8.0 Ethics and Legal Responsibilities
Practice professional, ethical, and legal behavior, responding thoughtfully to diverse perspectives and 
resolving contradictions when possible, consistent with applicable laws, regulations, and organiza-
tional norms. (Direct alignment with SLS 11-12.1d)
8.1 Access, analyze, and implement quality assurance standards of practice.
8.2 Identify local, district, state, and federal regulatory agencies, entities, laws, and regulations 
related to the Agriculture and Natural Resources industry sector.
8.3 Demonstrate ethical and legal practices consistent with Agriculture and Natural Resources 
sector workplace standards.
8.4 Explain the importance of personal integrity, conﬁdentiality, and ethical behavior in the  
workplace.
8.5 Analyze organizational culture and practices within the workplace environment.
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8.6 Adhere to copyright and intellectual property laws and regulations, and use and appropriately 
cite proprietary information.
8.7 Conform to rules and regulations regarding sharing of conﬁdential information, as determined 
by Agriculture and Natural Resources sector laws and practices.
9.0 Leadership and Teamwork
Work with peers to promote divergent and creative perspectives, effective leadership, group dynam-
ics, team and individual decision making, beneﬁts of workforce diversity, and conﬂict resolution 
as practiced in the Future Farmers of America (FFA) career technical student organization. (Direct 
alignment with SLS 11-12.1b)
9.1 Deﬁne leadership and identify the responsibilities, competencies, and behaviors of successful 
leaders.
9.2 Identify the characteristics of successful teams, including leadership, cooperation,  
collaboration, and effective decision-making skills, as applied in groups, teams, and career 
technical student organization activities.
9.3 Understand the characteristics and beneﬁts of teamwork, leadership, and citizenship in the 
school, community, and workplace setting.
9.4 Explain how professional associations and organizations and associated leadership develop-
ment and competitive career development activities enhance academic preparation,  
promote career choices, and contribute to employment opportunities.
9.5 Understand that the modern world is an international community and requires an expanded 
global view.
9.6 Respect individual and cultural differences and recognize the importance of diversity in the 
workplace.
9.7 Participate in interactive teamwork to solve real Agriculture and Natural Resources sector 
issues and problems.
9.8 Deﬁne the characteristics and beneﬁts of teamwork, leadership, and citizenship in the school, 
community, and workplace settings.
9.9 Identify the ways in which pre-professional associations, such as the Future Farmers of 
America (FFA), and competitive career development activities enhance academic skills,  
promote career choices, and contribute to employability.
9.10 Understand how to organize and structure work, individually and in teams, for effective per-
formance and the attainment of goals.
9.11 Explain multiple approaches to conﬂict resolution and their appropriateness for a variety of 
situations in the workplace.
9.12 Demonstrate how to interact with others in ways that demonstrate respect for individual and 
cultural differences and for the attitudes and feelings of others.
9.13 Participate in group or team activities, including those offered by the student organization, 
that develop skills in leadership, cooperation, collaboration, and effective decision making.
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10.0 Technical Knowledge and Skills
Apply essential technical knowledge and skills common to all pathways in the Agriculture and  
Natural Resources sector, following procedures when carrying out experiments or performing  
technical tasks. (Direct alignment with WS 11-12.6)
10.1 Interpret and explain terminology and practices speciﬁc to the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector.
10.2 Comply with the rules, regulations, and expectations of all aspects of the Agriculture and 
Natural Resources sector.
10.3 Construct projects and products speciﬁc to the Agriculture and Natural Resources sector 
requirements and expectations.
10.4 Collaborate with industry experts for speciﬁc technical knowledge and skills.
10.5 Interpret and explain the aims, purposes, history, and structure of the FFA student organiza-
tion and know the opportunities it makes available.
10.6 Manage, and actively engage in, a career-related, supervised agricultural experience.
10.7 Understand the importance of maintaining and completing the California Agricultural Record 
Book.
10.8 Maintain and troubleshoot equipment used in the agricultural industry.
11.0 Demonstration and Application
Demonstrate and apply the knowledge and skills contained in the Agriculture and Natural Resources 
anchor standards, pathway standards, and performance indicators in classroom,  
laboratory, and workplace settings, and through the FFA career technical student organization.
11.1 Utilize work-based/workplace learning experiences to demonstrate and expand upon knowl-
edge and skills gained during classroom instruction and laboratory practices speciﬁc to the 
Agriculture and Natural Resources sector program of study.
11.2 Demonstrate proﬁciency in a career technical pathway that leads to certiﬁcation, licensure, 
and/or continued learning at the postsecondary level.
11.3 Demonstrate entrepreneurship skills and knowledge of self-employment options and innova-
tive ventures.
11.4 Employ entrepreneurial practices and behaviors appropriate to Agriculture and Natural 
Resources sector opportunities.
11.5 Create a portfolio, or similar collection of work, that offers evidence through assessment and 
evaluation of skills and knowledge competency as contained in the anchor standards, pathway 
standards, and performance indicators. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
A. Agricultural Business Pathway
In the Agricultural Business pathway, students learn about agricultural business operation and man-
agement. Topics include accounting, ﬁnance, economics, business organization, marketing, and sales.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  Agriculture Inspector
  Farm and Ranch Manager
  Sales Representative
  Business Controller
  Agricultural Credit Manager
A1.0 Demonstrate an understanding of decision-making processes within the American free- 
enterprise system.
A1.1 Differentiate among the components of the American free-enterprise system and other 
forms of economic systems.
A1.2 Distinguish among the main characteristics of individual proprietorships, partnerships, 
corporations, franchises, and cooperatives.
A1.3 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the types of business ownership.
A1.4 Analyze appropriate decision-making tools and ﬁnancial records to make key  
management decisions.
A1.5 Analyze physical production relationships to determine optimum use levels.
A1.6 Calculate the ﬁxed and variable costs associated with the production of agricultural 
products and determine the output level that will yield maximum proﬁt.
A2.0 Explain the fundamental economic principles of agribusiness and agricultural production.
A2.1 Identify basic economic factors affecting agricultural production and agribusiness 
management decisions.
A2.2 Communicate basic agricultural economic terminology.
A2.3 Apply the law of supply and demand and evaluate its effect on price determination.
A2.4 Assess how agriculture uses scarce resources to meet the needs and demands of its 
consumers.
A2.5 Differentiate between elastic and inelastic supply and demand.
A2.6 Predict how the law of diminishing returns impacts agricultural production.
A3.0 Explore the role of credit in agribusiness and agricultural production.
A3.1 Analyze the factors that determine the cost of credit in order to select optimum credit 
sources (e.g., the advantages and disadvantages of borrowing from the various types of 
credit providers and sources for short-term, intermediate-term, and long-term credit).
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A3.2 Research and discuss the criteria lenders use to evaluate repayment capacity.
A3.3 Evaluate balance sheets and cash-ﬂow statements to determine the ability to repay 
loans.
A4.0 Use proper accounting principles and procedures to accomplish ﬁscal management and tax 
planning.
A4.1 Compare and contrast cash and accrual accounting systems.
A4.2 Demonstrate the use and describe the importance of budgets, income statements,  
balance sheets, and ﬁnancial statements.
A4.3 Interpret the basis of taxation within the tax system and its impact on the economy, 
including the role of taxes in agribusiness.
A4.4 Analyze the role of depreciation and purchasing in tax planning and liability.
A4.5 Determine property values and complete a depreciation schedule.
A4.6 Formulate the tax obligations for an agribusiness.
A5.0 Manage risk and uncertainty.
A5.1 Explore environmental issues that impact agribusiness.
A5.2 Determine the meaning and importance of risk and uncertainty.
A5.3 Describe alternative approaches to reducing risk, including the use of insurance for 
product liability, property, production or income loss, and for personnel life and health.
A5.4 Maintain appropriate evidence (e.g., Point of Origin, pick/pack dates, production 
records) to support and defend risk management.
A5.5 Identify best practices and include in farm planning to reduce risk.
A5.6 Prepare a comprehensive risk management and contingency plan.
A6.0 Evaluate the role and value of agricultural organizations.
A6.1 Distinguish the beneﬁts of private, public, and governmental organizations, including 
the value and impact of cooperatives.
A6.2 Understand how participation in organizations would be beneﬁcial in supporting  
various agricultural operations.
A6.3 Identify, and electronically access, public and private agricultural organizations.
A7.0 Understand agricultural marketing systems.
A7.1 Explain how marketing functions in a free-market society.
A7.2 Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the various marketing options for  
agricultural products and services.
A7.3 Analyze how the law of comparative advantage affects agricultural production.
A7.4 Explore the impact of advertising, promotion, and data analysis on the marketing of 
agricultural products and services.
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A7.5 Assess how promotion trends for agricultural products inﬂuence individuals.
A7.6 Develop a marketing plan for an agricultural product or service.
A8.0 Understand the sales of agricultural products and services.
A8.1 Determine the most effective methods for assessing customer needs and wants.
A8.2 Describe the stages in making a successful sale and the various techniques used to 
approach potential customers and overcome their objections.
A8.3 Examine the physiological and psychological factors that inﬂuence motivation to  
purchase, including the fundamental steps in making a purchase.
A9.0 Differentiate among local, national, and international agricultural markets and communicate 
how trade affects the economy.
A9.1 Describe how the importance of agricultural imports and exports affects state and 
national economies.
A9.2 Summarize how governmental, economic, and cultural factors affect international 
trade.
A9.3 Compare and contrast United States trade policies with those of other important  
trading partners.
A9.4 Research how biotechnology affects trade and global economies.
A9.5 Evaluate how different cultural values affect agricultural production and marketing.
A9.6 Explain how negotiations and bargaining agreements affect trade agreements.
A9.7 Analyze agricultural marketing strategies in other parts of the world.
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
B. Agricultural Mechanics Pathway
The Agricultural Mechanics pathway prepares students for careers related to the construction,  
operation, and maintenance of equipment used by the agriculture industry. Basic agricultural 
mechanics skills and safety, standards B1.0 through B8.0, cover woodworking, electrical systems, 
plumbing, cold metal work, concrete, and welding technology. Advanced topics, standards B9.0 
through B12.0, deal with metal fabrication, small engines, agriculture power and technology, and 
agriculture construction.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  Agriculture Equipment Operator
  Farm Equipment Mechanic and Service Technician
  Agricultural Engineer
  Welder
  Equipment Fabricator
B1.0 Implement personal and group safety practices.
B1.1 Practice the rules for personal and group safety while working in an agricultural 
mechanics environment.
B1.2 Integrate accepted shop management procedures and a safe working environment.
B1.3 Safely secure loads on a variety of vehicles.
B2.0 Apply the principles of basic woodworking.
B2.1 Identify common wood products, lumber types, and sizes.
B2.2 Measure and lay out lumber, calculating board feet and square feet.
B2.3 Identify, select, and implement basic fastening systems.
B2.4 Complete a woodworking project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of 
materials and cutting list, selecting materials, shaping, joining, and ﬁnishing.
B3.0 Demonstrate basic electricity principles and wiring practices commonly used in agriculture.
B3.1 Explain the relationship between voltage, amperage, resistance, and power in single-
phase alternating current (AC) circuits.
B3.2 Use proper electrical test equipment for AC and direct current (DC) circuits.
B3.3 Analyze and correct basic circuit problems (e.g., open circuits, short circuits, incorrect 
grounding).
B3.4 Implement proper basic electrical circuit and wiring techniques using nonmetallic cable 
and conduit as deﬁned by the National Electric Code (NEC).
B3.5 Interpret basic agricultural electrical plans.
B3.6 Complete an electrical project, including interpreting a plan, following NEC code, 
selecting materials and components, and completing a circuit.
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B4.0 Select and apply plumbing system practices commonly used in agriculture.
B4.1 Match appropriate basic plumbing ﬁtting skills with a variety of materials, such as 
copper, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), steel, polyethylene, and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
(ABS).
B4.2 Explain the environmental inﬂuences on plumbing and irrigation system choices  
(e.g., ﬁlter systems, water disposal, drip vs. ﬂood).
B4.3 Research and communicate how various plumbing and irrigation systems are used in 
agriculture.
B4.4 Complete a plumbing project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of materi-
als and cutting list, selecting materials, joining, and testing.
B5.0 Understand agricultural cold metal processes.
B5.1 Identify common metals, sizes, and shapes.
B5.2 Demonstrate basic tool-ﬁtting skills.
B5.3 Properly lay out materials for a given project.
B5.4 Demonstrate basic cold metal processes (e.g., shearing, cutting, drilling, threading, 
bending).
B5.5 Complete a cold metal project, including interpreting a plan, developing a bill of  
materials, selecting materials, shaping, fastening, and ﬁnishing.
B6.0 Understand concrete and masonry practices commonly used in agriculture.
B6.1 Identify and explain the use of concrete and masonry tools and demonstrate proper 
handling of concrete materials.
B6.2 Practice bed preparation, concrete forms layout, and construction.
B6.3 Complete a concrete or masonry project, including calculating volume, developing a bill 
of materials, assembling, mixing, placing, and ﬁnishing.
B7.0 Understand oxy-fuel cutting and welding.
B7.1 Explain the role of heat and oxidation in the cutting process.
B7.2 Properly set up, adjust, shut down, and maintain an oxy-fuel system.
B7.3 Flame-cut metal with an oxy-fuel cutting torch.
B7.4 Fusion-weld mild steel with and without ﬁller rod by using oxy-fuel equipment.
B7.5 Repair metal objects using a variety of techniques, such as brazing or hard surfacing.
B8.0 Understand electric arc welding processes.
B8.1 Select, properly adjust, safely employ, and maintain appropriate welding equipment 
(e.g., gas metal arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, gas tungsten arc welding).
B8.2 Read welding symbols and plans, select electrodes, ﬁt-up joints, and control heat and 
distortion.
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B8.3 Apply gas metal arc welding, shielded metal arc welding, or ﬂux core arc welding processes 
to fusion-weld mild steel with appropriate welding electrodes and related equipment.
B8.4 Weld a variety of joints in various positions.
B9.0 Assimilate metallurgy principles and fabrication techniques.
B9.1 Deﬁne metallurgy principles, including distortion, hardening, tempering, and annealing.
B9.2 Operate and maintain various arc welding and cutting systems safely and appropriately.
B9.3 Operate and maintain fabrication tools and equipment safely and appropriately.
B9.4 Design project plans by using mechanical drawing techniques.
B9.5 Finish a metal project by implementing proper sequencing.
B9.6 Manipulate and ﬁnish metal by using a variety of tools, machines, and techniques  
(e.g., lathe, mill, CNC plasma, shears, press break, grinders, and sanders).
B9.7 Construct a welding project using any electric welding process, appropriate products, 
joints, and positions, which will include interpreting a plan, determining proper assembly 
sequence, developing a bill of materials and cutting list, selecting and acquiring materials, 
and developing a clear and concise fabrication contract.
B10.0 Understand small and compact engines.
B10.1 Understand and explain engine theory, including the application of mathematical  
and/or physical science laws for both two- and four-stroke cycle engines.
B10.2 Differentiate among types of small engines and their applications.
B10.3 Identify small-engine parts and explain the various systems (e.g., fuel, ignition,  
compression, cooling, and lubrication systems).
B10.4 Troubleshoot and solve problems with small engines.
B10.5 Disassemble, inspect, adjust, and reassemble a small engine.
B10.6 Look up and order parts, apply repair and maintenance recommendations from a repair 
manual, and complete appropriate forms, including work orders.
B11.0 Understand the principles and applications of various engines and machinery used in agriculture.
B11.1 Identify common agricultural machinery and implements.
B11.2 Calibrate, operate, and maintain equipment safely and efﬁciently.
B11.3 Summarize the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of various types of engines found 
on agricultural machinery, including cooling, fuel, and lubrication systems.
B11.4 Explain the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of hydraulic systems.
B11.5 Explain the theory, operation, and troubleshooting of power train and power take-off 
systems.
B11.6 Understand the theory and operation of 12-volt DC electronic and electrical systems 
(e.g., circuit design, starting, charging, and safety circuits).
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B12.0 Apply land measurement and construction techniques commonly used in agriculture.
B12.1 Describe common surveying techniques used in agriculture (e.g., leveling, land  
measurement, building layout, GPS).
B12.2 Draw and interpret architectural plans.
B12.3 Install single- and three-phase wiring and control systems found in agricultural  
structures, pumps, and irrigation systems.
B12.4 Install plumbing in agricultural structures (e.g., potable water, sewer, irrigation).
B12.5 Form, place, and ﬁnish concrete or masonry (e.g., concrete block).
B12.6 Construct agricultural structures by using wood framing and steel framing systems 
(e.g., barns, shops, greenhouses, animal structures).
B12.7 Develop clear and concise agricultural construction contracts.
13
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
C. Agriscience Pathway
The Agriscience pathway helps students acquire a broad understanding of a variety of agricultural 
areas, develop an awareness of the many career opportunities in agriculture, participate in occupa-
tionally relevant experiences, and work cooperatively with a group to develop and expand leadership 
abilities. Students study California agriculture, agricultural business, agricultural technologies, natural 
resources, and animal, plant, and soil sciences.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
  
  
  
  
  
Research Assistant/Associate
Water Quality Specialist
Plant Scientist
Agriscience Teacher
Entomologist
C1.0 Evaluate the role of agriculture in the California economy.
C1.1 Understand the history of the agricultural industry in California.
C1.2 Describe how California agriculture affects the quality of life.
C1.3 Analyze the interrelationship of California agriculture and society at the local, state, 
national, and international levels.
C1.4 Research the economic impact of leading California agricultural commodities.
C1.5 Assess the economic impact of major natural resources in California.
C1.6 Distinguish between the economic importance of major agricultural exports and 
imports.
C1.7 Explore factors that affect food safety and producers’ responsibilities to consumers.
C2.0 Examine the interrelationship between agriculture and the environment.
C2.1 Identify important agricultural environmental impacts on soil, water, and air.
C2.2 Explain current environmental challenges related to agriculture.
C2.3 Summarize how natural resources are used in agriculture.
C2.4 Compare and contrast practices for conserving renewable and nonrenewable resources.
C2.5 Research how new energy sources are developed from agricultural products (e.g., gas-
cogeneration and ethanol).
C3.0 Analyze the effects of technology on agriculture.
C3.1 Describe how technology affects the logistics of moving an agricultural commodity 
from producer to consumer. 
C3.2 Understand how technology inﬂuences factors such as labor, efﬁciency, diversity,  
availability, mechanization, and communication. 
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C3.3 Communicate public concern for technological advancements in agriculture, such as 
genetically modiﬁed organisms. 
C3.4 Research the laws and regulations concerning biotechnology. 
C3.5 Integrate the use of technology when collecting and analyzing data. 
C4.0 Determine the importance of animals, the domestication of animals, and the role of animals in 
modern society. 
C4.1 Understand the evolution and roles of domesticated animals in society.
C4.2 Differentiate between domestication and natural selection.
C4.3 Compile the modern-day uses of animals and animal by-products. 
C4.4 Defend various points of view regarding the use of animals. 
C4.5 Research unique and alternative uses of animals (e.g., therapeutic riding programs and 
companion animals). 
C5.0 Compare the structure and function of plants, animals, bacteria, and viruses. 
C5.1 Identify the function of cells. 
C5.2 Analyze the anatomy and physiology of cells. 
C5.3 Understand various cell actions, such as osmosis and cell division. 
C5.4 Compare and contrast plant and animal cells, bacteria, and viruses.
C6.0 Explore animal anatomy and systems. 
C6.1 State the names, and ﬁnd the locations, of the external anatomy of animals. 
C6.2 Explain the anatomy and major functions of vertebrate systems, including digestive,  
reproductive, circulatory, nervous, muscular, skeletal, respiratory, and endocrine systems. 
C7.0 Comprehend basic animal genetics. 
C7.1 Differentiate between genotype and phenotype and describe how dominant and reces-
sive genes function.
C7.2 Compare genetic characteristics among cattle, sheep, swine, and horse breeds. 
C7.3 Predict phenotype and genotype ratios by using a Punnett Square. 
C7.4 Explain the fertilization process. 
C7.5 Distinguish between the purpose and processes of mitosis and meiosis. 
C8.0 Understand fundamental animal nutrition and feeding. 
C8.1 Identify types of nutrients required by farm animals (e.g., proteins, minerals, vitamins, 
carbohydrates, fats/oils, water). 
C8.2 Analyze suitable common feed ingredients, including forages, roughages, concentrates,  
and supplements for ruminant, monogastric, equine, and avian digestive systems. 
C8.3 Understand basic animal feeding guidelines and evaluate sample feeding programs for 
various species, including space requirements and economic considerations. 
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C9.0 Evaluate basic animal health. 
C9.1 Assess the appearance and behavior of a normal, healthy animal. 
C9.2 Explain the ways in which housing, sanitation, and nutrition inﬂuence animal health 
and behavior. 
C9.3 Analyze the causes and controls of common animal diseases.
C9.4 Summarize effective techniques for controlling parasites and explain why controlling 
parasites is important. 
C9.5 Research the legal requirements for the procurement, storage, methods of application,  
and withdrawal times of animal medications, and know proper equipment handling and 
disposal techniques. 
C10.0 Explain soil science principles. 
C10.1 Recognize the major soil components and types. 
C10.2 Summarize how soil texture, structure, pH, and salinity affect plant growth. 
C10.3 Assess water delivery and irrigation system options. 
C10.4 Differentiate among the types, uses, and applications of amendments and fertilizers. 
C11.0 Analyze plant growth and development. 
C11.1 Understand the anatomy and functions of plant systems and structures. 
C11.2 Identify plant growth requirements. 
C11.3 Discern between annual, biennial, and perennial life cycles. 
C11.4 Examine sexual and asexual reproduction in plants. 
C11.5 Understand photosynthesis and the roles of the sun, chlorophyll, sugar, oxygen, carbon 
dioxide, and water in the process. 
C11.6 Summarize the respiration process in the breakdown of food and organic matter. 
C12.0 Understand fundamental pest management. 
C12.1 Classify agricultural pests (e.g., insects, weeds, disease, and vertebrates). 
C12.2 Compare chemical, mechanical, cultural, and biological methods of plant pest control. 
C12.3 Analyze the major principles, advantages, and disadvantages of integrated pest  
management. 
C13.0 Design agricultural experiments using the scientiﬁc method.
C13.1 State the steps of the scientiﬁc method. 
C13.2 Analyze an agricultural problem and devise a solution based on the scientiﬁc method. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
D. Animal Science Pathway 
In the Animal Science pathway, students study large, small, and specialty animals. Students explore 
the necessary elements, such as diet, genetics, habitat, and behavior, to create humane, ecologically, 
and economically sustainable animal production systems. The pathway includes the study of animal 
anatomy and physiology, nutrition, reproduction, genetics, health and welfare, animal production, 
technology, and the management and processing of animal products and by-products.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
Veterinarian Technician
Animal Caretaker/Kennel Operator
Animal Breeder
Ranch Manager
Feed Nutritionist
D1.0 Evaluate the necessary elements for proper animal housing and animal-handling equipment. 
D1.1 Design an animal facility focusing on appropriate space and location requirements for 
habitat, housing, feed, and water. 
D1.2 Select habitat and housing conditions and materials, such as indoor and outdoor hous-
ing, fencing materials, air ﬂow/ventilation, and shelters, to meet the needs of various 
animal species. 
D1.3 Interpret animal behaviors and execute protocols for safe handling of animals. 
D1.4 Defend the purpose and the safe and humane use of animal husbandry tools, such as 
hoof trimmers, electric shears, elastrators, dehorning tools, and scales.
D2.0 Apply principles of animal nutrition to ensure the proper growth, development, reproduction, 
and economic production of animals.
D2.1 Assess the ﬂow of nutrients from the soil, through the animal, and back to the soil. 
D2.2 Explore the principles for providing proper, balanced rations for a variety of production  
stages in ruminants and monogastrics. 
D2.3 Compare the digestive processes of the ruminant, monogastric, avian, and equine  
digestive systems. 
D2.4 Distinguish how animal nutrition is affected by the digestive, endocrine, and circulatory 
systems. 
D3.0 Apply principles of comparative anatomy and physiology to uses within various animal systems. 
D3.1 Compare and contrast animal cells, tissues, organs, and body systems.
D3.2 Develop efﬁcient procedures to produce consistently high-quality animals that are well 
suited for their intended purposes. 
D3.3 Relate the importance of animal organs to the health, growth, and reproduction  
of animals. 
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D4.0 Demonstrate understanding of animal reproduction, including the function of reproductive 
organs. 
D4.1 Illustrate animal conception, including estrus cycles, ovulation, and insemination. 
D4.2 Research the gestation process and basic fetal development. 
D4.3 Explain the parturition process, including the identiﬁcation of potential problems and 
their solutions. 
D4.4 Select animal breeding methods based on reproductive and economic efﬁciency. 
D4.5 Select a breeding system based on the principles of genetics.
D5.0 Discuss animal inheritance and selection principles, including the structure and role of  
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 
D5.1 Evaluate a group of animals for desired qualities, and discern among them for  
breeding selection. 
D5.2 Select animals, based on quantitative breeding values, for speciﬁc characteristics. 
D5.3 Research and discuss current technology used to measure desirable traits.
D5.4 Predict phenotypic and genotypic results of a dominant and recessive gene pair. 
D5.5 Research the role of mutations, both naturally occurring and artiﬁcially induced, and 
hybrids in animal genetics. 
D6.0 Prescribe and implement a prevention treatment program for animal diseases, parasites, and 
other disorders. 
D6.1 Evaluate the signs of normal health in contrast to illness and disease. 
D6.2 Analyze the importance of animal behavior in diagnosing animal sickness and disease.
D6.3 Research common pathogens, vectors, and hosts that cause disease in animals. 
D6.4 Evaluate preventative measures for controlling and limiting the spread of diseases, 
parasites, and disorders among animals. 
D6.5 Discuss procedures used at the local, state, and national levels to ensure biosecurity of 
the animal industry. 
D6.6 Explain the health risk of zoonotic diseases to humans, their historical inﬂuence, and 
future implications. 
D6.7 Discuss the impacts on local, national, and global economies, as well as on consumers 
and producers, when animal diseases are not appropriately contained and eradicated.
D7.0 Explore common pasture and rangeland management practices and their impact on a  
balanced ecosystem. 
D7.1 Evaluate a rangeland and identify methods of rangeland improvement used in an  
effective animal production program. 
D7.2 Summarize how rangeland management practices affect pasture production, erosion 
control, and the general balance of the ecosystem. 
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D7.3 Develop a management plan for rangelands, including how to calculate carrying  
capacity, for a variety of animal species and locations. 
D7.4 Evaluate a plan to balance rangeland use for animal grazing and for wildlife habitat. 
D8.0 Explain challenges associated with animal waste management. 
D8.1 Assess treatment and disposal management systems for animal waste. 
D8.2 Compare various methods for using animal waste and the environmental impacts  
associated with each method.
D8.3 Research the health and safety regulations that are an integral part of properly  
managed animal waste systems. 
D9.0 Assess animal welfare concerns and management practices that support animal welfare. 
D9.1 Evaluate the early warning signs of animal distress and how to rectify the problem. 
D9.2 Discuss consumer concerns with animal production practices relative to human health. 
D9.3 Summarize federal and state animal welfare laws and regulations, such as those  
dealing with abandoned and neglected animals, animal ﬁghting, euthanasia, and medi-
cal research. 
D9.4 Research the regulations for humane transportation and harvesting of animals, such 
as those delineated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Safety and 
Inspection Service and the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act.
D10.0 Demonstrate understanding of the production of large animals (e.g., cattle, horses, swine, 
sheep, goats) and small animals (e.g., poultry, cavy, rabbits). 
D10.1 Formulate and implement optimum requirements for diet, genetics, habitat, and  
behavior in the production of large and small animals. 
D10.2 Develop, maintain, and use growth and management records for large or small animals 
to make data-driven management decisions. 
D11.0 Demonstrate understanding of the production of specialty animals (e.g., ﬁsh, marine animals, 
llamas, and tall, ﬂightless birds). 
D11.1 Assess specialty animals’ role in agriculture (e.g., ﬁsh farms, pack animals, working 
dogs). 
D11.2 Explore the unique nutrition, health, and habitat requirements for specialty animals. 
D11.3 Synthesize and implement optimum requirements for diet, genetics, habitat, and 
behavior in the production of specialty animals. 
D11.4 Develop, maintain, and utilize growth and management records for specialty animals to 
make data-driven management decisions. 
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D12.0 Understand how animal products and by-products are processed and marketed. 
D12.1 Research animal harvest, carcass inspection and grading, and meat processing safety 
regulations and practices and the removal and disposal of nonedible by-products, such 
as those outlined in Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point, Sanitation Standard 
Operating Procedures, and good manufacturing practices documents. 
D12.2 Compare the relative importance of the major meat, dairy, and egg classiﬁcations, 
including the per-capita consumption and nutritive value of those classiﬁcations. 
D12.3 Discuss how meat-based, dairy, and egg retail products are produced. 
D12.4 Describe how nonmeat products, such as wool, pelts, hides, and by-products, are  
harvested and processed. 
D12.5 Evaluate how meat products and nonmeat products are marketed. 
D12.6 Compare the value of animal by-products to nonagricultural industries.
D12.7 Apply point-of-origin safety and sanitation procedures in the production, harvest,  
handling, processing, and storing of meat products. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
E. Forestry and Natural Resources Pathway 
The Forestry and Natural Resources pathway helps students understand the relationships between 
California’s natural resources and the environment. Topics include energy and nutrient cycles, water 
resources and management, soil conservation, wildlife preservation and management, forest and ﬁre 
management, and lumber production. In addition, students study the outdoor recreation industry and 
multiple-use management.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
Forestry Technician
Park Ranger
Fish Hatchery Technician
Logging Operation Inspector
Biological Science Technician
E1.0 Understand the importance of energy and energy cycles. 
E1.1 Diagram the oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, and water cycles. 
E1.2 Differentiate between renewable and nonrenewable energy sources. 
E1.3 Differentiate between natural resource management conservation strategies and  
preservation strategies. 
E1.4 Compare the effects on air and water quality of using different forms of energy. 
E1.5 Analyze the way in which human activities inﬂuence energy cycles and natural 
resource management. 
E2.0 Understand air and water use, their management practices, and conservation strategies. 
E2.1 Explain the government’s role in regulating air, soil, and water use management  
practices and conservation strategies. 
E2.2 Research and discuss air and water conservation issues. 
E2.3 Deﬁne appropriate water conservation measures. 
E2.4 Interpret the component of a plan that monitors water quality. 
E2.5 Interpret the component of a plan that monitors air quality. 
E2.6 Analyze the way in which water management affects the environment and human 
needs. 
E3.0 Explore soil composition and soil management. 
E3.1 Demonstrate techniques used to classify soils. 
E3.2 Explain the reasons for, and importance of, soil conservation. 
E3.3 Analyze soils found in the different natural resource management areas. 
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E3.4 Develop and implement a soil management plan for a natural resource management 
area. 
E3.5 Understand how to analyze existing soil surveys to develop effective management 
plans. 
E4.0 Explore rangeland management. 
E4.1 Map the locations of major U.S. and California rangeland areas. 
E4.2 Summarize the interrelationship of rangeland management, the environment, wildlife 
management, and the livestock industry. 
E4.3 Deﬁne practices used to improve rangeland quality. 
E4.4 Analyze the carrying capacity in various rangelands for both wildlife species and 
domestic livestock. 
E4.5 Distinguish among different browse and forage species in California rangelands.
E4.6 Evaluate a rangeland and develop a rangeland monitoring plan. 
E4.7 Analyze the requirements and rights accompanying public land grazing permits and 
the government agencies involved (e.g., Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest 
Service) and abide by speciﬁc laws pertaining to natural resource systems.
E5.0 Investigate wildlife management and habitat.
E5.1 Describe the relationship between habitat and wildlife population. 
E5.2 List habitat requirements for different species and identify factors that inﬂuence  
population dynamics. 
E5.3 Determine existing wildlife species populations. 
E5.4 Explain mammalian and avian reproductive processes and infer how nutrition and  
habitat affect reproduction and population. 
E5.5 Differentiate among a variety of management practices used to manage wildlife  
populations for hunting and other recreational purposes. 
E5.6 Analyze the economic and environmental signiﬁcance of sport hunting and ﬁshing 
industries. 
E5.7 Research and report on the purpose, history, terminology, and challenges of the  
Endangered Species Act and current activities related to the Act. 
E6.0 Understand aquatic resource use and management. 
E6.1 Summarize the different types of aquatic resources.
E6.2 Identify and describe the major body parts, digestive systems, and reproductive organs 
of aquatic species. 
E6.3 Determine the populations of existing aquatic species using a variety of methods.
E6.4 Analyze the relationship between water quality and aquatic species habitat. 
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E6.5 Explore a variety of management practices for managing aquatic species for sport  
ﬁshing and other purposes. 
E6.6 Make ﬁnancial and production decisions and maintain growth and management 
records for a selected aquatic species.
E7.0 Understand the outdoor recreation industry. 
E7.1 List the potential environmental impacts of recreational activities and describe how to 
manage the resources affected. 
E7.2 Demonstrate basic survival skills and ﬁrst aid procedures. 
E7.3 Construct and maintain trails.
E7.4 Select appropriate recreational gear for trips of varying types and durations and how 
to use it safely and appropriately (for minimum environmental impact). 
E7.5 Set up a campsite for minimum environmental impact.
E8.0 Explore basic plant physiology, anatomy, and taxonomy. 
E8.1 Use scientiﬁc method to classify animals, including order, family, genus, and species. 
E8.2 Use a dichotomous key to identify plants and animals. 
E8.3 Identify local trees, shrubs, grasses, forbs, and wildlife species by common name. 
E8.4 Recognize and explain the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, such as respiration, 
temperature, nutrients, and photosynthesis. 
E9.0 Explore the role of ﬁre in natural resource management. 
E9.1 Differentiate between desirable and undesirable ﬁre in forest and rangeland ecosystems. 
E9.2 Explain the signiﬁcance of each of the components of the “ﬁre triangle.”
E9.3 Know appropriate wildland ﬁre-suppression practices. 
E9.4 Develop a ﬁre-control plan. 
E9.5 Use ﬁre-control tools safely. 
E9.6 Research and report on the training requirements for ﬁre-suppression certiﬁcation. 
E10.0 Implement forest management practices.
E10.1 Describe how social, political, and economic factors can affect the use of forests. 
E10.2 Discuss the California Forest Practice Act and the requirements for Timber Harvest and 
Habitat Conservation Plans.
E10.3 Analyze forest management systems (e.g., sustained yield, watershed management, 
ecosystem management, multiple-use management). 
E10.4 Analyze harvest and renewability (e.g., reseeding and thinning) systems and identify 
the impact of each on the land. 
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E10.5 Explain silvicultural systems and skills and use appropriate related tools.
E10.6 Identify and diagnose damage from destructive insects, diseases, and weather and 
choose methods for their management.
E11.0 Understand the basic concepts of measurement, surveying, and mapping. 
E11.1 Describe the Public Land Survey System. 
E11.2 Use surveying equipment, including global positioning satellites, maps, and a compass, 
to determine area, boundaries, and elevation differences. 
E11.3 Apply timber-cruising and log-scaling skills to determine timber and log volume for 
management and marketing. 
E11.4 Create a management plan map that includes layer information and data points from 
global information systems. 
E12.0 Produce, harvest, process, and market products from natural resource industries. 
E12.1 Explain the marketing processes and manufacturing standards for a variety of natural 
resource products, including mining, quarrying, and drilling. 
E12.2 Process natural resource products adhering to manufacturing standards.
E12.3 Analyze the production of specialty and seasonal products from natural resources. 
E12.4 Compare different wood types and their uses.
E12.5 Diagram lumber manufacturing processes. 
E13.0 Understand public and private land issues. 
E13.1 Interpret the differences between publicly and privately held lands. 
E13.2 Explain the differences between public land designations (e.g., State Park, National  
Forest, wilderness areas, wild and scenic areas). 
E13.3 Compare the role of public and private property rights and how they affect agriculture. 
E13.4 Describe the role of government in managing public and private property rights. 
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Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
F. Ornamental Horticulture Pathway 
The Ornamental Horticulture pathway prepares students for careers in the nursery, landscaping, and 
ﬂoral industries. Topics include plant identiﬁcation, plant physiology, soil science, plant reproduction, 
nursery production, and ﬂoriculture, as well as landscaping design, installation, and maintenance.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
 Florist/Floral Designer
 Landscape Design/Architect
 Hydroponics Grower
 Botanical Specialist
 Nursery/Greenhouse Manager
F1.0 Compare and contrast the hierarchical classiﬁcation of plants.
F1.1 Practice how to classify and identify plants by order, family, genus, and species. 
F1.2 Demonstrate how to identify plants by using a dichotomous key. 
F1.3 Illustrate how common plant parts are used to classify the plants. 
F1.4 Distinguish how to classify and identify plants by using botanical growth habits,  
landscape uses, and cultural requirements. 
F1.5 Identify and select plants for local landscape applications. 
F2.0 Summarize plant physiology and growth principles. 
F2.1 Understand plant systems, nutrient transportation, structure, and energy storage. 
F2.2 Diagram the seed’s essential parts and explain the functions of each. 
F2.3 Explain how primary, secondary, and trace elements are used in plant growth. 
F2.4 Experiment with the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, including water, nutrients, 
light, soil, air, and climate. 
F2.5 Differentiate the tissues seen in a cross section of woody and herbaceous plants. 
F2.6 Explore the factors that affect plant growth. 
F3.0 Demonstrate plant propagation techniques.
F3.1 Explain the different forms of sexual and asexual plant reproduction. 
F3.2 Demonstrate the various techniques for successful plant propagation (e.g., budding, 
grafting, cuttings, seeds). 
F3.3 Utilize and monitor plant reproduction for the development of a saleable product. 
F4.0 Develop and implement a plan for basic integrated pest management. 
F4.1 Read and interpret pesticide labels and understand safe pesticide management  
practices. 
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F4.2 Research how pesticide regulations and government agencies affect agriculture. 
F4.3 Identify common horticultural pests and diseases and methods of controlling them. 
F4.4 Design an integrated approach to solving plant problems.
F5.0 Summarize water and soil (media) management practices. 
F5.1 Explain how basic soil science and water principles affect plant growth. 
F5.2 Illustrate basic irrigation design and installation methods. 
F5.3 Prepare and amend soils, implement soil conservation methods, and compare results. 
F5.4 Research major issues related to water sources and water quality. 
F5.5 Explain the components of soilless media and test the use of those media in various 
types of containers. 
F6.0 Apply ornamental plant nutrition practices. 
F6.1 Analyze how primary and secondary nutrients and trace elements affect ornamental 
plants. 
F6.2 Use basic nutrient testing procedures on soil and plant tissue. 
F6.3 Analyze organic and inorganic fertilizers to understand their appropriate uses. 
F6.4 Read and interpret labels to properly apply fertilizers. 
F7.0 Develop a plan for the selection, installation, and maintenance of turf. 
F7.1 Explain the selection and management of landscape and sports ﬁeld turf. 
F7.2 Demonstrate how to select, install, and maintain a designated turf grass area.
F7.3 Distinguish how the use of turf beneﬁts the environment. 
F8.0 Employ nursery production principles.
F8.1 Demonstrate the proper use of production facilities and common nursery equipment. 
F8.2 Use common nursery production practices. 
F8.3 Demonstrate how to propagate and maintain a horticultural crop to the point of sale. 
F8.4 Design a marketing and merchandising strategy to use in nursery production. 
F9.0 Demonstrate the proper use of containers and horticultural tools, equipment, and facilities. 
F9.1 Use different types of containers and demonstrate how to maintain growing containers 
in controlled environments. 
F9.2 Operate and maintain selected hand and power equipment safely and appropriately. 
F9.3 Select proper tools for speciﬁc horticultural jobs. 
F9.4 Install landscape components and electrical, land, and water features. 
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F10.0 Understand basic landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance. 
F10.1 Utilize terms associated with landscape and design in appropriate context. 
F10.2 Produce a residential design, including how to render design to scale using design tech-
nology and principles.
F10.3 Use proper landscape planting and maintenance practices. 
F10.4 Prune ornamental shrubs, trees, and fruit trees. 
F10.5 Produce clear and concise landscape business contracts. 
F11.0 Understand basic ﬂoral design principles.
F11.1 Demonstrate the use of plant materials and tools. 
F11.2 Apply basic design principles to products and designs. 
F11.3 Handle, prepare, and arrange cut ﬂowers appropriately. 
F11.4 Develop a marketing and merchandising strategy to use in the ﬂoral industry.
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Soil Conservationist
Environmental Analyst
Plant and Soil Scientist
Crop Consultant
Pest Control Advisor
G1.0 Apply plant classiﬁcation principles. 
G1.1 Classify and identify plants by order, family, genus, and species.
G1.2 Practice how to identify plants by using a dichotomous key. 
G1.3 Demonstrate how common plant parts are used to classify the plants. 
G1.4 Communicate the differences between, and uses of, native and nonnative plants. 
G1.5 Distinguish the differences between monocots and dicots. 
G1.6 Explain the differences between plants under production and weeds. 
G2.0 Explore cell biology. 
G2.1 Compare differences between prokaryotic cells and plant and animal eukaryotic cells 
and how viruses differ from them in complexity and general structure. 
G2.2 Test plant cellular function reactions when plants are grown under different conditions. 
G2.3 Explain functions organelles play in the health of the cell. 
G2.4 Recognize the part of the cell that is responsible for the genetic information that  
controls plant growth and development. 
G2.5 Summarize plant inheritance principles, including the structure and role of DNA. 
G2.6 List which organelles in plant cells carry out photosynthesis. 
G3.0 Understand plant physiology and growth principles. 
G3.1 Investigate plant systems, nutrient transportation, and energy storage.
G3.2 Label the seed’s essential parts and describe their functions. 
G3.3 Discern how primary, secondary, and trace elements are used in plant growth. 
G3.4 Research the factors that inﬂuence plant growth, including water, nutrients, light, soil, 
air, and climate. 
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Pathway Standards
G. Plant and Soil Science Pathway
The Plant and Soil Science pathway covers topics such as plant classiﬁcation, physiology, reproduction,  
plant breeding, biotechnology, and pathology. In addition, students learn about soil management, 
water, pests, and equipment, as well as cultural and harvest practices.
Sample occupations associated with this pathway:
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G3.5 Identify the tissues seen in a cross section of woody and herbaceous plants.
G3.6 Conduct experiment(s) testing the factors that affect plant growth and predict plant 
response.
G4.0 Demonstrate an understanding of sexual and asexual reproduction of plants. 
G4.1 Explain the different forms of sexual and asexual plant reproduction. 
G4.2 Demonstrate the various techniques for successful plant propagation (e.g., budding, 
grafting, cuttings, and seeds). 
G4.3 Use the proper sterile technique used in tissue culture. 
G5.0 Assess pest problems and management. 
G5.1 Demonstrate how to categorize insects as pests, beneﬁcial or neutral, and describe 
their roles. 
G5.2 Explain the role of other pests, such as nematodes, molds, mildews, and weeds. 
G5.3 Compare and contrast conventional, sustainable, and organic management methods to 
prevent or treat plant disease symptoms. 
G5.4 Use integrated pest management to prevent, treat, and control plant disease symptoms 
(including conventional, sustainable, and organic management methods). 
G5.5 Research how biotechnology can be used to manage pests. 
G6.0 Assess the role of soils in plant production. 
G6.1 Understand soil types, soil texture, structure, and bulk density and explain the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) soil-quality rating procedure. 
G6.2 Analyze soil properties necessary for successful plant production, including pH,  
electrical conductivity (EC), and essential nutrients. 
G6.3 Explain soil biology and diagram the cycles in nature as related to the soil food chain. 
G6.4 Research how soil biology affects the environment and natural resources.
G7.0 Integrate effective tillage and soil conservation management practices. 
G7.1 Plan how to effectively manage and conserve soil through conventional, minimum, 
conservation, and no-tillage irrigation and through drainage and tillage practices. 
G7.2 Assess how global positioning systems, surveying, laser leveling, and other tillage  
practices conserve soil. 
G7.3 Use tools such as the USDA and the local Resource Conservation District soil survey 
maps to determine appropriate soil management practices. 
G8.0 Evaluate effective water management practices. 
G8.1 Summarize California water history, current issues, water rights, water law, and water 
transfer through different distribution projects throughout the state. 
G8.2 Research and describe the local, state, and federal agencies that regulate water quality 
and availability in California.
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G8.3 Deﬁne the deﬁnition of a watershed and explain how it is used to measure water  
quality. 
G8.4 Explain effective water management and conservation practices, including the use  
of tailwater ponds. 
G8.5 Use water-testing standards and perform bioassay and macro-invertebrate protocols  
to assess water quality. 
G9.0 Explain the concept of an “agrosystem” approach to production. 
G9.1 Identify and classify the plants and animals in an agricultural system (as producers, 
consumers, or decomposers). 
G9.2 Compare and contrast the elements of conventional, sustainable, and organic  
production systems. 
G9.3 Differentiate among the components of “whole-system management.” 
G10.0 Apply local crop management and production practices. 
G10.1 Practice local cultural techniques, including monitoring, pruning, fertilization, planting,  
irrigation, harvest treatments, processing, and packaging practices for various tree, 
grain, hay, and vegetable classes. 
G10.2 Explain common marketing and shipping characteristics of local commodities. 
G10.3 Interpret general maturity and harvest-time guidelines for speciﬁc local plant products. 
G10.4 Apply point-of-origin safety and sanitation procedures in the production, harvesting, 
handling, processing, and storing of edible plant products. 
G11.0 Demonstrate competence in applications of scientiﬁc principles and techniques in plant  
science. 
G11.1 Research how changing technology, such as micro-propagation, biological pest controls, 
and genetic engineering (including DNA extraction and gel electrophoresis), affects 
plant production, yields, and management. 
G11.2 Explain the various technology advancements that affect plant and soil science, such 
as global positioning systems, global information systems, variable rate technology, and 
remote sensing. 
G11.3 Assess how herbicide-resistant plant genes can affect the environment. 
G11.4 Communicate how genetic engineering techniques have been used to improve crop 
yields. 
G11.5 Compare and contrast the effects of agricultural biotechnology, including genetically 
modiﬁed organisms, on the agriculture industry and the larger society and the pros and 
cons of such use.
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N. Roster of Agriculture 
Advisory Committee 
Agriculture Advisory Committee Roster 
 
Tory Torosian 
Viticulture/Committee Chair 
Tory Farms 
 
 
 
Joshua Terry 
Diversified Agriculture/Alumni 
Terry Farms 
 
 
 
Kara Langley 
Floral/Alumni 
Alumni/Floral Business 
 
 
 
Rhonda Watson 
Horticulture/Alumni 
Watson’s Nursery and Landscape 
 
 
 
Mike Naylor 
Diversified Agriculture  
Naylor Organics 
 
 
 
Ron Nishinaka 
Horticulture/Education 
CSU Fresno/Tree Fresno/SCCCD 
 
 
 
Dave Lopes 
Animal Science/Education 
Reedley College 
 
 
 
Mary Villarreal 
Agriculture Business 
Warren and Baerg Manufacturing Inc 
 
 
 
Carlos Murrieta 
Agriculture Business 
Mechanical Raisin Harvesting 
 
 
 
Steve Soria 
Agriculture Business 
Valley Soil and Forest Products 
 
 
O. Advisory Committee
Minutes 
Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 5, 2018 
Started 6:43pm 
 
 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Toroian Ag. Advisory Chair And Roy Browne 
 
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Present: Torosian, Browne, 
Layne, Robison, Wilterding, Borba, R. Watson, Nishinaka, J. Terry, Lopes, 
western milling, Villarreal, Naylor 
  
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: 
,      Kari Wilterding 
    Nicole Borba 
 
Approval of Minutes: Did not do this meeting 
 
Introduction of FFA Officers: ​all officers were present to introduce 
themselves. Gave a brief synopsis on their involvement in the FFA. 
● Nate spoke about the Tulare County Fair exhibits 
● Karen spoke about the Officer Retreat 
● Jesus G. spoke about the Alta Historical Society Community Service 
Event 
● Itzel spoke about the Raisin Day Community Service Petting Zoo and 
Informational booth 
● Ulices spoke about fundraisers: BBQ dinner, Flower Pen Sales, 
Cookie Dough Sales 
● Leslie spoke about the Opening/Closing Contest and included the 
Discovery Students 
● Jose spoke about cotton judging team. 
● Jesus A. Spoke about Lions Club and the Sunrise Rotary Club  
● Steven spoke about the Chapter Meetings that we have the students 
participate in. 
 
Call Warren and Baerg for buyers of Hogs next year.  
 
Introduction of Puppy GDB--​Vancouver was introduced and that we have 
7 kids waiting for puppies and finish their trainings.  
 
Update on activities:​ Browne went over the upcoming events 
Winter CDE: Cotton, Vine Pruning: Contest schedule for January 16 
Spring CDE: Landscape Design: Floriculture: Vet. Science: Landscape Design :  Contest 
here- March 16​th 
State conference- April 25-28​th,​ 2019 in Anaheim, Ca.  
 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting: Nov 15 – game night and potluck 
Cookie Dough sales  
 
Up-date on classes:​ Browne explained what graduation credits each class 
and what dual enrollment courses are. Nishinaka said students at Sanger in 
the dual enrollment program received their AA at the commencement 
ceremonies. Planning on expanding to other schools the same model. 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, Graduation (science), Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts), Dual Enrollment 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag 
Landscape design: CSU,  Dual Enrollment  
Ag Leadership 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Ornamental Horticulture-  CSU Graduation (Science) Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture II, Dual Enrollment 
Animal science- CSU,  Graduation ( Science) Dual Enrollment  
 
 Classes at Washington Intermediate  School​.  Ag Discovery- 2 periods that Browne teaches. 
heavily into plant unit: building greenhouse, self watering pots, plant reproduction and 
propagation, improving their “Ag Farm” , Beginning of the year Big career unit, introduced our 
Discovery Officer Team that will work with the Chapter officers on events and the banquet at the 
end of the year. Exciting to see how it will grow and the excitement about learning.  
 
Pathways and Science Flow Charts-​ Browne showed flow chart of science and pathways the 
students can go through to get their pathway complete.  Wilterding the only one we cannot 
complete is the physical science but we would like to do that with our intro to ag course. 
 
11 Elements of High Quality CTE Programs-​ Looking for your help in the following area’s:  
  
 
What do we want our program to be ​:  We want to provide our students with the 
skills to be successful in a college and or in career? 
 
How do we accomplish this ?  
Help locate jobs for our students 
Internships 
  Job Shadowing  
Field Trips 
Industry Certification 
Work Based Learning 
 
Notes:  Browne- IN these type “jobs” they will be covered by the schools insurance,  
Robison asked about average hours- Browne says 3-5 hours a week 
Villareal- looking at just hours like the engineering we did with visalia and will be 
doing with Orosi they did it during the summer and 2 weeks on break. 
Browne- working with manjeet in meetings but we are looking for different 
options for our students  
Robison we can do something with producers Dairy- they would be willing, ill 
give you contact info. 
Browne- if you can go back to your company and see what they can do to help us 
out with these items 
Nishinaka- does it have to be in this region 
Browne- No 
Nishinaka- central coast has lots of growers that i can help you get in contact with 
to set those up. 
Torosian- Sarkis can hook us up with winery tours, main products grapes in our 
area. Distilling is coming back  
Nishinaka- Certified California nursery growers.  
Borba- looked last year never got a response 
Nish- pilot program at merced this year so hoping they will expand to HS 
Browne- Connections to paramount or large companies here 
Villareal- will ask windle spray? brother used to work at paramount 
Torosian- Sun Pacific 
Layne- well what would you want from them 
Browne- Tours, classroom visitations, make ag world more viable to them, 
maybe future jobs or internships. 
 
Community Partnerships Chart- ​ Just a visual of everything we have done for the 
community, how many hours we have participated in, and what they have done for us 
 
Ag Incentive: ​361 students this year up from 354 last year 
Review from Mr. Parker State Staff- Where can we improve ??? Your ideas are 
welcome. 
 
Browne- enclosed is our annual review with parker, spent the afternoon with, We are 
working on some of these items so we can see improvement.  He then worked through 
the incentive checklist 
Need to work on: 1F- more kids with a project on AET 
     2G- 80% in leadership events 
      3 D- 80% engaged in SAE projects verified by ag records 
     3E- SAE projects visited by advisors 
     5B- Appropriate storage space 
     7C- progress towards student certification 
10A- Shop classes have no more than 22 (we think he is going off 
last year because this year all classes except junior high didnt) 
     11B- project supervision period in addition to a prep period 
     12 A- program meets program achievement 
 
Browne- always looking for improvement please give us your feedback, comments, 
opinions etc to help us improve.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
Ag Mechanics:​ Lost the battle we are down to 1 class period this year 18 kids, 
because of the different pathways (IT) there is not a draw to offer for our kids. the 
pathway was dwindling with second class and this years first class numbers have 
decreased, Brought in Weaver to teach the class and enrollment went from 2-3 
periods to 1 period. Even though we are loosing this we have a strong 3 pathways 
and we would like to increase enrollment and increase pathways. Jr. High would 
like to get a full time ag teacher. 
Nish- would you be able to bring ag mech back? 
Browne- we would have to jump through a lot of hoops to get it back 
largest thing would be the competition.  but because of the other IT taking 
over we can no longer support it. So we may never get it back.  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
Torosian- Saw some tree’s down are they starting with it.. 
Villarreal- We are in line to get funding but governor wont do anything so we are 
contacting CTE, we are under hardship- paying down our debts but could get out of debt, 
but we just need the bonds sold, drawings are approved, calling our legislators, working 
hard on the different cfo and board work days etc.  
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 Set the next advisory meeting (will be a joint meeting with Perkins then we will do a 
short Ag meeting) March 4th, 2019 @6:30pm 
Send a save the date in January Reminder 
 
Borba-Update on OH from changes discussed 
Reached out to Birchall will donate new fruit trees’ and re-do the irrigation 
New greenhouse is build 
Local greenhouse supply company is donating the whole shade house cloth will 
come out and take measurements.  
Watson’s nursery donations 
Diversification from cuttings and mother plants 
Ordered new succulent plants for xmas boxes 
Purge sale tomorrow to make room for large succulent order 
kids run, create bills of sales, pulling orders etc. 
 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 7:51pm 
 
 
Respectfully prepared by Kariann Wilterding 



Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
October 19, 2017 
Started 6:17pm 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Torosian Ag. Advisory Chair
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Mr. Nishinaka, Josh Terry, Mary 
Villarreal, Mrs. Watson, Mr. Torojian. 
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: Dept. Head
,  Kari Wilterding 
 Nicole Borba 
Approval of Minutes: Motion to approve March minutes:Josh 
second:   Mary Voice Vote: Approved  
Introduction of FFA Officers:​Madasen Gutierrez- President, Jose 
Gutierrez- Vp, Shania Cardenas- Sec, Jose Flores- Treasurer, Jesus 
Aguilera- Sentinel, Leslie Garcia- Reporter. 
Spoke about various trips students went on since the beginning of the year 
- Officer Retreat Review of Activities 
- Boot Camp with the San Joaquin Region (physical and mental team 
building activities) 
- Groovy Chapter Meeting-August (tie dye tshirt/game night) 
- Pool Party Chapter Meeting- September (fiesta night) 
- Twisted Farms Chapter Meeting- October-fright night/bonfire/smores 
- Photography contest NEW 
- Farmers Market at TSC- great community involvement- sold plants 
- Alta Historical Society- Volunteer to set up and serve at their 
fundraiser event. 
- COLC - workshops for officer involvement, meeting ideas, team 
building, Personality quiz, Relay race. 
- BBQ Dinner Fundraiser- selling tickets Oct 27th is the drive thru 
dinner. 
- Opening/Closing Contest-  3rd place novice team, 3 outstanding 
novice individual awards 
Roy: This years team has been a breath of fresh air and they are doing very 
well as a team meshing well. 
Update on activities:  
Winter CDE: Cotton 12 students on the team this year, Vine Pruning, Citrus Judging- 
going to start up pretty soon.  
Spring CDE: Landscape Design.  
Floriculture: Held contest here- March 17​th 
Vet. Science: Held Contest here- March 17​th 
- Will be held here on campus 
- Last year 24 teams for vet 
- Last year 8 teams for floral 
- we know combining them will make it grow. 
State conference- April 22-25​th ​, 2018  in Anaheim, Ca. - biggest thing is we are running 
out of space in fresno so looking at the transition due to housing situation, hoping to take 
three vehicles and walk because hotel is 500 yards of convention center.  
Mary-driving issue hows that because of the “baby” 
Roy- they have continued to let us know do what we need to do, next year wont be a 
problem 
Up-date on classes: 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, year of science 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts) 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag- Looking at getting it a science a-g 
Landscape design- 29 kids Nicole does a good job everyone is on our toes. 
Ag Leadership- Not this year 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Environmental Horticulture (Name Change to Plant Science or back to Ornamental Horticulture) 
-Leaning to just Horitculutre  
Working on classes:​  Floriculture II- going beyond initial skills, Animal science- would lliek to 
dual enrollment and be a pre-req for Vet Science Class to allow for more vet stuff in vet class and 
specifics to animal anatomy  in animal sci. 
Working on Classes at Washington and Monson Sultana School​.  Ag Discovery- working on 
it. Monson is in but cant hire full time due to their funding they have to have half here and half 
there.  But due to schedule change not looking possible right not. but we will keep pushing 
forward. 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting tomorrow- Twisted farms 7pm 
BBQ Dinner on October 27​th​- 4-7:00 pm 
Ag Incentive: ​354 students this year up from 304 last year. 
Roy reviewed each level of the Ag 
incentive grant checklist 
1A-Yes 
1B- Yes 
1C- Yes 
1D- Students need to be 
aggressive to finish pathways and stay in 
classes- yes 
1E- Yes 
1F- Yes 
1G- Yes 
1H- Yes 
2A- Yes 
2B- Yes 
2C- Yes 
2D- Yes 
2E-Yes 
2F-Yes  We did 16 on the 
checklist 
2G-Yes 
3A- Yes 
3B- Yes 
3C- Yes 
3D- Just under but with system 
will be easier for the kids to keep up 
with it and broadens the scope of 
projects 
3E-Yes 
3F- Yes 
4A- Yes 
4B- Yes 
4C- Yes 
4D- Yes 
5A- Yes 
5B- Yes barely adequate 
5C- Yes, new greenhouse on the 
way new will be modern growing and 
old turns to hydroponics  
5D- Yes 
5F- Yes 
6A-Yes 
6B- Yes 
6C- Yes 
6D- Yes 
6E- Yes 
7A- Yes 
7B-  Need to do current student 
career plan 
7C- No but working towards that 
8A- Yes should add flyers for 
community service events: tsc, raisin day 
etc 
8B- Yes 
8C- Yes 
9A-Yes 
9B- Yes 
9C- Yes 
9D- Yes 
9E- Yes 
9F- Yes 
10A- NO over numbers in 
classes 
11A- Yes
11B- Kari and Nicole yes, Roy 
No 
12A- Yes 
Reflection: Mr. N- 7C can the advisory committee help with that?  CCN Pro Program 
Roy can you send us that so we can see about meeting the requirements, May not meet 
exactly professional standards. 
Floral has a couple but high in cost 
CCANGC program look into 
Vet Assistant Program Certification- $100 per kid (50) kids in program now allows 
students to work in a vet clinic as an assistant- grunts of the vet clinic. 
Ag incentive is based on kids enrolled and how well we complete the forms and 
requirements. this years based on last years numbers at 304 next year will be based on 
354. 
***Moved to approve the AIG Report : Ron N,  Second Josh Approved Voice Vote. 
Mary- 4-5 years out before ground breaking 
applying for the grant for the ag dept. 
 
Roy has been working with the grant writer many times calling back and forth. If we get 
this grant we will get the enclosed classrooms and labs. Full animal clinic, and floral with 
guide dog program. 
 
Mary- fully working for the grants to improve and keep our programs.  
 
Tory- enrollment? 
 
Mary- growth is about 2% per year kinder was low last year.  
 
Roy- over 2000 here. 
 
Roy- would be a sad day if we have to turn kids away from the program but we have a 50 
student increase.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
 Nicole grew up on nursery 
Watson- will be getting plants donated so the hort can grow, full of plants so they can 
study. 
Mary- gives school and kids a different perspective, lots of curiosity  
Watson- new blood helps move the program. 
 
Ron- new drought tolerant program at cal poly 
Nikki- want to do a whole section of xeroscape and drought tolerant because its the push 
right now 
Ron- Takoa nursery-garden bloomers on polk ave. verta vista. 
Roy- with this addition kids are a lot happier. fair was amazing 
Kari- had the most kids showing 
Mary- Warren and Baerg bought 3 pigs this year 
Roy smooth no issues at the fiar it was nice and pleasant. 
Kari- i have really been the one pushing the junior high program because college and 
career ready is coming to be a true 7-12 pathway 
Tory- 4h? 
Roy- yes wilson dinuba still heappning and we keep stealing them cause we like them in 
our program. 
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 What do we want our program to be​:  We want to provide our students with the skills 
to be successful in a college and or in career. 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
Adjournment: 7:36pm 




P. Current Year Budget 
Department Budget 
Overall Budget 
Perkins Funds $8,000 
Ag Incentive Grant $19,832 
Dual Enrollment $1,000 
School General Fund $600 
TOTAL $29,432 
Ag Incentive Grant 
Books and Supplies $9,832 
Transportation $8,000 
Conferences $2,000 
TOTAL $19,832 
Dual Enrollment 
Supplies and Tools $1,000 
TOTAL $1,000 
School General Fund 
Office Supplies $600 
TOTAL $600 
Carl Perkins 
Materials and Supplies $2,000 
Travel and Conferences $5,000 
Equipment $1,000 
TOTAL $8,000 
Q. Signed Articulation 
Agreement and/or Evidence 
of Articulation 
Signed Articulation Agreement and/or Evidence 
of Articulation 
In the 2018-2019 school year, the Dinuba High School Agriculture Department           
will be seeking Dual Enrollment credit for the Ornamental Horticulture (EH 30)            
and Animal Science (AS 1) classes through Reedley College. A scheduled meeting            
will invite instructors and the Dual Enrollment administrators to collaborate to           
determine if courses meet the requirements for credit through Reedley College.  

12018  Spring Semester – 18 weeks – January 08, 2018 – June 7, 2018
Beginning Floral Design – EH 37 – 3 Units
Teacher:  Kari Wilterding
Department:  Agriculture
School Email: kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us
School Phone: (559) 595-7247
Office Hours: By appointment only
Class Room: AG 05
Location: DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL
Section Number: 74544
Class Meets:  M-F 12:20pm to 1:10pm
Course Description
An introduction to the fundamentals of theory, techniques and skills currently practiced in the floral industry. Includes 
applied art principles, cut flower care, handling practices, proper use of florist tools and materials, pricing of floral products 
and use of current floral business technology. Includes constructing corsages,  floral arrangements, and foliage plant items, 
which meet floral industry standards.
Lecture / Lab Hours: 
Course Hours 
Weekly Lec hours: 2.00 
Weekly Lab hours: 3.00 
Total Contact hours: 90.00 
Grading Basis: Grading Scale Only X 
Pass/No Pass option 
Pass/No Pass only 
 Advisories: 
 Eligibility for English 125, 126, and Mathematics 201.
 Pre-requisites (requires C grade or better): 
Course Outline 
 Safety and Tool/Material Identification
 Elements & Principles of Floral Design
 History of Floral Design
 Holiday & Seasonal Flower Arrangements
 Basic Arrangement Shapes and Corsages
 Care and Handling of Cut Flowers and Foliage
 Flower and Plant Identification
 Proper Use of Dried and Silk Products
 Business Skills, Pricing, & Marketing
Course Objectives
A. Correctly condition and handle cut flowers, greens, and foliage plants used in the floral industry. 
B. Identify flowers, greens, and foliage plants commonly used in the floral industry.
C. Demonstrate an understanding of basic floral design theory.
D. Demonstrate the correct care and handling of foliage plants.
E. Describe 10 floral designs and styles from different historical periods.
F. Demonstrate the correct uses of business machines and wire services used in the floral industry.
Course Outline
2Lecture Content:
1. Introduction
A.  Floral design defined
B.  Tools and supplies needed
C.  The floral industry: past, present and future
D.  Careers in the floral industry
2. History of floral design
A.  The Classical period
B.  European periods
1. Classical Greek and Roman
2. Italian Renaissance
3. Dutch and Flemish
4. French
5. Georgian
6. Victorian
C.  American designs
1. Colonial
2. Colonial Williamsburg
3. Federal
4. American Victorian
5. Early 20th Century
6. Contemporary
7. Western
D.  Oriental flower designs
3. Care and handling of cut flowers
A.  Container selection and sanitation
B.  Water preparation
C.  Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D.  Refrigeration and storage
E.  Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
4. Materials and supplies used in floral design
A.  Flowers and greens - identification and uses if floral design
B.  Wire - sizes and uses
C.  Ribbon - sizes, types and uses
D  Nets, Tulle, Aqua Net
E.  Flower holders and fasteners
F.  Corsage accessories and packaging
G.  Containers - sizes, shapes and uses
H.  Florist Foams and Frogs
I.  Foils and laces
J.  Other commonly used materials
5. The principles and elements of floral design
A.  Design principles
1. Emphasis
2. Balance
3. Proportion
4. Harmony
5. Unity
B.  Design elements
1. Line
2. Form
3. Texture
Lab Content
3Introduction
A. Tools and supplies needed
B. Careers in the floral industry
History of floral design
A. The Classical period
B. European periods
C. American designs
D. Oriental flower designs
Care and handling of cut flowers
A. Container selection and sanitation
B. Water preparation
C. Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D. Refrigeration and storage
E. Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
Materials and supplies used in floral design
The principles and elements of floral design
Floral orders
Arrangement Pricing 
Candelabra Arrangement
Bouquets’ Centerpiece Techniques
Grading
The final semester grade will depend upon the accumulation of points during the semester. The points will be a result of 
credit received on assignments, tests and final examination. The instructor reserves the right to adjust scores as it may be 
required throughout the semester.
90-100% = A
78-89% = B
65-77% = C
51-64% = D
50% and below = F
Test material is constructed from class discussions, assigned readings, guest lectures, video presentations, and special 
assignments. Tests will consist of true/false and multiple choice questions. Unless the student receives prior approval from 
the instructor, no make-up tests will be allowed.
Assignments and corresponding labs:
Chapter 12 (20)
Shape Lab (50)
Design & Create Triangle Arrangement & Lab Sheet(100)
Outside Shape Lab (20)
FFA Record Book (100)
Shape Arrangement Test (50)
V-Day Novelty Item & Lab Sheet (100)
Wax Roses & Lab Sheet (100)
Candy Bouquet & Lab Sheet (100)
Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Flower Meaning Worksheet (20)
Pressed & Dried Flowers & Lab Sheet (100)
Chapter 15 (20)
Silk Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Mid-Term Wall-Mount (100)
Chapter 16 (20)
Floral Styles Test (50)
Baby’s Breath Chaplet & Lab Sheet (100)
Boutonnière & Lab Sheet (100)
Bouquets to Art Assignment (50)
4Chapter 17 (20)
Chapter 18 (20)
Wedding Project (50)
Chapter 19 (20)
Design a sympathy arrangement (50)
Chapter 21 (20)
Novelty Item (20)
Create a budget Test (50)
Chapter 22 (20)
Mother’s Day Flowers & Lab Sheet (50)
Event Centerpiece Test (50)
Advertisement (20) 
Mini Carnation Hawaiian Lei (100)
May 29th Final 
Tentative Schedule
Week Topic/Assignment
Week1 Shapes Unit
Week2 Shapes Unit Cont. – Lab Triangle Arrangement
Week3 Record Keeping Unit
Week4 Valentine’s Day Unit – Lab Wax Roses
Week5 Valentine’s Day Shop – Lab Hershey Kiss Roses, Candy Bouquets
Week6 Pressed Flower Unit
Week7 Dried & Silk Flower Unit
Week8 Design Style Unit
Week9 Design Styles Unit Cont. – Lab Spring Chaplet
Week10 Contemporary Design Unit – Lab Bouquets to Art
Week11 Wedding Unit
Week12 Sympathy Unit
Week13 Novelty Item Unit
Week14 Budgeting Unit
Week15 Floral Careers & Continuing Education
Week16 Advertising
Required or Recommended Textbooks and Materials:
A. Textbook, shears, and other materials will be provided on a daily basis.
B. The Art of Floral Design, Second Edition (Floral 1)
        Floriculture:  Designing & Merchandising, Second Edition (Advanced Floral)
(A classroom set of the text will be provided for in class assignments)
Materials Needed
  ~   pen or pencil
  ~   note book or writing paper
  ~   binder
Important Dates
5JANUARY 08, 2018 Class Begin for 2018 Spring Semester
JANUARY 15, 2018 MLK Holiday – No Class
MARCH 23, 2018 Last day to drop a class (no “W” on transcript)**
FEBRUARY 12&19 Presidents Holiday
MARCH 26 - APRIL 2, 2018 Spring break – No Class
MAY 31, 2018 Spring semester ends.
JUNE 7, 2018 Report Grades to WebAdvisor 
** Withdrawal (W): A student will be assigned a grade of “W” for classes dropped on or after 20 percent of the duration 
of the class, up to and including 50 percent of the duration of the class. After the 50 percent point, the student must 
receive a letter grade other than a “W” (i.e., A, B, C, D, F, I, P, NP). Check with your instructor for the deadline applicable 
to your class.
Cancellation Class Notification 
Check high school website for any notification, Foggy Day Schedule, etc. 
Attendance Policy make ups, Extra Credits etc.
Absences:  It is the student’s responsibility to obtain any missed notes, assignments, quizzes, and tests.  Students should 
first look in the weekly work organizer for their handouts.  If there are any questions, it is the student’s responsibility to see 
the instructor outside of class time on the day of their return.  Any assignments or exams missed due to an excused 
absence, must be completed within the same number of days as the absence.  Assignments, exams, etc. missed due to an 
unexcused absence or suspension will count as a zero.
Late Work:  Late work will be accepted for half credit, one day after the due date.  If you are absent, work is due 
immediately on the day of your return.  Projects of assignments with a “Firm Due Date” will not be accepted late.
Class Rules and Behavior
Please refer to your school handbook for complete details, however some of these policies include:
 Cheating and Plagiarism
 Drug/Alcohol free campus
 Sexual harassment
 Student conduct
 Bullying
Each student is expected to assist in the overall environment of the classroom making it conducive to learning. 
Expectations and Class Rules:
Please see your student handbook for campus policies.
General Behavior:
Respect other’s right to learn.
Respect other’s property.
Be courteous, cooperative, respect others!
General Work Habits:
Use time wisely… There’s only so much of it!
Quality… Strive for excellence and understanding.
Learn to enjoy learning… The possibilities are endless.
Workplace Rules:
Act professional.
Follow directions.
Work for your pay (grade).
Be in class on time and prepared to work.  Always have your binder available.  Tardiness is not acceptable, the school 
tardy policy will be used and enforced.
Absolutely NO cell phones, i-Pods, MP3 players, or other electronic devices may be used or out during class.  First 
Offense = Warning / Second Offense = Teacher Confiscation for duration of the period / Third Offense = Confiscated 
and sent to the office.
6Wear appropriate clothing for the class learning activity.  You will be notified ahead of time if we are going to be doing 
a lab or working outside the classroom.  You may store an extra pair of closed-toe shoes in the classroom for use on the 
school farm and greenhouse areas.
All tools and equipment are to be properly maintained and stored.  If something is found broken or not working, please 
notify the instructor immediately.
The classroom/lab will be kept neat and clean at all times.  If the classroom/lab is not cleaned properly after an activity, 
the entire class will stay until it is done.
No food or open containers should be in the classroom at any time.  Please dispose of these items outside before class 
begins.
No hats or sunglasses will be worn in class.
Be responsible and take care of bathroom necessities before class.  Restroom use is for emergencies only.
Class will end when the instructor has dismissed you.
Cheating is: 
A. Copying someone else’s class work or letting someone copy you, when your teacher tells you that the work is to be done 
on your own (includes asking/telling orally). 
B. Copying answers on a test or letting someone copy from your test (includes asking/telling orally). 
C. Using a cheat sheet or unauthorized notes. 
D. Turning in someone else’s work as your own. 
E. Text messaging and multi-media messaging. 
Consequences, Per School Year: 
Selma High 1st Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to office. Student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the 
test and a one (1) day suspension or Saturday School, parent contact required. 
2nd Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to the office. The student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the test 
and a one (1) day suspension with parent contact required. Student placed on honesty contract. A high school student shall 
be removed to a study hall/or alternative class with a “W/F” for the semester. 
3rd Offense - Recommendation for transfer to an alternative program. 
Instances of cheating need not be confined to one (1) class. Each of the three (3) offenses could happen in a different 
class. Any student who is transferred to a study hall/or alternative class and then required disciplinary removal from 
the study hall/or alternative class shall be transferred to an alternative school site/program. Each student must be 
enrolled in 20 credits per semester in order to remain at Selma High.
Accommodations for students with disabilities:
“If you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in alternate media (i.e., Braille, large 
print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 
please contact me as soon as possible.”
Cutler-Orosi   *     Dinuba    *   Kingsburg    *     Orange Cove   *  Parlier    *  Reedley    *    Sanger    *    Selma
  1305 “Q” Street
Sanger, CA 93657 
Phone: 559-876-2122
 Fax: 559-876-2102
Valley Regional Occupational Program
Monday, May 15, 2018
To: All Spring 2018 Dual Enrollment Teachers
From: Maria Meraz, Special Projects Coordinator 
RE: END-OF-SEMESTER DUAL ENROLLMENT CLOSEOUT PROCEDURES
Make sure to follow this list to complete duties and responsibilities before the end of the academic semester. Once you 
have checked all that apply place this memo back in to the Valley ROP Mail-box at your school site. 
You will need to do the following for the college:
1. Reaffirm you can log into Web Advisor.  You’ll need your user id and password.  If you can’t, call the college
help desk – (559) 499-6070.  They are available M-F 8:00 am – 5:00 pm.
2. Prepare your grades
Download the Grade-book Template from the VROP webpage www.valleyrop.net. Click on Resources 
>Dual Enrollment Resources>
Fill in Course information
 Instructor
 Section # (this is the college course code)
 Semester (Spring)
 Year (2018)
Fill in grades.
 College requires a minimum of 4 grades.
 Rename the assignments and adjust point value (if needed)
 Student’s college ID needs to be entered- You can get this info on Web Advisor when you click on one
of your classes.
 Make sure final grade matches the grade scale and the grade they will receive on the high school
report card.
Save the Grade-book and upload to WEBADVISOR no later than June 7th
 As:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
Save your Attendance and upload to WEBADVISOR no later than June 7th
 We will send you a PDF of your attendance from Jan-May 2018.
 Rename the Attendance File as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
Follow handout for entering and uploading GRADES and ATTENDANCE to WEBADVISOR
You will need to do the following for VROP:
Prep Finals and Grades to Upload to  your Schoology account  https://www.schoology.com/  . If you cannot log-in please 
let me know so that I can check if I have the ability to reset your password.   
Once you are logged into Schoology, (upload no later than June 7th)
1. Upload 1 Final for each section with Answer Key (or rubric for projects) to Schoology by the last week of school.
Save the Final as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_FINAL_TERM 
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_FINAL_2018SP
2. Upload Grades for each section you submitted to the College to Schoology
Save the Grades as:  SECTION_LAST NAME_TERM 
1. Example:  PHOTO-5-12345_LOFARO_2018SP
________________________________ ____________________
Cc: Mrs. Deborah Marvin
DateTeacher Signature
R. Graduate Follow-Up 
System 
Graduate Follow Up System 
The Dinuba Agriculture Department has a physical graduate follow up survey form            
currently, however, it is outdated and does not get mailed out to all students. We               
currently rely on our smaller community and interactions with graduates to collect            
information. Formal follow up surveys are generally only completed by graduates           
who are most active following graduation, such as guest coaches, volunteers and            
fair exhibitors. We plan to send out a Google Form copy of a survey to recent                
graduates to receive graduate data information, including feedback about         
instructors, courses, facilities, and other general comments. This will allow for           
department reflections and improvement to meet the diverse needs of our students.  


S. List of Active Placement 
Sites 
List of Active Placement Sites 
Most of our students are currently involved with ownership projects. Those 
students who are involved in placements are arranged by the student. We would 
like to work more with our community and advisory committee to create a list of 
opportunities for students that might not have established connections in the 
community to get a placement position.  
Some placement sites are as follows: 
Country Ag  
Dinuba Ag Department  
Lone Oak Large Animal Veterinary Services 
Naylor Organics  
Reedley Veterinary Hospital 
Rustic Roots Floral 
Tory Farms 
Tulare County Stockyard 
Wilgenburg Greenhouses 
T. Recruitment Activities and 
Materials 
Recruitment Activities and Materials 
There are numerous strategies that the Dinuba Agriculture Department uses for 
recruitment purposes. At our middle school, we attend their annual “Choices” night 
in which clubs and teachers come out to promote their classes in order to recruit 
students for the following year. We were able to attend this year’s event and we 
believe it was pivotal in filling two full Ag Discovery courses in their first year of 
existence. Presentations are also given to elementary schools when invited to speak 
about agriculture. At the high school level, we attend the annual Club Fair, Harvest 
Fest, and the 8th Grade visit. At these events, courses are discussed with students, 
including FFA activities, with some sort of hands on activities, such as planting 
seeds, flower pens, petting snakes, and a Guide Dog. 
Every summer, we teach two sections of agriculture lessons to community groups. 
The first one is the Summer Bridge program that is set up for elementary to middle 
school students to come to the high school for one week and learn about 
agriculture for a few hours each day. We talk about animals, plants, mechanics, 
and California agriculture as it relates to our food. The second session is given to 
the Dinuba Recreation Center students, ranging from 1st grade to 6th grade. This 
group rotates between handling and showing livestock, animal science, and plant 
science. We have seen a spike in numbers and early interest in our program since 
we began to offer these events to young students, with numerous students stating 
they enrolled in agriculture classes because of these efforts. 


Recruitment Photos 
 
 
Dinuba Agriculture 
Department Class Sign ups 
 
What pathway would you like to complete? 
___Animal Science 
___Ornamental Horticulture 
___ Ag Mechanics 
___ Floral 
 
 
What is your next course to sign up for? 
____ Intro to Ag 
____ Ag Biology 
 
Animal Science Ornamental 
Horticulture (OH) 
Ag Mechanics Floral 
 
____ Animal Science 
 
____ O.H. 
 
____ Ag Mechanics  
 
____ Floral  
 
 
____ Vet Science 
 
 
____ Landscape Design 
 
____ Equipment Op/Mt 
 
____ Adv. Floral  
 
 
*** Reminder Check the Recommendations and Pre-Requisites prior to enrollment/sign ups.  
 
Student Signature: __________________________________ 
Agriculture
Department
Pathways
Ag Discovery
Do you love 
Animals? Do you 
desire to make the world beautiful by 
creating new life with plants?  Are you that hands on students who 
doesn’t mind getting a little dirty?  Then, Ag Discovery is the class for 
you!  In this class you will learn all types of new and interesting things 
about Agriculture, Animals, Plants, Soil and Where our food comes from.  
Want to join? Simply tear off the corner 
of this paper and take it to your 
counselors to sign up for the class!!  
Plan
ts
AnimalsHands-On Activities 
Food, Clothing, Leadership 
Skills & Travel
Ag Discovery Class
_____ Yes! I would like to Join Ag 
Discovery as my elective this year.
_____ Yes! But unsure if I have room in 
my schedule.  (Ill speak to my 
counselor.)
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V. Staff Minutes 
Staff Minutes 
 
The Agriculture staff meets weekly to discuss upcoming events, student concerns,           
vehicle use, department logistics, and other concerns that directly impact student           
success inside, and outside of the classroom. Meetings are held formally and            
informally, after school on Mondays. There is scheduled PLC time for the entire             
high school campus, however, since one department member teachers at the middle            
school, the schedules do not match up. 
 DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT  July 11, 2017 
AG Department room 601
 
 
 Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting: Summer get together 
 : 
 
 
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba 
Please read: 
Please bring: 
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic  
✓ Rec Center Classes- Rec Center kids, 12th and 13th. Roy will teach about animal science and 
take out his snakes. Nicole will do plant science and create leaf art. Kari will take students to the 
barn and let them touch and “show” animals. Grades 1st-5th. Will have 3 rotations. Second day 
will be new kids. 
✓ Fair Registration- Will meet for fair registration July 17th. Can come in between noon and 5pm. 
Must bring a credit card with them  to pay online fees. Must include require fair insurance. Ride 
wristbands are optional. Must print out receipt after completed to keep at the department.   
✓ Classrooms and Schedules- Kari will be in 600 all periods.  Per 1-prep, 2- Intro, 3-floral, 4-intro, 5 
floral, 6-advanced floral. Nicole will be in 601 and 600. Per 1-Ag Bio, 2-prep, 3 ag bio, 4-ag bio, 
5-OH, 6-ag bio. Roy will be in 600, 305 and WIS. Per 1-Animal science, 2 animal science, 3 
intro-per 4 prep, 5 WIS Ag discover, 6 WIS Ag discovery.  
✓ Responsibility Chart- Updated Chart of Responsibilities. Added: student teacher, student 
observers, Citrus Judging.  
✓ Officer/Parent Meeting July 13- Have tacos and condiments. ROy and Nicole will pick up day of. 
Roy will pick up meet on the 12th. Nicole will do the introduction and get to know you game. Roy 
will review officer responsibilities, kari will review officer expectations, and Nicole will cover 
parent’s role.  
✓ New High School- Update says school will be ready 2022-2023. Need to review grant application 
since it was kicked back. What changes can we make? Need more letters? Will have a 
conversation with Dr. Roberts about how we can improve.   
✓ Pre Fair and Barn Clean Up- Pre Fair will be August 31st at 5pm. Will request judges from reedley 
College. Nicole has a lead on a Pig Judge from fresno state. barn clean up will be Aug 28. 
Mandatory for all exhibitors. Check off item to release fair checks. Will need to pull weeds, clean 
pens, clean shed, rake, move bleachers, dump trashes and wheelbarrows.  
✓ Animal/Barn Concerns - Shania has missed numerous feedings, watering, poor attitude. Should 
have been struck out. Set Up a meeting with er and advisors on July 19th. Steven needs to have a 
one-on-one meetings with all advisors about not feeding each day, no grain, having other 
purchase feed for him. Will meet next monday during scheduled practice time.   
✓ Boot Camp- Roy and Nicole will attend, Kari will be out of town. Need to put in a Sub Request for 
PD day and email Mona to let her know.  
  
 DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT  August 20, 2018 
 
AG Department room 601 
 
 
Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting:  Department Meeting 
  :  
 
  
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba, Rod Weaver (late) 
  
  
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic   
✓ Dual Enrollment meeting? - Dual enrollment meeting with Fabrizio for Animal Science and 
Ornamental Horticulture credit. Nicole needs to reach out to Dr. Smith about obtaining syllabi for 
EH 30, EH 43, and EH 48. Meeting in Sanger 9/26/2018 at 4pm   
✓ Sunrise Rotary August 28,2018 6:30 am  4 students and 3 advisors - Students will meet tomorrow 
after school to create their powerpoint presentation. Pig Rep: Adriana, Goat Rep: Angelica, Lamb 
Rep: Jesus, Steer Rep: Steven. Need to highlight their experiences with this year’s project. Full 
uniform 
✓ Laptop.. Speeches. Each advisor needs to proofread and approve their specie’s sections   
✓  Club President Meeting August 21, 2018 2:30 – 3:30 - Jesus will need to attend, along with ASB 
Rep. Bring calendar to discuss our upcoming events. Discuss Harvest.    
✓ Harvest Picks on September 18th - Jesus and Nate will need to select Food items for our three clubs: FFA, 
Floral and OH. FFA-Pizza, Floral-Water, OH- Nachos. Back up items   
   
✓ FFA Meeting August 23, 2018—Want do we need to do?- Need to go through supplies of slow 
sticks. Need glow in the dark dodgeballs from Roy. At Officer meeting, have them prepare the 
agenda, talking points, and the program.   
✓ Fair Schedule: Bus etc. Number of students each day etc Names - Reviewed fair schedule of 
transportation and departure times. Leaving Friday at 6am instead of 6:30. Roy will pick up 
shavings the saturday before fair begins for all species.   
✓ Clean Up Saturday—2 vans and the truck- Mandatory fair clean up. All members attending, except 
for Shania who went as an individual the first day.   
✓ Calendar up date- confirmed Cotton interest meeting date, cotton practices and times, meeting 
with the Dinuba Sentinel Editor   
✓ Fundraising schedule: Cookie Dough, Drive thru dinner - Cookie Dough fundraiser will be Nov 2-
Nov 14, Drive Thru Fundraiser will be Sept 24-Oct 5. $10/meal. Roy will pick up meat Oct 11.   
✓     Sports assignments are taken off. We are good. - Roy spoke with Freitas, we are no longer 
expected to do Sport Assignments. 
✓ Calendar events for weaver - At this time, there will be no calendar events expectations for him   
DINUBA AG. DEPARTMENT September 24, 2018 
AG Department room 601 
Meeting called by: R.Browne Type of meeting: Department Meeting 
:  
Attendees: Kari Wilterding, Nicole Borba, Rod Weaver (did not attend) 
Please read: 
Please bring: 
AGENDA ITEMS 
Topic 
✓ Dual Enrollment Meeting- Wednesday Sept 26. Bring copies of syllabus from Reedley College. 
Fabrizio will walk us through the class sign up, attendance, and observations. 4pm in Sanger 
✓ Program Review; Nicole finished review binder. Department will clean up outside and inside to 
prepare. Tory Torosian and Dr. Roberts  will meet Mr. Parker at 1pm. Roy to put in sub Request 
for WIS classes 
✓ To Clean Up- Put away fair tack and equipment, Trash all around and dump, Kari will finish her 
shelving units, need to clean up Construction debris 
✓ Cotton Contests- discussed dates and would would be driving. Orosi- Kari, Corcoran-Roy, MJC- 
Roy, Hanford-Roy 
✓ Roster- Kari and Roy will complete rosters Tuesday, Nicole will Complete Wednesday. 
✓ Raisin Day- Roy will have sign ups available tomorrow morning for shifts. Will begin clean up at 
5pm. Petting zoo will have snakes, turtles, sheep, goats, and rabbits. 
✓ T-Shirts- Sale ends this friday. Need T-Shirt guy info from Ulices for creating a PO. Shirt sales not 
going very well. Need to promote more. 
✓ Drive Thru BBQ Fundraiser- Start selling Tuesday. Tickets all cut, stapled, and numbered. Can 
begin to check out tickets tomorrow. Roy will pick up meat Oct 11th 
OTHER INFORMATION 
Any concerns????? 
Our students may not remember what we taught them but they will 
remember the way we treated them. 
W. Department Inventory
Department Inventory 
Machinery 
● Tractor (1)
● 2016 GMC Express Van (1)
● 2001 Chevrolet Truck (1)
● Livestock Trailer (1, small)
● Shipping Container (3)
Animal Husbandry 
● Chicken Coop (1)
● Hog Feeders (20)
● Hog Boards (4)
● Sheep/Goat Stanchions (2)
● Beef Stanchion (2)
● Blowers (2)
● Beef Equipment (various)
● Sheep Equipment (various)
● Goat Equipment (various)
● Electronic Livestock Scale (3)
● Upright Tack Boxes (3)
● Flat Tack Box (1)
● Hanging Tack Box (1)
● Wheelbarrows (4)
● Wash Racks (3)
● Show ring (1)
● Livestock Storage Shed (1)
● Dog Washing Sink (1)
● Dog Drying Stand (1)
● Dog Blower (1)
● Guide Dog Supplies (various)
Horticulture 
● Traditional Greenhouse (1)
● Greenhouse Tables (18)
● Hydroponics Greenhouse (1)
● Shade House (1)
● Outdoor Growing Tables (10)
● Raised Garden Beds (10)
● Orchard and Vineyard (plan to    
replace in 2019)
● Hand Garden Tools (various)
● Heated Seed Propagation Mats (10)
● Soil Bin (1)
● Tool Storage Shed (1)
● Floral Shed (1)
● Horticulture Storage Shed (1)
● Gravel Bin (1)
Food/Serving Items 
● Catering Utensils (various)
● Refrigerator (1)
● Freezer (1)
● Ice Chest (1)
● Igloo Coolers (3)
● Food Warmer (4)
● Microwave (1)
Classrooms 
● Classrooms (3)
● Teacher Desks (3)
● Chromecarts (2)
● Chromebooks (70)
● Student Chairs (90)
● Office Chair (4)
● Filing Cabinets (6)
● TV with Chromebox (3)
● Teacher Laptop (3)
● Teacher Desktop (2)
● Compound Microscopes (various)
● Veterinary Science Supplies  
(various)
● Floral tools and equipment (various)
● Horticulture tools and equipment   
(various)
● Sink (2)
15. Advisory
Committee Agendas
Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 5, 2018 
 
 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Toroian Ag. Advisory Chair 
 
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members:  
  
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: 
,      Kari Wilterding 
    Nicole Borba 
 
Approval of Minutes:  
 
Introduction of FFA Officers: 
Introduction of Puppy GDB-- 
 
Update on activities: 
Winter CDE: Cotton, Vine Pruning: Contest schedule for January 16 
Spring CDE: Landscape Design.  
Floriculture: Vet. Science: Landscape Design :  Contest here- March 16​th 
State conference- April 25-28​th,​ 2019 in Anaheim, Ca.  
 
Up-date on classes:  
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, Graduation (science), Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts), Dual Enrollment 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag 
Landscape design: CSU,  Dual Enrollment  
Ag Leadership 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Ornamental Horticulture-  CSU Graduation (Science) Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture II, Dual Enrollment 
Animal science- CSU,  Graduation ( Science) Dual Enrollment  
 
 Classes at Washington Intermediate  School​.  Ag Discovery 
 
What do we want our program to be ​:  We want to provide our students with the skills 
to be successful in a college and or in career? 
 
How do we accomplish this ?  
Help locate jobs for our students 
Internships 
            Job Shadowing  
Field Trips 
Industry Certification 
Work Base Learning 
11 Elements of a High Quality CTE Program  
 
 
 
 
 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting: Nov 15 – game night and potluck 
Cookie Dough sales 
 
Ag Incentive: ​361 students this year up from 354 last year 
Review from Mr. Parker State Staff- Where can we improve ??? Your ideas are 
welcome. 
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
  
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
 
 
Adjournment:  
  
 
 
 
16. Advisory 
Committee Minutes  
Dinuba High School Ag. Department 
Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 
November 5, 2018 
Started 6:43pm 
 
 
Welcome:​  By Mr. Tory Toroian Ag. Advisory Chair And Roy Browne 
 
Introductions of Ag Advisory Members: ​Present: Torosian, Browne, 
Layne, Robison, Wilterding, Borba, R. Watson, Nishinaka, J. Terry, Lopes, 
western milling, Villarreal, Naylor 
  
Introduction of Teachers: ​Roy Browne: 
,      Kari Wilterding 
    Nicole Borba 
 
Approval of Minutes: Did not do this meeting 
 
Introduction of FFA Officers: ​all officers were present to introduce 
themselves. Gave a brief synopsis on their involvement in the FFA. 
● Nate spoke about the Tulare County Fair exhibits 
● Karen spoke about the Officer Retreat 
● Jesus G. spoke about the Alta Historical Society Community Service 
Event 
● Itzel spoke about the Raisin Day Community Service Petting Zoo and 
Informational booth 
● Ulices spoke about fundraisers: BBQ dinner, Flower Pen Sales, 
Cookie Dough Sales 
● Leslie spoke about the Opening/Closing Contest and included the 
Discovery Students 
● Jose spoke about cotton judging team. 
● Jesus A. Spoke about Lions Club and the Sunrise Rotary Club  
● Steven spoke about the Chapter Meetings that we have the students 
participate in. 
 
Call Warren and Baerg for buyers of Hogs next year.  
 
Introduction of Puppy GDB--​Vancouver was introduced and that we have 
7 kids waiting for puppies and finish their trainings.  
 
Update on activities:​ Browne went over the upcoming events 
Winter CDE: Cotton, Vine Pruning: Contest schedule for January 16 
Spring CDE: Landscape Design: Floriculture: Vet. Science: Landscape Design :  Contest 
here- March 16​th 
State conference- April 25-28​th,​ 2019 in Anaheim, Ca.  
 
Up and coming events: 
Chapter meeting: Nov 15 – game night and potluck 
Cookie Dough sales  
 
Up-date on classes:​ Browne explained what graduation credits each class 
and what dual enrollment courses are. Nishinaka said students at Sanger in 
the dual enrollment program received their AA at the commencement 
ceremonies. Planning on expanding to other schools the same model. 
Classes on the schedule now for next year: 
Vet Science- CSU, Graduation (science), Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture- CSU, graduation (fine arts), Dual Enrollment 
Ag. Biology- CSU, graduation (Science) 
Intro to Ag 
Landscape design: CSU,  Dual Enrollment  
Ag Leadership 
Ag and Natural Resources 
Ornamental Horticulture-  CSU Graduation (Science) Dual Enrollment 
Floriculture II, Dual Enrollment 
Animal science- CSU,  Graduation ( Science) Dual Enrollment  
 
 Classes at Washington Intermediate  School​.  Ag Discovery- 2 periods that Browne teaches. 
heavily into plant unit: building greenhouse, self watering pots, plant reproduction and 
propagation, improving their “Ag Farm” , Beginning of the year Big career unit, introduced our 
Discovery Officer Team that will work with the Chapter officers on events and the banquet at the 
end of the year. Exciting to see how it will grow and the excitement about learning.  
 
Pathways and Science Flow Charts-​ Browne showed flow chart of science and pathways the 
students can go through to get their pathway complete.  Wilterding the only one we cannot 
complete is the physical science but we would like to do that with our intro to ag course. 
 
11 Elements of High Quality CTE Programs-​ Looking for your help in the following area’s:  
  
 
What do we want our program to be ​:  We want to provide our students with the 
skills to be successful in a college and or in career? 
 
How do we accomplish this ?  
Help locate jobs for our students 
Internships 
  Job Shadowing  
Field Trips 
Industry Certification 
Work Based Learning 
 
Notes:  Browne- IN these type “jobs” they will be covered by the schools insurance,  
Robison asked about average hours- Browne says 3-5 hours a week 
Villareal- looking at just hours like the engineering we did with visalia and will be 
doing with Orosi they did it during the summer and 2 weeks on break. 
Browne- working with manjeet in meetings but we are looking for different 
options for our students  
Robison we can do something with producers Dairy- they would be willing, ill 
give you contact info. 
Browne- if you can go back to your company and see what they can do to help us 
out with these items 
Nishinaka- does it have to be in this region 
Browne- No 
Nishinaka- central coast has lots of growers that i can help you get in contact with 
to set those up. 
Torosian- Sarkis can hook us up with winery tours, main products grapes in our 
area. Distilling is coming back  
Nishinaka- Certified California nursery growers.  
Borba- looked last year never got a response 
Nish- pilot program at merced this year so hoping they will expand to HS 
Browne- Connections to paramount or large companies here 
Villareal- will ask windle spray? brother used to work at paramount 
Torosian- Sun Pacific 
Layne- well what would you want from them 
Browne- Tours, classroom visitations, make ag world more viable to them, 
maybe future jobs or internships. 
 
Community Partnerships Chart- ​ Just a visual of everything we have done for the 
community, how many hours we have participated in, and what they have done for us 
 
Ag Incentive: ​361 students this year up from 354 last year 
Review from Mr. Parker State Staff- Where can we improve ??? Your ideas are 
welcome. 
 
Browne- enclosed is our annual review with parker, spent the afternoon with, We are 
working on some of these items so we can see improvement.  He then worked through 
the incentive checklist 
Need to work on: 1F- more kids with a project on AET 
     2G- 80% in leadership events 
      3 D- 80% engaged in SAE projects verified by ag records 
     3E- SAE projects visited by advisors 
     5B- Appropriate storage space 
     7C- progress towards student certification 
10A- Shop classes have no more than 22 (we think he is going off 
last year because this year all classes except junior high didnt) 
     11B- project supervision period in addition to a prep period 
     12 A- program meets program achievement 
 
Browne- always looking for improvement please give us your feedback, comments, 
opinions etc to help us improve.  
 
  
Facilities: 
Horticulture Facility- New Greenhouse on its way. Hydroponics/ commercial  
Animal Facility:  
Ag Mechanics:​ Lost the battle we are down to 1 class period this year 18 kids, 
because of the different pathways (IT) there is not a draw to offer for our kids. the 
pathway was dwindling with second class and this years first class numbers have 
decreased, Brought in Weaver to teach the class and enrollment went from 2-3 
periods to 1 period. Even though we are loosing this we have a strong 3 pathways 
and we would like to increase enrollment and increase pathways. Jr. High would 
like to get a full time ag teacher. 
Nish- would you be able to bring ag mech back? 
Browne- we would have to jump through a lot of hoops to get it back 
largest thing would be the competition.  but because of the other IT taking 
over we can no longer support it. So we may never get it back.  
 
 
Other concerns: 
Update on New High School: New Area for Ag department, Lab rooms, Farm – 5 acres 
ETC. 
 
Torosian- Saw some tree’s down are they starting with it.. 
Villarreal- We are in line to get funding but governor wont do anything so we are 
contacting CTE, we are under hardship- paying down our debts but could get out of debt, 
but we just need the bonds sold, drawings are approved, calling our legislators, working 
hard on the different cfo and board work days etc.  
 
Questions, Comments, Concerns, Advice= 
 
 Set the next advisory meeting (will be a joint meeting with Perkins then we will do a 
short Ag meeting) March 4th, 2019 @6:30pm 
Send a save the date in January Reminder 
 
Borba-Update on OH from changes discussed 
Reached out to Birchall will donate new fruit trees’ and re-do the irrigation 
New greenhouse is build 
Local greenhouse supply company is donating the whole shade house cloth will 
come out and take measurements.  
Watson’s nursery donations 
Diversification from cuttings and mother plants 
Ordered new succulent plants for xmas boxes 
Purge sale tomorrow to make room for large succulent order 
kids run, create bills of sales, pulling orders etc. 
 
 
Thank you for coming and for your support. 
 
Meeting Adjourned 7:51pm 
 
 
Respectfully prepared by Kariann Wilterding 
  
 
 
17. Advisory 
Committee 
Constitution and 
Bylaws 
  





  
 
 
 
18. Proficiency 
Standards  
Program Completion Standards 
 
1. Personal Skills 
Students will understand how personal skill development affects employability. They will exhibit 
positive attitudes, self-confidence, preserving, and self-discipline. They will manage time and 
balance priorities, as well as demonstrate a capacity for lifelong learning.  
 
     ​2. Interpersonal Skills 
Students will understand key concepts in group dynamics, conflict resolution, and negotiation. 
They will work cooperatively, share responsibilities, and assume leadership roles. They will 
demonstrate cooperative working relationships across gender and cultural groups. 
 
    ​3. Thinking and Problem Solving Skills 
Students will exhibit critical and creative thinking skills, logical, reasoning, and problem solving. 
They will apply numerical estimation, measurement, and calculation. They will recognize 
problem situations, identify, locate, and organize needed information or data and the purpose, 
evaluation, and section of alternate solutions. 
 
   ​4. Communication Skills 
Students will understand the principles of effective communicators. They will communicate both 
written and orally. They will listen attentively to instructions and request clarification or 
additional information as needed.  
 
   ​5. Occupational Skills  
Students will understand occupational safety issues, including avoidance of physical hazards in 
the work environment. They will operate equipment safely as not to endanger themselves or 
others. They will demonstrate proper handling of hazardous materials.  
 
   ​6. Employment Skills  
Students will understand career paths and strategies for obtaining employment within their 
chosen fields. They will assume responsibility for professional growth. They will understand and 
promote the role of their field within a productive society, including professional organizations. 
  
   ​7. Technology Skills 
Students will understand and adapt to changing technology by identifying learning, and applying 
new skills to improve job performance. They will effectively employ technologies relevant to 
their field. 
 
Floral Design Pathway 
 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will identify annual, perennial, bulbs, potted/flowering plants and tools used in            
the floral industry. 
● Students will understand the importance of the floriculture and horticulture industry in            
California and the United States. 
● Students will know the basic principles of design. 
● Students will be able to define and describe basic characteristics of floral crops. 
● Students will know proper and safe us of materials, tools, and equipment vital to the               
horticulture/floriculture industry. 
● Students can implement the proper techniques in floral crop management, such as            
handling cut flower crops, decrease deteriorations, and marketing.  
● Students will develop floral commodities such as corsages, boutonnieres, and floral           
arrangements.  
● Students will display knowledge of the plant and flower physiology and anatomy. 
● Students will identify different media used in floral design. 
● Students will identify career opportunities in floriculture. 
● Students will explain the history of floral design. 
● Students will explain the cultural diversity and implications of different floral designs. 
● Students will explain the arrangement styles and techniques of modern floral design and             
their 
● origination. 
● Students will explain, identify, and evaluate the elements and principles of design. 
● Students will explain, evaluate, and design seasonal, holiday, and occasion arrangements. 
● Students will demonstrate historical arrangements 
● Students will demonstrate construction of wedding and sympathy work 
● Students will develop a personal portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plant Science Pathway 
  
Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● Develop an appreciation of horticulture to create an awareness of the importance of 
horticulture. 
● Be prepared for college level entry in the various disciplines of horticulture. 
● Will the importance of plants, their uses, and incorporation of plants in our society. 
● Be familiar with cell theory and its application to the organization of all organisms. 
● Be able to recognize plant physiology, growth requirements, and nutrients needed for 
optimum plant growth. 
● Be able to understand the role of plants in our landscape, the process of design, 
installation, and maintenance of those plant materials. 
● Be aware of the historical and descriptive nature of horticulture as a science. 
● ·Acquire agricultural and biological vocabulary, and the reading, writing and critical 
thinking skills pertaining to the science. 
● Demonstrate plant identification and selection of for local landscape applications by 
completion of lab assignments. 
● Understand the principles of plant physiology and growth, including: photosynthesis, 
transpiration, respiration, and plant structure·  
● Demonstrate methods of sexual and asexual plant propagation and factors affecting. 
● Learn the principles of integrated pest management and demonstrate through labs. 
● Evaluate water management practices for ornamental plants.  
● Learn the relationship between growing mediums, water management, and 
fertilization 
● Demonstrate principles of pruning and training plant material.  
● Describe the selection, installation, and care of turf. 
● Become familiar with safe work practices with nursery production facilities, 
equipment, and tools. 
● Demonstrate principles of landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance  
● Demonstrate principles and skills of floral design. 
● Learn about the California Horticultural Industry and role of supporting industries.  
● Learn the importance of record keeping. 
 
 
  
  
 
Animal Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will be aware of the benefits, uses, economic considerations, industry practices 
that surround farm animal production. 
● Students will be aware of the benefits of biotechnology that surrounds the production of 
farm animals. 
● Students will be able to demonstrate farm safety procedures while working around 
equipment, livestock, and  pathogens. 
●  Students will understand the role of animal health in the production of farm animals, 
including the role of disease. 
●  Students will be able to identify and utilize tools of animal husbandry to care for and 
ensure the health 
● Students will be able to discuss the benefits of the domestication of livestock and their 
genetic improvement through selective breeding and other technologies. 
● Students will be able to demonstrate safe practices on a farm, as well as design a plan to 
promote human and animal safety on farms. 
●  Students will be able to safely restrain, work around, and move animals utilizing low 
stress handling techniques, as well as discuss the benefits of these practices. 
● Students will be able to correctly utilize tools of animal husbandry and health including 
but not limited to scales, squeezes, needles, syringes, scalpels, and elastrators  
● Students will be able to conduct animal health checks including taking rectal temperature, 
pulse, capillary refill time, lung sounds, and an overall soundness check. 
● Students will be able to identify signs of animal disease and propose courses of treatment, 
and prevention of future disease. 
● Students will be able to conduct preventative health measures as well as management 
practices including deworming, vaccination, shearing, hoof trimming, castration, and 
create an appropriate management calendar for a species. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ag Mech Pathway 
 
 ​Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● The students will be able to safely wire and install basic household electrical fixtures and 
switches. 
● The students will be able to safely wire and troubleshoot a common 12v circuit as found 
on vehicles or equipment. 
●   The student will be able to plan, measure, cut, join and finish a basic wood project. 
●  The student will be able to maintain and troubleshoot common issues found in small gas 
engines. 
●   The student will be able to safely set up the outfit and heat, cut and/or  weld mild steel 
with the apparatus. 
● Project Construction:  The student will be able to apply the above stated skills with a 
project or repair in each of the skill areas. 
● Supply agriculture students with the knowledge and skills required for entry into 
successful progress in those agriculture mechanics occupations that do not require 
education beyond the secondary level. 
● Prepare students for the advanced post-secondary level vocational education in 
agriculture mechanics. 
● Assist the students to make informed career choices in the field of agriculture mechanics. 
● Enable all students to acquire an understanding of the economic and social impact of the 
agriculture mechanics industry. 
● Provide the agriculture mechanics industry with the appropriate numbers of persons 
adequately prepared for successful employment in those occupations, which presently 
exist and which are developing in the industry. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
19. Teacher 
Credentials

  
 
 
20. Department 
Calendar  
Dinuba FFA Events Calendar  
All Dates and Activities Subject to Change 
 
August 
9-10 ​​ Chapter Officer Boot Camp  
23 ​​- Chapter Meeting  
25 ​​- Fair Clean Up-Livestock 
Exhibitors 
28 ​​- Barn Clean Up 
31 ​​- Pre-Fair 
 
September 
10-16 ​​- Tulare County Fair  
20 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
21 ​​- Greenhand Leadership 
Conference  
22 ​​- Chapter Officer Leadership  
Conference 
29 ​​- Raisin Day Festival 
 
October 
2-​​ Sequoia Sectional Activity @  
McDermott Field House 
6 ​​- Alta Historical Society 
10 ​​- Opening/Closing Speech 
Contest 
13 ​​- Corcoran Cotton Contest  
19 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
20 ​​-MJC Cotton Contest 
26 ​​- Reedley College Freshman  
Field Day  
 
 
November  
1 ​​- Hanford HS Cotton Contest  
3 ​​- Cotton Judging State Finals @  
Fresno State 
15 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
28 ​​-Discover Leadership 
Conference  
(7th/8th Graders) 
 
 
December 
1 ​​- Christmas Parade 
6 ​​- Sequoia/Tulare Kings Sectional  
Banking Contest  
14 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
 
January 
4-5 ​​- St. Helena HS Pruning  
Contest 
5-​​ Porterville College Citrus 
 Contest  
12 ​​- Dinuba HS Vine Contest 
17 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
19 ​​-Tulare Citrus Contest @ Tulare  
High School District Farm 
19 ​​- Selma HS Vine Contest 
20 ​​- Reedley Tree Pruning Contest  
@ Reedley High School 
26 ​​- Reedley College Field Day  
 
February 
2 ​​- Mid-Winter Fresno State Finals  
7 ​​- Sequoia Sectional Speaking  
Contest @ Mission Oak HS 
13 ​​- World Ag Expo @ Tulare 
15-16 ​​- Made for Excellence and  
Advanced Leadership  
Academy Conferences @ 
Visalia  
19-22 ​​- National FFA Week  
(activities at lunch) 
22 ​​- Roses for Wrinkles 
Community  
Service Event 
23 ​​- San Joaquin Regional FFA  
Meeting @ Mission Oak HS 
 
March  
1-2 ​​- UC Davis Field Day  
15 ​​- Regional Speaking Contest  
16 ​​- Dinuba HS Field Day 
20 ​​- Sectional Activity Sports  
Tournament @ Exeter HS 
21 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
23 ​​- MJC Field Day  
30 ​​- Reedley College Field Day 
30 ​​- Woodlake Floral 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April  
3-​​ Sequoia Section State Degree  
and Proficiency Banquet @  
International Agricenter 
6 ​​- Clovis East HS Vet Contest 
11- ​​ Sectional Officer Elections 
13 ​​- Fresno State Field Day  
24 ​​- State Speaking Finals in  
Anaheim 
24 ​​- Chapter Meeting 
26-29- ​​ State FFA Leadership  
Conference 
 
May 
3-4-​​ State FFA Finals @ Cal Poly  
SLO 
10-11 ​​- Plant Sale @ Dinuba High  
School 
17 ​​- Chapter Awards banquet 
25 ​​- Point Award Trip 
 
Dinuba FFA  
 
2018-2019 
Calendar 
 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
July 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
   Independence Day    
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
 ROLC-Tomales Bay  
 
  
State Fair 
  
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
 
State Fair 
 SOLC-Fresno  Region CATA Golf 
Tournament-Visalia 
  
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
 
State Fair 
State President 
Conference 
Delta Conference      
29 30 31     
       
 
August 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
   1 2 3 4 
    Mandatory AET 
Meeting @ 3pm 
Orchard/Greenhouse 
Workday @ 8am 
 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
 Region FFA Off Conf 
Call-9am 
 DUSD In-Service Boot Camp 1 
DUSD In-Service 
 
DUSD In-Service 
 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
 First Day of School 
Dept Mtg 
Off Mtg     
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg TK CATA Mtg.-ED Chapter 
Meeting-Glow in the 
Dark Dodgeball 
STEMscopes Training  
26 27 28 29 30 31  
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg 
Farm Bureau Youth 
Leadership 
Orientation 
Cotton Interest 
Meeting 
SQ CATA 
Mtg-Monache 
 
Pre-Fair @5pm  
 
September 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
      1 
       
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 Labor Day 
NO SCHOOL 
Off Mtg  
 
 
 
 
 
TC Fair Plot Work Day 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
TC Fair Plot Work Day 
 
 
Fair-Haul In 
     Hogs/Steer AM 
     Sheep/Goats PM 
Fair- Skeleton Crew Fair- Hog Market 
     Goats- Both 
     Sheep-Showman. 
Fair- Hog Showman 
     Sheep Market 
 
Fair-Skeleton 
     Beef-Both 
 
Fair-Skeleton 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Fair-Auction Day Dept Mtg Off Mtg  Chapter Meeting-Pool 
Party 
GLC-Lemoore  
SQ/TK COLC-Golden 
West HS 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Kern County Fair  Dept Mtg Program Review-AM 
Off Mtg 
  
 
Set Up for Raisin Day Raisin Day 
 
30       
       
 
October 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg 
McDermott Field 
House 
 Farm Bureau Trip Farm Bureau Trip Alta Historical Society 
Dinner 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg SQ O/C-Tulare Union Orosi Cotton Contest Drive Thru BBQ 
 
Corcoran  Cotton 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg   Chapter 
Meeting-Halloween 
MJC Cotton 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg    
 
 
28 29 30 31    
DC Trip  Dept Mtg 
Start Canned Food 
Drive 
Off Mtg Halloween 
Harvest Fest 
 
   
 
November 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
    1 2 3 
    NO SCHOOL 
Hanford Cotton 
Begin Cookie Dough 
Sales 
Cotton State Finals 
 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg New Professionals New Professionals   
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Veteran’s Day NO SCHOOL Off Mtg End Cookie Dough Chapter 
Meeting-Potluck 
End Canned Food 
Drive 
Region Road 
Show-Tenaya Lodge 
Region CATA 
Mtg-Tenaya Lodge 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
 Thanksgiving Break Thanksgiving Break Thanksgiving Break Thanksgiving Thanksgiving Break  
25 26 27 28 29 30  
 Dept Mtg 
Nicole Gone-NAAE 
Off Mtg 
Nicole Gone-NAAE 
 
Nicole Gone-NAAE 
 
Discovery Leadership 
Conference-Visalia 
Nicole Gone-NAAE 
Nicole Gone-NAAE  
 
December 2018 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
      1 
      Mid-Winter CC Mtg. 
Mariposa Nat Res 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg  SQ/TK Banking-El 
Diamante 
 Reedley MC Nat Res 
Reg FFA Officer 
Mtg-Selma 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg   Chapter 
Meeting-White 
Elephant 
 
 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg  End of Semester Break  
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
 Break Christmas Day Break Break Break  
30 31      
 Break      
 
 
January 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
  1 2 3 4 5 
  New Year’s Day Break Break St. Helena Vine 
Pruning 
Porterville College 
Citrus 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
 Spring Semester 
Begins 
Dept Mtg 
Off Mtg Work Day with Joy 
Soares 
  Dinuba Vine Pruning 
Exeter Citrus 
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg  Chapter 
Meeting-Greenhand/
Chapter Ceremonies 
SJR Off Apps Due Tulare Citrus 
Selma Vine Pruning 
 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
 NO SCHOOL Off Mtg  SQ Manuscripts 
Due-Tulare 
 
 Reedley College FD & 
Nat Res Finals 
27 28 29 30 31   
 SQ/TK State 
Degree-Mt. Whitney 
Start Flower Sales 
Off Mtg EFM/WFM State 
Degree-Kingsburg 
 
   
 
February 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
     1 2 
      Winter State Finals 
 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg  
 
SQ Speaking-Mission 
Oaks 
End Flower Sales Reg Off Screening 
 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
 NO SCHOOL  World Ag Expo  MFE/ALA I-Visalia  
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
 
 
NO SCHOOL Off Mtg  SQ BIG/COOP-COS 
Tulare 
Roses for Wrinkles Reg CATA/FFA 
Mtg-Mission Oaks 
24 25 26 27 28   
 Dept Mtg      
 
March 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
     1 2 
     UC DAvis-Leave UCD Field Day 
 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
 State Off Cand 
Exam-Tulare 
Dept Mtg 
SLE  
Off Mtg 
 
 
  Chico Field Day 
 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
 State Nom Com Mtg - 
Galt 
Dept Mtg 
Off Mtg  SQ/TK Parli 
Pro-Hanford 
SJR Speaking 
Finals-COS Tulare 
Merced College FD 
Dinuba Field Day 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg Sectional Activity @ 
Exeter HS 
Chapter 
Meeting-badminton 
Tournament 
 MJC Field Day 
Pomona Field Day 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg SV Banquet-Kern Fair KI Banquet-Kern Fair  Reedley College Field 
Day 
Woodlake Floral 
31       
       
 
April 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 Dept Mtg Off Mtg SQ Banquet-Tulare 
SQ Off Apps 
Due-Exeter 
  State Off Cand Trainn 
Clovis Vet Sci 
 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
State Off Cand Train SQ Off Interv-Exeter 
Dept Mtg 
Off Mtg  SQ Off Elections  Fresno State Field Day 
Clovis Field Day 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
 Spring Break Spring Break Spring Break Spring Break Spring Break Fowler Nursery/BIG 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Easter Spring Break Off Mtg Speaking 
Finals-Anaheim 
Chapter 
Meeting-Rewind 
 State Leadership Conf. 
 
State Leadership Conf 
 
28 29 30     
State Leadership 
Conf. 
State Leadership Conf Off Mtg     
 
May 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
   1 2 3 4 
     Cal Poly-Leave Cal Poly State Finals 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
 Porterville Fair 
Dept Mtg 
 
Off Mtg 
  
 
Plant Sale Plant Sale 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
Mother’s Day Chowchilla Fair 
Dept Mtg 
 
Off Mtg 
Banquet Practice Banquet Rehearsal Banquet  
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Chowchilla Fair Dept Mtg SQ CATA Mtg-Dinuba   American Degree 
Apps Due 
Point Awards Trip 
26 27 28 29 30 31  
 Memorial Day 
NO SCHOOL 
New Officer Mtg  Graduation Last Day Of School  
 
 
June 2019 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 
Get Pigs 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Kings County Fair 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Kings County Fair 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Father’s Day Region Officer 
Retreat-TBD 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
CATA Conference-SLO 
30 
 June   2018      ​Roy-​Yellow 
Kari-​Purple 
Nicole-​Blue 
All-​Green 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
28 29 30 31 1 2 3 
    Pick up Hogs 
 
Prep for 
Summer 
Bridge 
Out of town 
Pick up Lambs 
Out of Town 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Summer Bridge 
 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
Guide dog mtg 
Lamb Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Pig Practice 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Pick up feed 
for animals 
Pig Practice 
Water 
Summer 
Bridge 
 
Water 
Out of Town 
 
Water 
Out of Town 
 
Water 
 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
Out of town 
Pig Practice 
Water 
  
Goat Practice 
Lamb Practice  
Guide dog mtg 
Water 
 
Water 
 
Goat 
Practice 
 
Pig Practice  
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Pick up feed for 
animals 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
 
Guide dog 
Mandatory 
raiser meeting 
Water 
 
 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Guide Dog mtg 
Masters Classes 
Lamb Practice  
Masters 
Classes 
 
Masters 
Classes 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Masters 
Classes 
Masters 
Classes 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
Masters Classes  
25 26 27 28 29 30 1 
CATA CATA CATA CATA Pick up feed for 
animals 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
  
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
       
 
 
   
July 2018
 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
25 26 27 28 29 30 1 
       
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Goat and Pig 
Practice 
Guide dog mtg 
 
Masters Classes 
Masters 
Classes 
Lamb Practice  
 
Masters 
Classes 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Water 
 
Pick up Feed 
for animals 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
 
Water 
 
Water 
 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Goat Practice  
Pig Practice 
Water 
 
 
Record book 
lesson with 
animal kids 
Lamb Practice  
Guide Dog Mtg 
Work in 
classroom. 
Water 
Goat Practice 
Pig Practice 
Work in 
classroom 
Water 
 
Water 
 
Water 
 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Goat Practice  
Pig Practice 
Water 
 
Lamb Practice  
Water 
Pick up feed 
and work in 
classroom. 
Water 
Goat and  
Pig Practice 
Water 
 
Out of Town 
Out of Town 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
Out of Town 
Work in 
Classroom 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
Out of Town 
Water 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Out of Town 
 ​Pig Practice 
Water 
 
Out of Town 
Lamb Practice  
Water 
 
Officer 
Retreat 
Officer 
Retreat 
 
Officer 
Retreat 
Water 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
30 31 1 2 3 4 5 
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
  
Work in 
Classroom 
Water 
 
     
 
 
21. Professional
Development
Activities
Current Year's Growth and Development Activities 
 
1. New Professionals Institute-Year 3 (11/7/2018-11/8/2018) 
2. CATA Fall Regional Roadshow (11/16/2018) 
3. CATA Fall Regional Meeting (11/17/2018) 
4. National Association of Agricultural Educators-Teachers Turn the Key Program         
(11/26/2018-12/1/2018) 
5. CATA Spring Regional Meeting (2/23/2019) 
6. CATA Summer Conference (6/23/2019-6/27/2019) 
7. Agriskills 2019 (6/23/2019, 6/27/2019) 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
22. R-2 Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 










  
 
 
 
23. Completed Travel 
Requests 
 
 
 
 
 
Agenda Item #  
DINUBA USD
Board Agenda Item
Agenda Item Title: 2019 MFE/ALA Conferences
Contact Person:   Roy Browne      
Information Date: August 16, 2018
Action Date: 
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the board approve the student trip entitled “Made for Excellence and 
Advanced Leadership Academy” at the Visalia Convention Center from February 15-16, 2019.  
This trip will be a day trips only, No overnight is required.  Although the flyers talks about 
overnight however, due to the proximity of the conference we have chosen not to spend the 
night but take a bus with students each day. 
DISCUSSION/RATIONALE
Students will participate in the 2 day Made for Excellence conference that allows self-discovery 
of the talents and strengths, interests and personal character of each FFA member that attends.  
Students will learn how to become leaders in their home chapter, where they will explore roles, 
responsibility and integrity of character development. Students that participate in the 
Advanced Leadership Academy will discover how to work as a team of innovative leaders in 
their chapter while analyzing their programs needs and creating a plan of action to create 
change within their organization.  Students will attend workshops in conflict resolution 
strategies, create a plan of action for the implementation of their program of activities and 
develop methods of establishing buy-in and build support for their chapters projects.
FISCAL IMPACT
Two substitutes will be needed to cover two teacher’s classes for the days each teacher is out 
at the standard sub rate.  Subs are to be paid for by the district.  Students will put a deposit 
down of $50 to hold their spot. And the Ag Incentive Grant or Perkins will fund the remaining 
portion of the conference for each student. 
BOARD REVISIONS
Agenda Item #  
DINUBA USD
Board Agenda Item
Agenda Item Title: 2018 Tulare County Fair
Contact Person:   Roy Browne      
Information Date: August 8, 2018
Action Date: 
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the board approve the student trip entitled “Tulare County Fair” at the 
Tulare County Fairgrounds from September 10- 16, 2018.  This trip will be a day trips only, No 
overnight is required.
DISCUSSION/RATIONALE
Students will showcase their individual animals in their respective classes, by breed and species,  
at the Tulare County Fair.  These 26 students have worked tirelessly over the summer or longer 
to raise quality product that can be sold at the fair. 
FISCAL IMPACT
Three substitutes will be needed to cover three teacher’s classes for the days each teacher is 
out (see attached schedule) at the standard sub rate. To be paid for by the district.
BOARD REVISIONS
Agenda Item #  
DINUBA USD
Board Agenda Item
Agenda Item Title: National Association of Agriculture Educators National 
Convention
Contact Person:   Nicole Borba    
Information Date: August 21, 2018
Action Date: 
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the board approve the trip entitled “National Association of Agriculture 
Educators National Convention” in San Antonio, Texas from November 26 thru December 1, 
2018.  For this trip, overnight is required.  
DISCUSSION/RATIONALE
Mrs. Nicole Borba has been awarded the Teachers Turn The Key Scholarship to the NAAE 
National Convention.  The National Association of Agriculture Educators National Convention 
offers teacher professional development sessions for new teachers to keep them in the 
Agriculture Profession.  Mrs. Borba is the only one from California to receive the Teachers Turn 
the Key Scholarship Award. 
Agricultural education is continually faced with a shortage of qualified teachers. Unless those 
who have been trained actually enter and remain in the profession for a period of several years, 
the shortage of qualified teachers will prevail. In 2003, NAAE developed the Teachers Turn the 
Key program as a means of encouraging young teachers to remain in the profession and to 
support and recognize participation in professional development. Since its inception, the 
program has impacted over 400 teachers across the United States.
The Teachers Turn the Key professional development program is a year-long program which 
focuses on providing early-career ag teachers with the tools and support they need to grow and 
flourish in the profession. Participants are challenged to improve their teaching and classroom 
management, develop time management skills, and immerse themselves in professional 
development activities that will support their professional goals.
FISCAL IMPACT
One substitute will be needed to cover Mrs. Borba’s classes for the days each teacher is out at 
the standard sub rate.  Subs are to be paid for by the district. Teachers Turn the Key Scholarship 
Award Program is an all expense paid trip, they have already booked travel, hotel and 
transportation for Mrs. Borba.  The only thing the district has to pay for is the substitute 
teacher.  
BOARD REVISIONS
  
 
 
24. CATA 
Membership Card 
 
 
 
 
 
  

  
 
 
 
25. Professional 
Development Report 
  
___________________________ 
( ) 
       Dinuba Unified School District 
OUT OF DISTRICT CONFERENCE/EVALUATION FORM 
NAME: Nicole Borba SCHOOL: 
Dinuba High School 
GRADE/DEPT:  Ag Dept
CONFERENCE/WORKSHOP/INSERVICE:   NAAE Convention in San Antonio, TX DATE: 11/27/2018-12/1/2018 
Evaluations of professional development activities provide records required by auditors and program administrators. Please 
complete this evaluation whenever you participate in a professional development activity. If you are claiming reimbursement for 
personal expenses, you must include a copy of the agenda, or registration form and receipts for your reimbursement along with this 
form. The funding for this activity should be noted below. All forms require site administrator’s signature. 
Program Funding Source: 
If grant funded or funding is not listed above, please identify grant or funding source here: 
National Association of Agricultural Educators-Teachers Turn the Key Award Program 
1. What did you gain from the conference/workshop/inservice that will benefit the students in your class, grade/department,
school or district?
Networked with other early career Ag teachers across the nation. learned new ways to approach the classroom
instruction, building community support, program promotion, and identifying strengths. Specific workshops
were geared towards the challenges young teachers face, especially agriculture teachers. We collaborated with
other teachers in various types and sizes of departments to discuss challenges and successes in our programs.
New ideas for classroom activities, technology integration and flipping a classroom were gained that can be
brought into the classroom. Other states do not have students become FFA members by enrolling in an
agriculture course, their membership is paid by the individual, so it was great to learn unique promotional tasks
that we can use to continue to build our program.
2. What did you learn that will advance your personal goals or teaching ability in conjunction with your school’s program
goals and plans?
New ideas for chapter meetings, fundraisers, community service, and ways to coach teams were also learned.
Had the opportunity to sit through workshops specifically for program Teachers Turn the Key program, as well
as professional development workshops available to all conferences. Workshops included planning inquiry-
based labs for agriculture courses, teaching landscape design, positive social media use for chapter promotion,
interactive foldables.
3. How and when will you share the information learned from this conference with your school site, grade level, or
department? 
Information and new ideas will be brought forward to my department at our weekly department meetings.
Pictures were taken during various workshops and brainstorming that will be uploaded onto a shared
department Google Drive folder.
4. What was your overall evaluation of the conference/workshop/inservice?
Excellent (X ) Very Good ( ) Good ( ) Fair ( ) Poor 
5. Additional comments/recommendations/strengths or weaknesses of the professional development
Please select funding 
Best conference I have ever attended! Happy to have the opportunity to represent Dinuba Unified and our state at this 
national event. 
Signature Date: 
Principal’s Signature Date: 
 12/7/2018
  
 
 
 
26. Five Year 
Acquisition List  
DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL 
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT 
FIVE-YEAR PLAN 
 
Year 1: 2018-2019 
1. Upgrade shade area, clothe 
2. New Animal trailer 
3. build shelving in storage sheds 
4. Renovate the Orchard 
5. New Ag Truck 
 
 
Year 2: 2019-2020 
1. upgrade lighting in greenhouse 
2. purchase new glazing for greenhouse 
3. Add tar to roof of C-Trains 
4. Develop ornamental tree area 
5. Renovate propagation (mist) House 
 
Year 3: 2020-2021 
1. Develop a outside potting area 
2. purchase additional livestock trailer 
3. new laptops for computer lab & staff & printer 
4. Add more hydroponics/Aquaponics 
5. Add lights to shed in the livestock area. 
 
Year 4: 2021-2022 
1. outside potting area 
2. create outdoor mother stock area for horticulture 
3. Add another raised bed  
4. Add feed containers in the livestock area. 
 
Year 5: 2022-2023  
1. purchase smaller greenhouse 
2. purchase walk in floral cooler 
3. Purchase soil sterlizer 
4. Purchase soil mixer 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
27. Current Operating 
Budget  
Department Budget 
 
Overall Budget 
Perkins Funds $8,000 
Ag Incentive Grant $19,832 
Dual Enrollment $1,000 
School General Fund $600 
TOTAL $29,432 
 
Ag Incentive Grant 
Books and Supplies $9,832 
Transportation $8,000 
Conferences $2,000 
TOTAL $19,832 
 
Dual Enrollment 
Supplies and Tools $1,000 
TOTAL $1,000 
 
School General Fund 
Office Supplies $600 
TOTAL $600 
 
Carl Perkins 
Materials and Supplies $2,000 
Travel and Conferences $5,000 
Equipment  $1,000 
TOTAL $8,000 
  
 
 
 
28. District/Department 
Budget Description  
Our department budget processes and ran and overseen by Roy Browne, the 
department chair. The Dinuba High School Agriculture Department receives two 
main grant funds each year, the Agricultural Incentive Grant and Perkins Grant. 
The agriculture teachers plan each year to identify the financial needs of the 
program. Large purchases are outlined in our Five Year Plan. Additional 
fundraisers are held throughout the year to generate additional revenue for FFA 
related activities. 
The Agricultural Incentive Grant is used to pay for transportation needs for 
the yearly events, conference fees, books and supplies. Perkins is used to pay for 
travel and conferences, equipment, as well as materials and supplies. Additionally, 
$1,000 is received for Dual Enrollment courses and $600 is received from the 
general school fund for office supplies. 
The department chair submits requisitions to the Dinuba Unified Financial 
Office to use AIG and Carl Perkins funding. All agricultural teachers can create 
purchase orders in small amounts for various supplies or activities. Payment 
request forms are used for all ASB accounts for FFA funds, projects, floral, and 
horticulture accounts.
29. Department
Chairperson’s Duties 
Roy Browne is currently our Department Chair. His duties and 
responsibilities can be reference on the submitted Chart of Responsibilities.
30. Chart of
Responsibilities
Dinuba High School Agriculture Department 
Chart of Responsibilities 2018– 2019  
Assignment Date Roy 
Browne 
Kari 
Wilterding 
Nicole 
Borba 
     
Leadership Advising     
Officer Team Advisor All Year XX X X 
Officer Retreat July XX X X 
Opening Closing Ceremonies October Officer Team Novice Teams Open Teams 
Sectional Officer Team Officer All Year    
Sectional Activities All Year X X X 
     
Judging Teams     
Creed Speaking Fall-Spring X XX X 
Cooperatives  February XX   
Banking Quiz December  XX  
Cotton Judging CDE Sept – Nov   XX 
Vine Pruning CDE Winter XX   
Citrus Judging CDE Winter X X  
Prepared speaking Spring  X XX 
Extemporaneous Speaking Spring XX XX X 
Job Interview  Spring  XX X 
Veterinary Science CDE Spring XX   
Impromptu  Spring X  XX 
Best Informed Greenhand Spring X XX  
Landscape Design- CDE Spring   XX 
Veterinary Science – CDE May -Oct XX   
Floriculture CDE      XX  
 GUIDE DOGS  X XX X 
Department / Reports     
Department Head All Year XX   
R2 – Roster October XX X X 
Program of Activities Fall X  XX 
Requisitions All Year XX X  
Transportation Forms All Year  XX  
Advisory Committee Meetings All year XX X X 
Advisory Committee Minutes All year  XX  
Grants All Year X X X 
Student Teachers observer   XX X 
CATA     
State Conference June X X X 
Road Show Prof. Dev. December X X X 
Fall Sectional Meeting September X X X 
Spring Sectional Meeting May X X X 
Fall Regional Meeting November X X X 
Spring Regional Meeting  February X X X 
Summer Regional Meeting June X X X 
Proficiency Application Scoring February X X X 
Record Book Scoring January X X X 
Sectional Officer Position All Year X X X 
     
Leadership Conferences     
Chapter Officer Lead. Conf. October  X X 
Greenhand Leadership Conf. November  X  
Made for Excellence Conf. February X X X 
Advanced Leadership Academy February X X X 
State FFA Convention April X X X 
National FFA Convention Trip October XX   
     
FFA Meetings     
Aug. Mtg. – Groovy meeting August X X X 
Sept. Mtg- Pool party September X X X 
Oct. Mtg. – Halloween Movie October X X X 
Nov. Mtg. – Thanksgiving  November X X X 
Dec. Mtg. – Chapter / GH Degree December X X X 
Jan. Mtg. – January X X X 
Feb. Mtg. - Softball Night February X X X 
Mar. Mtg. - Chapter Degree March X X X 
Apr. Mtg. – Park - Games April X X X 
May Mtg. - Banquet Awards May XX   
May Mtg. - Banquet Food May   XX 
May Mtg. - Banquet Program,  
Decor & Certificates 
May  XX  
     
Community Service     
Thanksgiving Baskets November X X X 
Raisin Day Petting Zoo September XX   
Grand View Carnival Petting Zoo October XX   
Women’s Club Mtg. October  XX  
Christmas Float December X X X 
Pet Food Drive January XX X X 
Valentine Roses  February  XX  
Rose/Carnations for the Elderly February X XX X 
Earth Day - Tree Planting March   XX 
Pet therapy November  
X 
X X 
SAE Projects     
Sheep May –Sept. XX   
Swine May – Sept.   XX 
Goats Mar – Sept.  XX  
Beef Jan - Sept  XX  
Tulare County Fair September X X X 
Plant Sales – Fall / Spring Nov. / May   XX 
Bare Root Trees Jan – May   X 
Vegetable Plots Mar – Jun X X X 
Small Animals All year XX   
Orchard/Vineyard All year X  XX 
Open Shop Projects All year X   
Poultry at the Jr. High All year X   
Ag Sci & Animal Proficiencies Spring XX   
 Ag Mech & Landscape Prof. Spring   XX 
Sales, Floral & Horticulture Prof. Spring  XX X 
Pre-Fair Fall X X X 
State/Am. Degree Applications Winter X X X 
     
Officer Duties     
Chapter Officer Applications March X XX X 
Regional Officer Applications February X XX X 
Sectional Officer Applications April X XX X 
State Conference Applications January  XX  
MFE-ALA Applications November  XX  
     
Fundraisers     
Drive Thru BBQ Fall XX X X 
Shirt Orders All Year X XX X 
Cookie Dough November XX X X 
Smencils  XX   
Other     
World Ag Expo  X X X 
National FFA Week February X X X 
Officer Meetings All Year XX X X 
Dual Enrollment Classes All Year X XX X 
Reedley Showmanship Day November    
     
     XX   =   lead advisor  
      X     =   assistant advisor 
    
     
     
     
31. Substitute Teacher
Procedures and Plans

Sub Plans Mrs. Borba 
Wednesday Feb. 13, 2019 Rooms 601 and 600 
Thank you for subbing my class! 
If you have ANY questions, feel free to give me a call at ​
Rules and Expectations 
● Please only allow ​one​ student at a time to use the restroom. Students are not allowed to
use the restroom the first or last 10 minutes of class. Students must take the orange pass
with my name on it.
● Cells phones are not allowed during instructional time. Provide a warning to the students,
after that they can receive a step
● Students MUST have the classroom clean with all materials returned before they can be
excused. This includes CHROMEBOOKS. They must be ​plugged​ in for them to leave. If
they chose to not clean up on time, they must stay to clean up.
● DO NOT collect any work from students. They will keep all work in their notebooks.
Any work that is due I will collect when I return.
● Please ​complete​ the rating survey at the very end of these sub notes.
● Do not allow students to move/change seats.
Non-Lab Aide Students are not allowed to go out to the greenhouse or 
farm unless specified by myself in writing. ONLY TA’s 
Assigned seating charts for each class are in this sub folder if you need to use them for noting specific 
students, good or bad. My expectations have been given to the class so I expect them to act accordingly 
and show you respect.
Additional Notes to Sub: 
Period 1 will be in room 601 
Periods 3, 4, 5, and 6 will be in room 600 
Please take subfolder and materials to each classroom 
All Classes 
● All Ag Biology students are in the habit of grabbing their notebooks out of the crate. 
● Students are expected to be working efficiently and productively. Any students who are not working or 
being defiant, please make note of in sub notes. 
 
Periods 1, 3, 4, and 6 - Ag Biology  
○ Students will complete the posted assignment on Google Classroom. If for some reason they do 
not have a copy already, they can select “make a copy” to complete. 
○ Assignment is due tonight at 11:59pm 
○ Please write the following on the board: 
Ag Biology 
● Complete SAE Board Pre Assignment 
o Due tonight at 11:59pm 
Per 5- Horticulture 
○ Students will complete the posted assignment on Google Classroom. If for some reason they do 
not have a copy already, they can select “make a copy” to complete. 
○ Assignment is due tonight at 11:59pm 
○ *there will be just a few who are repeaters for Horticulture and Biology. They can submit same 
info again and add more to the assignment for this period.  
○ Please write the following on the board: 
Horticulture 
● Complete SAE Board Pre Assignment 
o Due tonight at 11:59pm 
Lab Aides- 1, 4, and 6  
o Per 1 Lab Aide-Jesus Aguilera.  
o Per 4 Lab Aides- Adriana Ledesma and Steven Jimenez 
o Per 6 Student Assistant (but enrolled in Ag Bio) Tricia Gallardo 
*Any work or copies will be left for them in this folder  
 
 
 
Please rate each class below appropriately.  Feel free to add commentary or 
indicate any problems that may have occurred. Students are aware that I have 
high expectations and expect them to be well behaved for you.  
 
1​st​ Period (Ag Bio) 
Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent 
 
3​rd​ Period (Ag Bio) 
Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent 
 
4​th​ Period (Ag Bio) 
Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent 
 
5​th​ Period (Horticulture) 
Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent 
 
6​th​ Period (Ag Bio) 
Poor Satisfactory Good Excellent 
 
  
 
 
 
32. Program Completer 
Description  
 A program completer is a student who is part of the agriculture education program 
for four years at Dinuba High School. The student must also complete at least one 
pathway within the department, for example Ornamental Horticulture, Floral, or 
Animal Science.  
  
Program Completion Standards 
 
1. Personal Skills 
Students will understand how personal skill development affects employability. They will exhibit 
positive attitudes, self-confidence, preserving, and self-discipline. They will manage time and 
balance priorities, as well as demonstrate a capacity for lifelong learning.  
 
     ​2. Interpersonal Skills 
Students will understand key concepts in group dynamics, conflict resolution, and negotiation. 
They will work cooperatively, share responsibilities, and assume leadership roles. They will 
demonstrate cooperative working relationships across gender and cultural groups. 
 
    ​3. Thinking and Problem Solving Skills 
Students will exhibit critical and creative thinking skills, logical, reasoning, and problem solving. 
They will apply numerical estimation, measurement, and calculation. They will recognize 
problem situations, identify, locate, and organize needed information or data and the purpose, 
evaluation, and section of alternate solutions. 
 
   ​4. Communication Skills 
Students will understand the principles of effective communicators. They will communicate both 
written and orally. They will listen attentively to instructions and request clarification or 
additional information as needed.  
 
   ​5. Occupational Skills  
Students will understand occupational safety issues, including avoidance of physical hazards in 
the work environment. They will operate equipment safely as not to endanger themselves or 
others. They will demonstrate proper handling of hazardous materials.  
 
   ​6. Employment Skills  
Students will understand career paths and strategies for obtaining employment within their 
chosen fields. They will assume responsibility for professional growth. They will understand and 
promote the role of their field within a productive society, including professional organizations. 
  
   ​7. Technology Skills 
Students will understand and adapt to changing technology by identifying learning, and applying 
new skills to improve job performance. They will effectively employ technologies relevant to 
their field. 
 
Floral Design Pathway 
 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will identify annual, perennial, bulbs, potted/flowering plants and tools used in            
the floral industry. 
● Students will understand the importance of the floriculture and horticulture industry in            
California and the United States. 
● Students will know the basic principles of design. 
● Students will be able to define and describe basic characteristics of floral crops. 
● Students will know proper and safe us of materials, tools, and equipment vital to the               
horticulture/floriculture industry. 
● Students can implement the proper techniques in floral crop management, such as            
handling cut flower crops, decrease deteriorations, and marketing.  
● Students will develop floral commodities such as corsages, boutonnieres, and floral           
arrangements.  
● Students will display knowledge of the plant and flower physiology and anatomy. 
● Students will identify different media used in floral design. 
● Students will identify career opportunities in floriculture. 
● Students will explain the history of floral design. 
● Students will explain the cultural diversity and implications of different floral designs. 
● Students will explain the arrangement styles and techniques of modern floral design and             
their 
● origination. 
● Students will explain, identify, and evaluate the elements and principles of design. 
● Students will explain, evaluate, and design seasonal, holiday, and occasion arrangements. 
● Students will demonstrate historical arrangements 
● Students will demonstrate construction of wedding and sympathy work 
● Students will develop a personal portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plant Science Pathway 
  
Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● Develop an appreciation of horticulture to create an awareness of the importance of 
horticulture. 
● Be prepared for college level entry in the various disciplines of horticulture. 
● Will the importance of plants, their uses, and incorporation of plants in our society. 
● Be familiar with cell theory and its application to the organization of all organisms. 
● Be able to recognize plant physiology, growth requirements, and nutrients needed for 
optimum plant growth. 
● Be able to understand the role of plants in our landscape, the process of design, 
installation, and maintenance of those plant materials. 
● Be aware of the historical and descriptive nature of horticulture as a science. 
● ·Acquire agricultural and biological vocabulary, and the reading, writing and critical 
thinking skills pertaining to the science. 
● Demonstrate plant identification and selection of for local landscape applications by 
completion of lab assignments. 
● Understand the principles of plant physiology and growth, including: photosynthesis, 
transpiration, respiration, and plant structure·  
● Demonstrate methods of sexual and asexual plant propagation and factors affecting. 
● Learn the principles of integrated pest management and demonstrate through labs. 
● Evaluate water management practices for ornamental plants.  
● Learn the relationship between growing mediums, water management, and 
fertilization 
● Demonstrate principles of pruning and training plant material.  
● Describe the selection, installation, and care of turf. 
● Become familiar with safe work practices with nursery production facilities, 
equipment, and tools. 
● Demonstrate principles of landscape planning, design, construction, and maintenance  
● Demonstrate principles and skills of floral design. 
● Learn about the California Horticultural Industry and role of supporting industries.  
● Learn the importance of record keeping. 
 
 
  
  
 
Animal Science Pathway 
Upon completion of this course: 
● Students will be aware of the benefits, uses, economic considerations, industry practices 
that surround farm animal production. 
● Students will be aware of the benefits of biotechnology that surrounds the production of 
farm animals. 
● Students will be able to demonstrate farm safety procedures while working around 
equipment, livestock, and  pathogens. 
●  Students will understand the role of animal health in the production of farm animals, 
including the role of disease. 
●  Students will be able to identify and utilize tools of animal husbandry to care for and 
ensure the health 
● Students will be able to discuss the benefits of the domestication of livestock and their 
genetic improvement through selective breeding and other technologies. 
● Students will be able to demonstrate safe practices on a farm, as well as design a plan to 
promote human and animal safety on farms. 
●  Students will be able to safely restrain, work around, and move animals utilizing low 
stress handling techniques, as well as discuss the benefits of these practices. 
● Students will be able to correctly utilize tools of animal husbandry and health including 
but not limited to scales, squeezes, needles, syringes, scalpels, and elastrators  
● Students will be able to conduct animal health checks including taking rectal temperature, 
pulse, capillary refill time, lung sounds, and an overall soundness check. 
● Students will be able to identify signs of animal disease and propose courses of treatment, 
and prevention of future disease. 
● Students will be able to conduct preventative health measures as well as management 
practices including deworming, vaccination, shearing, hoof trimming, castration, and 
create an appropriate management calendar for a species. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ag Mech Pathway 
 
 ​Upon completion of this course, the student will: 
● The students will be able to safely wire and install basic household electrical fixtures and 
switches. 
● The students will be able to safely wire and troubleshoot a common 12v circuit as found 
on vehicles or equipment. 
●   The student will be able to plan, measure, cut, join and finish a basic wood project. 
●  The student will be able to maintain and troubleshoot common issues found in small gas 
engines. 
●   The student will be able to safely set up the outfit and heat, cut and/or  weld mild steel 
with the apparatus. 
● Project Construction:  The student will be able to apply the above stated skills with a 
project or repair in each of the skill areas. 
● Supply agriculture students with the knowledge and skills required for entry into 
successful progress in those agriculture mechanics occupations that do not require 
education beyond the secondary level. 
● Prepare students for the advanced post-secondary level vocational education in 
agriculture mechanics. 
● Assist the students to make informed career choices in the field of agriculture mechanics. 
● Enable all students to acquire an understanding of the economic and social impact of the 
agriculture mechanics industry. 
● Provide the agriculture mechanics industry with the appropriate numbers of persons 
adequately prepared for successful employment in those occupations, which presently 
exist and which are developing in the industry. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
33. Articulation 
Agreements 
 
 
 
 
 
Dual Enrollment Class Roster Spring 2018
Student First Name Last Name College ID
1 Jesus
2 Diego
3 Shania
4 Ann
5 Elizabeth
6 Ricardo   
7 Jesus
8 Leslie
9 Bianca
10 Bertha
11 Bethany
12 Genessee
13 Jennifer
14 Madasen
15 Fatima z
16 Jennifer
17 Ashley
18 Gerardo
19 Mercedes
20 Wendy
21 Daisy
22 Marlen
23 Jenifer
24 Gisel
25 Alexis   
26 Mandi
Course Name :   EH37_Wilterding
Course Section #:  Period 5
Instructor: Wilterding
College (FCC or RC): RC
12018  Spring Semester – 18 weeks – January 08, 2018 – June 7, 2018
Beginning Floral Design – EH 37 – 3 Units
Teacher:  Kari Wilterding
Department:  Agriculture
School Email: kari.wilterding@dinuba.k12.ca.us
School Phone: (559) 595-7247
Office Hours: By appointment only
Class Room: AG 05
Location: DINUBA HIGH SCHOOL
Section Number: 74544
Class Meets:  M-F 12:20pm to 1:10pm
Course Description
An introduction to the fundamentals of theory, techniques and skills currently practiced in the floral industry. Includes 
applied art principles, cut flower care, handling practices, proper use of florist tools and materials, pricing of floral products 
and use of current floral business technology. Includes constructing corsages,  floral arrangements, and foliage plant items, 
which meet floral industry standards.
Lecture / Lab Hours: 
 Course Hours 
  Weekly Lec hours:  2.00 
 Weekly Lab hours:  3.00 
 Total Contact hours:  90.00 
 
Grading Basis: Grading Scale Only X 
 Pass/No Pass option   
 Pass/No Pass only   
 Advisories: 
 Eligibility for English 125, 126, and Mathematics 201.
 Pre-requisites (requires C grade or better): 
 
Course Outline 
 Safety and Tool/Material Identification 
 Elements & Principles of Floral Design 
 History of Floral Design
 Holiday & Seasonal Flower Arrangements
 Basic Arrangement Shapes and Corsages
 Care and Handling of Cut Flowers and Foliage
 Flower and Plant Identification
 Proper Use of Dried and Silk Products
 Business Skills, Pricing, & Marketing
Course Objectives
A. Correctly condition and handle cut flowers, greens, and foliage plants used in the floral industry. 
B. Identify flowers, greens, and foliage plants commonly used in the floral industry.
C. Demonstrate an understanding of basic floral design theory.
D. Demonstrate the correct care and handling of foliage plants.
E. Describe 10 floral designs and styles from different historical periods.
F. Demonstrate the correct uses of business machines and wire services used in the floral industry.
Course Outline
2Lecture Content:
1. Introduction
A.  Floral design defined
B.  Tools and supplies needed
C.  The floral industry: past, present and future
D.  Careers in the floral industry
2. History of floral design
A.  The Classical period
B.  European periods
1. Classical Greek and Roman
2. Italian Renaissance
3. Dutch and Flemish
4. French
5. Georgian
6. Victorian
C.  American designs
1. Colonial
2. Colonial Williamsburg
3. Federal
4. American Victorian
5. Early 20th Century
6. Contemporary
7. Western
D.  Oriental flower designs
3. Care and handling of cut flowers
A.  Container selection and sanitation
B.  Water preparation
C.  Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D.  Refrigeration and storage
E.  Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
4. Materials and supplies used in floral design
A.  Flowers and greens - identification and uses if floral design
B.  Wire - sizes and uses
C.  Ribbon - sizes, types and uses
D  Nets, Tulle, Aqua Net
E.  Flower holders and fasteners
F.  Corsage accessories and packaging
G.  Containers - sizes, shapes and uses
H.  Florist Foams and Frogs
I.  Foils and laces
J.  Other commonly used materials
5. The principles and elements of floral design
A.  Design principles
1. Emphasis
2. Balance
3. Proportion
4. Harmony
5. Unity
B.  Design elements
1. Line
2. Form
3. Texture
Lab Content
3Introduction
A. Tools and supplies needed
B. Careers in the floral industry
History of floral design
A. The Classical period
B. European periods
C. American designs
D. Oriental flower designs
Care and handling of cut flowers
A. Container selection and sanitation
B. Water preparation
C. Cleaning and preparation of flowers
D. Refrigeration and storage
E. Sanitation and floral refrigerator maintenance
Materials and supplies used in floral design
The principles and elements of floral design
Floral orders
Arrangement Pricing 
Candelabra Arrangement
Bouquets’ Centerpiece Techniques
Grading
The final semester grade will depend upon the accumulation of points during the semester. The points will be a result of 
credit received on assignments, tests and final examination. The instructor reserves the right to adjust scores as it may be 
required throughout the semester.
90-100% = A
78-89% = B
65-77% = C
51-64% = D
50% and below = F
Test material is constructed from class discussions, assigned readings, guest lectures, video presentations, and special 
assignments. Tests will consist of true/false and multiple choice questions. Unless the student receives prior approval from 
the instructor, no make-up tests will be allowed.
Assignments and corresponding labs:
Chapter 12 (20)
Shape Lab (50)
Design & Create Triangle Arrangement & Lab Sheet(100)
Outside Shape Lab (20)
FFA Record Book (100)
Shape Arrangement Test (50)
V-Day Novelty Item & Lab Sheet (100)
Wax Roses & Lab Sheet (100)
Candy Bouquet & Lab Sheet (100)
Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Flower Meaning Worksheet (20)
Pressed & Dried Flowers & Lab Sheet (100)
Chapter 15 (20)
Silk Corsage & Lab Sheet (100)
Mid-Term Wall-Mount (100)
Chapter 16 (20)
Floral Styles Test (50)
Baby’s Breath Chaplet & Lab Sheet (100)
Boutonnière & Lab Sheet (100)
Bouquets to Art Assignment (50)
5JANUARY 08, 2018 Class Begin for 2018 Spring Semester
JANUARY 15, 2018 MLK Holiday – No Class
MARCH 23, 2018 Last day to drop a class (no “W” on transcript)**
FEBRUARY 12&19 Presidents Holiday
MARCH 26 - APRIL 2, 2018 Spring break – No Class
MAY 31, 2018 Spring semester ends.
JUNE 7, 2018 Report Grades to WebAdvisor 
** Withdrawal (W): A student will be assigned a grade of “W” for classes dropped on or after 20 percent of the duration 
of the class, up to and including 50 percent of the duration of the class. After the 50 percent point, the student must 
receive a letter grade other than a “W” (i.e., A, B, C, D, F, I, P, NP). Check with your instructor for the deadline applicable 
to your class.
Cancellation Class Notification 
Check high school website for any notification, Foggy Day Schedule, etc. 
Attendance Policy make ups, Extra Credits etc.
Absences:  It is the student’s responsibility to obtain any missed notes, assignments, quizzes, and tests.  Students should 
first look in the weekly work organizer for their handouts.  If there are any questions, it is the student’s responsibility to see 
the instructor outside of class time on the day of their return.  Any assignments or exams missed due to an excused 
absence, must be completed within the same number of days as the absence.  Assignments, exams, etc. missed due to an 
unexcused absence or suspension will count as a zero.
Late Work:  Late work will be accepted for half credit, one day after the due date.  If you are absent, work is due 
immediately on the day of your return.  Projects of assignments with a “Firm Due Date” will not be accepted late.
Class Rules and Behavior
Please refer to your school handbook for complete details, however some of these policies include:
 Cheating and Plagiarism
 Drug/Alcohol free campus
 Sexual harassment
 Student conduct
 Bullying 
Each student is expected to assist in the overall environment of the classroom making it conducive to learning. 
Expectations and Class Rules:
Please see your student handbook for campus policies.
General Behavior:
Respect other’s right to learn.
Respect other’s property.
Be courteous, cooperative, respect others!
General Work Habits:
Use time wisely… There’s only so much of it!
Quality… Strive for excellence and understanding.
Learn to enjoy learning… The possibilities are endless.
Workplace Rules:
Act professional.
Follow directions.
Work for your pay (grade).
Be in class on time and prepared to work.  Always have your binder available.  Tardiness is not acceptable, the school 
tardy policy will be used and enforced.
Absolutely NO cell phones, i-Pods, MP3 players, or other electronic devices may be used or out during class.  First 
Offense = Warning / Second Offense = Teacher Confiscation for duration of the period / Third Offense = Confiscated 
and sent to the office.
6Wear appropriate clothing for the class learning activity.  You will be notified ahead of time if we are going to be doing 
a lab or working outside the classroom.  You may store an extra pair of closed-toe shoes in the classroom for use on the 
school farm and greenhouse areas.
All tools and equipment are to be properly maintained and stored.  If something is found broken or not working, please 
notify the instructor immediately.
The classroom/lab will be kept neat and clean at all times.  If the classroom/lab is not cleaned properly after an activity, 
the entire class will stay until it is done.
No food or open containers should be in the classroom at any time.  Please dispose of these items outside before class 
begins.
No hats or sunglasses will be worn in class.
Be responsible and take care of bathroom necessities before class.  Restroom use is for emergencies only.
Class will end when the instructor has dismissed you.
Cheating is: 
A. Copying someone else’s class work or letting someone copy you, when your teacher tells you that the work is to be done 
on your own (includes asking/telling orally). 
B. Copying answers on a test or letting someone copy from your test (includes asking/telling orally). 
C. Using a cheat sheet or unauthorized notes. 
D. Turning in someone else’s work as your own. 
E. Text messaging and multi-media messaging. 
Consequences, Per School Year: 
Selma High 1st Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to office. Student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the 
test and a one (1) day suspension or Saturday School, parent contact required. 
2nd Offense - The teacher shall send a referral to the office. The student shall receive an “F” or zero on the work or the test 
and a one (1) day suspension with parent contact required. Student placed on honesty contract. A high school student shall 
be removed to a study hall/or alternative class with a “W/F” for the semester. 
3rd Offense - Recommendation for transfer to an alternative program. 
Instances of cheating need not be confined to one (1) class. Each of the three (3) offenses could happen in a different 
class. Any student who is transferred to a study hall/or alternative class and then required disciplinary removal from 
the study hall/or alternative class shall be transferred to an alternative school site/program. Each student must be 
enrolled in 20 credits per semester in order to remain at Selma High.
Accommodations for students with disabilities:
“If you have a verified need for an academic accommodation or materials in alternate media (i.e., Braille, large 
print, electronic text, etc.) per the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) or section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, 
please contact me as soon as possible.”
4Chapter 17 (20)
Chapter 18 (20)
Wedding Project (50)
Chapter 19 (20)
Design a sympathy arrangement (50)
Chapter 21 (20)
Novelty Item (20)
Create a budget Test (50)
Chapter 22 (20)
Mother’s Day Flowers & Lab Sheet (50)
Event Centerpiece Test (50)
Advertisement (20) 
Mini Carnation Hawaiian Lei (100)
May 29th Final 
Tentative Schedule
Week Topic/Assignment
Week1 Shapes Unit
Week2 Shapes Unit Cont. – Lab Triangle Arrangement
Week3 Record Keeping Unit
Week4 Valentine’s Day Unit – Lab Wax Roses
Week5 Valentine’s Day Shop – Lab Hershey Kiss Roses, Candy Bouquets
Week6 Pressed Flower Unit
Week7 Dried & Silk Flower Unit
Week8 Design Style Unit
Week9 Design Styles Unit Cont. – Lab Spring Chaplet
Week10 Contemporary Design Unit – Lab Bouquets to Art
Week11 Wedding Unit
Week12 Sympathy Unit
Week13 Novelty Item Unit
Week14 Budgeting Unit
Week15 Floral Careers & Continuing Education
Week16 Advertising
Required or Recommended Textbooks and Materials:
A. Textbook, shears, and other materials will be provided on a daily basis.
B. The Art of Floral Design, Second Edition (Floral 1)
        Floriculture:  Designing & Merchandising, Second Edition (Advanced Floral)
(A classroom set of the text will be provided for in class assignments)
Materials Needed
  ~   pen or pencil
  ~   note book or writing paper
  ~   binder
Important Dates

  
 
 
 
34. Reimbursement 
Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The reimbursement process for teachers in the Dinuba High School Agriculture 
Department varies based upon the account that the reimbursement is requested. 
Receipts must be presented with accompanying payment forms in order to process 
the paperwork. Emergency Purchase Orders are recommended for each account in 
order to repay the advisor when a purchase order was not approved prior. After 
processing the payment request, the Finance employee will prepare a check for the 
instructor. The department head oversees all reimbursement and processes 
paperwork as required.  
            Personal Expense Claim Form  
 
              Name_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
              Address________________________________________________City______________, CA Zip____________ 
 
              School_________________________________ Date of Governing Board Approval_______________________ 
 
              Conference Name_________________ Business Purpose________________   City of Event________________ 
 Attach conference form to this expense claim                     i.e. Staff Development, Chaperone Students, etc 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                         
 
                                   Keep a copy of this form and a copy of your receipts for your files 
The above expenses were actual and necessary in the performance of my official duty.  No tips, alcohol, or expenses for a family member or other non-district 
affiliated person(s) are included in this request.  No part of the above claim has been paid by the District or reimbursed by other entities.  
 I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and correct. 
Dated this _____day of ______, 20 ___    ____________________________________________________________ 
                                                                Employee Signature 
Principal/Administrator: ______________________________________Date _______________________________ 
 
Director of Business Services: __________________________________Date_______________________________ 
USE DISTRICT CREDIT CARD 
Registration: Dates Inclusive of Conference _________ - ___________ Reg Fees $______________      N/A            
Meals included in Conference?    Yes    No 
 
Lodging:  No of Nights _____ amount per Night $ __________ Total per Lodging $ ______________               N/A 
           (Attach Lodging receipts to this expense claim) 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  
DISTRICT OFFICE 
Meals: $46 Claimed Meal Costs (no receipts required)   
 
Date _______ Day 1  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 2  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 3  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
Date _______ Day 4  Breakfast $10   Lunch/$12   Dinner /$24 =$   ___________ 
      
         Total of Meals Receipts $    ___________ 
Parking_________________________________________________   Parking  $   ___________ 
                                           (Attach receipts) 
Miscellaneous:     
    Description_____________________________________________________________     Misc  $ ______________ 
   Description ___________________________________________________________________________     Misc $ ______________ 
                                                     (Attach Miscellaneous Receipts to this expense form) 
Mileage:__________________ X   0.545 ¢ (attach a google/mapquest map)                  Total Mileage  $_______________ 
 
Account Code:   ______________________________________________________ TOTAL REIMBURSEMENT:  $ _____________ 
 
Account No._____________________________________________________   TOTAL CLAIM $_________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dinuba Unified School District 
1327 East El Monte Way 
Dinuba, CA  93618 
January 2018 
 
 
 
Clarification of Meal Reimbursement Procedures 
 
Meals: The Cost of meals shall be reimbursed at the following rate: 
 Breakfast $10.00 
 Lunch  $12.00 
 Dinner  $24.00 
 
Reimbursements will not be made for tips, guests, or alcoholic beverages or when costs of meal(s) are included in 
workshop fee or airfare. 
 
1 Meal   = Amount spent or maximum per meal rate, whichever is less 
 
2 Meal  = Breakfast & Lunch, Amount spent or the maximum reimbursement of $22.00, whichever is less 
 
  = Lunch & Dinner, Amount spent or the maximum reimbursement of $36.00, whichever is less 
 
Reimbursements will not be made for tips, guests, or alcoholic beverages or when costs of meal(s) are included in 
workshop fee or airfare, the total per diem allowance is reduced for each meal included according to the rates shown 
above: 
 
When Travel Begins 
Prior to  & Ends After These Meals May Be Claimed  
6:30 A.M.  9:00 A.M. Breakfast 
6:30 A.M.  2:00 P.M. Breakfast & Lunch 
11:00 A.M.  2:00 P.M. Lunch 
11:00 A.M.  7:00 P.M. Lunch & Dinner 
5:00 P.M.  7:00 P.M Dinner 
6:30 A.M.  7:00 P.M. Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner 
 
 

